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1.1 On internal derivation
That Proto-Indo-European used a morphological process called internal derivation (ID) as a
means of word formation is a relatively undisputed assumption within Indo-European studies.
The investigation of the exact mechanisms of this process, however, is far from completed.
The scope of this thesis is to delve deeper into one particular aspect of ID and investigate
the behavior of the continuants of Indo-European nominal stems formed with the suﬃx *-i-
in Vedic, in particular with regard to their suﬃx ablaut.
Although a complete and thorough study would, of course, have to include positive evi-
dence from as many IE languages as possible, there is a speciﬁc reason for concentrating on
Vedic as a ﬁrst step. Vedic has hitherto been one of the richest sources of evidence for ID
and particularly for the phenomenon I am going to concentrate on: the relationship between
acrostatic abstract nouns and proterokinetic adjectives. Although a derivational connection
between abstract u-stems and corresponding adjectives has previously been assumed by Emile
Benveniste (cf. Widmer (2004, 29)), the precise process has been studied only recently. The
fundamental concepts of a comprehensive theory of ID as well as the term itself go back to
some of Jochem Schindler's lectures in the Seventies1.
In the case of Indo-Iranian, Hoﬀmann's 1976 article on YAv. va­huu¡m (AzI II, 593-604)










ésu- good (thing), blessing which is also continued by the Vedic neuter substantive
vásu-. He then points out that within this originally acrostatic paradigm, inﬂectional endings
normally found in protero- and hysterokinetic paradigms are evidenced in Vedic, Avestan,
and maybe Greek. Hoﬀmann's explanation for this seeming anomaly is that the structural
ambiguity of some case forms that could belong to both protero- and hysterokinetic stems on
the one hand and to acrostatic stems on the other hand led to the analogical creation of fur-
ther protero-/hysterokinetic patterns within the paradigm of (originally acrostatic) *h1u
“
ósu-3.
However, originally vásvas rather belonged to the paradigm of vásu- n. good thing, and vá-
1Nussbaum (1998a, 147ﬀ., fn. 161 & 162), Widmer (2004, 29).
2-­huu- being an irregular outcome of *-hu
“
- caused by a blend.
3Von den übrigen Kasusformen des vedischen und avestischen Paradigmas können Nom.Akk.Du.m ved.












2 sowohl der akrody-
namischen als auch der proterodynamischen Flexionsform angehören. Das war wohl Anlass zur Ausbildung
weiterer proterodynamischer Flexionsformen wie z.B. Gen.Sg. ved. vásos, av. va­h	@u², Dat.Sg. ved. vásave, av.
vanhauu	e, die auch dem undiﬀerenzierten Normalparadigma der u-Stämme (...) angehören. (AzI II, 599).
1
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sos to that of an adjective vásu- good4. Thus, we ﬁnd a functional as well as a formal
distinction showing up with vásu-, which suggests a more systematic basis for the variation
vásvas/vásos than would be a mere analogy.
If we assume, following the Vedic, Avestan, and Greek evidence, that the acrostatic inﬂec-
tion started out in a paradigm of a neuter substantive while the proterokinetic forms started
out in that of a respective adjective and furthermore postulate a derivational connection
between substantive and adjective, there is only one possible direction for this derivation5:
R(ó/é) acrostatic substantive → R(é/ø) proterokinetic adjective
Vedic examples of this process include:
krátu- strength (← kró/étu6-),
G.sg. krátvas < *krétu
“
-es







G.sg. mádhvas < *médh-u
“
-es
→ *médhu-/ m(e)dh-éu“ -G.sg. mádhos sweet ← *medh-éu
“
-s
A number of caveats are in order at this point. First of all, the distinction between the
originally acrostatic and proterokinetic stems is not often very clear-cut. Part of the diﬃculty
of spotting ID within diﬀerent paradigms in diﬀerent daughter languages is the fact that the
derived paradigm was apparently quite often inﬂuenced by its derivational base in a number of
aspects. Take krátos, for example: Normally, proterokinetic u-adjectives would generalize the
zero grade of the root with the suﬃx accented thoughout the paradigm (cf. purú- numerous,
many < *pl
˚
h1u-, gurú- heavy < *gu“ r
˚
h2u-, Gr. βαρυ´-). G.sg. krátos, however, must go back
to the accented e-grade of the root, which was generalized in the substantive (since the strong
stem ablaut vowel -o- would have resulted in -	a- by Brugmann's Law), and thus shows an
inﬂuence of the derivational base on the substantive.
This kind of inﬂuence was especially likely to occur between acrostatic and proterokinetic
paradigms sharing a derivational history, because a number of their case forms would be
identical anyway. The neuter paradigm of the derived adjective was especially susceptible to
collapsing with the underlying substantive, since in PIE the neuter of any adjective could be
used as the respective de-adjectival abstract, cf. Nussbaum (1998a, 148); Widmer (2004, 134),
which, however, could lead to a use of the underlying acrostatic abstract as a neuter of the
respective adjective in return, cf. Widmer (2004, 155ﬀ).
Partly because of this coincidence, acrostatic abstract nouns seem to have already under-
gone serious remodelling in the proto-language. The genitive singular, which was originally
identical to the nominative singular except for the e-grade of the root, was substituted by a
4See Nussbaum (1998a, 132 & 147) on this.
5This is a necessary conclusion if we follow Schindler's assumption that the acrostatic stems were at the
very left of a hierarchical chain of possible ID processes (namely acrostatic→ proterokinetic→ hysterokinetic
→ amphikinetic) and therefore could not be derived by a process to the right of them (Nussbaum (1998a,
147); Widmer 2004, 99, fn.135).
6In this and the following case, Vedic apparently generalized the weak stem of the acrostatic paradigm,
since we would otherwise expect Brugmann's Law to apply.
7The expected o-grade of the strong stem may be reﬂected in Toch. B mot wine (cf. Peters (2002, 104),
Widmer (2004, 101), but also Pinault's (2003, 183) objections).
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more oblique-looking genitive of the structure R(ø)-S(é)8 at least in Indo-Iranian in cases
such as Ved. d´¯aru- wood, originally o/e-acrostatic *dóru-/déru- with the genitive remade to
seemingly proterokinetic *dr-éu
“
-s > Ved. drós. Alternatively, a hysterokinetic-looking geni-
tive with S(ø)-D(e) of the type Ved. krátvas < *krét-u
“





was introduced9. Such remodelling was not restricted to the genitive singular and the de-
termination of where and how it has taken place is going to play an important role in the
analysis of the Vedic i-stems and the question of whether or not derivational processes of the
type described above can be postulated for PIE *(C)i -stems.
Additionally, a comparison of the derivational behavior of the i-stems to that of the
u-stems must not be restricted to simplex nouns and adjectives, since we know that any
athematic simplex noun used as a second member of a possessive compound devoid of a
special compounding suﬃx had to inﬂect like an uncompounded internal derivative of its own
(that is, exocentric nominal composition could trigger ID). Traces of this phenomenon are
found in examples like
• Gr. piατη´ρ father (< hysterokinetic *-t	er) → εupsilonlenis-piα´τωρ having a noble fa-
ther (< amphikinetic *-t	or)
• Ved. j´¯anu- (< acrostatic *“gó/énu- knee) → mitá-jñu- with upright knees
(< proterokinetic *-“gn-eu
“
-, cf. G.sg. -jños)
Interestingly, this pattern seems to have retained a certain degree of productivity and may
even have spread secondarily in some IE languages as a means of distinguishing the second
members of Bahuvr	his from their uncompounded counterparts, as Tremblay (2003, 250f.)
has argued for Avestan and as may be the case in Greek as well, to judge from examples like
νη´ρ man → εupsilonlenisη´νωρ having brave men etc. Thus, any account of the Vedic i -stems has
to take their behavior as second members of possessive compounds into consideration, since
even if we had evidence that PIE i-stems did not show ID in such formations, it may still
have become secondarily productive10.
The scope of this thesis is to analyze the attested Vedic i-stems with respect to two
questions relating to aspects of internal derivation:
1. Do the i-stems display the type of suﬃxal variation seen in pairs like G.sg. krátvas:
krátos, and if so, does this reﬂect an inherited principle of deriving i-adjectives from
acrostatic substantives or is this just due to an analogy with the u-stems?
2. Is there a (regular) variation between the suﬃxal ablaut of the simplex with respect to
its use as a second compound member?
8A quite similar process can be found in the paradigms of root nouns like *dom- house, G.sg. *dém-s
→ *dm-és; somewhat diﬀerently *pod- foot, G.sg. *péd-s → *ped-ós, etc., Schindler (1972a, 32ﬀ.), see also
Schindler (1994, 397). This was apparently a fairly widespread innovation in paradigms were the nominative
and genitive singular were distinct only with respect to their root ablaut, probably because root ablaut itself
was becoming unproductive as a means of morphological distinction.
9Schindler 1994, 397, in nuce Hoﬀmann (1976, 598). Note that the S(ø)-D(e) option is reminiscent of the
root-noun examples, the only diﬀerence being the zero-grade suﬃx, while the proterokinetic option can be
traced back to the inﬂuence of derived proterokinetic paradigms which inﬂuenced the derivational base (cf.
krátos, mádhos etc.), or to that of the locatives in *-eu
“
(i)-.
10Compare the case of the Hittite i-adjectives, cf. Rieken (2005), to be discussed below.
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Since the generalization of a certain suﬃx variety rather than another may be conditioned
or facilitated by metrical exigencies, the bulk of this thesis will be dedicated to recording the
attested i-stems with respect to their metrical positions. That certain structural requirements
of the Vedic metre lead to the preservation of archaisms is well known, and a metrical analysis
should therefore be the starting point for an evaluation of the status of the Vedic i-stem suﬃx
variants. To give an overview over the various classes involved, I will brieﬂy discuss the PIE
and Vedic i -stems ﬁrst, which should also help to determine in which PIE i-stem classes (and
their Vedic continuants) the phenomenon at stake here would be expected to occur in the ﬁrst
place.
1.2 i-stems in PIE
Before turning to the Vedic data itself, we need to summarize what is known about PIE
i-stems. Since the suﬃx manifests itself in a wide variety of forms and functions within the
IE daughter languages, some kind of cursory classiﬁcation is needed before we can proceed.
The accent/ablaut-types assumed here for athematic nouns with primary nominal suﬃxes are
those established by Heiner Eichner, Gert Klingenschmitt, Helmut Rix and especially Jochem
Schindler since the 1970ies and which are (relatively) unanimously agreed to be linked by a
chain of possible derivations (cf. Widmer 2004, 62ﬀ.):
acrostatic proterokinetic hysterokinetic amphikinetic
Strong R(ó)-S(ø)-E(ø) R(é)-S(ø)-E(ø) R(ø)-S(é)-D(ø) R(é)-S(o)-E(ø)
Weak R(é)-S(ø)-E(ø) R(ø)-S(é)-E(ø) R(ø)-S(ø)-E(é) R(ø)-S(ø)-E(é)
This is, of course, the simpliﬁed version leaving out the 	e/e-acrostatic stems, the ablaut
of the locative singular, the fact that the distinction between these classes was not particu-
larly clear-cut outside the singular (see 2.4.) etc. But since there are some very elaborated
discussions of these types, e.g. Schaﬀner (2001), Neri (2003), Widmer (2004) a.o., I will forgo
discussing the details here (except where they become relevant for my subject, of course)
and simply assume these four canonical classes. Attempts at establishing more classes, like
Tremblay (1996) & 1998, Schaﬀner (2001) (to name some more recent ones), will be discussed
when they directly concern the Vedic material I am dealing with. In principle, however, I
agree with Pinault (2003) that these four classes explain (and predict) most of the evidence
attested in the diverse IE languages and that the theoretical framework for analyzing PIE
nominal ablaut should be kept as slim as possible, especially when seeming divergences can
be reasonably explained as einzelsprachliche innovations.
Thus, the following PIE *(C)i-stems are commonly accepted:
1.2.1 o/e-acrostatic substantives
Some of the most widely attested i-stems fall into this group, including *h2ó/éu
“
i- sheep
(Ved. ávi-, Gr. îις, Lat. ovis, Toch. B 	auw, Arm. hoviw , OHG ouwn), *ró/éh1i- wealth
(Ved. rayí-, Av. r	aii-, Lat. r	es), *h1ó/égu“
hi- snake (Ved. áhi-, Av. aºi-, Gr. îφις), *Hó/égni-
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ﬁre (Ved. agní-, Lat. ignis, OCS ognž), *pó/éti-11 master; husband (Ved. páti-, Av. paiti-,
Gr. piο´σις, Lat. potis (adj.) able (to), Toch. A pats, B G.sg. petso etc).
1.2.2 	e/e-acrostatic substantives
This type is controversial because a number of possible examples are likely to be based on
Narten12 roots, that is, roots that seem to add an -e- to the ablaut grade of the root
regular in the respective category (i.e. in nominal and verbal formations where R(e) normally
surfaces, they have R(	e), whereas when we expect R(ø) they have R(e)). The reason for this
behavior has yet to be established, and maybe it was originally phonologically rather than
morphologically conditioned13. Thus besides Gr. δη˜ρις ﬁght < *d	er-i- we also ﬁnd a ti -stem
δε´ρρις fur, leather cover < *der-ti-, with R(e) instead of expected R(ø) (as in Ved. d¯
˙
ti-).
Since the question of ID within the acrostatic type is far from being solved14 and there are no
certain examples of R(	e/e)-i- stems in Vedic, this type will not be discussed any further here.
1.2.3 Caland abstract substantives
This group is of particular interest for the question at hand because of its abstract semantics.
The Caland system is named after Willem Caland, who ﬁrst noted that certain adjectives
subsitute the suﬃxes they have if used as a simplex by -i- in case they act as ﬁrst compound
members, see Caland (1892, 1893). Caland concentrated on the relation *-ro- adjective :
*-i- (abstract) stem that is evident in Indo-Iranian in examples such as Av. tiγra- sharp:
tiºii-ar²ti- having a sharp spear. Since secondary adjectives were illicit as ﬁrst members
of Bahuvr	hi compounds and had to be replaced by their basic nouns15, it looks like the
distinctive suppletion pattern characterizing the Caland system was established by replacing
the suﬃxal adjective not with the respective abstract root noun to be expected but with an
abstract nominal stem in -i-. Thus the original meaning of a compound like Av. tiºii-ar²ti-
11This reconstruction is problematic because R(e) is not directly attested. It could be argued that the
failure of Brugmann's Law to apply in the Indo-Iranian outcome (no *p	ati-!) points to an e-grade reﬂected
in this branch of IE. However, since the reorganization of the paradigm apparently took place very early in
Proto-Indo-Iranian or even PIE (cf. Tremblay (1998, 29f.), who argues in favor of several diﬀerent internally
derived paradigms), páti- may simply reﬂect a generalized weak stem *pot-i
“
- without context for Brugmann's
Law due to its closed syllable. Both scenarios are plausible, and the problem of reconstructing unattested
ablaut grades for the sake of system conformity remains.
12Named after Johanna Narten, who ﬁrst described the phenomenon in certain Vedic verbal paradigms, see
Narten (1968).
13Melanie Malzahn (p.c.) has pointed out to me that some of the most conspicuous Narten roots are of the
structure CEC (e.g. *sed, *h1ed, *de“k). The zero grade of these roots (which we expect in a large number of
forms, such as the weak stem of e/ø-root nouns, the dual and plural of the active and all forms of the middle
in verbal paradigms, etc.) would then be *CC, and although we do ﬁnd reﬂexes of such structures of IE roots
occasionally, they were far from common. Thus it is plausible that the root vowel was reintroduced to avoid
this type of cluster. Once a weak stem with R(e) instead of expected R(ø) had been created, and considering
that PIE athematic word formations never had the same grade in the strong stem and the weak stem, the
strong stem could have been upgraded in the same way, by adding an e to the expected grade, thus giving
R(	e). Of course, quite a large number of proliﬁc Narten roots are of the CeRC-type, which would have made
an unproblematic CRC zero grade, and the whole complex deﬁnitely needs further investigation.
14That is, opinions diverge on whether or not a derivation 	e/e-acrostatic → o/e- acrostatic (or the other
way round) was possible. Either way, the canonical pattern (i.e. the strong stem of the derivative has the
same root ablaut grade as the weak stem of the derivational base) would not apply in these cases. Nussbaum
(1998a) furthermore argues in favor of an 	e/o- acrostatic type, which could have served as the derivational
base of the o/e-type.
15According to Jochem Schindler's (1986) account of possessive compounds in PIE. Contrarily, Balles (2006,
275) seems to suggest that the ﬁrst members of compounds tiºii-, ργι- etc. were in fact adjectives. On the
status of PIE i-adjectives see below.
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would have been having a spear that is with sharpness, with the ﬁrst compound member
expressing an instrumental relation, cf. Schindler (1986, 396).
The comparison of the Greek forms with Indo-Iranian and thus the establishment of this
phenomenon as an Indo-European one goes back to Wackernagel (1897). In Greek, the phe-
nomenon may be evidenced in pairs such as ργο´ς quick, bright (if < *h2r
˚
“g-ró-): ργ´ı-piους
quick-footed (lit. having a foot that is with quickness), but note that ργι- may just
have been the abstract of a bare o-stem *h2r
˚
“gó- standing beside *h2r
˚
“g-ró-. Actually be-
side the *-ó/é-Ci- acrostatic abstract16 *h2ó/é“kri- sharpness (Gr. îκρις point, peak, Lat.
ocris mountain (reﬂecting the o-grade), Gr. κρις mountain top (showing e-grade with
laryngeal coloring) evidently based on a *-ro-adjective Gr. κ´ρος < *h2e“k-ró- standing be-
side a u-stem (Lat. acus needle17)) we also ﬁnd traces of an abstract with the bare i-suﬃx
in Gr. κ´ıς spear(head) and possibly Lat. aci	es18 sharpness. Accordingly, as abstracts
of *-ro-adjectives we do not only meet root nouns and *-ri-stems, but also bare *-i-stems
that probably had started out as *-i-abstracts to bare *-o-adjectives standing beside *ro-
adjectives. As for the origin of these *-i-abstracts, thematic stems had their thematic vowel
replaced by *-i(X)-19 in quite a number of secondary formations, as argued for by Schindler
in his account of Gr. Épipiευ´ς (In IE secondary formations, the thematic vowel of the o-stems
can be replaced only by *-i-; otherwise it is preserved, Schindler 1976, 351) and of the Old
Indic cvi-formations (Schindler 1980)20. The Caland phenomenon may have its roots in just
this morphological process, since it seems that at some point the derivations *-Co- → *-Ci-
and *-o- → *-i- were not kept distinct any more, enabling bare *i -abstracts to be associated
with *Co-adjectives as well and eventually supplanting them in the ﬁrst member of certain
possessive compounds21.
As for the inﬂection of these i-abstracts, there is some evidence that they may have adopted
acrostatic inﬂection in analogy to some more primary-looking o/e-acrostatic abstracts, cf.
îκρις/κρις, but the simplex use of such abstracts appears to be secondary to the use as
16Despite the concrete semantics in Greek and Latin, an originally abstract meaning has to be assumed
because a concretization of an abstract substantive is cross-linguistically easier to motivate than the opposite
development.
17A substantivization of a u-adjective, according to Nussbaum (1976, 15).
18If from *h2e“k-i
“
-´¯e/éh2-s, as Balles (2006, 230) seems to suggest, that is, with a structure R-S1-S2-D.
However, Steinbauer's account (apud Mayrhofer (1986, 133)), following Eichner and Rix, appears to prefer a
primary derivative of the structure R-S-D with a suﬃx *-i
“
éh2-. As a matter of fact, aci	es may just derive
from a hysterokinetically inﬂected i-stem.
19That is, extended i-suﬃxes that are highly likely to go back to secondary derivatives of Caland *i-abstracts
(cf. Nussbaum's (1999) account of Lat. -idus, also Balles' (2003) elaboration of the prehistory of the suﬃx).
20I cannot follow Schlerath's (1988) and Bammesberger's (1989) critique of Schindler's account. Both
appear to miss Schindler's point about the Slavic evidence: At no point does he claim that pairs such as
the much-quoted OCS zżlž: zżlż are direct continuants of equivalent PIE pairs. The point is rather that the
pattern *-o- : *-i- (which is hardly a spärliche und durchaus ungleiche Verteilung, Bammesberger (1989,
107)) must have furnished the template upon which the Slavic pairs where consequently built. This is not at
odds with Bammesberger's claim that quite a few of the OCS -stems actually go back to root nouns whose
continuants were collapsed into a single class with those of the PIE i-stems, because the derivational pattern,
once productive, would of course have been extended to these forms as well. Furthermore, Schlerath's claim
that Bildungen mit -o- und -i- gehören im Idg. zu den häuﬁgsten überhaupt und so ist selbstverständlich zu
erwarten, daß solche Bildungen bei der gleichen Wurzel nebeneinander vorkommen, l.c. 39, would render a
search for connections between morphological patterns in IE as such impossible.
21Mention should be made of Rasmussen's (2009) claim that the *-o-: *-i- pattern stemmed from a phonetic
reduction (p. 262) caused by a PIE stress rule *-ò-→ *-i- and was thus not a morphological process. However,
the evidence of the individual languages does not support this claim, and although the grammaticalization of
a phonetic rule is a widely-known phenomenon, assigning such a rule to some pre-PIE stage would be mere
speculation.
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Caland-FMC anyway and there are thus not many examples that allow the reconstruction of
the root ablaut.
The only detailed study of the Caland system so far is Nussbaum's 1976 dissertation in
which some of the more productive Caland roots and their derivatives are discussed establish-
ing the *-ro- → *-i- process as part of a suppletion pattern including a number of thematic
suﬃxes (e.g. *-ro-, *-mo-, -no- etc.) whose starting point was quite probably an abstract root
noun.
1.2.4 Proterokinetic ti-abstracts
This group may be connected to the process of deriving *i-abstracts from thematic formations
described above, because a number of ti -abstracts seems to be derived from verbal adjectives
of the type R(ø)-tó- via substitution of -o- by -i-22. This would explain why the default ablaut
grade of the root in such abstracts is R(ø): it was generalized under the inﬂuence of the un-
derlying R(ø)-adjective23. Since primary ti- and tu-abstracts were proterokinetic (strong stem
R(e)-S(ø)-D(ø/e), weak stem R(ø)-S(e)-D(ø)), ti -derivatives of tó-adjectives mainly display
proterokinetic suﬃx ablaut as well. However, there is also evidence for an inﬂuence of acro-
static i-abstracts in I.sg. forms such as Ved. svastí and 	ut´¯ (cf. Schindler (1980, 391 with fn.
19)), more on which below.
1.2.5 Hysterokinetic (C)i-stems
There are not many examples of this type (cf. Widmer (2004, 53)), but it is nevertheless
found in a number of cases, some of them clearly internal derivatives, e.g. Hitt. utn	e- land
< *ud-n-	e(i
“
) and Gr. κο´ης/ κο´ıης (Hesych), Ved. kaví-24, Av. kauuaii-, Lyd. kavé±-, all most




) seer, priest (Schaﬀner 2001, 427). However,
the unexpected o-grade may point to the inﬂuence of a derivational base of an o/e-acrostatic
*kou
“
H-i- or, if we want to assume external derivation, *kou
“
(H)-eh2-25. Now, Ved. kaví- could
formally go back to an acrostatic *kou
“
H-i-, but since Avestan clearly reﬂects the hysterokinetic
paradigm, the Vedic form may simply have been adjusted to the normal Vedic i-stem inﬂection
within Old Indic.
An internally derived hysterokinetic ti -abstract is quite probably reﬂected by Lat. u	at	es




)+s according to Schaﬀner (1999, 191ﬀ., see also chapter 4).
1.2.6 Amphikinetic (C)i-stems
These include abstracts like Gr. piειθω´(ι) persuasion, but also concrete or concretized nouns
like Ved. sákhi -/sákh	ay- < *sóku“ (h2)-oi
“





26, which is, of course, an old ti -abstract.
22Pace Balles (2006, 279, esp. fn. 455). There are a number of examples for this pattern in Vedic (see below).
23Martin Peters, p.c. Of course, we do have R(ø) in the weak stem of a proterokinetic paradigm as well,
but we would expect the e-grade of the strong stem to surface much more often than it actually does.
24Synchronically adapted to the default i-inﬂection, see below in more detail.




)- as is *soku“ -eh2- company (indirectly
attested in Homeric æpiα´ων companion) to *soku“ -h2-	o(i
“
)- belonging to the company (= companion), cf.
Ved. sákhi-/ sákh	ay- companion (see also Schindler apud Mayrhofer (1974, 290, fn. 13).).
26Cf. Malzahn (2002).
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As for Oettinger's (1995; 1999) reconstruction of i -collectives, the collective semantics of
his examples are more likely caused by their hystero- and amphikinetic inﬂection than by the
suﬃx -i- itself, cf. Tremblay (2003, 242, fn.38); Pinault (2003, 174f.), which Oettinger (1999)
tries to explain as being secondary. At any rate, a number of his examples hardly seem to
display a collective meaning at all: Gr. piειθω´ is an abstract, Gr. λφιτ- has been explained by
Pinault (1980) (cf. 1.2.7.) below as stemming from a hypostasis of an i-abstract I.sg. in *-t,
an explanation that might be extended to *méli-t- as well. Since most of the items concerned
are not central to the subject of my thesis, I will not discuss this type any further.
1.2.7 PIE i-stem adjectives ?
A core question of ID in i-stems is the status of adjectives in -i-, since a precondition for an
investigation of the relation of i-substantive: i -adjective is, of course, the existence of both.
Even though not all u-adjectives, as a parallel, may have been internally derived27 either, in
order to make a claim about possible internally derived i-adjectives, one ﬁrst has to look at
the actual attested ones (if any). However, the communis opinio on this matter is that PIE
did not have any primary-looking i-adjectives at all, internally derived or not, because we
do not ﬁnd a single example that is actually attested in more than one language28. Before
searching for proof for this claim in Vedic, I would like to review Balles' (2006) radically
diﬀerent approach29.
Balles' central claim is that PIE was underspeciﬁed in the domain of nominal word
formation (wortartunterspeziﬁziert), that is, there was no systematic distinction between
concepts such as red and redness30. In her account, *i- was the main suﬃx that was used
for deriving stems expressing such concepts, which (on account of being underspeciﬁed as to
what part of speech they were assigned) could be used both as adjectives and substantival
abstracts (Balles 2006, 290). At a later stage, when PIE started to develop adjectives as a
distinct class of words, these i-stems were split functionally by being recharacterized through
thematic suﬃxes (namely the Caland suﬃxes) in their adjectival function, while the stems
themselves were ﬁxed on their abstract value, giving the familiar Caland abstracts. However,
according to Balles, some of the i-stems escaped this process and were retained in their
adjectival meaning. Thus, primary-looking i -adjectives would be archaisms pointing to the
earlier stage of wortartunterspeziﬁerte Eigenschaftskonzepte (Balles 2006, 273).
Balles' examples of such archaic i-adjectives (Balles 2006, 275f.) are, however, problemati-
cal. As a matter of fact, all those adjectives of the κυ´διµος type can perfectly well be explained
as external adjectival derivatives from Caland i-abstracts31. Accordingly, all evidence in fa-
vor of an adjectival stem *gu“
heh2i- and a number of the examples from the other roots can
be dispensed with. After all, even if we were sure that (late) PIE had both i-abstracts and
i-adjectives in one way or another, we would not be able to tell whether a given secondary
27Nussbaum 1998a, 147, fn. 163.
28Dafür, dass die Grundsprache keine i-Adjektiva kannte, spricht zunächst die simple Tatsache, daß kein
einziges mehrsprachiges i-Adjektiv rekonstruierbar ist. Die in den Einzelsprachen belegten i-Adjektiva ver-
danken ihre Existenz ganz unterschiedlichen (sekundären) Entwicklungen. (Praust 1998, 134, fn. 235).
29See Balles (2009) for an abridged version of her 2006 dissertation.
30Die Konzepte ROT und RÖTE bzw. ROTSEIN ﬁelen also nicht nur konzeptuell und semantisch, sondern
auch morphologisch in einer Form zusammen. (Balles 2006, 271).
31Nussbaum (1999, 400) gives some more examples of this process, cf. also Nussbaum (1976, 62ﬀ.)
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Caland adjective in *i -Co- etc. had been derived from an abstract or an adjective32.
As for Gr. ΑÊθ´ı-οψ (*h2ei
“





kravy´¯ad -, á-kravi-hasta- and rudhi-kr´¯a-, these are clearly Bahuvr	hi compounds of the type
described above, with the adjectival ﬁrst member better explained as a Caland i-abstract
(one would think that the fact that the adjective ργι- only appears in such a position favors
that interpretation). The Vedic forms in -it- and -ita- (harít-/hárita-, ásita-, rohít-/róhita-)
have been explained as hypostasized instrumental singular forms in -t made from abstract
i -stems (Pinault 1980, Peters 1989, 214ﬀ., Widmer 2005, 196f.) and thus deliver no proof of
i -adjectives either.
The only real adjectives in Balles' list (i.e. those that are actually used as adjectives
in the respective daughter languages, as opposed to the examples above) are Ved. hári-/ Av.
z	airi- and Ved. ±uci - (which I am going to discuss below) and Hitt. harki². Note that each
of these archaisms fails to be attested in adjectival use in more than one branch of Indo-
European. Hitt. harki² white (a cognate of Gr. ργι-) belongs to a class of Hittite i-adjectives
which do actually show proterokinetic suﬃx ablaut. However, Rieken has argued that this
was in fact an innovation introduced in analogy to the inherited suﬃx ablaut of the u-stems,
from which the pattern acrostatic substantive: proterokinetic adjective spread to the Hittite
i -stems (most of which actually go back to the Caland system). The fact that für keines der
hethitischen i-Adjektive das zugrundeliegende i-Abstraktum bezeugt ist (Rieken 2005, 56)
is explained as originating in a polarization process: Within the Caland system, i-abstracts
were derived from (C)o-adjectives, and this pattern of i-substantivization still existed in
Hittite to some extent (	andara- blue → 	antari- blueness; type of blue wool33). In Rieken's
account, once the derivational direction had become opaque, i-adjectives could be derived from
substantivized neuter o-stems as well and introduced a seemingly proterokinetic inﬂection in
analogy to the u-adjectives, thus skipping the intermediate stage of an i-abstract. However,
the polarization suggested by her seems somewhat far-fetched. Alternatively, one could
imagine that the respective Caland i-abstracts were reinterpreted as adjectives when used as
noun characterizing appositions34. A further strategy was suggested by Schindler, according
to whom these adjectives are simply back-formations from compounds with the respective
FMCs (I will come back to this question in chapter 4).
All of these strategies have their problems, but either way the variety of manifestations of
the Anatolian i -mutation suggests that this innovation took place at some late Pre-Hittite
stage, that is, the ingredients inherited from PIE were interpreted and innovated diﬀerently
in the Anatolian languages showing the i-mutation phenomena35. As for the so-called i-
mutation itself, this has actually also been explained by a former presence of feminine *-ih2-
stems in Anatolian and may therefore not belong here at all. Taken together, all this means
that it is rather unlikely that Hittite adjectives of the type harki² are as archaic as Balles
claims them to be.
This picture is not substantially changed by Meißner's re-evaluation of the evidence.
Meißner argues that the ﬁrst compound members in -i- found in Caland compounds should
32Balles herself points at this in fn. 444.
33Rieken 2005, 57.
34In fact this is how Balles suggests to explain the adjectival meaning of Ved. p´¯uti- putrid, which evidently
goes back to a ti-abstract (Balles 2006, 276f.).
35Cf. Rieken 2005, 62ﬀ. for the development within the diﬀerent Anatolian branches.
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in fact be analyzed as adjectives, since there are few exact Wortgleichungen for abstracts
in -i- in the individual languages and pairs like Lat. ravus: ravis etc. are oﬀenbar gänzlich
andersgeartet (Meißner 1998, 241), although he does not explain why. Even though Meißner
is right in saying that Gr. ργι- = Ved. r
˙
jí- is probably the only secure case of a Caland FMC
attested in diﬀerent IE branches, this is of no consequence since we are not, despite the title of
his article, dealing with a law, but with a system of suppletion of a number of nominal suf-
ﬁxes, each of which with its own history within the individual IE languages, under conditions
which are only beginning to be understood. Under such circumstances, comparison has to go
further than merely being baed by the lack of exact cognates36. In addition, his arguments
in favor of an analysis of the FMC as adjectives are not convincing. First, he argues that the
exclusion of adjectives from the use as FMC only holds for denominal possessive adjectives
(l.c., 242). But if Nussbaum's (1976) analysis of the various Caland formations going back
to a root noun holds, a denominative possessive adjective is exactly what we have in pairs
such as Ved. ±ukrá-; ±úc- etc., which was then in composition suppleted by an associated
abstract i-stem (originally derived from an associated adjective in bare *-o-, cf. 1.2.3. above).
Furthermore, the supposed parallelism with u-adjectives acting as FMC in compounds like
Lat. acupedius, Gr. ²κυ´piτερος, Ved. 	a±upátvan- etc. fails for the same reason; these forms
are, following Schindler's theories about IE nominal composition (1986, 1997), much better
analyzed as u-abstracts. All in all, there is still no unambiguous evidence for PIE primary-
looking i-adjectives, and I will therefore follow the traditional explanation of Caland FMCs
as i-abstract nouns.
36After all, we do not ﬁnd many exact cognates in the sphere of nominal composition either, but no-one
would doubt the existence of e.g. possessive compounds in PIE just because of this.
Chapter 2
Classifying the Vedic i -stems
2.1 Productive formations
2.1.1 ti-stems
Feminine ti -stems are one of the productive means of forming abstracts in Vedic: We ﬁnd more
than 80 of them occurring as simplex nouns (although often concretized). In the majority
of cases, these stems have zero grade of the root and inﬂect according to the default i -stem
pattern. As pointed out in 1.2.4. above, there may well be a connection between these stems
and the derivational process *-o- : *-i-. This does not necessarily mean that the ti -class as
such originated from this process, but we do ﬁnd a number of cases in Vedic where an abstract
ti -stem and a verbal adjective in tá- are found side by side displaying the same root ablaut:
	utí- f. help : ◦	utá-
p	tí- f. drink : p	tá-
matí- f. thought : matá- etc.
Synchronically, ti -abstracts show a predilection for occurring as second compound member
(AiG II,2, 633): 401 of the attested 109 verbal abstracts in -ti- occur solely in this position.
Of those attested as simplex nouns in the RV, 34 are also found as a SMC. The main bulk
of these are determinative compounds or even `synthetic' compounds (derived synchronically
from verbal phrases), but there are also some Bahuvr	his (e.g. áks
˙
iti -) and verbal governing
compounds, with the verbal abstract in -ti- to be taken as if being a non-ﬁnite form of the
underlying verb, as in RV VI,20,13d idhmá-bhr
˙
ti- bringing ﬁrewood2. This type, of course,
goes back to possessive compounds (< *having the bringing of ﬁrewood, cf. Schindler 1986,
1997), and the accented FMC ﬁts with the analysis of this compound as having originated as
an inner-Indic Bahuvr	hi. At the level of PIE, however, the accent in possessive compounds
had originally been on the SMC, since the FMC was hyper-reduced, i.e. had zero-grade in
both the root and the suﬃx, see Schindler (1987, 345f.). Furtermore, in a number of cases the
1A note on the numbers: Although I have tried to be as accurate as possible in counting and classifying
the i-stems, there may be room for debate in a few cases, e.g. if a verbal abstract is found only in the SMC of
a Bahruvr	hi compound without relation to a synchronically productive verbal root, the compound could be
given as a simplex or segmented (◦X-ti-) depending on the degree of synchronic opacity of the complex; cases
like cítti-/cittí- have been counted only once although one might also argue for two diﬀerent entries, etc. This
means that absolute numbers, especially relating to productive categories, may be debatable, although the
possible range of variation is limited anyway (+/- 5 in the case of the ti-stems).
2Melanie Malzahn, in class.
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compound in question seems to vacillate between the older possessive-compound semantics
and the newer usage as determinative compound. For present purposes it will suﬃce to bear
in mind that the productive i-formation found as a SMC of nominal compounds are verbal
abstract ti -stems.
As for the accent, a number of ti-stems apparently preserve traces of the proterokinetic
accent switch between the strong and the weak stem in doublets such as cítti -/ cittí- thought,
±ákti -/ ±aktí- strength, power etc., which diﬀer with respect to the position of the accent
they have generalized, cf. Kuiper (1942, 221), Schaﬀner (2001, 438ﬀ.). Technically, these cases
should be synchronically treated as two diﬀerent stems, but I have subsumed them under the
same entry since they most likely go back to the same lexical item.
A detailed study of the Rigvedic and post-Rigvedic ti-stems is Liebert (1949), who distin-
guishes primary from secondary ti -stems.
1. Primary ti-stems are made directly from the verbal root and are usually of the struc-
ture R(ø)-tí-, having generalized the root grade and accent of the weak stem of the
underlying PIE proterokinetic paradigm. About a ﬁfth of the attested Rigvedic ti -stems
have, however, generalized e-grade of the root. A number of the roots concerned end in
a nasal or go back to roots ending in a laryngeal, but apart from that no (phonological)
condition for the generalization of either R(ø) or R(e) can be discerned.
2. Secondary ti-stems are inner-Indic formations made from substantives or suﬃxal
verbal stems (cf. AiG II,2, 628f.; Liebert 1949, 175ﬀ.), but this is a relatively small class
(17 cases, not counting the numerals) in the Rigveda. These stems always have concrete
and in some cases collective meaning, e.g. aratí- m (collective of) spokes of a wheel ←
ará- m spoke, vr
˙
káti - m (wolf-like) robber ← v¯
˙
ka- m wolf, etc.
Examples of secondary stems derived from verbal stems (instead of roots) are the redu-
plicated ti -stems (cf. AiG II,2, 629).
The suﬃx -ti- was furthermore used to derive decades from cardinal numbers, as in saptá
seven → saptatí- seventy (AiG III, 369f.). This principle was inherited from PIE,
the *-ti-formations no doubt having had collective/abstract semantics, cf. páñca ﬁve
→ pan˙ktí- group of ﬁve (and not *ﬁfty). This is also implied by the Slavic cardinals
which go back to precisely such ti -derivatives built to the inherited PIE cardinals, cf.
OCS ²estž six < *s(u
“
)e“ks-ti - sixty. Rau (2009) accounts for this pattern by setting
up original to-adjectives such as *pn
˚
ku“ -tó- `connected with 5 (vel sim.)' (p. 140, fn.
7), from which *ti -abstracts could be derived in the familiar way. These derivatives
then came to be associated with the cardinals themselves at some later stage of PIE
and became productive within the system of numerals of the individual languages, thus
allowing the explanation of the peculiar phonological shape of Ved. a±	tí- eighty as an
Indo-Iranian development.
In the data section I will cite the relevant passages of Liebert's study in problematic cases,
but not for the synchronically clear R(ø/e)-tí-formations.
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2.1.2 i-formations to verbal roots: agent and action nouns
1. Simple agent/action nouns: R(e/ø) -i-
A few of these forms are made from set
˙
-roots and found as second compound members
of (synchronically) verbal governing compounds (cf. AiG II,2, 294ﬀ.). The obvious
explanation would be to postulate that this type goes back to right-headed VGC of the
vr
˙
tra-hán-type (the head being synchronically a verbal root), which in turn goes back
to possessive compounds with a root noun in the head, cf. Schindler (1997, 537). We
would then have to assume that the root allomorph in -i- that originated from regular
sound change in the context * ◦CH+C (thus before the endings of the N.sg, I.D.Abl.du.,
I.pl., D.Abl.pl. and L.pl.) was subsequently reanalyzed as i-stem, the i being interpreted
as a morpheme of its own. This analysis is already implied by Debrunner (AiG II,2,
294ﬀ.) in his discussion of this type. The forms for which this might hold are: ◦gr
˙
bhi-
seizing, grasping, ◦dhi- m placing, placement, ◦vyathi - a ambling, staggering, saní-
m procurement, gain, ◦sthí- f standing3. If the reﬂex of a root-ﬁnal laryngeal was
reanalyzed as a suﬃx in such formations, it may have provided the basis for the spread
of the -i- to other compounds of the same type. But this is not a particularly smooth
explanation. First, it runs counter to the tendency of laryngeal loss in second compound
members4. Second, of the twenty forms of this type occurring solely as SMC, only the
ﬁve cited above are without doubt set
˙
-roots, which may be considered too marginal to
exert such inﬂuence on the type. On the other hand, ◦dhi- and ◦sthi - are derived from
high-proﬁle roots more likely to be the starting point for analogical levelling in other
formations rather than the other way round. In both cases, we seem to ﬁnd reﬂexes
of mobile-accent root nouns: ◦dh	a- < *dheh1-C : ◦dhi- < *dhh1-C, sth	a- ← *steh2-C 5
: ◦sthi - < *sth2-C 6. The paradigms may then have split into strong stem and weak
stem continuants (cf. the case of jáni- and gn´¯a-) after the vocalisation of laryngeals,
as per Jamison (1988, 221), with the -i- reinterpreted as a suﬃx. But this scenario is
still unsatisfactory because, as Jamison (l.c.) points out, it presupposes that there were
i-stems in SMC that could provide the template for such a reinterpretation in the ﬁrst
place (but see below). Furthermore, Klingenschmitt (1980, 213f., fn.14) points out that
laryngeal vocalization in such ablauting paradigms could hardly have taken place in
Iranian at all (actually he thinks that in Iranian laryngeals became regularly vocalized
only in the L.pl.) and that we nevertheless ﬁnd Iranian cognates in -i-. As for Indic, it
is certainly noteworthy that out of the 47 attestations of ◦dhi- in the Rigveda, there is,
in fact, only one I.pl. and one L.pl. each (i.e. contexts in which ◦dhi- < *dhh1-C would
have arisen by sound law), while ◦sthí- is attested only once in the N.sg.
Klingenschmitt's ﬁrst point of critique, on the other hand, the functional divergence
between ◦dh´¯a- and ◦dhi-, is not an insurmountable problem since such a development
3There are a number of other possible candidates: granthí- m knot ◦mathi- robbing and ◦múri- m
obstruction may go back to roots ending in -H. ◦vani- winning may be analogous to saní- since the root
van apparently shows a number of innovations in analogy to san (EWA II, 499). They may be relevant to the
phenomenon, but since they provide rather insecure evidence, I will leave them aside.
4Although the conditioning factors of this phenomenon are far from clear.
5The aspirate was generalized throughout the paradigm from those cases where it was due to regular sound
change, i.e. *sth2-V, cf. EWA II, 766.
6This may also have been the regular outcome of *Th2(C)#, cf. Mayrhofer 1986, 138f.
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is often encountered with paradigm splits (especially if we have to assume that these
reanalyzed root nouns were merged with other SMC in i-).
This means that those forms in -i- as SMC which look like agent nouns associated with
a synchronically productive verbal root may actually go back to two diﬀernt sources:
compositional i-compounds (see 2.1.6. below) and root nouns ending in laryngeals
(like ◦grbhi-) which, when the vocalization of laryngeals in the context *H# took place,
were reinterpreted as i-stems taking the former as templates.
The second group synchronically associated with verbal roots are action nouns in -i-
with parallels in a number of other IE languages. There are a few cases which seem to
reﬂect the Greek type τρο´piις keel, that is, i-abstract nouns with o-grade of the root
probably going back to o/e-acrostatic abstract nouns, see Schaﬀner (2001, 425 fn. 39),
e.g. 	ají- m race, contest < *h2o“g-i-, rá ˙˘mhi- f hurry < *h1ló/éngu“
h-i- (NIL, 243),
etc. These were often concretized in the individual languages (cf. Solmsen 1909, 157ﬀ.
for Greek). On the other hand, we ﬁnd (original) abstracts with R(ø) and accented










tí- (m or f) knife (kr
˙




± see), etc. Since the
Vedic i-stems generalized the (proterokinetic) full-grade suﬃx in the weak stem (see 2.4.
below), suﬃxal ablaut alone cannot be decisive in determinating the PIE connection of
the latter type. R(ø) could in principle reﬂect the root grade of the weak stem of a
proterokinetic paradigm or of both the strong and the weak stem of a hysterokinetic
paradigm. A connection with the latter has been proposed by Schaﬀner, who compares
the Vedic R(ø)í-abstracts to the Germanic masculine i-abstracts of the type OE snide
cut etc. Since these apparently lack traces of R(e) and show no signs of grammatischer
Wechsel indicative of a proterokinetic paradigm, Schaﬀner (2001, 434f.) argues that this
type could go back to hysterokinetic i-abstracts as found in Lat. ﬁd	es trust (< *-´¯e(i
“
)
with the N.sg. ending -s secondarily restituted). This is not objectionable as such,
though slightly awkward because he then has to assume that the desinences of the
Germanic stems were nach dem häuﬁgeren proterokinetischen Typ [...] normalisiert
(l.c.) since they apparently constitute no evidence for original hysterokinetic paradigms.
This means that if it wasn't for the lack of traces of R(e) and grammatischer Wechsel
in this type, one might as well assume underlying proterokinetic abstracts in the ﬁrst
place. The same goes for the Vedic dr
˙
±áye-type, although in this case the missing R(e)
may also be due to the inﬂuence of the ti -stems; as Pinault (1999-2000, 467) notes,
we ﬁnd a few cases of action nouns in both -i- and -ti- made from the same root, and



















The generalization of R(ø) may therefore be analogical, but since the proterokinetic
suﬃx became productive in Vedic we still cannot determine which accent/ablaut-type
is continued by these formations. We can assume that originally hysterokinetic i-stems





). In principle, a Ved. N.sg. *kav´¯a would be perfectly acceptable, and the
lack of such a form could be explained assuming that hysterokinetic i-stems as such
were remodelled after the proterokinetic (singular) paradigms. However, regarding the
dr
˙
±áye-type, this line of argument would quickly become circular, and there is therefore
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no secure evidence for determining the underlying PIE type.
2. -(C)ani-
The suﬃx -ani- was used to build agent/action nouns much like the group in simple
-i- discussed above, e.g. tarán
˙
i- a advancing (t	r
˙
conquer, cross over) etc., but we
ﬁnd more formations made from the desiderative stem: ruruks
˙
áni- wishing to break,
destroy sth., 	a-±u±uks
˙
áni- a striving to shine forth, sis
˙
	asáni- striving to win etc., cf.
AiG II,2, 207,  96. There are about 20 stems of this type in the Rigveda.
These forms are apparently partly hypostases of inﬁnitives in -ani (AiG II,2, 208) and
-sani (AiG II,2, 924f.), which Stüber (2000) has traced back to locatives in *-en made
from abstract s-stems (and later recharacterized by locatival *-i). Furthermore, a few
formations show a suﬃx -váni- (derived from -van- ?), but this was a marginal group
already in the Rigveda, cf. AiG II,2, 906  723.
3. Reduplicated verbal adjectives
The bulk of this type shows R(ø), short-vowel reduplication and is synchronically as-
sociated with a reduplicated perfect stem. Of particular interest is a small subclass in
which the reduplicated syllable has lengthened grade; the relevant forms are ◦-c	acali -
moving, t´¯atr
˙





courageous, y´¯uyudhi - pugnacious, y´¯uyuvi - fending oﬀ sby./sth., v´¯avahi- moving/
driving quickly, s	asahí- victorious. This pattern shows that these formations, even if
the principle was inherited, must be of Inner-Indic origin (cf. Barschel 1986, 307), since
Avestan has only the short-vowel reduplicated type (e.g. £axraii	o = Ved. cákrayas, see
Tremblay 1998, 114). Synchronically, a third of the ca. 30 (simplex) formations corre-
sponding to this type are accented on the reduplicated syllable, which Barschel explains
as a general tendency towards barytone accent in i-stems7. He furthermore draws at-
tention to a possible connection with certain Germanic (synchronically unreduplicated)
verbal adjectives in -i- which also tend to show the same root grade as the weak stem
of the corresponding preterit ( < perfect, Barschel 1986, 307ﬀ., AiG II,2, 294, Matzel
1990). If this connection holds, there can be no doubt that the Vedic type continues a
formation in suﬃxal -i-8. A point in favor of this are set
˙
-forms like táturi- and pápuri -
apparently continuing *R
˚
HV, and especially the variation seen in pápuri -: pápri - (both
meaning giving generously), which Kuiper traces back to (apparently optional) com-
positional laryngeal loss in the latter form (Kuiper 1961, 27). Taken together, this
points to Indo-Iranian formations in suﬃxal -i- (because of the Avestan parallels) which
became modestly productive in Indic before the speciﬁc developments of IIr. *H.
The question remains whether this pattern can be traced back to PIE and thereby
connected with Germanic or stems from independent developments in the two branches.
Both Germanic and Indic show a close synchrony of the root grade of the verbal adjective
and the corresponding weak perfect stem:
7Barschel 1986, 309f.
8The alternative would be analyzing the -i- as a laryngeal reﬂex originating from reduplicated (set
˙
) root
nouns. Such formations were, if an Indo-European type at all, extremely marginal (cf. the few examples given
by Schindler 1972b, 8). Note also the problem of compositional laryngeal loss which makes it unlikely that
the starting point of this type of -i-formations was the vocalization of laryngeals. Furthermore, the idea of a
laryngeal reﬂex (@) is already refuted in AiG II,2, 294.
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Germanic Vedic
Verbal adjective 3.pl. pret. Verbal adjective Weak perf. stem
OHG ◦b	ari b	arun babhrí- babhr -





OE swice swicon cákri - cakr -
However, this table is strongly simplifying matters. For example, although tantalizing,
OHG ◦b	ari- and Ved. babhrí-, despite being both built to a perfect stem of *bher
in the respective languages, can hardly be considered exact cognates. First, as Stefan
Schaﬀner has pointed out to me (p.c.), Germanic nominal formations would be expected
to retain their reduplication. One could argue that a correspondance as close as the one
displayed between the verbal adjectives and their preterit stems might have entailed loss
of (nominal) reduplication as well. But the picture is further complicated by the fact
that Germanic -i-adjectives are in fact usually said to be a mixed class which continues
both *-(i)i
“
o- formations, among them such with lengthened root grade (the equivalents
of Vedic gerunds of the type 	adya- edible), and genuine i -adjectives (Matzel 1990,
Heidermanns 1993, 61). But even if the bulk of these -i-/-ja- verbal adjectives could
be shown to go back to *-(i)i
“
o-stems, we still have to ﬁnd an explanation for those
that do not. This brings us back to the question of internally derived proterokinetic i-
adjectives. I have argued so far that PIE did not have such formations. If the Germanic
verbal adjectives in i- could be shown to display grammatischen Wechsel as compared
to corresponding verbal abstracts, this would indicate that such a pattern did exist after
all and furnished a template for the Germanic i -adjectives. As Stefan Schaﬀner (p.c.)
has suggested to me, verbal abstracts associated with the verbal classes I-III might be
a starting point for investigating this possibility, since in a few cases they have retained
the o-grade of the root typical of the strong stem of acrostatic (abstract) nouns (see
also Schaﬀner 2001, 425, fn. 39). Internally derived (proterokinetic ?) adjectives to
these stems (having X-ness) might then have spread to other verbal stems originally
not associated with o/e-acrostatic verbal abstracts. An investigation of the relevant
Germanic forms is, however, way beyond the scope of this work. At any rate, even
if this theory held for Germanic, it would shed little light on the Vedic reduplicated
adjectives, since we would then have to admit that the two types do not go back to
the same PIE formation, but adopted the root grade of the weak preterit/perfect stem
independently. At this stage, the Germanic evidence oﬀers potentially relevant parallels
to be kept in mind when dealing with these forms, but in no way an explanation.
2.1.3 u-stems extended by an i-suﬃx
The clearest example of this type is Ved. jívri- frail, old, which Pinault (1987-1988) has
shown to go back to a u-adjective *“gr
˚
h2-u-, cf. the root *“gerh2 grow old. This type of
extended u-adjectives is known from other IE languages as well, cf. the Latin type grauis,
Toch. A 	arki/Toch. B 	arkwi < *h2er“g-u+i- (cf. Nussbaum 1976, 68), etc. The core of these
formations was associated with the Caland system, but there is strong evidence that the i-
extension did not take place before the IE languages had split up. For example, PIE *gu“ reh2-
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u
“
-i- would have given a Latin form *gr	auis (Nussbaum l.c.), so the short vowel of the root





-i- would have resulted in Vedic *j	urvi-/*j	rvi- (Nussbaum l.c., Pinault
1987-1988, 330), so the i-extension must have taken place after the development *R
˚
HV →
Ved. i/uRV vs. *R
˚
HC → Ved. 	/	uRC.





vi- cheerful, ◦±i±vi- a growing (in sú±i±vi - a growing well, cf.
±í±u- m young one) and the quasi-perfect participles j´¯agr
˙
vi- alert, awake (jar wake up, pf.
j	ag´¯ara is awake, EWA I, 574f.), d´¯adhr
˙
vi- able to support, take load (dhar hold, support,
ﬁx, EWA I, 778f.) and d´¯divi- (d	 shine, pf. d	d´¯aya). As Rau (1998) has noted, the latter




an-stems built to the
perfect stem alternate with `normal' perfect participles (p. 144), and are thus quite close in
morphological make-up and semantics to the formations discussed in 2.1.2.3. above.
Since this form of extension must have been Indic, I have grouped these items with other
productive formations, although they can by no means be compared to the productivity of,
for example, the ti -stems.
2.1.4 Formations in -t	ati-




át	ati- intactness), which can be con-
cretized (ástat	ati- homestead), and in some cases seem to have collective meaning (devát	ati-
group of gods, not *godliness), cf. AiG II,2, 621,  464. There are nine formations of this
type in the Rigveda. -t	ati- is clearly related to the suﬃx -t	at- (both are restricted to Vedic
Sanskrit).
2.1.5 Inﬁnitives
I have restricted myself to inﬁnitives going back to D.sg. forms of stems in i- and ti - (dr
˙
±áye
etc.) and have left out other potentially interesting formations, such as the inﬁnitives in
-dhyai, simply for reasons of space. I have distinguished cases in which the D.sg. of a widely
attested ti -abstract or i-action noun is used as an inﬁnitive (which is not, however, marked
in the entry of the relevant paradigm) from cases where we only have a D.sg. in precisely this
use. In the latter case, I have put the underlying stem in brackets, since we cannot be sure





ddhi-) formations in -i-
Synchronically, vr
˙
ddhi-formations in -i- (e.g. ´¯agnive±i- descendant/relative of Agnive±a, etc.)
are largely restricted to patronymics and derived from *-o/Ved. -a-thematic bases. We do,
however, ﬁnd occasional forms hinting at a broader usage, cf. Ved. s´¯arathi - m co-driver (of
a chariot), derived from sarátha- a driving the same chariot. The type is Indo-Iranian
(cf. Av. m	azdaiiasni- ← mazdaiiasna- follower of Mazda, Tremblay 1998, 104ﬀ.) and is
also attested in Germanic9. The origin of vr
˙
ddhi-formations in general is likely to be con-
nected to hypostases from athematic locative singular formations, as was suggested by Jochem
Schindler. As elaborated below (2.4.), a certain number of PIE (monosyllabic) locatives had
9Schulze apud Specht (1935, 221).
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lengthened grade. From such a locative hypostases could be formed via the suﬃx *-o-, e.g.
*pód -/péd - foot, L.sg. *p	ed → *p	ed-ó- at the bottom, cf. Gr. piηδο´ν end of an oar, oar
blade. On the other hand, we ﬁnd locatives with R(e) and varying locative suﬃxes (*i,
*er, *en etc.). Hypostases from locatives of the type R(e)-i are, again according to Jochem
Schindler and elaborated by Balles (1997), the base of the highly productive suﬃx *-(i)i
“
o-,
which is continued by the Vedic gerunds in -iya-, for example. Furthermore, this suﬃx be-
came productive in prepositional derivational compounds (Ableitungskomposita), e.g. *en sali
in the water → *en-sali-ó- being in the water > Gr. âνα´λιος. As Balles has argued, the
original distribution of the suﬃx was monosyllabic *-i
“
o- in compounds vs. disyllabic *-ii
“
o-
in uncompounded nouns, although this distribution has been blurred in the individual IE
branches10.
On the other hand, we ﬁnd evidence for PIE ø-suﬃx hypostases in formations like Ved.
rohít- red, derived via ø-suﬃxation from an I.sg. in *-it (Pinault 1980, 32, Widmer 2005,
197). We could now speculate that the Indo-Iranian vr
˙
ddhi-type in -i- goes back to hypostatses
of lengthened-grade locatives with zero suﬃx, to which locatival *-i was further added. This
would, however, imply that the original (phonologically conditioned) distribution in the L.sg.,
R(	e)-ø vs. R(e)-i, was given up at some point and a mix of both types took place (which
is, however, not a very problematic assumption). We furthermore ﬁnd traces of nouns of
appurtenance in -i- without vr
˙
ddhi in Vedic, which in this line of argument might point to
the originial state of aﬀairs, e.g. n	d
˙
í- m nest-mate ( < belonging to the nest, cf. n	d
˙
á-
nest) and sápti - steed ( < belonging to a team of seven horses, saptá- seven), AiG
II,2, 304. A possible parallel from Greek might be the type γα´στρις glutton ← γαστη´ρ
stomach, displaying exactly the same belonging/pertaining to X-semantics (of course, the
vr
˙
ddhi principle was alien to synchronic Greek word formation).
That vr
˙
ddhi-formations in -i- were originally made from athematic bases as well has also
been argued by Nussbaum recently11, Vedic examples being N.V.du. m´¯adhv	 (m´¯adhv-i- ?) ←
mádhu-, n´¯ar	-(/i- ?) woman ← nár - man and ◦j´¯ani- wife ← *gu“ enh2 woman.
Taken together, we may be able to reconstruct the following original system of hypostases
from locatives12:
R(e)-i + ø Type Ved. sápti- + -ó- Type Gr. λιος
R(	e)-ø + -ó- Type Gr. piηδο´ν
Forms of the structure R(	e)-i (that is, apparent ø-suﬃx hypostases from locatives in -i with
R(	e)) could then point towards a secondary generalization of the L.sg. ending -i in other
contexts (since there is as yet no evidence for a hypostasizing i).
This complex is furthermore connected to the problem of the compositional i-suﬃx found
in a number of IE languages. Descriptively, we have an i-suﬃx supplanting an *o- at the end
of a second compound member. The commonly cited examples are Gr. ναλκις cowardly
(λκ(η´) defense, protection), Lat. imberbis beardless (barba- beard), Ved. prátyardhi-
10Gr. âνα´λιος, for example, presupposes a disyllabic suﬃx. Greek has actually (apart from a few exceptions)
generalized this allomorph in both simplex nouns and compounds, cf. Balles (1997, 154ﬀ.)
11Cf. Nussbaum (2009).
12I do not, of course, mean to imply that the examples given here directly reﬂect L.sg. hypostases but a
morphological pattern that (probably) goes back to such.
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possessing half of sth.; equal (árdha- half) etc. This pattern looks tantalizingly similar to
the Caland suppletion discussed above (and in fact the comparison has been made already by
Jacobsohn 1928, 57f., although hesistantly). Jacobsohn furthermore argues that this pattern
originated in Bahuvr	hi compounds, but as a matter of fact, the standard formation of such
compounds would make us expect a second compound member in *-o- or *-to-, as in Gr.
µβροτος immortal. In this kind of compound, however, the SMC cannot be identical to
the simplex verbal adjective βροτο´ς mortal < *mr
˚
-tó-, since PIE did not have determinative
compounds. Rather, as Martin Peters reminds me, it must reﬂect the substantivized neuter
with the N.A.sg. *mr
˚
-tóm mortality (the neuter of a PIE adjective could be substantivized






We can now put into perspective what has been said about SMC ti -abstracts (2.1.1.).
PIE thematic adjectives in *-(t)o- formed abstracts mostly in the following two ways: 1) by
substantivization of the thematic adjective, 2) by substantivization through substitution of
-o- by -i-. Both possibilities concurred in possessive compounds, where both the i- and the
o- abstracts could surface as second compound members. This accounts for the variation in
the PIE poetic formula Gr. κλε´ος φθιτον = Ved. áks
˙
iti ±rávas (cf. Schulze 1933, 258, fn.3),
and ναλκις then may have the i-abstract of an *alk-ó- provided with λκ- as SMC.
However, the question remains if this compositional i-phenomenon can reasonably be




ddhi-i-formations discussed above. Jochem Schindler appar-
ently hinted at the possibility that a starting point for these ﬁrst may have been prepositional
government compounds going back to ø-hypostases of preposition + locative in *-i syntagma
(exactly like the Ableitungskomposita described above, but with a ø-suﬃx instead of hy-
postasizing *-o-)13. Once again, this would result in a parallelism of *i-ø- : *i-ó- hypostases.
The extension of this principle to Bahuvr	hi compounds would then have been a secondary
development (pace Jacobsohn), maybe connected to the principle of i -substantivization
of *-ó-adjectives which may have been extended to Bahuvr	hi SMC under the inﬂuence of
Ableitungskomposita in -i-14.
Admittedly, this connection is still fairly sketchy but certainly merits attention. For
the moment it may be best to distinguish between exocentric denominal -i- (Vedic vr
˙
ddhi-
formations etc.) and substantivizing -i- (îκρις: κρις, etc.) and be wary of possible over-
lappings between the two.
2.1.7 Substantive/adjective pairs with opposing accent
In four cases, we ﬁnd a substantive that looks like a substantivization of the corresponding
adjective, but with oxytone accent instead of the expected substantivizing retraction of








i- a glowing, t	utují- m leader: t´¯utuji- a
attacking, bhr
˙
mí- m or f oﬃciousness: bh¯
˙













a strong, ram-like. Widmer interprets the last case as showing traces of the original diﬀerence
13Martin Peters, in class.
14That these two compound types interfered with each other's morphology has to be assumed anyway, cf.
the well-known example of the two possible interpretations of Gr. êνθεος 1. having (a) god inside (Bahuvr	hi),
2. (being) with/in god (prepositional governing compound). In PIE, these two types were morphologically
diﬀerentiated to avoid such double readings, but this distinction appears to have become somewhat blurred
in the diﬀerent IE languages.
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in accentuation found in neuter vs. gendered adjectives in PIE (cf. Widmer 2004, 153f.). As





probably acrostatic and accented on the root; since the neuter was highly susceptible to
substantivization, a rule oxytone adjective implies barytone (neuter) substantive could have











strong, manly (in the n. N.A.sg.) and may therefore be suspected to have gotten its accent





s-ní- manliness vel sim. of an underlying adjective in *-nó- (actually
attested in YAv. var@²na- male).
This still leaves the other three cases to be explained, but if we assume that these Ci-
stems are i-nominalizations (Weiss 1996, 205), the oxytone substantive should be older than
the corresponding adjective (cf. also inherited mi-stems like 	urmí- m wave, ra±mí- m rein
etc., AiG II,2, 775). However, t´¯utuji - clearly belongs to the formations discussed in 2.1.2.3.












mi- have no certain
outer-Indic cognates at all and are therefore not the best suspects for the preservation of an
archaism. Thus it seems that this was not really a productive morphological pattern at all,




This group comprises the continuants of group 1.2.1. (agní-, ávi-, páti - etc.), but also forma-
tions which can only be traced back to Indo-Iranian and/or which can be connected to nominal
formations in other IE languages but diﬀer from these in their morphology, e.g. aratní- m
ellbow, YAv. fr	ar	aθni.-◦, but Gr. ²λε´νη (EWA I, 109). I will not be able to discuss each of
these in depth; in most cases I will restrict myself to citing the etymology, cognates and the
relevant literature.
As will be noted, I have not cited any ti -stems here although there are a number of Vedic
ti -abstracts that have clear cognates in other IE languages and can therefore be considered
inherited formations (e.g. d¯
˙
ti -, p	tí-, matí-, etc.). But since ti -stems became extremely
productive in Vedic, these cases are usually analyzable as having been formed from the zero-
grade of a verbal root as well. I have therefore refrained from distinguishing between inherited
and inner-Vedic ti -abstracts, but will cite relevant IE cognates in the respective entries.
Forms associated with the Caland system
Particularly interesting are inherited nominal formations of Caland origin and their interac-
tion with synchronically productive formations, especially with regard to the question of PIE
adjectives. Since the subject of my investigation has led me to concentrating on the second
member of compounds, I cannot discuss the evidence of i-stems occurring solely as FMC of
Caland Bahuvr	his. In fact, the Caland system will only become important for my thesis if
such FMCs are found in simplex use - and, of course, in those cases where they turn up as
adjectives.
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2.2.2 Possible loanwords
The question of the nature and extent of loanwords in the Rigveda is still hotly debated
(cf. Das 1995, Kuiper 1995a), but we obviously have to assume that Old Indic, like any
other language, had adopted new lexical items through the contact with other languages
(Indo-European and Non-Indo-European) before its ﬁrst attestation. Naturally, loanwords
are expected to have been adapted to the phonological and morphological structure of the
borrowing language to a certain extent, which in a number of cases may render the decision
whether a particular lexeme is inherited or borrowed diﬃcult. But, as Kuiper (1991) has
argued in detail, strict linguistic criteria can in most cases decide whether an Indo-European
origin is possible for a given word even if its meaning is unclear or an Indo-European et-
ymology does not seem to readily present itself  (Das 1995, 208). All in all, Kuiper lists
383 possible loanwords in the Rigveda (1991, 90ﬀ.), which, as he points out himself, with
all due caution probably make up little more than 5% of lexemes attested in the Rigveda
(Kuiper 1991, 95f., see also Kuiper 1995b, 261 for a recalculation), which is a ridiculously
small amount anyway15. In the case of the i-stems, there are few lexemes which may in
fact reﬂect loans from other (most likely Dravidian or Munda) languages. I have included
these in my database because the way loanwords are adapted to the inﬂectional system of
the borrowing language might in theory give interesting insights into the synchronic rules of
word formation in that language (that is, we do not expect loanwords to assume archaisms
of the borrowing language). In the case of those few stems concerned, of course, all one can
say is that they completely adapted to the default i-inﬂection. Of the items listed by Kuiper




í-, karkarí-, kalí-, k	a±í-, k	rí-, képi-, kriví-,
kr	d
˙











thi-, platí-, pl	a±í-, balí-, yayáti -, rají-, ±akúni-, ±akúnti -,
±átri-, ±almalí-, sthiví-.
Of the 410 i-stems I counted in the Rigveda, this is quite close to the percentage assumed
by Kuiper for loanwords in the RV as such, i.e. 8,3%, and probably less because there are in
fact Indo-European etymologies for a few of these items. Furthermore, cases like dundubhí-
kettle drum and karkarí- lute may also be interpreted as Indic onomatopoetics (I have
included possible onomatopoetics in my database since they too may be expected to conform
to synchronically productive morphological rules in their inﬂection) in the sense that such
formations often show cross-linguistic similarities without there necessarily being a direct
connection (through inheritance or borrowing).
In the entries of these lexemes, I will therefore cite both the relevant passages in Kuiper
(1991) and alternative explanations (if extant).
2.3 Forms left unconsidered
There are a number of formations with what might be called an i-stem-look to them which
in fact may or have to be explained otherwise and which I have therefore not listed in my
database. The ﬁrst group comprises stems which may have inﬂectional endings of the i-
15It is therefore misleading to suggest that this number might be used as a claim to prove the existence
of a massive number of non-Aryan bearers of R
˚
gvedic culture (Das 1995, 217), a statement which makes no
sense anyway unless the term Aryan is used here to refer to ethnicity rather than the participation in the
Vedic ritual, which is even more suspicious.
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stems (i.e. the N.pl. ◦ayas, etc.) in some cases, but go back to and mainly reﬂect diﬀerent IE




í- n eye, sákthi- n thigh and h´¯ardi - n heart, which Beekes
(1987) has explained as reﬂecting a N.sg. in *H or having been modelled on a semantically
close lexeme with such a N.sg. (such as ásthi - bone). Nussbaum (1986, 161) aptly calls this
group secondary heteroclitics because like the primary heteroclitics they display diﬀerent
suﬃxes in the strong vs. the weak stem (i/n).
sákhi- m companion has already been mentioned (1.2.6.), trí- three is only inﬂected in
the plural and goes back to a hysterokinetic paradigm16, ví- m bird has been shown to go
back to an o/e-root noun by Schindler (1969).
I have, however, included items which go back to PIE non-i-stems but are, for diﬀerent
reasons, i-stems in Indic, e.g. jáni- woman < *gu“ en-h2 (cf. the entry below), etc.
Furthermore, there are a number of incertain cases which are listed as i-stems in Grass-
mann's dictionary (Grassmann 61996) but which may be explained otherwise and have there-
fore been left out. These are
• atasí-: atas´¯- according to Mayrhofer (EWA I, 57) following Oldenberg. Unclear Hapax
(attested only once in the G.pl. in VIII,3,13).
• ´¯agh	at
˙
í-: cymbal player. An in-stem according to EWA I, 159 and AzI I, 131 (following
Oldenberg). Kuiper lists this as a possible loan (1991, 19; 27).
• krudhmí-: easily angered, krudh be(come) angry, may also be an in-stem according





í-, ´¯-: roar, lowing. The ´¯-stem is clearly older (there is only one unequivocal
i-form (X,22,9)), cf. EWA I, 438f.
• jarbhári-: Hapax in the peculiar hymn X,106,6 (jarbhár	), EWA I, 579.
• dvarí-: Hapax (I,52,3) in the L.pl., might also be an in-stem, EWA I, 763f.
• bhadra±óci-: a having glittering lights, attested four times in the V.sg. This is better
analyzed as analogical vocative of the s-stem ±ocís
˙
-, created after the gendered i-stem
vocative, cf. AiG III, 290.
• mathí-: robber, Hapax in the G.pl. (RV VIII,53,8: math	náam), but both Oldenberg
(1912, 120) and Geldner (1951, II, 376 ad 8d) read mat	n´¯am and I have therefore
restricted myself to citing the compound attestations (see the entry ◦máthi-).
• maháye: Hapax in RV X,65,3. In Grassmann 61996, 1019 this is listed as an inﬁnitive
of mah or ma ˙˘mh, but Lubotsky (1997, II, 1053), following AiG II,2, 298, groups this
with the causative stem mahay- glorify.
• vas´¯avi-: Hapax (L.sg. ◦y	am, RV X,73,4), a feminine motion 	av	-stem derived from vásu-
good(s) according to AiG II,2, 415.
• v´¯ci-: Hapax in X,10,6 (v´¯cy	a), I.sg. of *vi-añc- according to Mayrhofer (EWA II, 568)
and Thieme (1995, 1043, fn.18); Oldenberg (1912, 206) hesitates between this analysis
and a possible i-stem.
16Although it has to be said that there was probably no real distinction between protero- and hysterokinetic
plurals in the late proto-language anyway, cf. 2.4.
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• vyáthi -: sway, staggering, vyath stagger, amble. Cf. the entry ◦vyathi - below.
• ±ubhrí-: Only attested in the L.pl. (I,29,1; V,34,8), maybe an ín-stem, cf. EWA II, 647.









	va like an obedient mare, cf. EWA II, 672. This




i- obedience, but since the ti -stem itself
is not attested I have not included this form.
• sádhi-: seat (VIII,43,9: N.sg. ◦is
˙
) is an s-stem, cf. EWA II, 694.
• sániti-: Hapax in the L.sg. in I,8,6, a tu-stem according to Mayrhofer (EWA II, 696f.)
and Liebert (1949, 51f.).
• sutakri-: Unclear hapax in the V.sg. (VI,31,4), cf. EWA I, 610f. Oldenberg (1909, 388f.)
suggests a segmentation suta-kre, the SMC could then be analysed as an compositional
i-form of kr	 buy.
• s	urmí-: tube. The two attestations (I.sg. ◦iy	a in VII,1,3 and A.sg. ◦iyam in VIII,69,12)









i-: sickle. All attestations reﬂect an ´¯-stem, cf. EWA II, 743f.
• sváni-: Attested twice in VI,46,14 (which might be a verbal form of svan) and IX,66,9.
Schindler (1972b, 51) tentatively assumes a root noun for the latter attestation since
Wurzeln auf -ani/ami gewöhnlich kein Nact. bilden (l.c.). Furthermore, the neuter
gender would be quite exceptional (on neuters in -i- in general see Beekes 1987).
• ◦hasti -: Only in V,39,1 ubhaya	ahastí, which may also belong to hastín- having hands,
cf. Macdonell (1910, 214).
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2.4 The i-stem paradigm
Before turning to the distribution of the suﬃx allomorphs, I am going to discuss the default
shape of a Vedic i-stem paradigm, its origins and the varietes that are attested or might be
expected in use.
The following table shows a summary of the relevant morphemes attested in the R
˙
gveda
(the default forms are bold):
Sg. Du. Pl.
m f n m f n m f n
N. -i-s -i -	 -ay-as -	, -i,
V. -e -y-as -	-ni
A. -i-m -	-n -	-s
I. -in	a, -y	a -y	a, -	, -i -in	a -i-bhy	am -i-bhis
D. -ay-e, -y-e -i-bhyas
Abl. -e-s, -y-as
G. -y-os -	n	am
L. -	a, -au -is
˙
u
The nominative and accusative reﬂect the zero-grade suﬃx and ending expected in both
acrostatic and proterokinetic paradigms. Since we have seen above that we cannot assume
that PIE had neuter acrostatic adjectives, the neuter set will have to be explained as an
inner-Indic addition to the paradigm.
The instrumental ending we would expect in an acrostatic paradigm, -	 < *-i-h1, and -i
< *-i## with Kuiper's Law, is only found in the feminine sg. In the masculine and neuter
paradigms, the renewed ending -in	a has supplanted it already in the RV. This ending may
have been created under the inﬂuence of the I.sg. of the pronominal paradigms, but it may
also have been introduced in analogy to the ◦in-stems, with the nasal reanalyzed as part of
the ending rather than the suﬃx, cf. AiG III, 148; Schmidt (1885, 92). In addition, we ﬁnd a
proterokinetic I.sg. in -y-	a17, which partly overlapped with the newly introduced I.sg. -y-	a of
the feminine dev´¯-type. However, while the former goes back to *-i
“
-éh1, the latter continues
*-ih2-éh1, and Sievers' Law makes is possible to distinguish between the two in cases where
the metre forces us to reconstruct disyllabic -iy	a after a light syllable (i.e. in a non-Sievers
context).







tively, but with the accent ﬁxed on the root in most i -stem paradigms. As for the locative,
it was already shown by Johannes Schmidt (1885) that the original ending was -	a, which
goes back to PIE *-	e(i
“
)18. The lengthened grade was apparently caused by a synchronic rule
of PIE which upgraded the suﬃx ablaut in the endingless L.sg. as compared to the suﬃx
17Since the evidence of the relevant IE languages seems to point to an I.sg. of the structure R(ø)-S(ø)-éh1
in proterokinetic paradigms. Apparently, the accented (hysterokinetic) allomorph of the I.sg. ending was
introduced very early into the proterokinetic inﬂection.





N.pl. k	auuaiias, Ved. N.sg. sákh	a < *soku“ -h2-	o(i
“
), N.pl. sákh	ayas.
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ablaut in the other oblique cases in a given athematic paradigm, cf. Schmidt (1885, 308),
Schindler (1994, 397), also Tremblay (2004). Formally, this seems to have worked like the
Narten phenomenon described above, i.e. ø → e, e → 	e. This rule goes back to a PIE com-
pensatory lengthening rule established by Jochem Schindler (1973, 153ﬀ.) for monosyllabic








. At some point this
originally purely phonological process was apparently morphologized as a L.sg. marker.
The variant -au is a secondary introduction of the ending of the u-stem L.sg. to avoid
hiatus in pausa and between vowels, cf. AiG III, 156.
The N.A.V. dual goes back to *-ih1, which is expected for i-stems going back to acrostatic
paradigms, but problematic for those reﬂecting proterokinetic ti -stems because we would
expect the weak stem (and thus the e-grade suﬃx variant) to surface in the dual. However,
Nussbaum argues that the fact that such proterokinetic duals do not surface anywhere in
IE points to a rather early analogy19, and we can thus assume that both acrostatic and
proterokinetic i-stems had the same suﬃx ablaut in the dual before they were merged into a
single i-inﬂection in Indo-Iranian.




s, which can be explained by the syncretism of
the genitive and locative dual in Indo-Iranian, leading to a contamination of the G. dual
ending IIr. *-H	as with the locative particle -u that gave the diphthong underlying Ved. -os,
cf. Malzahn (2000, 219)).
The N.V.pl. of the gendered stems continues proterokinetic *-ei
“
-es. Actually, a proteroki-
netic strong stem would be expected to have R(e)-S(ø)-D, which, since there apparently was
no zero-grade allomorph of the N.pl. ending in PIE, would have been identical with the open
inﬂection variety -y-as < *-i
“
-es in Vedic (on the root-grade see below). However, it seems
that descriptively the proterokinetic stems switched to hysterokinetic (i.e. accented suﬃx
in the strong stem, cf. -áyas, S(ø) in the weak stem) so early that it does not really make
sense to speak of a distinct proterokinetic plural inﬂection, cf. Nussbaum (1986, 281f.), Neri
(2003, 63, esp. fn. 151: è tuttavia pure possibile che la ﬂessione proterodinamica esistesse
originariamente solo al singolare.).
The open-inﬂection variety ◦-y-as would be the expected innovated20 N.pl. ending in
originally acrostatic paradigms, but it seems that the full-grade suﬃx supplanted it rather
early.
The A.pl. has the zero-grade suﬃx expected in an originally acrostatic paradigm, but this
was shared with the proterokinetic type (and quite likely the hysterokinetic type as well) and
is therefore not much of a clue. The A.pl.m. -	n evidently goes back to *-	-n-s < *-	-m-s, with
the length to be explained in the same way as that found in the A.pl. of the masculine a-stems,
viz. by a PIE development *-Vms < *- 	Vm → *- 	Vms (> *- 	Vs). Since PIE originally did not
correlate types of inﬂection with gender, we have to assume that this was the original ending
of the feminine as well and that -	s once again reﬂects the inﬂuence of the dev´¯-type, where
the development *-ih2-ms → *-imms → *-	s is the regular outcome of Lex Stang. A further
possibility is the generalization of diﬀerent morphonologically conditioned A.pl. allomorphs
19Nussbaum (1986, 283).
20At least, if there was a rigid distinction between the diﬀerent accent-ablaut classes. In fact, what we
would have to reconstruct for the N.pl. of an -ó/é-acrostatic i-stem, assuming that this was a strong case, is
R(ó)-i
“
-es. There are, however, no traces of original o-grade of the root in the N.pl. of i-stems, and in Vedic in
particular we do not expect to ﬁnd any because the zero-grade suﬃx ◦i
“
V caused a closed root syllable, thus
blocking Brugmann's Law.
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in analogy to the m. a- and f. 	a-stems described by Neri (2003, 64, fn. 154).
The neuter ending -	/-i reﬂects the stem vowel plus the collective marker *-h2 (-i being
the Kuiper variant); -	ni is modelled on the n. N.A.pl. of the a-stem adjectives, cf. AiG III,
160f. In the rest of the paradigm we ﬁnd the acrostatic zero-grade suﬃx, except for the
genitive plural, which has been remade already in Proto-Indo-Iranian. The expected G.pl.
ending *-(y)	am is found occasionally in Avestan, cf. AiG III, 161 for examples, and only once
in Vedic (r	ay´¯am, RV IX,108,13).
All in all, the Vedic i-stem paradigm seems to reﬂect a mix of the two most important
i-formations that had been inherited from PIE: acrostatic i-stems and proterokinetic ti -stems,
with the proterokinetic full-grade suﬃx dominating the weak stem of the sg. and the N.(V.)
pl. This spread of proterokinetic suﬃx forms was apparently favored by the collapse of the
original root pattern strong stem: o-grade, weak stem: e-grade in acrostatic paradigms and
the predominance of the full-grade suﬃx in the u-stem paradigms, with which the i-stems
were eventually synchronized.
There is also some evidence for paradigmatic levelling in the opposite direction in the
I.sg. of some ti-stems which have S(ø) instead of the expected hysterokinetic-looking desinence
(cf. Ved. svastí and 	ut´¯ mentioned above). That this allomorphy existed in the I.sg. of ti -stems
already in PIE is suggested by Latin denominatives of the type fest	n	are hurry ← *fest	no-
hasty < *-tih1-no- (Vine 1999) and certain Greek adverbs which go back to fossilized
instrumentals (e.g. æνοµαστ´ı namely, by name21). These acrostatic allomorphs may partly
be explained as the extension of a highly productive process to certain ti-stems, namely that
of deriving denominative adjectives and verbs from I.sg. forms of the type *-Vh122. On the
other hand, it seems that ti-abstracts derived from to-adjectives were acrostatic anyway23 (as
a consequence of the general pattern o-adjective → (acrostatic ?) i-substantive) and would
thus be expected to have S(ø) in their oblique cases. At any rate, this was a minor tendency
compared to the spread of proterokinetic suﬃx ablaut in the oblique cases of Vedic i -stems.
21Martin Peters, in class.
22Although a lautgesetzliche reduction of unstressed *-i
“
eh1- to *-ih1- in denominative adjectives and verbs
is also possible.
23Thus Nussbaum apud Peters (2002, 102).
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3.1 The structure of the entries
To convey as much information as possible about the distribution of the suﬃxes of the Vedic
i -stems, each entry consists of the respective case form, the part of the verse in which it occurs
and the number of occurences in this part of the verse within each of the ten books of the
R
˙
gveda, followed by the indication of the verse(s) in which the form is found. The following
entry, for example, means: The N.Sg. rayís is found twice in the ﬁrst book of the R
˙
gveda at
the opening of an eight-syllable line, in 127,9 and 128,1.
case form verse position book
number of
attestations verse reference
N.Sg. rayís 8/ 1 2 127,9; 128,1;
The positions within the verse are indicated as follows:
12/ opening of a 12-syllable verse
12\ break of a 12-syllable verse
/12 cadence of a 12-syllable verse
/12- cadence of a truncated 12-syllable verse
/12+ cadence of a 12-syllable verse with an additional syllable
8 position within an 8-syllable verse not clearly determinable
Since I am interested in potential variation in the suﬃx, the verse positions always refer to
the metrical position of the desinence of a given word, that is, in cases where a form ends the
break of a trimeter verse and begins its cadence, this will be rendered as /x. I am basing
my analysis on the Rigveda edition by Van Nooten and Holland (1994); I will indicate the
cases in which I deviate from their restitutions.
Furthermore, I have summarized books 2-7 as F (i.e. family books) because of the
chronological and linguistic coherence of these books (and also in order to save space). Within
the entries in this section I am using the old verse numbering system going back to Grass-
mann's Wörterbuch zum Rig-Veda (Grassmann 61996) for the same reason. Since I will use
the book-hymn-verse-system when discussing a particular form and since concordances are
readily available, this should not create too much confusion.
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As the focus of this thesis is not primarily etymological in nature, I will not comment
exhaustively on each lemma, but restrict myself to citing the relevant entries in Mayrhofer's
Etymologisches Wörterbuch des Altindoarischen (hencefort EWA) and other relevant litera-
ture. Synchronically productive formations will be cited with the verbal root they were built
to. If there is a PIE etymolgy, I will also cite the reconstructed root given by EWA, which
in most cases will be identical to the reconstructions found in LIV2 and NIL (I will mark the
cases in which the reconstructions deviate). In case the item is not explicitly mentioned by
Mayrhofer, the EWA-entry referring to the verbal root will be given in brackets. Items which
are only attested as the second compound member of a Bahuvr	hi-compound will be rendered
as (a) having, possessing (etc.) X, since the adjectival value is connected to the SMC.
3.2 The data
a ˙˘mhatí- f distress, plight, a secondary ti -stem (see 2.1.1.2.), EWA I, 38; NIL, 301ﬀ.; RIV-
ELEX, 4.
N.Sg. a ˙˘mhatís /12 1 1 94,2;
/8 8 1 684,9;
A.Sg. a ˙˘mhatím /8 8 2 676,2; 676,21;
D.Abl.Pl. a ˙˘mhatíbhyas 11/ F 1 409,10;
agní- m ﬁre, < *Hó/égni-, EWA I, 44f.; RIVELEX, 25ﬀ. The etymology is uncertain and
there are no verbal forms attested that might correspond to this root. Thieme (1995, 1020)
unconvincingly reconstructs *n
˚
g-ni- (containing the root of Ved. nagná- naked), which is
hard to believe from a semantic point of view. Compounds in the Rigveda with ◦agni- as
their second member are: iddh´¯agni- whose ﬁre is kindled, jamádagni- PN (EWA I, 571),
d´¯dyagni- having a bright ﬁre, sámiddh	agni- whose ﬁre is kindled, svagní- having a good
ﬁre, and the dvandvas indr	agní-, palastijamadagní- and vi±v	amitrajamadagni-.
Of some interest is the derivation agn´¯ay	- wife of Agni. In AiG II,2, 425 this is analyzed as
a feminine 	i -motion subtype built mainly to masculine stems in i - and u- via the suﬃxes ◦´¯ay	-
/ ◦´¯av	-. The explanation of the full grade in the suﬃx of the derivational base as stemming
from an old L.sg. ◦	ayV < *	ei
“
V is already quoted in AiG II,2, 416 (referring to Benfey) and
has recently been conﬁrmed by Remmer (2006, 101f.), who explains the type as originating in
hypostases from locatives of i- and u-stems, respectively1. Thus, the agn´¯ay	-type preserves
the original L.sg. suﬃx of the i-stems.
N.Sg. agnís 12/ 1 10 36,17-18; 112,17; 128,4; 128,7; 143,2; 143,5;
143,6; 157,1; 161,9;
F 19 193,8; 236,2; 236,8; 237,1; 237,2; 237,4;
237,6; 237,9; 237,11; 260,3; 365,1; 365,4a,c;
398,15a-c; 414,7; 449,2; 566,2;
8 6 632,9; 639,23; 643,13; 645,19; 659,6; 680,13;




at the ﬁre; at Agni's → *Hegn-	ei
“
-ih2 the (female) one who is at Agni's/with Agni. In fact,
this was probably an inner-Indic rather than a PIE formation, but the suﬃx clearly goes back to *ih2 which,
whatever its origins, was to become the athematic feminine motion suﬃx found in the Vedic dev´¯-inﬂection
(on which see most recently Stüber 2007).
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12+/ 10 1 976,4;
/12 F 1 405,13;
10 1 941,5;
11/ 1 14 60,4 (= 72,1); 59,6; 71,8; 77,2; 77,4; 77,5;
93,5; 136,7; 141,12; 141,13; 145,5; 148,2;
162,15; 169,3;
F 96 194,1; 194,10; 195,2; 195,7; 201,1-3; 235,11;
235,18; 238,10 (= 518,10); 239,1-4; 239,6-
10; 251,1; 254,4; 256,1; 257,1; 259,2; 259,3;
260,7; 263,9; 265,3; 287,4; 288,1; 289,10;
291,1; 297,10; 297,20; 298,1; 299,10; 301,3;
301,4; 302,2; 302,4; 302,5 (= 523,4); 302,7;
303,7; 308,3a,b; 309,1; 310,1; 321,4; 355,1;
355,2; 355,5; 355,6; 357,10; 357,12; 358,2;
382,1; 395,10; 412,3; 430,1; 445,2; 445,4;
447,2; 453,1; 453,4 (= 528,2); 456,10; 456,13;
459,10; 490,9; 493,6; 504,4; 517,14-16; 520,2;
520,3; 520,4 (= 871,7); 520,5; 520,6; 522,6;
522,7; 523,3; 523,5; 524,1; 524,4; 526,2;
527,4a,b; 546,3; 551,4; 555,1; 556,3; 558,4;
567,3; 583,2; 593,1; 594,2;
8 2 712,12; 1027,2;
9 1 800,5;
10 49 827,1; 827,6; 828,3-5; 829,7; 831,7; 832,2;
832,4; 842,6; 842,10; 843,3; 857,9; 871,4;
871,8; 871,12; 878,4; 887,14; 895,11; 895,12;
905,4; 906,1a-d; 906,2b,c,d; 906,3a-d; 906,4a-
c; 906,5; 906,6; 910,2; 913,1; 914,4; 921,12;
932,3; 935,2; 936,11; 948,1; 950,4; 990,3;
991,2; 995,2;
/11 1 8 59,2; 59,7; 98,2a,c; 99,1; 107,3; 124,11;
161,14;
F 31 194,1 (= 828,2); 200,1; 201,5; 235,12; 238,2;
238,8 (= 518,8); 239,5; 248,1; 263,2; 301,2;
303,11; 321,3; 324,3; 351,4; 355,3; 356,9;
369,1; 383,7; 395,4; 403,3; 442,6; 450,1; 490,1
(= 492,10); 521,2; 522,5; 524,2; 550,25 (=
572,25); 552,1; 555,7 (= 556,7; 578,3); 560,5;
565,4;
10 10 829,3; 834,1; 871,1; 872,8; 877,4; 895,7;
896,7; 914,6; 936,10; 954,2;
10/ 1 3 65,8; 69,6; 70,1;
F 1 550,14;
/10 1 2 69,3; 70,5;
F 1 522,3;
8/ 1 16 1,2; 1,5; 12,6; 27,12, 36,17a,b,d; 74,3; 79,5 (=
944,3); 79,12(= 531,10); 105,14 (= 142,11);
127,7; 128,1; 128,3; 128,6; 188,10;
F 44 244,4; 245,1-3; 245,5; 245,6; 247,4; 250,1;
261,4; 261,5; 261,13; 261,14; 263,7; 311,1-
3; 351,8a,b; 360,2; 360,3a,c; 363,2; 367,3 (=
531,6); 368,4; 371,4; 372,1; 378,2; 379,4a,b,c;
379,5; 379,6a,c; 429,9; 455,2a,b; 455,4; 455,5;
457,19; 457,28a,c; 457,34; 531,3; 532,12;
8 28 627,36; 638,9; 639,8; 639,11; 639,22; 647,1;
659,1; 659,4; 659,5; 659,6a,c,d; 659,7; 659,8;
659,9; 660,1; 663,6-8; 663,22; 664,12; 664,16;
664,21; 1025,5; 669,13; 684,4; 684,14; 711,9;
9 2 717,11; 778,20;
10 12 842,11; 845,2; 847,5; 911,8; 911,41; 944,4;
977,1; 984,1; 988,1; 988,2; 1002,4; 1013,5;
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/8 F 1 405,14;
8 1 678,11;
10 2 911,39; 916,13;
/8- 8 1 712,2;
8 1 1 188,11;
F 2 305,4; 370,2;
8 2 639,19; 1025,5;
10 1 911,40;
◦agnis 12/ 10 1 889,7;
11/ F 1 391,2;
A.Sg. agním 12/ 1 9 35,1; 36,1; 36,2; 36,7; 112,1; 128,8; 143,4;
143,7; 161,3;
F 20 193,1; 193,3; 216,1; 236,3, 236,4; 236,5 (=
966,6); 236,13; 236,14; 237,3; 237,5; 257,3;
260,2; 365,2; 365,4b,d; 449,4; 456,4; 456,7;
557,1; 560,1;
8 8 643,20; 643,25; 669,17; 680,11; 680,12-15;
10 13 837,3; 837,4; 861,3 (= 861,4-12); 889,9;
890,3; 917,6; 917,8; 918,2; 948,4; 952,5;
976,4b,c; 976,5;
12-/ 1 1 127,1;
12\ 1 1 139,12;
/12 1 1 106,1;
F 3 215,7; 260,1; 263,15;
8 1 680,12;
10 1 890,8;
11/ 1 13 58,7; 71,7; 72,4; 84,18; 96,1 (= 96,2-7); 113,9;
116,8; 146,1; 157,5; 164,46; 174,3; 181,9;
186,3;
F 35 195,1; 195,3; 201,4; 201,6; 235,2-4; 235,11;
235,14; 251,4; 253,1; 254,1; 254,5 (= 927,1c);
263,5; 298,17; 298,19; 299,1; 302,8; 302,11
(= 357,4); 355,4; 355,7; 356,12; 397,7; 414,1;
442,3; 442,8; 457,46; 517,1; 517,2; 518,3;
519,1; 519,5; 526,3; 526,5; 558,6;
8 1 668,6;
10 20 827,5; 832,5; 833,3a,b; 833,5; 842,9; 871,6;
872,9; 887,9; 906,5a-c; 906,6a,b; 906,7; 914,3;
914,12-14; 927,1b;
11\ F 3
11+\ F 1 451,1;
/11 1 1 164,46;
F 21 203,3; 243,9 (= 878,6); 257,2; 265,15; 297,19;
335,2; 335,4; 354,8; 358,3; 439,2; 448,1;
462,9; 490,2; 491,1; 522,4; 523,1; 555,5;
560,3; 594,3; 596,2; 615,4;
10 8 833,3; 887,16; 894,9; 896,3; 914,8-10; 947,7;
8/ 1 15 1,1; 12,1; 12,7; 12,9; 14,3; 23,20 (= 835,6);
36,11a,d; 38,13; 44,3; 44,4; 44,8; 45,4; 136,6;
170,4;
F 29 199,5; 232,19; 243,5; 244,6; 245,4; 246,3;
247,3; 261,2; 261,11; 261,12; 263,1; 360,1;
360,10; 363,3 (= 457,40); 368,1; 368,3; 368,5;
368,6; 371,1; 375,4; 376,2 (= 380,7); 379,4
(= 712,3); 379,9; 382,6 (= 680,12b); 455,2;
456,17; 457,48; 501,12; 532,3;
2Both Van Nooten/Holland (1994, 86) and Lubotsky (1997, 16) give agn´¯m, but this appears to be a
misreading, as Müller's edition clearly has the expected short -í-. The source of the error was probably
Aufrecht's second edition (on which Van Nooten/Holland have based their text), where the accent has been
printed rather oddly, giving the impression of an accented length.
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8 34 631,6 (= 967,3); 639,2; 639,4; 639,13; 643,2;
643,7; 643,22 (= 659,8; 669,2; 711,10);
651,14; 659,1a,b; 663,19; 663,24 (= 664,6);
663,25; 663,31; 664,1; 664,3; 664,7; 664,13;
664,15; 664,26; 680,12a,d; 680,14a,d; 680,15;
683,1; 683,6; 693,1; 711,4 (= 711,6; 711,6);
711,7; 711,22a,c; 712,1; 712,10;
10 9 846,2; 846,6-8; 847,1; 944,6; 962,1; 981,5;
982,1;
8 1 1 27,1;
F 4 247,5; 261,6; 379,1; 532,1;
8 5 627,32; 631,9; 665,1; 682,8; 683,4;
10 1 842,14;
V.Sg. ágne 12/ 1 6 44,5; 44,10; 94,1 (= 91,2-14); 127,11; 144,7;
161,1;
F 15 192,15; 192,16 (= 193,13); 193,2; 193,6;
236,6; 237,7; 237,10; 244,3; 262,5; 297,3;
400,2; 414,8; 449,5; 489,10; 532,9;
8 2 639,9; 643,26;
10 3 917,3; 948,6; 976,3;
11/ 1 7 58,8; 73,4; 76,5; 147,5; 189,1-3;
F 60 200,2; 200,4; 200,6; 235,16; 235,22 (=
906,7d); 235,23 (= 239-241,11; 249,7; 256,5;
257,5); 248,3; 248,4; 249,5; 249,6; 253,3;
253,4; 254,2; 254,3; 256,2; 256,3; 257,2;
259,1; 259,4; 259,5; 262,4; 263,8; 291,5;
300,3; 300,12; 302,1; 306,3; 355,11; 357,7;
357,9; 358,9; 381,2; 382,3; 414,6; 442,13;
443,11 (= 455,6); 444,1; 445,6; 451,2; 451,5;
452,1; 452,2; 452,4; 454,1-3; 454,5; 454,6;
456,14; 456,15; 456,16; 456,19; 492,5; 501,3;
519,3; 525,5; 530,3; 533,1; 533,3; 559,3;
10 10 827,2; 838,6; 905,5; 905,6; 906,7c; 913,5;
913,7; 913,21; 924,12; 954,6;
8/ 1 31 1,4; 1,6; 1,9; 12,3 (= 12,10; 15,4); 12,5; 12,12
(= 664,4; 847,8); 13,4; 14,7; 14,10; 14,11;
22,9; 26,2; 27,4; 36,5; 36,12; 44,1; 44,2 (=
631,2); 44,7; 44,9; 44,11; 45,6 (= 263,4); 45,8;
45,10; 75,2-5; 79,4; 79,6; 97,1; 105,13; 188,3;
F 59 198,1; 198,4; 198,5; 244,2; 244,7; 245,9;
247,6; 250,6; 255,3; 258,1-5; 261,3; 261,10;
261,15; 262,1; 262,3; 262,6; 263,12; 303,2;
305,1; 361,9; 363,4 (= 443,9); 364,1; 367,1;
367,6; 370,5; 374,3; 375,1; 375,2; 376,4;
377,1; 377,4; 378,1; 379,3; 380,1; 380,3;
380,4; 380,6; 382,4; 405,1; 410,1; 443,1;
443,8; 443,10; 457,3; 457,9; 457,10; 457,16;
457,21; 457,33; 457,36-39; 457,43; 531,13;
8 42 631,7; 639,29a,c; 643,6; 643,11; 643,28;
643,30; 659,3; 663,2; 663,12; 663,15; 663,16;
663,18; 663,23; 663,26; 663,27; 664,2; 664,5;
664,8; 664,11; 664,14; 664,22; 664,25; 664,29;
669,1; 669,3; 669,5; 669,7; 669,16; 669,18-
20; 680,5; 680,6; 680,8; 683,7; 684,11; 684,13;
684,16; 693,9; 711,16; 711,18;
9 5 778,19; 778,21; 779,23; 779,24; 779,26;
10 9 847,6; 913,23; 944,1; 944,7; 966,1; 967,1;
982,4; 982,5; 1017,1;
8-/ 8 1 712,13;
5 F 5 306,1; 306,4; 306,5; 306,7; 306,8;
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agne 12/ 1 25 31,1-7; 31,9-15; 31,17; 36,4; 36,6; 36,9; 58,4;
127,9; 139,7; 140,10; 140,11; 141,9; 144,6;
F 37 192,1; 192,2 (= 917,10); 192,3-14; 193,7;
193,9-12; 228,6; 243,2; 243,7; 297,1; 362,1-
7; 365,5; 365,6; 405,8 (= 405,9-10); 449,6;
456,8; 456,9; 575,1;
8 1 668,14;
10 11 837,5; 917,4; 917,7; 917,9; 917,11; 948,2;
948,7; 948,8; 966,4; 968,1; 968,2;
12\ 8 1 712,4;
/12 F 5 297,2; 365,3; 449,6; 489,4; 489,9;
8 1 643,29;
10 1 948,3;
11/ 1 29 31,8; 31,16; 31,18; 58,6; 58,9; 59,1; 71,6;
71,10; 72,3; 72,7; 72,10 (= 298,20); 73,5; 73,7;
73,9; 73,10 (= 298,20); 76,1; 76,2; 94,16; 95,9;
95,11 (= 96,9); 140,13; 147,1; 147,4; 150,3;
164,11; 189,4-7;
F 146 194,3; 195,8; 226,15; 235,1; 235,20; 235,23 (=
239-241,11; 249,7; 256,5; 257,5); 238,11 (=
518,11); 240,2; 240,5; 240,7; 240,9; 241,10;
248,7; 249,2-4; 252,1-5; 253,2; 253,5; 255,1;
255,4; 288,21; 288,22; 289,2; 291,6; 295,6;
297,4; 297,5; 298,5; 298,9; 298,10; 298,13;
298,16; 299,6; 299,7; 299,13; 299,14; 299,16;
300,2; 300,4; 300,7; 300,15; 301,6; 301,14;
302,6; 302,9; 302,10; 307,1-3; 307,5; 308,1;
308,2; 308,5; 308,6 (= 952,8); 355,8, 355,9;
355,10b,d; 356,7; 356,8 (= 858,6); 356,11;
357,1; 357,6; 357,8; 357,11; 358,1; 358,4-
8; 358,10; 358,11; 366,3; 366,4a,c; 366,6;
381,1; 381,3; 382,2; 397,6; 442,1; 442,7;
442,9-11; 442,13; 445,1; 445,8; 448,5; 450,7;
452,6; 453,6; 456,11; 456,12 (= 520,9); 458,8;
491,9; 501,2; 507,9; 517,3; 517,5; 517,7-9;
517,11; 517,13; 517,17-19; 517,21-24; 519,7;
519,10 (= 520,10); 520,7; 521,3; 521,5; 521,8;
521,9a,d; 523,2; 523,7 (= 524,7); 524,3;
524,5; 525,6; 526,4; 527,1; 527,3; 527,5;
529,2; 529,3; 530,2; 533,6; 534,22; 555,5;
558,2; 558,5; 559,5; 609,7; 609,8;
8 2 621,33; 631,10;
10 51 828,7; 830,4; 830,6; 830,7; 832,7; 833,2;
833,4; 833,7; 834,6; 837,7; 837,8; 837,9 (=
838,9); 841,9; 841,10; 841,12; 842,1; 842,8;
846,10; 871,2; 871,11; 872,10; 877,3; 877,9;
895,3; 895,4; 895,6; 895,10; 896,1; 896,11;
913,6; 913,10-14; 913,17; 913,19; 913,20;
913,24; 913,25; 914,5; 917,15; 924,10; 924,11;
936,3; 941,9; 950,1; 954,1; 968,3; 968,5;
968,6;
11\ F 1 517,20 (= 517,25);
/11 1 6 60,5; 76,3; 140,12; 143,8; 147,2; 147,3 (=
300,13);
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F 57 195,9; 200,3; 200,5; 235,1; 235,17; 238,1;
240,8; 248,5; 248,6; 251,2; 251,3; 251,5;
257,4; 288,3; 298,2; 298,6; 298,12; 298,14;
299,4-6; 299,9; 299,12; 299,15; 300,5; 300,10;
300,13; 307,4; 307,6; 308,4; 357,5; 366,5;
384,12; 384,13; 384,5; 397,15; 401,7; 442,7;
445,7; 446,4; 446,6; 446,7; 447,3; 448,3;
449,7; 451,6; 454,4; 501,2; 501,3; 518,1;
521,4; 521,6; 527,2; 528,3; 555,4; 620,10;
620,14;
10 16 827,7; 828,1; 830,1; 833,1; 842,5; 871,3;
871,9; 871,10; 877,1; 877,5; 877,7; 895,8;
913,4; 913,8; 913,16; 924,8;
/11- 1 1 73,8;
10/ 1 1 67,6;
8 1 639,33;
/10 F 1 550,8;
8/ 1 19 1,7; 12,4 (= 74,7); 12,8; 13,1; 14,1; 14,8;
22,10; 23,24; 27,7; 36,19; 44,13; 45,1-2; 45,7;
74,9; 79,8; 79,9; 79,11; 150,1;
F 31 196,8 (= 664,28); 244,1 (= 664,19); 247,7;
250,3; 250,5; 360,4; 360,5 (= 457,47); 361,10;
363,1; 363,7; 364,4; 367,4; 367,5; 372,5;
374,1; 374,2; 377,2; 380,5; 443,5; 457,1;
457,7; 457,12; 457,13; 457,27; 457,31; 457,45;
489,8; 492,13; 531,12; 532,5; 532,7;
8 28 631,1; 639,15; 639,17 (= 663,30); 639,25;
639,26; 639,30; 643,14; 659,2; 663,3; 663,9;
663,10; 663,17; 663,28; 663,32; 663,33;
664,17; 664,18; 664,23; 664,24; 664,30;
669,11; 669,16; 680,4; 684,1; 711,1; 711,2;
711,20; 712,14;
10 9 842,13; 845,3; 847,4; 847,7; 911,38; 913,22;
944,8; 982,2; 982,3;
8-/ 8 1 683,8;
8 1 10 14,2; 19,1 (= 19,2-9); 23,23 (= 835,9); 26,10;
36,15; 74,8; 79,7; 97,4; 142,1; 142,4 (= 359,3);
F 20 197,1; 197,2; 197,7; 262,2; 263,10; 360,7 (=
364,5); 360,8; 363,6 (= 639,28); 364,2; 364,3;
364,6; 364,7; 370,4; 382,5; 455,3; 457,25;
489,3; 489,7; 493,12; 531,7;
8 10 631,3; 659,10; 663,13; 663,14; 663,20; 669,9;
680,1; 683,11; 684,10; 693,4;
10 2 847,2; 967,6;
5 F 1 306,2;
I.Sg. agnín	a 12/ 1 1 36,18;
8 1 655,1;
11\ 1 1 162,11;
F 1 397,7;
8/ 1 2 1,3; 12,6;
/8 8 1 663,14;
◦agnin	a /8 F 1 296,18 (= 710,8);
9 1 774,24 (= 777,25);
D.Sg. agnáye 12/ 8 1 643,15;
12\ F 1 236,1;
/12 1 3 127,10; 140,1; 143,1;
F 1 449,1;
8 2 639,5; 643,24;
10 1 917,14;
11/ F 5 366,1; 451,3; 521,1; 524,6; 529,1;
10 1 906,7;
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11\ 1 1 77,1;
F 5 240,1; 301,1; 444,2; 519,7; 520,1;
/11 F 1 578,2;
8/ 1 2 78,5; 127,4;
F 3 244,5; 359,1; 359,11;
10 1 1013,1;
/8 1 3 74,1; 79,10; 127,10;
F 9 247,1; 304,5; 361,1; 370,1; 379,7; 457,22;
489,1; 530,1; 531,4;
8 6 639,22; 643,23; 663,11; 664,27; 712,6; 712,8;
10 1 911,41;
G.Abl.Sg. agnés 12/ 1 3 36,20; 128,5; 143,3;
F 3 216,3; 236,9; 260,6;
10 4 862,12; 895,1; 895,2; 902,5;
11/ 1 1 24,2;
F 6 249,1; 269,9; 269,10; 336,1; 522,2; 604,2;
9 1 808,5;
10 12 829,4; 832,1; 833,3; 842,7; 860,11; 877,2;
877,6; 877,8; 906,2; 906,4; 906,6; 956,4;
/11 1 3 72,2; 115,1; 122,5;
F 6 229,5; 297,7; 351,7; 356,10; 447,5; 507,10;
10 1 1007,2;
8/ 1 2 44,12; 97,5;
F 6 199,1; 199,6; 245,8; 311,5; 367,2; 405,2;
8 5 626,7; 663,1; 664,20; 682,9; 684,7;
9 1 734,2;
10 2 888,5; 888,6;
L.Sg. agn´¯a /11 1 2 59,3; 124,1;
F 1 391,5 (= 871,10);
8/ F 2 455,1; 610,4;
8 2 647,3; 681,15;
agnaú 11/ F 5 207,1; 289,3; 293,5; 321,1; 481,3;
10 1 914,7;
/11 1 3 162,19; 189,8; 124,1;
F 7 206,4; 264,2; 299,11 (= 914,2); 302,4 (=
493,17); 355,12; 452,5; 518,7;
10 3 914,1; 991,4; 1005,3;
/11- 10 1 832,3;
8/ F 1 304,6;
N.A.Du. agn´¯ 12/ F 1 500,3;
11/ F 2 399,4; 501,1;
◦agn´¯ 12/ F 1 400,3;
10 1 891,2;
11/ F 2 551,1; 609,3;
10 1 951,1;
11+/ 10 1 987,4;
8/ 1 5 21,1-4 (21,3 = 5,86,2; 6,60,14); 139,9;
F 4 246,4; 440,4; 501,4; 610,10;
8 3 660,3; 660,4; 660,7;
V.Du. ◦agn	 /12 10 1 993,4;
11/ 1 20 109,1; 108,1-3; 108,4 (= 7,93,6); 108,5-13;
109,2; 109,4; 109,5-8;
F 2 609,1; 609,4;
10 1 987,1;
/11 8 1 1026,2;
8/ 1 3 15,11; 21,5; 21,6 (=7,94,8);
F 28 246,1; 246,2; 246,5-9; 381,6; 440,1; 500,1;
500,2; 500,4-10; 501,7; 501,8; 501,9 (=8,38,7-
9); 501,13; 501,15; 610,1-3; 610,7; 610,9;
8 3 658,1 (=658,2; 658,3); 658,4 (=658,5; 658,6);
660,1;
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I.D.Abl.Du. ◦agníbhy	am 11/ 1 1 109,3;
8 1 660,12;
10 2 942,9; 954,9;
8/ 8 1 660,5;
/8 F 1 440,6;
G.L.Du. ◦agniyós 8/ 8 2 658,10; 660,8;
N.V.Pl. agnáyas 12/ F 1 225,1;
8 1 623,20;
10 1 861,6;
/12 F 3 260,4; 341,5; 434,7;
10 1 861,1;
11/ 1 2 59,1; 123,6;
F 4 218,2; 507,2; 517,4; 588,4;
10 1 914,18;
11\ 10 2 861,13; 872,7;
/10 8 1 639,33;
8/ 1 1 127,5;
F 2 360,6; 434,3;
/8 1 2 50,3; 164,51;
F 2 256,4; 434,6;
8 3 648,2; 663,4; 663,5;
◦agnáyas /12 F 1 287,16;
8/ 1 2 26,8a,c;
F 1 531,8;
8 1 639,7;
/8 1 1 26,7;
8 1 669,6;
◦agnayas 12/ 1 1 83,4;
/8 8 1 647,7;
A.Pl. agn´¯n 11/ F 1 517,14;
I.Pl. agníbhis 11/ F 1 451,2;
11\ F 3 452,6; 453,6; 519,1;
/8 1 1 26,10;
F 1 258,4;
8 3 638,9; 639,7; 669,1;
10 1 967,6;
D.Abl.Pl. agníbhyas 11\ F 1 517,4;
G.Pl. agn	náam 11/ 10 1 904,3;
L.Pl. agnís
˙
u 11\ 1 1 108,4;
F 1 517,22;
/8 F 1 360,6;
◦a 
ngúri- f ﬁnger, Indo-Iranian, EWA I, 49.
N.Sg. ◦a 
ngurís /12 F 1 350,4;
/8 F 1 223,7;
V.Sg. ◦a 
ngure /8 10 1 912,8;





adañjí- raining ointment, svédañji -, having sweat as ointment, oiled with sweat.
N.A.Sg. añjí 11/ 1 1 124,8;
F 2 354,9; 573,3;
8/ 8 1 649,1;
8 8 1 640,11;
N.Pl. añjáyas /12 1 1 166,10;
11/ 10 1 921,6;
11\ F 1 594,1;
V.Pl. ◦añjayas /8 8 1 640,9;
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A.Pl. añj´¯n 11\ 10 1 903,2;
I.Pl. añjíbhis 12/ 1 1 64,4;
/12 1 3 36,13; 85,3; 87,1;
F 1 225,13;
12-\ 10 1 904,7;
11/ 1 1 113,14;
/8 1 1 7,2;
F 2 406,15; 410,1;
◦añjibhis 11/ 10 1 893,6;
L.Pl. añjís
˙
u 12/ F 1 407,4;
12\ F 1 227,2;
átithi- m guest, EWA I, 57f.; RIVELEX, 99; NIL, 655, fn. 108. Pinault (1998a) proposes
an etymology *h2o-th2-ti-, that is, a ti -stem (abstract or agent noun) made from an s-mobile
variety of *steh2 stand and a preverb *h2o exprimant la proximité (Pinault 1998a, 469),
the unexpected aspiration (instead of *áthiti-) being explained as analogous to the regular
outcome of the word as second compound member, cf. the Rigvedic (Bahuvr	hi-)PN n´¯p	atithi-,
mitr´¯atithi-, médh´¯atithi -, médhiy	atithi - (see Pinault 1998a, 453f. for the respective etymologies
and a discussion of the Mitanni-Indic attestations).
N.Sg. átithis 12\ F 1 193,8;
/12 1 1 128,5;
F 2 236,2; 336,5;
8 1 639,8;
10 1 917,2;
11\ 1 1 73,1;
F 4 297,20; 355,9; 445,2; 558,4;
/11 F 5 355,8; 357,5; 358,5; 524,4; 525,3;
/8 F 2 372,1; 443,7;
8 1 712,12;
◦atithis 12\(?) 1 1 36,10;
/8 1 1 36,11;
V.Sg. átithe /8 8 1 683,7;
◦atithe /8 8 2 621,30; 653,4;
A.Sg. átithim 12\ F 1 362,2;
/12 1 1 44,4;
F 5 237,8; 260,2; 456,1; 456,4; 456,6;
10 1 918,1;
11\ F 2 298,7; 448,1;
10 1 948,1;
/11 1 2 58,6; 186,3;
F 2 195,1; 519,5;
10 2 827,5; 950,3;
8/ 1 1 127,8;
/8 F 1 457,42;
8 4 664,1; 683,1; 693,1; 712,10;
◦atithim /12 1 1 36,17;
8 1 1018,9;
/8 8 2 622,40; 628,20;
8 8 1 1018,9;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦atithes /8 9 1 755,3;
8 10 1 859,7;
L.Sg. ◦atithau 12/ 8 1 1020,1;
/12 8 1 1020,1;
A.Pl. átith	n /8 F 1 404,3;




i, etym. unclear, EWA I, 59; RIVELEX, 108.
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N.Sg. átris /12 1 1 139,9;
11/ F 2 394,8; 432,4;
/11 1 1 183,5;
F 1 394,6;
8/ F 4 361,10; 427,6; 427,7; 428,1;
8 1 662,5;
A.Sg. átrim 12/ 10 1 976,5;
11/ 1 2 116,8; 117,3;
F 1 491,10;
10 1 906,3;
/11 F 2 369,5; 587,5;
8/ F 1 199,5;
8 1 625,25;
10 2 969,1; 969,2;
V.Sg. atre /11 F 1 394,7;
D.Sg. átraye 12/ 1 1 51,3;
/12 1 3 112,7; 112,16; 119,6;
10 1 865,9;
11/ 1 1 118,7;
F 1 584,5;
/11+ 1 1 180,4;
/8 8 3 682,3; 682,7; 682,8;
10 1 969,3;
G.Abl.Sg. átres 12/ 8 1 655,19;
12 8 1 656,7 (= 657,7);
11/ F 1 356,6;
N.Pl. átrayas 8/ F 1 394,9;
/8 F 4 376,4d,e; 393,5d,e;
D.Abl.Pl. átribhyas 8/ F 1 421,5;
G.Pl. átr	n
˙
	am 12/ 8 1 656,6;
8/ 8 1 658,8;
addh	atí- m seer, wise one, cf. addh´¯a certain, known, a secondary ti -stem (2.1.1.2), EWA
I, 64; RIVELEX, 128.
N.Pl. addh	atáyas 8/ 10 1 911,16;
ádri- m stone, EWA I, 65; RIVELEX, 133f. Since a segmentation a-dr-i- unsplitting,
unbreakable (cf. d	r
˙
split) is not unanimously accepted, I have treated this lexeme as a
simplex.
N.Sg. ádris /12 10 1 902,2;
/11 1 1 165,4;
F 6 265,7; 399,7; 481,2; 538,1; 551,3; 584,4;
A.Sg. ádrim 12/ 1 1 51,3;
8 1 669,16;
10 1 939,4;
11/ 1 3 62,4; 71,2; 85,5;
F 6 298,15; 299,11; 312,8; 314,6; 317,6; 458,5;
10 2 854,9; 871,6;
/11 1 4 61,7; 62,3 (= 894,11); 73,6; 88,3;
F 8 235,1; 297,14; 297,15; 397,4; 399,1; 473,2; 480,2; 503,7;
9 1 809,39;
10 1 938,8;
8/ F 1 406,9;
8 1 1 7,3;
I.Sg. ádrin
˙
	a 12/ 1 1 168,6;
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11/ 10 1 854,3;
G.Abl.Sg. ádres /11 1 3 93,6; 117,16; 118,3;
F 5 265,6; 395,12; 522,2; 538,4; 595,4;
9 1 799,8;
8/ 1 1 139,10;
10 1 846,7;
L.Sg. ádrau /11 F 1 439,2;
9 1 808,10;
10/ 1 1 70,4;
N.A.Du. ádr	 11/ 1 1 109,3;
F 2 555,1; 558,1;
N.Pl. ádrayas 12/ 9 1 791,4;
10 1 920,8;
12\ 8 1 624,13;
10 2 904,6; 920,13;
/12 F 2 207,5; 315,5;
10 3 902,7; 920,11; 926,8;
11/ F 1 266,16;
11\ 1 1 149,1;
F 1 504,3;
10 3 915,6; 920,14; 930,2;
/8 F 3 275,2; 441,2; 489,5;
8 4 1022,3; 672,2; 681,11; 697,3;
V.Pl. adrayas 12/ 10 1 920,1;
/12 10 2 902,4; 902,8;
I.Pl. ádribhis 12/ 9 3 783,3; 787,4; 798,23;
12\ 8 1 655,2;
/12 1 3 130,2; 135,2; 135,5;
F 4 227,1; 278,5; 287,10; 341,5;
9 3 780,9; 792,5; 798,34;
11\ 1 1 121,8;
/10 9 1 821,18;
8/ 9 1 775,13;
/8 1 3 137,1; 137,3b,c;
F 2 394,1; 440,6;
8 4 621,17; 642,8; 658,3 (= 674,8); 691,5;
9 13 723,5; 736,5; 738,5 (= 742,5; 744,2; 750,2; 751,6; 762,3);
746,3; 763,1; 777,8; 777,15; 778,29; 779,3; 813,3; 813,11;
819,1; 819,10;
ánar±ani- m name of a demon, unclear, cf. EWA I, 123 for a discussion of possible Indic
etymologies; RIVELEX, 178.














i- have been associated both with as be (◦sti - < *◦h1s-ti-) and sth	a
stand (◦sti - < *◦sth2-ti-, Mayrhofer l.c.). NIL opts for the connection with sth	a, Liebert
(1949, 33ﬀ.) groups both lexemes together with stí- m dependents, relatives. Since there





is /11 F 1 268,4;
10 2 926,12; 930,10;
8/ 1 1 9,1;





i- f help, support, EWA I, 92f.; RIVELEX, 349f.; RIVELEX, 350f.; NIL, 236, fn.2,

























aye /12 F 1 225,14;
8 1 710,1;
10 2 875,4; 919,11;
8/ 8 1 677,5;
/8 1 1 129,1;
F 2 371,5; 392,3;
8 6 628,17; 632,4; 647,13; 1019,1; 676,1; 676,10;





au /11 1 1 158,1;
F 8 312,4; 312,9; 395,9; 474,5; 508,11; 535,8; 535,9;





ayas /12 1 2 52,4; 119,8;











ibhis /12 1 1 129,9;
8 2 623,2; 1022,5;
/8 1 2 47,5; 129,9;
F 2 342,2; 392,5;
8 1 639,20;
amáti- f apparition (?), unclear, EWA I, 95f.; RIVELEX, 369.
N.Sg. amátis /12 1 1 64,9;
/11 1 1 73,2;
A.Sg. amátim 11\ F 4 272,8 (= 554,1); 399,2; 416,5; 423,1;
/11 F 2 554,2; 561,3;
ámati- f lack, distress, predicament, EWA I, 95; RIVELEX, 368f. Mayrhofer proposes a
segmentation á-mati- (cf. matí- f thought, man), thus a Bahuvr	hi having no (fore)thought,
in which case the attestations would belong to the entry ◦mati - below.
N.Sg. ámatis 12\ 10 1 859,2;
/12 10 1 865,6;
A.Sg. ámatim 12\ 1 1 53,4;
/12 10 1 902,4;
11\ F 3 242,2; 287,15; 307,6;
/11 10 1 868,10;
/8 8 1 638,11;
D.Sg. ámataye 11\ F 1 517,19;
/8 F 1 250,5;
G.Abl.Sg. ámates /12 F 1 390,3;
8 1 675,14;
10 1 869,3;
ambí-, ´¯v- f mother, probably a nursery word, EWA I, 100; RIVELEX, 392.
A.Sg. ambiyam /8 8 1 681,5;
N.Pl. ambáyas 8/ 1 1 23,16;










i- a having claws of iron, EWA I, 85f.; RIVELEX, 448f.; Oldenberg (1912, 315).





but the lack of aspiration of the dental is puzzling. Since nothing more concrete can be said on






is 11\ 10 1 925,8;
arán
˙
i-, ´¯d- f ﬁrewood, to be segmented ar-án
˙
i- (see 2.1.2.2), *	r
˙




	 /8 F 1 363,6;
N.A.Du. arán
˙
	 /8- 10 1 1010,3;
G.L.Du. arán
˙
iyos 11/ F 1 263,1;
G.L.Du. arán
˙
yos /11 F 1 517,1;
I.Pl. arán
˙
ibhis 12 1 1 129,5;
12+ 1 1 127,4;
aran
˙
y	aní-, ´¯d- f spirit, goddess of the wilderness, cf. áran
˙
a- a diﬀerent, strange, Lat. alius,
Gr. λλος etc., EWA I, 107f.; RIVELEX, 465.
N.Sg. aran
˙
y	anís 8/ 10 1 972,2;
8 10 2 972,3; 972,5;
A.Sg. aran
˙
y	aním 8/ 10 1 972,6;
V.Sg. aran
˙
y	ani 8/ 10 1 972,1;
/8 10 1 972,1;
L.Sg. aran
˙
y	any´¯am 8 10 1 972,4;
aratí- m (collective of) spokes of a wheel, ará- m spoke, a secondary ti -stem (cf. 2.1.1.2),
EWA I, 108f.; RIVELEX, 465f.; Koch (2003, 354).
N.Sg. aratís 12\ F 1 193,2;
/12 1 1 128,6;
11\ 1 1 59,2;
10 1 829,6;
/11 F 5 195,2; 298,1; 444,5; 453,3; 508,8;
10 5 829,1; 829,2; 829,7; 871,7; 887,20;
A.Sg. aratím /12 1 1 128,8;
F 4 193,3; 297,1; 456,4; 532,1;
8 2 639,1; 639,21;
11/ F 1 334,4;
11\ F 2 251,4; 526,3;
/11 1 1 58,7;
F 2 448,1; 490,2;
10 1 872,4;
D.Sg. aratáye 11\ F 1 521,1;
L.Sg. arataú4 /11 F 1 356,1;
aratní- m ellbow, YAv. fr	araθni-◦, apparently going back to *Hol-en-, but the derivational
history is not entirely clear, EWA I, 109; RIVELEX, 466f.
4Thus Van Nooten/Holland (1994, 202), but see Oldenberg (1909, 312f.) for a discussion of other suggested
readings (namely aratnaú and ár	atau).
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L.Sg. aratnaú 11/ 10 1 986,4;
N.Pl. aratnáyas /8 8 1 689,8;
arí- m stranger, EWA I, 111f.; RIVELEX, 476f.; Thieme (1938). Despite Thieme's detailed
study of the lexeme and its derivations and meanings in Vedic, possible non-Indo-Iranian
connections remain doubtful. One of the less disputed possibilities appears to be Lat. alius,
Gr. λλος other ﬁrst proposed by Specht (1944).
N.Sg. arís /12 9 1 791,3;
10 1 865,5;
11\ 10 1 854,1;
/11 F 1 580,3;
8/ 1 1 150,1;
8 1 622,14;
/8 1 2 4,6; 9,10;
8 2 681,16; 1020,9;
A.Sg. arím /12 F 1 402,5;
/8 F 1 199,2;
D.Sg. aráye 11+\ F 1 454,5;
G.Abl.Sg. aryás 12/ F 4 214,13; 408,12; 456,3 (= 941,5); 599,5;
8 3 641,16; 644,22; 675,12;
9 1 791,1;
10 1 902,2;
11/ 1 6 33,3; 71,3; 118,9; 122,14; 169,6; 185,9;
F 16 203,4; 203,5; 277,2; 298,18; 300,6; 325,1; 334,2; 346,11;
356,12; 387,6; 465,4; 537,5; 537,9; 564,3; 584,2; 616,5;
8 1 668,8;
10 5 853,8; 853,19; 885,3; 942,6; 974,3;
11\ F 3 316,3; 387,2; 524,1;
/11 1 4 73,5; 116,6; 121,15; 184,1;
F 14 214,15; 298,12; 312,19; 320,8; 388,9; 461,1; 466,7; 477,5;
488,9; 492,2; 564,3; 572,22; 576,11; 608,4;
10 3 853,8; 868,1; 915,3;
/10 1 1 70,1;
F 1 550,18;
8/ 1 2 81,6; 81,9;
F 2 489,16; 547,5;
8 4 621,4; 659,2; 672,7; 674,9;
9 1 735,3;
10 4 846,4; 912,1; 912,3; 959,3;
/8 F 2 455,3; 486,33;
9 1 773,11;
10 1 1017,1;
/8- F 1 344,1;
8 F 2 457,27c,d;



















át	atibhis 8 10 1 963,4;
arcátri- a singing, arc < *h1erku“ shine, gleam; sing, praise, but the suﬃx is problematical,
EWA I, 114f.; RIVELEX, 500f.
N.Pl. arcátrayas 11/ F 1 507,10;
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arcí- m beacon, ﬂame, arc shine, gleam; sing, praise < *h1erku“ , EWA I, 114f.; RIVELEX,
502. Compounds: svarcí- ﬂaming well ( < having a good ﬂame, shine).
N.Sg. ◦arcís /11 F 1 194,2;
N.Pl. arcáyas 12\ 10 1 966,1;
/12 1 2 36,3; 36,20;
11\ F 1 302,10;
/8 1 2 44,12; 48,13;
F 4 360,7; 363,5; 371,3; 379,8;
8 2 664,4; 664,17;
9 1 778,5;
I.Pl. arcíbhis /8 F 2 433,8; 489,7;
◦ardhi- a half, árdha- m part, half, EWA I, 119; Klingenschmitt (1980). Compounds:
prátyardhi- a possessing half of sth. (a compositional -i--stem, cf. 2.1.6).
N.Sg. ◦ardhis 12/ 10 1 827,5;
8/ 10 1 852,5;
arharis
˙
váni- a unclear, see EWA I, 124 for possible etymologies.
N.Sg. arharis
˙
vánis /12 1 1 56,4;
aváni- f river, stream, unclear, EWA I, 131; RIVELEX, 552. Compounds: dá±	avani- a
having ten streams (?)5.
N.Sg. avánis 11\ 1 1 181,3;
/8 1 1 4,10 (= 652,13);
A.Sg. avánim 12\ 1 1 140,5;
11\ F 1 315,6;
L.Sg. avána¯ /12 F 1 408,2;
N.Pl. avánayas 11\ 1 2 186,8; 190,7;
F 1 439,6;
A.Pl. aván	s /12 F 2 204,7; 365,5;
11\ 10 1 925,4;
/11 1 2 61,10; 62,10;
F 2 502,3; 603,1;
D.Abl.Pl. ◦avanibhyas 12/ 10 1 920,7;









A.Sg. ávartim 11/ F 1 430,2;
/11 1 1 118,3 (= 292,3);
I.Sg. ávartiy	a 11/ F 1 314,13;
ávi- m sheep, < *h2ó/éu
“
-i-, Gr. îις, Lat. ovis etc., EWA I, 135; RIVELEX, 568f.; NIL,
335ﬀ. The open inﬂection of this word is restricted to the G.sg. ávyas, which in each of its
14 attestations in the RV is associated with a form of v´¯ara- (body) hair (of animals), the
5The compound is attested only in RV X,94,7a, where it is left untranslated by Geldner (III, 296 ad. 7a).
Renou (1967, 151) suggests that it might be a term for part of the harness.
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phrase referring to the sheep's wool used for straining in the preparation of Soma. This seems
to point to a morphological archaism preserved in semi-formulaic expressions (since it would
otherwise be diﬃcult to explain why ávi- did not switch to the default open inﬂection like áhi-
snake did, which closely resembles it in phonological structure and semantics). Compounds
attested are aj	aví- goats and sheep, átyavi - (trickling/running) through the sheep's wool
(said of sóma-) and tryávi- having a year and a half (= three periods of gestation). Note in
particular the N.pl. ◦aváyas with full grade of the suﬃx instead of open class -yas. Since
the N.pl. is only attested in the second compound member, one might suspect a case of ID,
but this is unlikely for the following reasons: a) aj	aváyas means precisely goats and sheep
and is thus not a Bahuvr	rhi (were ID can be expected to show up synchronically), b) if the
G.sg. is indeed an archaism with restricted use, we have no reason to assume that the rest of
the paradigm did not generalize the default inﬂection including a N.pl. in -áyas in simplex as
well as compound usage. In this case, even the parallel existence of a G.sg. *áves would not
be surprising.
N.Sg. ávis 12\ 9 1 790,1;
◦avis /8 9 1 725,1;
A.Sg. ◦avim 11\ F 1 289,14;
/8 9 1 718,5 (= 757,5; 818,11);
G.Abl.Sg. ávyas 12/ 9 4 780,7; 786,9; 798,48; 820,5;
8/ 8 1 622,2;
9 9 718,1; 719,6; 724,4; 728,8; 732,1; 740,1; 762,3; 775,10;
813,16;
N.Pl. ◦aváyas /8 10 1 916,10;
I.Pl. ávibhis 12\ 9 2 798,11; 819,2;
11\ 9 1 803,2;
G.Pl. áv	na¯m 10/ 9 1 821,7;
áv	naam /8 9 1 819,8;
10 1 852,6;
a±áni- f thunderbolt, arrowpoint, *h2e“k be sharp, cf. Ved. ◦á±ri- point, sharp edge,
á±man- m rock, stone, Gr. κων etc., EWA I, 136; NIL, 287ﬀ.; RIVELEX, 589.
N.Sg. a±ánis /12 1 1 143,5;
8 1 647,18;
11/ 10 1 913,5;
/11 F 3 312,17; 447,5; 459,10;
8 1 1 176,3;
A.Sg. a±ánim 12\ F 1 620,20;
/12 1 1 54,4;
/11 F 1 264,16;
8/ F 1 620,25;
/8 1 1 80,13;
I.Sg. a±ány	a 11\ F 1 205,2;
I.Pl. a±ánibhis 11\ 10 1 913,4;




á- eight, for the phonological diﬃculties of the ti -derivative see the
discussion in EWA I, 137; RIVELEX, 593; Rau (2009).
I.Sg. a±	ty´¯a 11/ F 1 209,6;
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◦á±ri- f  sharp edge, point, < *h2ó/é“kri-, the exact cognate of Gr. îκρις/ κρις, EWA I,
138; NIL, 287ﬀ. Occurs only as SMC in the Bahuvr	hi compounds trirá±ri - having three
edges, cátura±ri- having four edges and ±at´¯a±ri- having a hundred edges.
N.Sg. ◦a±ris /11 1 1 152,2;
A.Sg. ◦a±rim 11/ 1 1 152,2;





i- (a) having arrival, reaching, na± reach < *H(2)ne“k, EWA I, 575; EWA II, 27f. Only















im /11 F 1 553,7;
así- f sword, < *h2n
˚
si-, EWA I, 145; RIVELEX, 656. Thieme (1971, 2, 766ﬀ.) connects
this to Ved. ásita- black, Lat. 	ensis sword and Gr. σις6 mud via an original meaning
the black one. A further cognate may be found in Pal. ha²ira- dagger. The semantics
and morphology of these formations point to the Caland system, but unfortunately we do not
have any attestations of así- in compounds in the Rigveda.
N.Sg. asís 11/ 10 1 915,8;
/11 10 1 905,6;
A.Sg. asím 8/ 10 1 912,18;
I.Sg. asín	a 11\ 1 1 162,20;
ástat	ati- f homestead, ásta- n. home, place of return, RIVELEX, 670; see 2.1.4.
A.Sg. ástat	atim 8/ F 1 361,6;
áhi- m snake < *h1ó/égu“
hi-, YAv. aºi-, Gr. îφις etc., EWA I, 156; RIVELEX, 736f.
N.Sg. áhis 12/ F 2 222,6; 395,16 (= 550,17);
9 1 798,44;
10 2 890,4 (= 918,12); 892,11;
11/ 1 4 32,5; 32,8; 79,1; 186,5;
F 5 490,14; 491,14; 516,14; 551,13; 554,5;
/11 1 1 32,13;
8/ 10 1 919,5;
A.Sg. áhim 12/ 10 1 922,4;
12\ 10 1 939,8;
/12 1 1 51,4;
8 1 623,20;
11/ 1 3 32,1; 32,2; 103,2;
F 14 203,3; 210,2; 266,11 (= 315,2; 471,4); 313,7; 315,3;
318,5; 324,1 (= 893,12); 383,3; 384,6; 385,7; 386,2; 458,9;
458,10; 461,2;
6But the Greek word is unlikely to be a cognate since PIE *h2n
˚
si- should have given a Proto-Greek form
*asi- > *ahi- (with loss of intervocalic -s-, cf. the Myc. a-i-qe-u /ahi-kweus/ hypocoristic of *'Α(h)ι-φο´ντας
`he who kills with the sword' , Ventris/Chadwick 21973, 528 (I am grateful to J.L. García Ramón for drawing
my attention to the Mycenaean evidence). As for σις, an alternative etymology would be a connection with
Lat. sent	na, Gr. ντλος (dirty) water at the bottom of a ship (< *sn
˚
ti-), which would give σις via regular
sound change and is a semantically equally attractive solution (Martin Peters, in class).
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11\ F 4 206,1; 315,9; 513,3; 554,7;
/11 1 1 103,7;
F 4 203,11; 267,7; 383,2; 383,8;
10/ F 1 202,5;
/10 F 1 550,16;
8/ 1 2 80,13; 187,6;
8 1 702,2;
/8 1 1 80,1;
10 1 959,2;
I.Sg. áhin	a 12\ 10 1 939,3;
11\ F 3 202,2; 313,1; 351,6;
D.Sg. áhaye 11/ F 1 620,9;
11 F 1 385,4;
8 1 705,5;
G.Abl.Sg. áhes /12 1 1 52,10;
10 1 874,1;
11/ 1 1 32,14;
8/ 8 1 702,12;
G.Pl. áh	n	am /11 1 2 32,3; 32,4;
´¯agnive±i- m PN descendant of Agnive±a, cf. 2.1.6.
A.Sg. ´¯agnive±im /11 F 1 388,9;
	ají- m race, contest, aj drive, move forward, hurl < *h2e“g, apparently continuing o-grade
of the root (*h2o“gi -, cf. the Gr. type τρο´piις), EWA I, 50f., 160.
A.Sg. 	ajím 12 10 1 928,12;
11/ F 5 320,8; 337,8; 338,5; 395,4; 614,4;
11-/ F 1 465,6;
/11 1 1 179,3;
F 3 316,3; 354,10; 516,2;
8/ 8 2 665,7; 1022,8;
9 1 744,5;
G.Abl.Sg. 	ajés /11 F 1 337,11;
10 1 928,5;
L.Sg. 	aj´¯a 12/ 1 2 102,3; 102,10;
F 1 599,2;
11/ 1 1 116,2;
/11 1 1 63,6;
8/ 9 1 778,8;
	ajaú 12/ 1 1 51,3;
10 1 928,1;
/12 1 1 112,10;
/12- 10 1 901,9;
/11 1 1 52,15;
F 5 266,6; 287,24; 312,19; 460,3; 461,13;
8 1 705,14;
9 3 803,1; 809,13; 809,20;
10 3 887,1; 887,8; 894,2;
8/ 1 1 176,5;
N.Pl. 	ajáyas /8 1 1 81,3;
F 1 548,17;
A.Pl. 	aj´¯n /11 F 1 476,2;
L.Pl. 	ajís
˙
u /12 1 1 130,8;
F 2 225,3; 599,6;
11/ 4 1 313,9;
/8 1 2 81,1; 130,8;
F 1 389,7;




í- m bolt connecting the wheel to the axle, EWA I, 161f.; Koch (2003, 358); a possible
loanword according to Kuiper (1991, 79ﬀ.)
N.Sg. 	an
˙
ís /11 F 1 397,8;
A.Sg. 	an
˙
ím 11/ 1 1 35,6;
L.Sg. 	an
˙
aú /11 1 1 63,3;





- to incorporate the evidence of Gr. νη˜σσα, Lat. anat-/ anit-, OHG anut etc.
N.Pl. 	atáyas 11/ 10 1 921,9;
◦	ana±í- a reaching, na± reach, attain < *H(2)ne“k (EWA II, 27f.). Only in vy	ana±í- a
reaching, penetrating, cf. 2.1.2.3.
N.Sg. ◦	ana±is 11/ F 1 283,3;
12/ 9 2 798,5; 815,6;
	apí- f ally, friend, etym. unclear, EWA I, 168. Compounds: án	api- a without friends,
having no friends, dev´¯api- m friend of the gods, v	at	api- m friend of V	ata ( < having the
wind/ V	ata for a friend, cf. EWA II, 542 on v	at´¯apya-), sumná(y)	api- a united in friendship,
sv	apí- a having (a) good friend(s).
N.Sg. 	apís 12/ 8 1 623,1;
11/ 1 1 31,16;
F 5 285,6; 321,6; 462,8; 485,10; 604,6;
10 1 943,7;
/11 F 2 285,6; 313,17;
8/ 1 1 26,3;
F 1 486,17;
8 1 655,18;
◦	apis 12/ 8 1 641,13;
10 1 865,6;
11/ 10 2 924,5; 924,8;
11+/ 10 1 924,7;
/11 10 1 921,6;
V.Sg. ◦	ape 11/ 10 2 924,2; 924,4;
8/ 1 1 187,8 (= 187,9; 187,10;);
8 1 1022,5;
A.Sg. 	apím /11 10 1 833,3;
8/ 8 1 669,10;
I.Sg. ◦	apin	a 11/ 10 1 924,6;
D.Sg. 	apáye 11\ F 1 229,11 (= 524,6);
/8 1 1 26,3;
G.Abl.Sg. 	apés /11 F 2 218,17 (= 209,11; 220,7); 299,13;
10 1 909,6;
N.A.Du. 	ap´¯ 11/ 10 1 932,4;
/11 F 1 337,2;
V.Du. ◦	ap	 /11 F 1 337,7;
N.Pl. 	apáyas /12 1 1 110,2;
F 2 225,10; 407,2;
/11 F 1 220,4;
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A.Pl. 	ap´¯n /11 F 1 547,12;
I.Pl. 	apíbhis /8 8 1 1022,5;
L.Pl. 	apís
˙
u 11\ F 1 220,4;
ití- f < *h1i-tí- the going, i go, walk < *h1ei
“
, EWA I, 102; NIL, 220ﬀ. Compounds: ádh	ti-
f memory, áp	ti- f reaching, abh´¯ti- f charge, attack, úditi- f sunrise/ sunset, úpeti - f
advancement, ¯
˙
j	ti- a glowing ( < r
˙
ji-iti-7), éti - arrival, dabh´¯ti- m fraud, swindler ( <
dabhi-iti-8), dhunéti - a whose walk is thundering, páreti- f departure, prát	ti - f approach,
préti - f ﬂight, sámiti - f assembly, meeting.
N.Sg. ◦itis 11/ 1 1 76,1;
F 1 461,13;
/11 1 1 95,8;
F 1 337,4;
10 2 837,8; 1017,3;
8/ 10 1 847,2;
◦it	9 11/ 10 1 901,7;
V.Sg. ◦ite 8/ 6 1 516,12;
A.Sg. ◦itim /12 1 1 112,23;
11/ 7 1 537,9;
/11 1 1 33,4;
F 1 206,9; 456,11;
/8 10 1 992,4;
D.Sg. ityaí10 /11 1 2 113,6; 124,1;
◦itaye /12 1 1 204,9;
10 1 939,9;
11/ F 1 467,6;
11\ F 1 535,4;
/8 1 1 36,20;
F 1 326,21;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦ites /11 1 1 121,10;
F 1 206,4;
L.Sg. ◦it	a 12/ 8 1 712,11;
11/ F 1 557,4;
11\ 1 2 108,12; 115,6;
F 4 416,8; 423,3; 522,7; 592,3;
/11 F 1 492,1;
8/ 8 1 681,17;
◦itau /11 10 1 1004,2;
11\ 10 1 1004,2;
/11 F 1 252,1;
/8 F 1 195,8;
10 1 923,6;
N.Pl. ◦itayas /12 10 2 895,1; 917,4;
11/ F 1 346,2;
A.Pl. ◦it	s 11/ F 1 224,3;
/11 9 1 804,6;
I.Pl. ◦itibhis 11/ 10 1 905,7;
7The ﬁrst compound member is quite likely a direct cognate of Gr. ργ´ı-, although the possibility remains
that it is to be associated with r
˙
jú- straight (and thus with the root *h3re“g rather than *h2er“g) after all, cf.
Nussbaum (1976, 11, 25f.), NIL, 226 fn. 26, 317.
8Cf. the Caland-system form dabhrá- a small, Nussbaum (1976, 7), see also EWA I, 696, NIL, 226, fn. 26.
9I am following Oldenberg (1912, 279) and Geldner (1951, III, 256) in assuming a N.sg.f. in agreement
with síndhus in 7c (cf. Geldner's translation Geradeaus schießend, schimmernd, weiß, führt sie in ihrer Größe
Stromschnellen und Staubwolken mit sich. Die unbeirrte Sindhu ..., where Sindhu is the subject of the
preceding clause; note also the rendering of the FMC as straight rather than glowing (which Oldenberg
accepts)). Van Nooten/ Holland (1994, 520) restitute ¯
˙
j	ti én	 without commenting on the case (I.sg.?).
10Cf. NIL, 226, fn. 25.
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(is
˙
í-) f, inﬁnitive of is
˙
dispatch, drive, send (EWA I, 271f.).
D.Sg. is
˙









i-. The SMC would then belong to tan








is /12 1 1 127,6;





í- f drive, dispatch, wish, is
˙
dispatch, drive, send < *h1ei
“





















































áye /12 1 4 57,2; 112,1; 112,2; 129,4;
F 2 398,4; 511,4;
10 4 862,5; 875,9; 918,13; 941,4;
11/ 1 1 113,6;
11\ 1 1 113,5;
F 1 608,3;
9 1 809,42;
/11 10 1 896,11;
/8 1 1 30,12;





aye /12 8 3 670,7; 695,2; 695,3;
10 1 926,2;
/8 1 2 25,4; 176,1;
8 2 670,7; 684,11;
9 1 820,10;










aú 12/ 10 1 870,9;
/11 1 1 148,3;
F 3 219,7; 302,7; 452,3;





au /11 1 1 91,23;
F 4 281,4; 462,8; 472,3; 488,20;
8 1 1026,3;
10 1 928,2;










áyas /12 1 1 145,1;












u /12 1 2 139,4; 141,6;
F 1 417,5;
8 1 644,5;




i-/yaj below, cf. EWA I, 726.
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9 1 788,2;
10 1 973,2;
/8 1 5 36,8; 45,7; 48,9; 86,4; 139,4;
F 4 305,3; 342,1; 343,1; 500,7;





i- f sacriﬁce, yaj oﬀer, sacriﬁce < *Hi
“









































u /12 10 1 973,2;
◦ukti- f utterance, vac speak < *u
“
eku“ , OAv.
◦uxti -, EWA II, 489ﬀ. Compounds: áchaukti -
f call, appeal,námasukti- f expression of admiration, reverence, satyókti - f expression of
truth.
N.Sg. ◦uktis 12/ 10 1 863,2;
A.Sg. ◦uktim /11 1 1 189,1;
F 2 248,2; 397,9;
L.Sg. ◦uktau /11 F 2 395,26a,c;
I.Pl. ◦uktibhis /12 8 1 712,13;
11\ 1 2 61,3; 184,2;
/8 8 1 624,6;
ud	arathí- a steaming (?), to be segmented ud	ara-thí- (cf. ud	ará- rising (?)), etym. unclear,
EWA I, 216; Oldenberg (1909, 184); AiG II,2, 173.
N.Sg. ud	arathís /8 1 1 187,10;
upabdí- m noise, cf. upabdá- m noise (< *-bd-ó-, EWA II, 78), pad fall, take a step,
EWA II, 76ﬀ.; NIL, 526ﬀ. See also 2.1.6 on compositional i-formations.
N.Sg. upabdís /11 1 1 169,7;
9 1 800,5;
10 1 887,9;
8/ 1 1 74,7;





i- f shine, vas shine, become bright < *h2u
“
es, cf. Ved. us
˙
ás-, Gr. ω´ς, Lat. aur	ora









au 12/ 10 1 867,1;
11/ F 2 384,13; 465,9;
/11 1 2 118,11; 124,12 (= 505,6);
F 6 249,2; 297,5; 310,4; 319,5; 335,3; 416,8; 585,5; 587,3;
10 2 832,3; 925,1;







u /12 1 1 44,3;
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F 2 225,12; 341,2;
8 2 640,15;
10 4 861,1; 861,5; 902,1; 948,7;
/12- 10 1 903,5;
11/ 1 1 171,5;
F 1 254,1;
/8 1 1 44,4;
9 1 810,11;
8 1 1 44,8;
úsri- matutinal, EWA I, 239; NIL, 357ﬀ. To be connected with Ved. us
˙
ás-, Gr. ω´ς, Lat.
aur	ora dawn < amphikinetic *h2eu
“
s-	os. This s-stem may have been part of the Caland
system, since we seem to ﬁnd a (C)o-adjective (Ved. usrá-) as well as an i-abstract (in Gr. ¨ι-
καvο´ς, Av. u²i -). However, Nussbaum (1976, 48f.) points out that the latter may also reﬂect
a locative singular in -i. In any case, úsri - is one of the problematic cases where an i-stem
derived from an o-stem (if úsri - ← usrá-) appears synchronically as an adjective rather than
in the expected substantival use. We cannot even argue that this adjectival value somehow
stems from the use of úsri - in compounds, because we do not ﬁnd any in the Rigveda. In
fact, úsri- occurs only twice in the N.pl. in RV IX,65,1a and IX,67,9a, in the verse hinvánti
s´¯uram úsrayah
˙
Those of the early morning are speeding the sun12. Since this is exactly the
meaning the N.pl. of usrá- would have, we may interpret úsrayas as an Augenblicksbildung to
avoid the regular N.pl. usr´¯as, which would have given a G	ayatr	 with seven syllables instead
of eight. The other alternative, the renewed a-stem N.pl. -´¯asas (which never occurs within
the paradigm of usrá- in the Rigveda) would have given a cadence    , which would be
highly marked compared to the default  ^  given by úsrayas.
N.Pl. úsrayas /8 9 1 777,1 (= 779,9);
	utí- help, av help, protect, encourage < *h1/2eu
“
H, EWA I, 134. Compounds: áks
˙
itoti-
a bringing unperishable help, áchidroti - giving safe protection, án	uti- f non-support,
ántiy	uti- a being close bringing/with help, itá	uti- a helping, encouraging continuously13,
urviy	uti- whose help is far-reaching, citróti - a bringing/ giving shining help, tvóti- a re-
ceiving your help, ±atám	uti- a bringing hundredfold help, ±atóti - a id., sadyá(s)	uti - a whose
help is near, sahásram	uti - a bringing thousandfold help, sahásroti - a id., s	utí- a bringing
good help.
N.Sg. 	utís 12/ F 1 575,4;
11/ 1 2 63,6; 117,19;
F 1 466,1;
/11 F 1 225,15;
8/ F 1 486,14;
◦	utis 12/ 1 2 52,2; 145,3;
/12 1 2 102,6; 130,8;
9 1 786,3;
/11 1 1 146,2;
F 3 456,1; 465,2; 584,3;
8/ 1 1 5,9;
9 1 774,14;
12Die morgendlichen treiben die Sonne zur Eile, Geldner (1951, III, 50).
13According to Grassmann 61996, 203, but see EWA I, 188 for diﬀerent explanations.
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/8 1 1 622,26;
N.A.Sg. ◦	uti /12 1 1 151,9;
/11 F 1 584,8;
10 1 887,2;
V.Sg. ◦	ute /11 F 1 537,8;
8/ 8 2 654,7; 666,3;
A.Sg. 	utím 11/ 10 1 930,5;
8/ 1 1 10,10;
8 1 634,6;
◦	utim /11 F 2 313,16; 504,5;
8/ 1 1 138,1;
8 1 708,8;
I.Sg. 	ut´¯ 12/ 1 1 64,13;
8 3 641,7; 675,14; 706,7;
10 1 890,1;
11/ 1 2 136,7; 185,9;
F 1 470,6;
10 1 930,4;
11\ F 1 465,9;
/11 1 4 100,1 (= 100,2-15); 129,8; 158,1; 178,1;
F 28 202,13; 203,14; 208,8; 211,2; 259,5; 297,5; 319,2;
321,2; 325,1; 325,4; 330,9; 337,11; 339,4; 384,1;
397,10; 446,7; 451,5; 460,10; 464,3; 467,5; 470,5;
474,4; 535,11; 536,2; 541,1; 543,4; 553,5; 573,7;
9 1 809,38;
10 2 841,4; 861,13;
8/ 1 2 136,6; 172,1;
F 5 327,1; 443,4; 486,17; 575,9; 575,10;
8 3 677,4; 680,5; 708,7;
◦	ut	 11/ F 1 470,6;




D.Sg. 	utáye 12\ 1 1 144,5;
F 1 362,1;
8 3 632,14; 641,2; 697,4;
/12 1 4 48,14; 56,4; 106,1; 106,6;
F 3 225,14; 400,3; 560,1;
8 1 1019,4;
10 6 869,1; 889,11; 890,8; 892,9; 927,9; 927,12;
11/ F 2 340,3; 462,9;
11\ F 2 248,2; 264,22 (= 265,22; 266,17; 268,11; 269,11;
270,11; 272,10; 273,9; 277,8; 282,5; 283,5; 284,5;
915,18; 930,11);
10 1 887,27;
/11 1 2 35,1; 104,2;
F 1 542,5;
/11+ 10 1 907,7;
/8 1 11 4,1; 8,1; 9,9; 22,5; 23,3; 30,6; 30,7 (= 641,9); 36,13;
45,4; 105,17; 129,4; 130,9;
F 14 196,1; 223,8; 243,1; 261,6; 271,8; 328,2; 343,3; 359,3;
359,5; 364,6; 367,1; 371,1; 374,4; 610,5;
8 17 621,3 (= 635,12; 677,5); 621,4 (= 669,18); 625,4;
626,27; 626,44; 627,6; 632,15; 642,1; 652,4; 652,10;
654,6; 658,9; 665,17; 675,1; 677,1; 692,1; 701,7;
9 4 763,4; 774,7; 777,17; 778,4;
10 2 952,3; 952,7;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦	utes /8 8 1 622,22;
N.A.Du. ◦	ut	 /11 10 1 857,7;
N.Pl. 	utáyas /12 1 7 51,2; 52,4; 52,5; 52,9; 84,20; 111,4; 119,2;
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F 1 408,7;
11/ 1 1 100,7;
F 1 465,3;
11\ F 4 248,6; 477,3; 541,3; 542,4;
/11 1 1 167,1;
8/ 1 1 8,9; 91,9;
/8 1 2 11,3; 134,2;
F 3 327,10; 485,6; 486,3;
8 4 666,7; 667,1e,f; 675,12;
◦	utáyas 8/ 8 1 667,1 (= 667,2-18);
◦	utayas /12 8 1 623,15;
9 1 788,5;
10 1 904,2;
8/ 10 1 966,3;
/8 F 1 419,5;
9 1 778,14;
V.Pl. ◦	utayas /12 F 1 408,15;
A.Pl. 	ut´¯s /12 1 1 119,8;
11/ 10 1 832,6;
8/ 1 1 130,5;
8 1 625,23;
I.Pl. 	utíbhis 12\ 1 1 112,1 (= 112,2-23);
F 1 214,1;
/12 1 5 39,9; 53,10; 79,7; 83,1; 129,5;
F 2 222,3; 449,6;
8 2 644,11 (= 670,13); 706,11;
10 1 875,3;
11/ F 4 287,21; 312,9; 396,8; 460,8;
11\ F 9 202,19; 235,19 (= 265,18); 270,1; 337,10; 451,3; 535,3;
540,4; 574,3; 600,3;
8 1 668,15;
/11 F 1 387,7;
/8 1 8 7,4; 23,6; 30,8 (= 960,4); 30,8; 39,8; 46,15; 129,5;
187,3;
F 9 199,6; 327,3; 327,12; 327,13; 328,1; 328,5; 363,6 (=
639,28); 394,3 (= 633,33; 679,6); 485,3;
8 16 625,24; 628,1; 628,18; 632,5 (= 657,1-6; 670,5;
960,3); 633,17; 633,24; 633,25; 639,30; 640,24; 642,16;
652,12; 1022,5; 1022,8; 676,16; 704,8; 711,15;
9 3 716,5 (= 716,6); 764,5; 774,25;
L.Pl. 	utís
˙
u /8 8 1 640,15;




H-mi-, EWA I, 245. Compounds: áty	urmi- a overﬂowing, án	urmi-
a not faltering, staggering (said of Indra, < *not rough (sea, lake etc.)), ru±ad	urmi- a
having light waves.
N.Sg. 	urmís 12/ 9 3 790,2; 792,5; 798,40;
/12- F 1 207,5;
11/ F 1 354,1;
10 1 974,5;
/11 F 1 488,14;
F 1 822,11;
8/ F 1 267,13;
8 2 634,10; 684,9;
9 2 776,11; 820,5;
◦	urmis 8/ 9 1 729,3;
V.Sg. ◦	urme /12 1 1 58,4;
A.Sg. 	urmím 12/ 9 1 798,8;
12-/ 8 1 1028,3;
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/12 F 1 354,11;
11/ F 1 488,2;
9 1 808,19;
10 2 856,9; 949,2;
11\ F 1 563,1;
10 2 856,2; 856,3;
/11 1 1 95,10;
F 5 281,1; 353,2; 458,12; 482,2; 488,4;
9 2 800,5; 808,7
10 2 856,7; 856,8;
8/ 9 2 756,1; 761,1;
◦	urmim 8/ 8 1 644,22;
I.Sg. 	urmín
˙
	a /12 9 6 780,8; 786,5; 788,3; 798,13; 798,25; 819,15;
/8 9 1 818,10;
	urmiy´¯a 11\ 1 1 184,2;
G.Abl.Sg. 	urmés 8/ 9 1 762,1;
L.Sg. 	urm´¯a 12/ 9 1 797,10;
8/ 9 2 733,3; 751,4;
8-/ 9 1 724,3;
	urmaú 12/ 9 2 784,7; 785,2;
8/ 1 1 27,6;
9 1 726,1;
N.Pl. 	urmáyas /12 1 3 44,12; 52,7; 168,2;
8 1 712,11;
9 2 793,1; 798,2;
11\ F 2 354,6; 485,20;
9 1 807,3;
10 1 894,1;
/8 F 1 612,5;
9 3 719,8; 745,1; 773,5;
A.Pl. 	urm´¯n /11 F 1 315,5;
I.Pl. 	urmíbhis /12 F 1 502,2;
10 1 890,9;
11/ 1 1 95,10;
11\ F 2 267,2; 354,7;
◦r
˙
kti- f praise, arc shine, gleam; praise < *(h1)erku“ , EWA I, 114f.; Liebert (1949, 29, esp.
fn. 4). Compounds: suvr
˙
ktí- a/f praiseworthy, (having) high praise.
N.Sg. ◦r
˙
ktís /11 1 1 153,2;
F 3 452,5; 540,2; 613,9;
N.Sg. ◦r
˙
ktím 12/ 1 1 64,1;
11/ F 1 586,7 (= 587,6; 589,3);
/11 F 9 195,1; 226,15; 295,5; 395,2; 451,1; 451,6; 524,3; 547,11; 552,2;
8 1 705,10;
10 4 856,1; 900,5; 906,7; 930,7;
8/ F 1 610,4;
/8 F 1 457,26;
I.Sg. ◦r
˙




ktáyas /8 8 1 628,22;
I.Pl. ◦r
˙
ktíbhis /12 1 2 52,1; 168,1;
F 6 237,9; 285,1; 456,4; 502,2; 599,9; 612,1;
8 1 698,7;
10 3 867,1; 889,5; 890,4;
11/ 1 2 61,3; 62,1;
8/ F 1 379,3;
/8 F 1 296,12;
8 2 628,3; 660,10;





i- m poet, EWA I, 261; NIL, 584f. fn.1. Scarlata (1999, 527, fn. 729) tentatively suggests a















Scarlata cites the Vedic compound saptars
˙




is (also used as the designation of
the stellar constellation Ursa Maior) which shows the adjectival accentuation of the suﬃx.
This is, however, the synchronically expected accentuation in a determinative compound14 and




áyas implied by Scarlata. An underlying
possessive compound15, on the other hand, would be expected to be accented on the FMC (cf.

















is 12\ 1 1 106,6;
/12 1 1 31,1;
F 1 332,6;
8 1 1020,2;
11/ F 1 287,9;
8 1 629,10;
9 2 799,3; 808,6;
10 1 907,1;
11\ 1 1 179,6;
F 2 322,1; 383,1;
/11 10 1 924,5;
10/ 1 1 66,4;
8/ F 1 255,3;
8 3 623,14; 626,41; 688,1;
9 2 778,20; 819,7;
10 1 852,5;
/8 F 3 429,1; 455,2; 457,14;







e 12/ 8 1 643,24;
11/ F 1 413,8;
10 1 856,10;





im 12/ F 1 408,7;
11/ 1 2 117,3; 117,4;
F 3 277,5; 408,14; 604,4;
10 2 906,4; 933,6;
11\ F 1 549,13;
10 1 951,5;
/11 10 1 839,4;











aye 11\ 10 2 853,22; 899,7;











ayas 12/ 9 1 798,4;
14Cf. AiG II,1, 267ﬀ.
15Which at any rate could only be assumed for the name of the stellar constellation (*having seven
high/exalted ones), not for the other synchronic meaning of the compound.
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12\ 1 1 164,15;
10 2 956,7; 976,4;
11/ 8 1 626,12;
11+/ F 1 338,8;
10 1 908,4;
11\ 1 2 48,14; 162,7;
F 2 346,1; 538,9;
9 1 804,2;
10 9 880,3; 899,11; 906,5; 924,9; 934,8; 934,11; 956,5; 956,6;
941,9;
/8 8 1 628,6;


























ibhis 12/ 9 1 780,7;
12\ 8 1 623,4;
11\ 1 1 189,8;
F 1 316,5;
10 1 871,12;
8/ 9 1 779,31 (= 779,32);


















	am 12\ 9 1 815,3;
11/ 10 1 974,3;
/11 F 6 475,1; 485,13; 544,2; 545,4; 586,4; 586,5;
10 1 915,16;







aam 8/ 10 1 848,1;














































áyas 12/ F 1 411,6;
12\ F 1 408,11;
/12 1 1 64,4;
/8 F 1 571,2;






























íbhis /12 1 2 64,8; 85,4;
F 1 227,2;
11\ 10 1 913,7;










u /12 1 1 166,4;
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on
˙
í- m arm, unclear, EWA I, 279; listed as a possible loanword in Kuiper (1991, 91).
Compounds: dá±on
˙
i - a having ten arms.
A.Sg. on
˙
ím /11 1 1 61,14;
◦on
˙




aye 11/ F 1 461,4;
G.L.Du. on
˙
iyòs /8 9 3 728,1; 777,11; 813,14;
ós
˙
adhi- f a medicinal plant, unclear, EWA I, 282.
N.Sg. ós
˙
adhis /12 1 1 166,5;
V.Sg. ós
˙




adhim /8 10 2 911,3; 971,1;
N.Pl. ós
˙
adhayas 8/ 10 1 923,22;
/8 10 1 843,14;
8 10 1 923,17;




´¯akapi- m male, manly ape.
N.Sg. kapís /8 10 1 912,5;
◦kapis /8 10 3 912,1; 912,3; 912,18;
V.Sg. ◦kape /8 10 3 912,20-22;
A.Sg. ◦kapim /8 10 2 912,4; 912,8;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦kapes 8/ 10 1 912,2;
8 10 1 912,12;
karkarí- f lute, probably an onomatopoetic, EWA I, 313f., whereas Kuiper (1991, 19f., 91)
lists this as a possible loanword.
N.Sg. karkarís /12 F 1 234,3;
kalí- m PN, unclear, EWA I, 323; Kuiper (1991, 19f., 91).
A.Sg. kalím 12/ 1 1 112,15;
G.Abl.Sg. kalés 12/ 10 1 865,8;
V.Pl. kálayas 8/ 8 1 675,15;
kav	arí- a humiliating. Mayrhofer (EWA I, 328f.), following Hoﬀmann (AzI II, 411ﬀ.) as-
sumes a compound made from an extinct present stem *kava- humiliate and arí- stranger
(cf. the type Trasádasyu- PN making the enemy tremble). Pinault (1999-2000), however,
argues in favor of analyzing the SMC as an agent noun *h2r-i- made from the root *h2er
take, acquire (LIV2, 270f.), which, according zu him, may also be found in Ved. s	urí- (on
which see below). Since no communis opinio appears to exist, I have treated kav	arí- as a
simplex.
D.Abl.Pl. kav	aríbhyas 11/ 10 1 933,3;




), Av. kauuaii- etc., quite likely derived from the root un-
derlying Ved. kav intend to (Lat. cave	o I am careful, Gr. κοε´ω notice etc.), EWA I, 328f.,
see also 1.2.5. above. I cannot agree with Tremblay (1998, 2003), who reconstructs an anaki-
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netic paradigm *kouh-2-´¯oi
“
, G.sg. kóu-h2-i-s. Tremblay's anakinetic type comprises only a
few items which can all be explained as einzelsprachliche innovations of the four canonical
types cited in the introduction (cf. Pinault (2003, 155ﬀ.), Neri (2003, 39ﬀ.), Widmer (2005,
59ﬀ.)), and the reconstruction of a new accent-/ablaut-type isolated from the derivational
chain connecting the more well-established types and therefore merely a descriptive label
is methodologically hard to motivate (the same goes for the rhizokinetic and mesostatic
types). As for the evidence, Ved. kaví- is no proof of original root accent, as claimed by
Tremblay (1998, 38), because it is in fact always accented on the suﬃx. Lyd. kawé± may
actually go back to an Iranian loanword (Heiner Eichner, p.c.), although Tremblay doubts
this, in which case the accent of the Lydian word might not be reliable evidence. Finally, as
already pointed out above, the o-vocalism of the root could simply reﬂect the vocalism of the
derivational base. That Vedic does not have any traces of a N.sg. *kav´¯a is puzzling, but on
the other hand the hysterokinetic paradigm shared plenty of forms with the proterokinetic
inﬂection that apparently became dominant early in Indic (i.e. practically the entire dual and
plural paradigm) and might have adapted its singular inﬂection to this type as well.
Compounds: ákavi- a unwise, dh	arayátkavi - a carrying, protecting the wise ones.
N.Sg. kavís 12/ 1 2 31,2; 151,7;
F 1 365,3;
9 3 794,2; 796,5; 819,7;
10 3 890,4; 917,3; 950,7;
12\ 9 1 790,2;
/12 F 8 214,17; 236,7; 237,4; 237,11; 349,2; 398,6; 434,2;
448,7; 448,7;
9 7 780,5; 783,7; 786,2; 797,9; 798,20; 798,26; 819,18;
10 2 918,12; 926,6;
11/ 1 5 95,4; 95,8; 149,3; 164,16; 174,7;
F 12 257,1; 288,6; 312,3; 312,11; 322,1; 355,6; 385,10;
399,9; 490,4; 520,4; 525,3; 534,8;
9 3 806,3; 808,17; 809,2;
10 2 890,16; 913,21;
11\ 9 1 804,2;
10 1 936,1;
/11 1 2 71,10; 76,5;
F 2 473,3; 534,2;
9 1 808,17;
/10 9 1 821,13;
8/ 1 1 12,6 (= 531,2; 711,1);
F 1 359,2;
8 4 661,5; 664,12; 669,3; 684,4;
9 5 732,1; 737,3; 739,1; 759,4; 771,3;
10 1 846,4;
/8 1 4 11,4; 79,5; 91,14; 188,1;
F 2 263,12; 311,1;
8 5 628,11; 659,1; 659,9; 664,21; 669,5;
9 8 719,4; 721,1; 724,4; 724,8 (= 756,2); 726,1; 730,2;
774,14; 774,30; 776,30;
A.Sg. kavím 12/ 1 1 114,4;
F 3 214,1; 236,10; 456,7;
9 2 784,6; 814,6;
/12 9 1 798,25;
11/ 1 1 116,14;
F 9 253,1; 298,12; 312,9; 358,3; 442,8; 448,1; 467,3;
490,4; 522,2;
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10 1 925,9;
11\ F 1 263,5;
10 1 914,14;
8/ 1 1 12,7;
8 2 693,2; 711,17;
9 1 775,20;
/8 1 1 128,8;
F 1 368,5;
8 2 664,26; 711,5;
V.Sg. kave /12 F 2 192,13; 286,6;
9 2 798,13; 798,29;
/11 F 1 262,4;
/8 1 3 13,2; 130,9; 175,4;
F 7 197,7; 276,6; 375,3; 380,3; 457,30; 494,5; 494,7;
8 3 664,30; 665,14; 711,18;
9 6 737,6 (= 762,4); 774,27; 776,24; 778,3; 778,10; 812,5;
10 1 966,1;
I.Sg. kavín	a 11\ F 1 490,10;
/8 9 1 749,6;
D.Sg. kaváye 12\ 10 1 875,3;
11\ F 7 298,20; 299,16; 321,2; 355,12; 369,1; 456,11; 461,4;
G.Abl.Sg. kavés 11/ F 2 219,1; 480,1;
10 1 831,3;
8/ 9 1 722,8;
N.A.Du. kav´¯ 12/ 10 1 866,6;
8/ 1 1 2,9;
8 1 628,23;
/8 1 1 13,8 (= 142,8; 188,7);
8 1 660,3;
◦kav	 /12 1 1 160,1;
V.Du. káv	 8/ 8 1 628,2;
kav	 11/ 1 1 117,23;
8/ 8 1 628,5;
N.Pl. kaváyas 12/ 9 1 784,6;
12\ 1 2 31,1; 159,4;
F 2 215,7; 332,7;
9 1 785,7;
10 1 1003,1;
11\ 1 4 103,1; 146,4; 163,12; 164,5;
F 11 242,4; 268,7; 285,7; 288,10; 298,12; 399,4; 431,1;
569,1; 592,4; 602,3; 603,3;
9 2 809,29; 809,57;
10 9 831,2; 831,6; 914,13; 940,2; 940,5; 940,6; 950,9;
955,4; 1003,2;
8/ F 1 406,13;
/8 10 2 927,4; 980,5;
A.Pl. kav´¯n 11/ 1 1 164,6;
F 1 272,1;
V.Pl. kávayas 11\ F 1 411,8;
8/ F 1 575,11;
kavayas 12-\ 10 1 879,10;
11\ 1 1 185,1;
F 4 288,17; 412,3; 490,6; 490,11;
10 1 914,18;
I.Pl. kavíbhis 12\ 9 2 786,9; 820,12;
11\ 1 1 76,5;
F 4 235,5; 242,9; 265,16; 473,3;
G.Pl. kav	n´¯am 12 F 1 214,1;
/11 F 7 235,2; 239,1; 272,2; 290,5; 396,3; 459,14; 473,2;
kav	náam /8 9 2 779,13; 848,10;
8 9 1 776,10;
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L.Pl. ◦kavis
˙
u 11\ F 1 520,4;





ák	ati- a desiring recompensation, k´¯amak	ati- a wishing for wishes.
A.Sg. ◦k	atim 8/ 8 1 670,2;
N.Pl. ◦k	atayas /8 8 1 701,14;
k	a±í- m closed hand, ﬁst, unclear, may be a loanword according to Kuiper (1991, 14: a
handful), EWA I, 345.
N.Sg. k	a±ís /11 F 1 264,5;
I.Sg. k	a±ín	a 11\ F 1 620,8;
/8 8 1 687,10;
kikid	ví- m jay, onomatopoetic, EWA I, 349.
I.Sg. ◦kikid	vín	a /8 10 1 923,13;
k	rí- m singer, could belong to kr
˙
praise, honor, commemorate, EWA I, 357, but Kuiper
(1991, 76ﬀ.) argues for a meaning frisking and connects it with kr	d
˙
í- id., both being varieties
of the same non-IE loan *k	d
˙
to frisk.
N.Sg. k	rís 11/ F 2 478,1; 537,8;
8 1 712,13;
A.Sg. k	rím 11/ 10 1 893,11;
D.Sg. k	ráye /11 F 2 464,3; 613,10 (= 614,7);
G.Abl.Sg. k	rés 12/ 1 1 31,13;
10 1 867,2;
/11 F 1 203,6;
N.Pl. k	ráyas 11\ F 1 616,4;




praise, honor, commemorate < *kerH/kreH, EWA I, 310f.,
357. Compounds: suk	rtí- a/f well praised, having good praise; (song of) praise.
N.Sg. ◦k	rtís 11/ 1 1 60,3;
/11 1 1 186,3;
8/ F 1 364,4;
A.Sg. k	rtím 11/ 10 1 880,1;
◦k	rtím 11/ F 1 219,1;
I.Sg. ◦k	rtiy´¯a /8 8 1 646,19;
N.Pl. ◦k	rtáyas /8 8 1 665,33;
kuks
˙
í- m cheek; buttocks (Du.), EWA I, 360. Jamison (1987, 71ﬀ.) convincingly argues
in favor of assuming an original meaning cheeks < hollow, cavity to explain the frequent
occurence of the dual, the meaning belly is thus secondary, the Rigvedic compound v	rákuks
˙
i-
a whose belly carries heroes (said of a pregnant woman) must have originally referred to the
rounding of the belly.
N.Sg. kuks
˙
ís 8/ 1 1 8,7;
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A.Sg. kuks
˙
im /11 10 1 906,1;
D.Sg. kuks
˙
áye /8 8 1 701,24;
L.Sg. kuks
˙
´¯a 12/ 9 1 792,3;
/10 9 1 821,18;
N.A.Du. kuks
˙
´¯ 11/ 10 1 854,2;
10 F 1 202,11;
8/ 10 1 912,14;
G.L.Du. kuks
˙




áyas 11\ F 1 270,8;
◦k	uti- f intention, k	u intend to, EWA I, 328; cf. kaví-. Compounds: ´¯ak	uti- f intention.
N.Sg. ◦k	utis 11/ 10 1 954,4;
/8- 10 1 1017,4;
I.Sg. ◦k	uty	a /8 10 1 977,4;
◦k	urmí- a moving, car move < *ku“ el(H), EWA I, 534f., 659. Compounds: tuvik	urmí- a
moving mightily.
N.Sg. ◦k	urmís /11 F 1 264,3;
/8 8 2 622,31; 636,8;
A.Sg. ◦k	urmím /11 F 1 463,5;
8/ 8 1 677,1;
/8 8 1 690,2;
kr
˙
tí- m or f knife, dagger, kr
˙
t cut (oﬀ), split, break < *(s)kert, EWA I, 315f., 390.
N.Sg. kr
˙
tís /12 1 1 168,3;
◦k¯
˙
ti- f deed, kr
˙
do, make, cause < *ku“ er, Av. 	ak@r@ti - procurement, EWA I, 307ﬀ.
Compounds: ´¯akr
˙
ti - f component, constituent, ap´¯akr
˙









ti - f restoration, kuhay	akr
˙
ti - a having one's activity where
(kuhay´¯a where), dv´¯ada±	akr
˙
ti - a consisting of twelve parts, bráhmakr
˙











 during the ritual, sv´¯ah	akr
˙
ti-, (t	)- f dedication




ti - f preparation of the libation,
háskr
˙
ti - f joke, merriment.
N.Sg. ◦kr
˙
tis /11 F 1 545,3;
8/ 10 1 923,9;




te /8 8 1 644,30;
A.Sg. ◦kr
˙
tim /12 1 2 31,5; 164,12;
10 1 991,1;
/11 F 3 530,3; 544,5 (= 545,5; 546,5); 545,2;















u 8/ 1 1 188,11;
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k¯
˙
tti- f fur, leather cover, kr
˙
t cut (oﬀ), split, break, EWA I, 391. Note the diﬀerence
between the i-abstract/agent noun kr
˙
tí- dagger (as if cutting, cutter) and the concretized
ti -verbal abstract (as if the cutting(s), that which has been cut oﬀ → fur).
N.Sg. k¯
˙


























plough, draw a plough < *ku“ els, EWA I, 319f., 397. See Thieme (1971, 1, 247ﬀ.) for



































áyas /12 1 1 52,11;
8 1 625,38;
9 2 781,7; 798,37;
11/ F 1 283,1;
/11 10 1 876,5;
/8 1 2 4,6; 36,19;
F 3 326,2; 373,3; 547,9;
8 3 683,10; 684,10; 712,3;






















´¯s 12/ 1 1 160,5;
8 1 644,19;
11/ F 4 293,1; 459,3; 535,1; 601,3;
/11 1 1 189,3;
F 6 277,7; 313,6; 313,7; 317,2; 334,10; 472,1;
10 1 1004,3;















	n´¯am 11/ 1 2 59,5; 177,1 (= 313,5);
F 5 355,6; 459,2; 521,5; 522,1; 542,5;







	náam 8/ F 1 486,16;









u /12 1 1 102,7;
F 2 193,10; 287,16;
/8 1 1 74,2;
F 1 487,7;
8 1 701,18;
képi- a unclear, EWA I, 399f.; Kuiper (1991, 91).
N.Pl. képayas /12 10 1 870,6;
krívi- m PN/ethnonym, unclear, EWA I, 412f.; Kuiper (1991, 91).
N.Sg. krívis 12/ F 1 398,4;
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8/ 8 1 696,1;
9 1 721,6;
A.Sg. krívim 12/ 8 1 642,12;
/12 F 1 213,2;
8 1 1020,8;
/11 F 1 208,6;




í- a bouncing, dancing, kr	d
˙
play, jest, move about, EWA I, 413. Kuiper (1991, 76ﬀ.)
argues in favor of the root being a loan.
N.Pl. kr	d
˙
áyas 12/ 1 1 87,3;
11/ 10 1 920,14;
11\ 10 2 904,6; 921,9;
ks
˙
	atí- f blaze, glow, ks
˙
	a burn, only in Indic, EWA I, 430.
N.Sg. ks
˙
	atís /11 F 1 447,5;
ks
˙
ití- f dwelling; people, ks
˙
i dwell, inhabit < *t“kei
“
, YAv. ²(a)iti -, Gr. κτ´ıσις etc., EWA
I, 427, 431f. Compounds: uruks
˙
ití- f unlimited dwelling-place, dh	arayátks
˙
iti- a supporting,
fostering the people, suks
˙
ití- a/f (having a) good dwelling place.
N.Sg. ks
˙
itís 12/ 1 1 151,4;
11/ F 1 301,5;
/10 1 1 65,5;
N.A.Sg.n. ◦ks
˙




itím 11/ F 1 616,4;
11\ 1 1 91,21;
F 1 210,8;
10 1 846,10 (= 925,12);
/11 F 2 226,15; 443,11;




itim /12 1 1 136,3;
D.Sg. ◦ks
˙
itáye 11\ F 1 572,24;
L.Sg. ◦ks
˙
itaú 12/ 9 1 796,1;
N.A.Du. ◦ks
˙
it	 /12 10 1 958,2;
N.Pl. ks
˙
itáyas 12\ 1 1 151,3;
11\ 1 2 33,6; 100,7;






itáyas 8 8 1 663,18 (= 663,29);
A.Pl. ks
˙
it´¯s /12 F 1 237,9;
11/ F 6 248,4; 391,4; 506,1; 581,2; 591,4; 595,1;
/8 8 1 626,26;
◦ks
˙
it´¯s 11\ F 1 580,4;




itíbhyas 11/ F 1 502,3;
/11 F 1 915,11;
8/ F 1 247,4;
G.Pl. ks
˙
it	n´¯am 12\ F 1 487,7;
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11/ F 1 268,2;
/11 1 3 59,1; 72,7; 177,3;
F 3 254,4; 473,4; 614,1;
ks
˙
it	náam 11/ 10 1 904,1;
/8 1 1 7,9;
F 2 361,1; 389,2;
8 1 676,13;
10 1 1013,1;
8 1 1 176,3;
◦ks
˙





u 12\ F 1 193,3;




iti- (a) suﬀering destruction, ks
˙
i destroy, obliterate < *dhgu“
hei
“
, Gr. φθ´ıσις, Lat. sitis
etc., EWA I, 428, 431. Compounds: áks
˙
iti- immortal, indestructible, unforgettable < *hav-
ing no mortality, destruction, see section 2.1.6.
N.A.Sg.n. ◦ks
˙






í- f whipcrack, ks
˙
ip hurl, throw, the root has Iranian cognates but no certain IE





ím /12 F 1 336,4;
kh	adí- m ring, bracelet', probably to be connected with kh	ad bite, chew, which is also




akh	adi- a adorned with strong, heavy
bracelets, ±ubhrakh	adi - a having shiny rings, bracelets, sukh´¯adí- a adorned with/ having
good rings, bracelets.
N.Sg. kh	adís 12/ 1 1 168,3;
D.Sg. ◦kh	adáye /12 F 1 441,1;
N.Pl. kh	adáyas /12 1 1 166,9;
F 1 408,11;
/11 F 1 572,13;
◦kh	adáyas /12 1 1 87,6;




u /12 10 1 864,1;
/8 F 1 407,4;
gáti- f going, gam go, move, come < *gu“ em, EWA I, 465f.; NIL, 175ﬀ. Compounds: ´¯agati -
f arrival, sám
˙
gati- f come-together, assemly.
A.Sg. gátim /8 F 1 418,3;
◦gatim /11 F 1 340,1;
L.Sg. ◦gatau /8 F 1 196,6;
◦gaty	am 8/ 10 1 967,4;
gandh´¯ari- m ethnonym, etym. unclear, EWA I, 462f., probably non-Indo-European according
to Kuiper (1991, 7).
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G.Pl. gandh´¯ar	n
˙
	am 8/ 1 1 126,7;
◦gandhi- a smelling of sth., gandhá- m smell, etym. unclear, EWA I, 461f., see 2.1.6.
Compounds: ´¯añjanagandhi- a smelling of ointments, dh	umágandhi- a smelling of fumes,
smoke, sugándhi- a smelling good.
N.Sg. ◦gandhis /11 1 1 162,15;
A.Sg. ◦gándhim 8/ F 1 575,12;
◦gandhim 8/ 10 1 972,6;
gábhasti- m hand, EWA I, 463f.; Oldenberg (1909, 55). Compounds: p	urn
˙
ágabhasti- a
whose arms are full, sugábhasti - a having good, pretty arms, súgabhasti - a id., sy´¯amagabhasti -
a having straps for/instead of carriage shafts.
N.Sg. ◦gábhastis /11 F 1 397,4;
◦gabhastis 11/ 1 1 122,15;
A.Sg. gábhastim 12/ 1 1 54,4;
◦gábhastim /11 F 1 490,9;
◦gabhastim 11/ F 2 561,4; 587,3;
L.Sg. gábhastau /11 1 1 62,12;
F 2 209,8; 461,9;
10 3 870,2; 887,3; 899,8;
N.A.Du. gábhast	 /11 F 2 460,3; 553,3;
G.L.Du. gábhastiyos /12 1 3 64,10; 82,6; 130,4;
F 2 294,5; 408,11;
9 3 783,3; 788,2; 822,5;
10 1 922,3;
11\ F 1 470,2;
/8 1 1 88,6;
F 2 434,3; 486,18;
8 1 632,7;
9 4 722,2 (= 725,7); 732,6 (= 748,4; 581,6); 776,5;
819,13;
N.Pl. ◦gabhastayas /12 9 1 784,2;
gávy	uti- f pasture, pasturage, EWA I, 481. Synchronically without connection to a verbal
root, although the segmentation appears to be *gav-y	uti- (gáv - m/f cow, cattle), for proposals





Gerste' ). Compounds: agavy	utí- a containing no pasturage, urúgavy	uti- a having wide
pasturage, parogavy	utí- a across/beyond the pasturage.
N.Sg. gávy	utis 12/ 9 1 786,3;
11/ 10 2 840,2; 906,6;
◦gavy	utis 11/ 9 1 802,4;
N.A.Sg.n. ◦gavy	utí 12/ 8 1 699,20;
11/ F 1 488,20;
A.Sg. gávy	utim 12/ 9 2 790,5; 797,8;
11/ F 3 578,5; 581,4; 593,4;
8/ F 2 296,16 (= 625,6); 420,3;
A.Pl. gávy	ut	s /8 1 1 25,16;
girí- m < *gu“ r
˚
H-í- mountain, YAv. gairi-, cf. Ved. gurú- heavy, Gr. βαρυ´ς < *gu“ r
˚
H-ú-,
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EWA I, 487. Compounds: b¯
˙
hadgiri- a dwelling in high mountains.
N.Sg. girís 12/ 8 2 1019,2; 707,4;
11/ F 1 316,6;
/8 1 1 37,7;
8 1 627,5;
10/ 1 1 65,5;
A.Sg. girím 12/ 1 1 56,2;
/12 F 2 408,5; 410,4;
11/ F 1 313,2;
10 1 915,7;
8/ 8 1 697,2;
10 1 981,1;
/8 8 2 665,30; 673,5;
G.Abl.Sg. girés 12/ 1 1 56,3;
8 1 1018,2;
11/ F 1 467,5;
8/ 1 2 130,7; 191,16;
/8 8 1 652,4;
L.Sg. giraú 8/ 8 1 665,5;
N.Pl. giráyas 12/ 1 1 64,7;
11/ F 1 507,11;
11\ 1 2 61,14; 63,1;
F 2 395,11; 465,8;
10 1 885,3;
8/ 8 1 627,34;
◦girayas 11/ F 1 411,8 (= 412,8);
A.Pl. gir´¯n 12/ 8 1 635,2;
10 1 870,8;
/12 10 1 964,2;
8/ 1 1 37,12;
D.Abl.Pl. giríbhyas 11\ 1 1 109,6;
F 1 611,2;
/8 8 1 686,6;
G.Pl. gir	n
˙
´¯am 12/ F 1 502,2;
/11 8 1 705,2;
8/ 8 1 666,18;
gir	n
˙
áam /8 8 2 626,28; 627,14;
L.Pl. girís
˙
u 12\ 9 1 794,3;
g	urtí- f (song of) praise, g	r
˙
praise, honor, welcome < *gu“ erH, cf. Lat. gr	atus, Lith. gìrti
etc., EWA I, 468f. Compounds: abhíg	urti- f song of praise, vi±vag	urti- a welcome, praise-
worthy to all.
N.Sg. ◦g	urtis /12 1 1 162,6 (= 162,12);
D.Sg. g	urtáye 11\ 10 1 887,15;
V.Du. ◦g	urt	 /11 1 1 180,2;
N.Pl. g	urtáyas 12/ 1 1 56,2;
/12 8 1 1019,5;
I.Pl. g	urtíbhis /12 9 1 817,1;
◦g¯
˙




bh2-i- (cf. Jamison (1988, 222, esp. fn. 16)),
grabh seize, grasp, take < *ghrebh2, EWA I, 505ﬀ. Compounds: durg¯
˙





bhi- a grabbing the feet (name of a demon, cf. EWA II, 68f.).
N.Sg. ◦g¯
˙
bhis /12 1 1 140,6;
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A.Sg. ◦gr
˙
bhim /12 10 1 875,5;
gr
˙
bh	tát	ati- f awe, -t	ati- stem built to the verbal adjective gr
˙
bh	tá- of grabh seize, grasp,
take (EWA I, 505ﬀ.), see section 2.1.4.
D.Sg. gr
˙







í- f (ﬁrst-calf) heifer (in the RV-attestation: cow which has given birth just once (to







ís 11/ F 1 314,10;
granthí- m knot, granth connect, tie sth. to sth., at least Indo-Iranian, but without clear
IE cognates, EWA I, 504f.
A.Sg. granthím 11/ 9 1 809,18;
8/ 10 1 969,2;
gr´¯ahi- f demon, to be connected with the early variant grah of grabh seize, grasp, take,
EWA I, 505ﬀ.
N.Sg. gr´¯ahis 11/ 10 1 987,1;
◦grí- a unclear, EWA I, 659. Compounds: tuvigrí- a, epithet of Indra (cf. also tuvigrá-). Both
Grassmann 61996, 544 (viel verschlingend) and Mayrhofer (l.c.) suggest a connection with g	r
˚
devour, the second compound members ◦grá-/◦grí- could then be analyzed as compositional
i-varieties (cf. section 2.1.6) *◦gu“ r
˚
h3-ó/í- with compositional laryngeal loss.
D.Sg. ◦gráye 12/ F 1 212,2;
gh	así- m food, ghas eat, Indo-Iranian, but no PIE etymology, EWA I, 514.





i- m < *gu“ r
˚
-ni- heat, *gu“ er become warm (Vedic has only nominal formations of this














is 11\ 10 1 843,5;





e /12 1 1 138,4;
F 1 489,16;
8 1 624,18;
/11 F 1 556,6;
8/ 1 1 23,13;
F 2 494,9; 496,1;







	16 11/ F 1 224,6;




er iva. He also hints at the possibility of an

































vaye /8 1 1 37,4;
F 2 328,6; 328,9;
8 1 673,12;





ves /12 F 1 459,12;





vayas /12 1 2 85,1; 166,2;
/8 9 2 733,1; 813,8;
cákri- a making, causing sth., kr
˙
do, make, act < *ku“ er, OAv. £axri -, EWA I, 307ﬀ.,
523, see section 2.1.2.3. Compounds: 	acakrí- a making, turning sth. into sth., urucákri - a
creating unrestrictedness, boundlessness.
N.Sg. cákris 12/ F 1 250,4;
11/ F 1 536,1;
9 1 789,5;
/11 9 1 800,4;
8/ F 1 250,4;
◦cakrís /12 F 1 217,4;
/11 F 1 465,5;
A.Sg. cákrim 8/ 1 1 9,2;
D.Sg. cákraye /8 1 1 9,2;





i- m viewer, observer, caks
˙
shine, appear, see < *ku“ e“k(s), OAv.
◦£a²ani -, EWA I,





is /11 F 1 445,2;
carán
˙




	naam /12 8 1 644,23;
carkr
˙
tí- f praise, kr
˙
praise, laud, commemorate < *kerH/kreH, EWA I, 310f., 536. Note
the diﬀerent root grade compared to unreduplicated k	rtí-, which has been explained by Kuiper
(1961) as (inner-Indic) laryngeal loss in reduplicated formations and compounds.
N.Sg. carkr
˙









plough, draw a plough < *ku“ els, EWA I, 319f.,




















underlying adjective (which would explain the feminine I.sg. in -	).
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is /12 1 1 35,9;
F 2 236,8; 332,5;
9 1 796,1;
11/ 10 1 909,4;
/11 F 1 222,3;
/8 1 2 27,9; 79,12;
F 7 232,10; 245,1; 360,3; 377,4; 443,2; 486,16; 487,3;
8 1 633,6;
9 7 713,2; 723,7; 740,5; 752,1; 756,3; 760,5; 779,22;
8 9 1 774,10;










e /12 1 1 31,6;
8 2 653,3; 707,10;
10 1 876,4;
/8 1 2 9,3; 78,1 (= 457,29; 457,36; 663,2);
F 1 392,1;
8 4 637,7; 643,2; 753,5; 772,4;
9 1 778,1;





	m /12 1 2 64,12; 64,14;
F 1 236,15;
8 1 1022,6;
















áyas 11\ 1 1 184,4;
F 3 466,7; 472,1; 474,2;
/8 F 1 443,2;





´¯s /11 F 1 277,2;
/8 1 1 86,5 (= 303,4; 377,1);





íbhyas /12 1 1 55,1;
F 1 489,15;
11/ 1 1 109,6;
/11 F 2 472,5; 513,5;






	n´¯am 12/ 10 1 919,9;
/11 1 1 32,15;
F 7 240,5; 316,8; 442,8; 459,1; 463,1; 471,5; 543,3;
10 2 929,1; 1006,3;
/10 8 1 705,4;





	náam 12\ 10 1 952,6;
/8 1 4 7,9 (= 176,2); 17,2 (= 421,2); 86,6; 127,2 (= 643,7;
669,17);
F 5 244,1; 296,6; 304,8; 327,4; 393,4;
8 5 673,4; 677,4; 679,1; 701,1; 702,16;
10 1 835,5;
◦c	acali- a moving, staggering, made from the variety cal from car move < *ku“ el(H), EWA
I, 534f., see section 2.1.2. Compounds: ávic	acali - a not staggering.
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N.Sg. ◦c	acalis /8 10 2 999,1; 999,2;
◦citi- f respect, attention, ci notice, pay attention to, honor < *ku“ ei
“
, EWA I, 531. Com-
pounds: ápaciti - f punishment, revenge.
A.Sg. ◦citim /11 F 1 324,4;
cítti- f thought, understanding, cit realize, recognize < *k(u“
)ei
“
-t, Av. £isti -, EWA I, 547f.
Compounds: ácitti- f thoughtlessness, foolishness, p	urvácitti- f ﬁrst thought (only as D.sg.
on ﬁrst thought; immediately). Ved. cittí- f, which is only attested in the I.pl. in RV
I,164,29, probably preserves a variety of the old proterokinetic mobile accent paradigm (cf.
Schaﬀner (2001, 438ﬀ.)), in fact, cittí- is the synchronically less marked variety (ti -abstracts
are usually accented on the suﬃx). The word is sometimes translated as crackling, rattling
(EWA I, 542), but since this is uncertain, I have subsumed the attestation under this entry.
N.Sg. cíttis 10/ 1 1 67,10;
8/ 10 1 911,7;
◦cittis /11 F 1 602,6;
A.Sg. cíttim 11/ F 2 212,6; 298,11;
◦cittim 11/ F 1 298,11;
I.Sg. citt´¯ 8/ 8 1 688,4;
◦citt	 12/ F 2 350,3; 605,5;
D.Sg. ◦cittaye /12 1 2 112,1; 159,3;
8 1 645,12;
/8 1 1 84,12;
8 3 623,9; 626,9; 632,33;
9 1 811,5;
I.Pl. cíttibhis /12 F 3 236,3; 237,3; 398,10;
8 1 1028,3;
/8 8 1 664,19;
cittíbhis 12/ 1 1 164,9;
◦cittibhis 11/ F 1 308,4;
cúmuri- m name of a demon, unclear, EWA I, 546, a possible loanword according to Kuiper
(1991, 91). Compounds: dhún	cúmuri- m Dhuni and Cumuri.
A.Sg. cúmurim /12 10 1 939,9;
11\ F 1 467,6;
/11 F 3 206,9; 459,8; 535,4;
N.A.Du. ◦cumur	 11\ F 1 461,13;
cedí- m ethnonym, unclear, EWA I, 550; Kuiper (1991, 7, 91).
N.Pl. cedáyas /8 8 1 625,29;




, EWA I, 552f. Compounds:
hástacyuti - f quick movement of the hands.
I.Sg. ◦cyut	 11/ F 1 517,1;
jáguri- a tiresome, exhausting, probably to be connected with gl	a be reluctant, unwilling,
grow tired, EWA I, 510, 563.
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N.Sg. jáguris /11 10 1 934,1;
jágmi- a going quickly, Grassmann 61996, 464, gam go, move, come < *gu“ em (EWA I,
465), see section 2.1.2.
N.Sg. jágmis /12 F 1 214,11;
11/ F 1 536,1;
8/ 8 1 702,22;
D.Sg. jágmaye /11 8 1 666,17;
/8 F 1 483,1;
N.A.Du. jágm	 /11 10 1 932,8;
N.Pl. jágmayas /12 1 2 85,8; 89,7;
jághni- a beating, slaying, Grassmann 61996, 464, han beat, slay, kill < *gu“
hen (EWA II,
800f.), see section 2.1.2. Compounds: nijaghní- a beating sbdy. to the ground.
N.Sg. jághnis 8/ 9 1 773,20;
◦jaghnís 8/ 9 1 765,2;
jághri- a sprinkling, splashing, Grassmann 61996, 464, ghar sprinkle (EWA I, 512f.), Av.
◦aγr	m (Tremblay (1998, 114)), but the further IE connection is unclear. Also see section
2.1.2.
N.Sg. jághris /11 1 1 162,15;
◦jajñi- a knowing, jñ	a know < *“gneh3, EWA I, 599ﬀ., section 2.1.2. Compounds: ápraja-
jñi- unknowing.
N.Pl. ◦jajñayas /12 10 1 897,9;
jáni-,	d- f wife, woman < *gu“ én-h2, G.sg. g
u
“n-éh2-s (cf. Ved. gn´¯a- f wife (of a god), which
developed out of the weak stem in the course of a paradigm split), EWA I, 568f.; NIL, 177ﬀ.
The paradigm is notoriously tricky, but quite likely reﬂects a proterokinetic stem with the
ablauting variety of the collective suﬃx *h2. Hardarson (1987), following Schindler (1972a,
33), interprets this as a collective group of women derived from a root noun *gu“ on-/*g
u
“ en-
woman. Although formally acceptable, the only actual evidence usually cited in favor of such
a paradigm are OIr. bé and Hitt. SAL-za/SAL-anza, which, as Jasanoﬀ (1989) has argued,
may go back to proterokinetic *gu“ én-h2 as well.
As far as Vedic is concerned, it looks like the strong and the weak stem developed into two
diﬀerent paradigms (this is paralleled by Avestan, Tremblay (1998, 107)), but the N.sg. jánis
is unlikely to directly reﬂect (secondarily sigmatized) IIr. *H#, because of the PIE ◦VRH#
> ◦ 	VR# rule (Jasanoﬀ (1989, 137f.), Nussbaum (1986, 129f.), a common example is Gr. upsilonasperacuteδωρ
< *-or-h2 and its cognates, as well as the parallelism of Szemerényi's Law). This would have
given a Ved. N.sg. *j´¯a which would have been in serious conﬂict with the homonymous j´¯a
child < *“gneh3-/“gn
˚
h3-. Jasanoﬀ suggests that the paradigm was remodelled after the A.sg.





the other hand, one could assume a genuine i-stem *gu“ ón(h2)-i -/*g
u
“ en(h2)-i-, if only for the
sake of explaining the Indo-Iranian forms.
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As for compositional ◦j	ani- (dvij´¯ani- a having two wives, bhadraj	ani - a having a beau-
tiful wife, yúvaj	ani- a having a young wife, vittáj	ani- a having found a wife, sumájj	ani-
a together with his wife), a pre-form *gu“ on-i- (Darms apud Hardarson (1987, 130f.)) with
Brugmann's Law as well as a vr
˙
ddhi-formation *gu“	en-i - (Darms, ibid., Tremblay (1998, 106f.))
have been given as explanations, the latter usually in connection with Germ. *kw	eni- (Goth.
quens etc.). The problem is that though all these reconstructions are phonetically possible
pre-forms of the Indo-Iranian forms, they have so far failed to be convincingly connected in
terms of nominal derivation17. Even if we accept Tremblay's derivational chain *gu“ ón-/*g
u
“ én-
→ *gu“ ´¯en-o-→ *gu“ ´¯en-i- for a moment, we would have to accept 1.) a PIE root noun based on
a few forms which can be explained otherwise, cf. Jasanoﬀ l.c., 2.) a vr
˙
ddhi-derivation of this
root noun which is not attested anywhere and does not have the meaning expected for such
a formation 3.) an i-substantivization of said derivative18 which was then, for some reason,
restricted to the use as a second compound member in Bahuvr	hi-compounds. Now, this is
exactly the hot spot for morphological diﬀerentiation vis-à-vis the simplex, but it has to
be motivated and morphologically plausible, and ◦j	ani- always means (having a) wife and
never belonging to/pertaining to a/the woman/women (as a vr
˙
ddhi-derivative of this type
should).
Another explanation has recently been proposed by Nussbaum, who argues in favor of a
vr
˙
ddhi-derivative *gu“	enh2-i- made from proterokinetic *g
u
“ enh2 with diminutive semantics
(cf. Nussbaum (2009)). He also hints at the possibilty that both ◦j	ani-/jáni- may go back to
an 	e/e-acrostatic paradigm (cf. section 1.2.2.), but this would require an explanation of the
generalization of precisely the 	e-grade variety as SMC.
Despite these diﬃculties, I have subsumed both jáni- and compositional ◦j	ani- under the
same entry, even though the derivational processes connecting them have yet to be discerned.
N.Sg. ján	19 /8 F 1 348,1;
◦j´¯anis /11 10 1 927,11;
◦j	anis /8 8 1 622,19;
A.Sg. ◦j	anim /12 1 1 112,15;
D.Sg. ◦j	anaye 12/ 1 1 156,2;
G.Abl.Sg. jányus 11/ 10 1 836,3;
N.Pl. jánayas 12\ 1 1 85,1;
10 3 866,10; 869,1; 950,7;
11\ 1 3 62,10; 71,1; 186,7;
F 2 301,5; 315,5;
10 2 844,7; 936,5;
/8 F 1 415,3;
◦j	anayas /8 F 1 415,4;
A.Pl. ján	s 11/ 1 1 167,7;
F 1 542,3;
8/ 8 1 637,7;
I.Pl. jánibhis 12\ F 2 227,3; 260,3;
10 1 890,10;
17That is, there is no real form-meaning correlation. This state is now canonized in the entry in NIL, where
pretty much every variety found in the various IE language is projected back to the proto-language.
18This is my interpretation of Tremblay's table on p. 107, since he does not comment on this step himself.
19Lubotsky (1997, I, 557) cites the dev´¯-inﬂection N.sg. ján	 as a separate entry, but since the i-stem (going
back to a laryngeal, in this case) is clearly older, I have treated the aberrant N.sg. as belonging to this
paradigm (which in later Sanskrit was supplanted by the dev´¯-inﬂection variety anyway).
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11\ F 2 491,13; 534,2;
D.Abl.Pl. jánibhyas 11/ 10 1 1009,3;
G.Pl. ján	n	am 12/ 9 1 798,32;
/11 F 1 400,8;
/10 1 1 66,8;
jálpi- f indistinct speech, murmur, jalp murmur, speak indistinctly, probably an ono-
matopoetic root, EWA I, 580, and/or a loan, cf. Kuiper (1991, 92).
N.Sg. jálpis /11 8 1 668,14;
I.Sg. jálpiy	a /11 10 1 908,7;
jásuri- a hungry, jas be exhausted, hungry, EWA I, 581f.
A.Sg. jásurim /11 F 1 334,5;
/8 F 1 415,7;




vi- a wary, alert, j	r
˙
wake up < *h1ger, EWA I, 574f., see section 2.1.3.
N.Sg. j´¯agr
˙
vis /12 1 1 31,9;
F 3 236,12; 260,3; 365,1;
9 2 783,1; 819,2;
11/ F 2 273,1; 273,2;
9 1 809,37;
/11 9 1 809,2;
10 1 860,1;
/8 8 1 664,29;
9 4 748,2; 756,3; 814,4; 819,6;
N.A.Sg. j´¯agr
˙
vi /8 8 1 698,1;
A.Sg. j´¯agr
˙
vim /12 F 1 262,5;
/11 F 1 456,8;
/8 F 1 271,8;
V.Sg. j	agr
˙
ve /12 F 1 237,7;
/8 F 1 258,3;
8 1 701,23;
◦j	ani- f birth, descendance, only in RV III,17,3 tisrá 	aj´¯an	r us
˙
ásas te agne you, Agni, are the
descendant of three Us
˙
as20. Both jan beget and jñ	a know, recognize could be underlying
this compound. In the ﬁrst case we would have to account for an unexpected lengthened
grade (as if from *“g	enh1-i-21), in the second case we are faced with the problem that jñ	a has
usually generalized full grade II (CReH), cf. EWA I, 601.
N.Pl. ◦j´¯an	s 11/ F 1 251,3;
j	amí- a < *“gn
˚
h1-mi - being siblings, cf. YAv. ◦z	ami-, jan < *“genh1 beget, give birth to,
create, EWA I, 586f.; NIL, 139ﬀ. Compounds: áj	ami- a unrelated, deváj	ami- a per-
taining to/characterizing the gods, víj	ami- a related, saptáj	ami- a having seven siblings,
sómaj	ami- a related/similar to sóma-.
20[D]rei Usas sind deine Mütter, Agni, Geldner (1951, I).
21Although the root does have occasional Narten forms in other IE languages, e.g. Gr. γε´νεσις < *“génh1-ti-.
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N.Sg. j	amís /11 1 1 123,5;
F 1 321,6;
10/ 1 1 65,7;
8/ 1 2 75,3; 75,4;
9 1 813,14;
◦j	amis /11 F 1 539,2;
N.A.Sg.n. j	amí /11 F 1 288,9;
10 1 836,4;
8/ 8 2 626,3; 681,4;
◦j	ami /11 10 2 836,9; 836,10;
8/ F 1 373,4;
A.Sg. j	amím 12 1 1 111,3;
/12 F 1 111,3;
11/ F 2 300,5; 485,17;
/11 1 1 124,6;
9 1 808,22;
8/ 8 1 632,31;
◦j	amim 12/ 1 1 111,3;
F 1 598,6;
11/ F 2 300,5; 485,17;
/11 1 1 124,6;
D.Sg. j	amáye 11/ F 1 265,2;
N.A.Du. j	am´¯ 12/ 1 1 159,4;
11/ 1 1 185,5;
G.L.Du. j	amiyós /8 F 1 373,4;
N.Pl. j	amáyas /12 1 1 31,10;
11/ F 2 291,3; 466,3;
10 1 836,10;
11\ 9 1 801,4;
8/ 1 1 23,16;
/8 8 1 711,13;
9 3 738,5; 777,1; 778,8;
◦j	amayas /12 10 1 918,10;
/11 F 1 466,3;
/8 9 1 722,7;
N.A.Pl.n. j	amí 11/ F 1 588,3;
10 1 834,7;
A.Pl. j	am´¯n /11 F 1 460,8;
◦j	am	n 11/ 10 1 895,12;
/11 F 1 460,8;
10 1 895,12;
I.Pl. j	amíbhis 12/ 9 1 780,4;
/12 9 1 784,3;
11/ 1 2 71,7; 100,11;
8/ 9 1 749,4;
/8 8 1 681,14;
9 1 740,4;
◦j	amibhis 11/ 1 1 100,11;
G.Pl. j	am	n´¯am 11/ F 1 235,11;
L.Pl. j	amís
˙
u /8 10 1 847,8;
jígarti- m devourer, g	r
˙
 `devour, EWA I, 469f., 589f. jígarti- is explained as 3.sg. form of a
reduplicated present stem of g	r
˚
devour by AiG II,2, 638,  472 following Liebert (1949, 55)
to account for the full grade of the root, but this is awkward because there is no such present
stem in the Rigveda.
A.Sg. jígartim 11/ F 1 383,4;
jíti- f victory, ji defeat, win (over), no certain cognates outside Indo-Iranian, EWA I, 573f.
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Compounds: purójiti - f ﬁrst victory, acquisition.
A.Sg. jítim /12 10 1 879,11;
I.Sg. ◦jit	 8/ 9 1 813,1;
jívri- a fragile, frail, metathesized from jírvi- (AV), j	r
˙
grow old < *“gerh2, EWA I, 590;
Pinault (1987-1988), section 2.1.3.
N.Sg. jívris /11 1 1 180,5;
A.Sg. jívrim 8 8 1 1020,2;
G.Abl.Sg. jívres 11/ 1 1 170,10;
N.A.Du. jívr	 12/ 1 1 110,8;
F 1 332,3;
11/ 10 1 911,27;
N.Pl. jívrayas 11\ F 1 315,2;
/8 8 1 665,20;
◦j	ti- f damage, injury, jy	a rob sbdy., be violent against sbdy., no cognates outside Indo-
Iranian, EWA I, 602f. Compounds: áj	ti- f intactness.
A.Sg. ◦j	tim /11 9 1 809,30;
D.Sg. ◦j	taye 11/ 9 1 808,4;





I, 593; NIL, 185ﬀ.
L.Sg. j	raú 8/ 9 1 778,9;
N.Pl. j	ráyas 12/ F 1 208,3;
11\ F 1 285,5;
jugurván
˙
i- a wanting, willing to praise, g	r
˙
praise, honor, welcome < *gu“ erH (EWA I,
593), see section 2.1.2.2.
N.A.Du. jugurván
˙





i- f favor, jus
˙
like, enjoy < *“geu
“








































ayas /8 1 1 10,12;
j	utí- f haste, YAv. ◦z	uiti-, j	u be quick, be in a hurry, no certain cognates outside Indo-




aj	uti- a having the speed/haste of a horse.
N.Sg. ◦j	utis 8/ F 1 389,3;
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8 1 653,10;
A.Sg. j	utím 11/ F 1 334,9;
/11 F 1 268,2;
9 1 809,9;
I.Sg. j	ut´¯ 8/ F 1 661,6;
j	utiy´¯a /8 F 1 246,3;
D.Sg. j	utáye /8 1 1 127,2;
I.Pl. j	utíbhis 11\ 1 1 116,2;
/11 F 1 237,8;
j	urn
˙
í- f glow, ﬂame, jvar/jval suﬀer; burn, EWA I, 597, 607. Compounds: suj	urn
˙
í- a hot
( < *having good heat), see section 2.1.7.
N.Sg. j	urn
˙
ís 11/ F 1 555,1;
8/ 1 1 129,8;
8 1 681,9;
◦j	urnís 11/ F 1 302,3;
10 1 921,6 (?);
j´¯urn
˙
i- a glowing, see above.
N.Sg. j´¯urn
˙
is 8/ 1 1 127,10;
jñ	atí- m (close) relative, jñ	a know, recognize < *“gneh3, cf. Gr. γνωτο´ς etc., EWA I, 599ﬀ.,
601f.; NIL, 154ﬀ.
N.A.Du. jñ	at´¯ 11/ 10 1 943,9;
N.Pl. jñ	atáyas 12\ 10 1 892,14;










há- highest, most powerful, see AiG





hát	atim 12/ F 1 398,1;
◦jri- a extending, stretching, jri extend, range, stretch over (only in Indo-Iranian), EWA
I, 606. Compounds: urujrí- a extending, stretching widely, párijri - a stretching out in all
directions.
N.Pl. ◦jráyas /8 8 1 679,4;
◦jrayas /12 1 1 64,5;
F 2 408,2b,d;





i- m one who is taking up a lot of space, EWA I, 618f., built to the weak stem of






im /12 F 1 388,3;
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táturi- a victorious, t	r
˙
conquer, cross (over), overcome < *terh2, EWA I, 629ﬀ., cf. section
2.1.2.3.
N.Sg. táturis 12\ 1 1 145,3;
11/ F 1 465,2;
/11 F 1 509,7;
A.Sg. táturim 11\ F 1 463,2;
/11 F 1 335,2;
1. ◦tani- (a) spanning, expanding, tan stretch, span, expand, spread out < *ten (EWA I,
618f.). Compounds: 	atáni- a pervading (Grassmann 61996, 174; AiG II,2, 295; NIL, 690ﬀ.,
esp. fn. 2).
N.Sg. ◦tánis /12 F 1 192,10;
2. ◦tani- f thunder, sound, (s)tan thunder, roar < *(s)tenh2 (EWA I, 619, EWA II, 752f.).
Compounds: sam
˙
taní- f noise, sound (Grassmann 61996, 1471; AiG II,2, 298).
N.Sg. ◦tanís 11\ 9 1 781,2;
/8 F 1 427,7;
A.Sg. ◦taním 11\ 9 1 809,14;
tantí- f rope, tan stretch, span, expand, spread out < *ten, EWA I, 618f.; NIL, 690ﬀ.
N.Pl. tantáyas 11\ F 1 465,4;
tápus
˙
i- a glowing, tap burn, be hot, derived from tápus
˙




im 11\ F 1 264,17 (= 493,3);
/8 1 1 42,4;
tarán
˙
i- a advancing, pushing forward, t	r
˙
conquer, cross (over), overcome < *terh2, EWA
I, 629ﬀ., cf. section 2.1.2.2.
N.Sg. tarán
˙
is 12/ F 1 548,9;
/12 1 2 112,4; 128,6;
F 1 341,5;
11\ F 1 579,4;
10 1 914,16;
/11 1 1 121,6;
F 2 283,3; 542,4;




i /8 F 1 245,3;
A.Sg. tarán
˙
im 11\ F 2 263,13; 341,7;
8/ 8 1 665,28;
V.Sg. taran
˙
e 11\ F 1 442,5;
N.Pl. tarán
˙
ayas 11\ F 2 300,12; 583,8;
I.Pl. tarán
˙
ibhis 12\ 8 1 669,8;
/11 F 1 329,1;
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◦tavis
˙























Hs-ih2- as second compound member (AiG II,1, 99).
N.Sg. ◦tavis
˙
is 12\ F 1 216,4;
/8+ F 1 361,7;
t´¯atr
˙
pi- a nourishing, tr
˙




pim /8 F 1 274,2;
◦tikti- f haste, tij be sharp; sharpen < *(s)tei
“
g, EWA I, 668f.; NIL, 660. Compounds:
nítikti- f haste, hurry, only in adverbial use in the I.sg.
I.Sg. ◦tikti 11/ F 1 445,5;
(tují-) f procreation. Probably to be connected with túc- oﬀspring etc. rather than with tuj
hurl, push forward, set in motion, EWA I, 652, 670, tujáye (RV V,46,7, to beget oﬀspring)
would then be associated with D.sg. tujé id.
D.Sg. tujáye 12\ F 1 400,7;
◦tují- (a) hurling, tuj hurl, push forward, set in motion < *(s)teu
“
g (EWA I, 652, 670),
only in 	atují- a hitting, striking (AiG II,2, 297).
N.A.Du. ◦tuj´¯ /8 F 1 582,18;
túji- m PN, to be connected with tuj hurl, push forward, set in motion < *(s)teu
“
g, túgra-
PN etc. ? Mayrhofer tentatively suggests a connection via the Caland-system, túji- might
then be a hypocoristic form of a Caland-PN, cf. EWA I, 653.
A.Sg. tújim 11/ F 1 467,4;
D.Sg. tújaye 12\ 10 1 875,4;
tuturván
˙
i- a striving to win, t	urv overcome, defeat, be superior to, Indo-Iranian, EWA I,
662, see section 2.1.2.2.
N.Sg. tuturván
˙
is /12 1 1 168,1;
turí- f advancement (?), unclear, EWA I, 657.
D.Sg. turyaí /11 10 1 932,4;
turphári- unclear, EWA I, 657, Kuiper (1991, 40, 42f.) suggests a loan from Old Munda.
N.A.Du. turphár	 11\ 10 2 932,6; 932,8;
turván
˙
i- a overwhelming, t	urv overcome, defeat, be superior to, EWA I, 662, see section




is 12/ 1 1 56,3;
/12 1 1 130,9;
/12- 10 1 858,5;
/11 1 2 61,11; 186,3;
F 1 316,1;
/8 1 2 128,3; 130,9;
F 1 389,3;
turv´¯ti- m PN. Mayrhofer (EWA I, 658) suggests an Indo-European etymology ( ← *turva-
iti- having a victorious walk, gait), which, however, presupposes a remodelling after dabh´¯ti-
(both names occur in RV I,112,23b). Kuiper (1991, 7), on the other hand, cites Turv´¯ti- in
a list of possible non-Indo-Iranian personal names in the RV, which is why I refrained from
citing the occurences under ◦iti-.
A.Sg. turv´¯tim 12/ 1 2 54,6; 112,23;
8/ 1 1 36,18;
D.Sg. turv´¯taye 12/ F 1 204,12;
11/ 1 1 61,11;
F 1 315,6;
t´¯utuji- a attacking, tuj hurl, push forward, set in motion, EWA I, 653, 670, also see
sections 2.1.2.3. and 2.1.7. (on accent opposition). Compounds: át	utuji- a slow, lagging
behind.
N.Sg. t´¯utujis /11 F 1 544,3;
/8 F 1 328,2;
/12 10 1 861,6;
11/ F 1 461,8;
A.Sg. ◦t	utujim 11/ F 1 544,3;
t	utují- m leader (?), see the entry above.
N.Sg. t	utujís /8 10 1 848,3;
◦t	urti- f overcoming, advancement, t	r
˙
conquer, cross (over), overcome < *terh2, EWA I,
629ﬀ. Compounds: prát	urti - a/f advancing quickly; ﬁght, vi±vát	urti- a overcoming every-
thing, suprát	urti - a advancing well.
N.Sg. ◦t	urtis /11 F 1 194,8;
A.Sg. ◦t	urtim 8/ 1 1 40,4 (= 243,1);
D.Sg. ◦t	urtaye 8 (?) 1 1 129,2;
N.A.Du. ◦t	urt	 /11 1 1 185,7;
N.Pl. ◦t	urtayas /8 8 1 633,29;
L.Pl. ◦t	urtis
˙
u /8 8 1 708,5;
t´¯urn
˙
i- a quick, tvar be in a hurry or t	r
˙
conquer, cross (over), overcome, EWA I, 629ﬀ.,
684f.
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N.Sg. t´¯urn
˙
is 11/ 10 2 899,4; 914,6;
8/ F 1 245,5;
A.Sg. t´¯urn
˙
im 12/ F 1 237,5;
/12 F 1 285,2;
N.Pl. t´¯urn
˙
ayas /8 1 1 3,8;
t´¯urvi- a superior, to be connected with t	urv overcome, defeat, be superior to or t	r
˙
conquer,




-i- ?), AiG II,2, 296; EWA I, 662.




















pti- f satisfaction, repletion, tr
˙
p nourish oneself, become satiated/satisﬁed <
*terp, cf. Gr. τε´ρψις, Lith. tarpti etc., EWA I, 634f. Again, the varying accent may reﬂect an
archaism, see the entry cítti- above.
N.Sg. t¯
˙
ptis /8 9 1 825,10;
A.Sg. tr
˙
ptím /8 8 1 691,6;
tvís
˙
i- f impetuosity, shine, tvis
˙
be excited, impetuous, ﬂare up, be aroused, only in Indo-
Iranian, EWA I, 686f.
N.Sg. tvís
˙
is 12/ F 1 362,5;
A.Sg. tvís
˙
im /11 1 1 71,5;
8/ 9 1 751,3;
I.Sg. tvís
˙
iy	a 11\ 10 1 915,2;
A.Pl. tvís
˙
	s 11/ 9 1 783,9;
dadí- a giving, d	a give, donate < *deh3 (EWA I, 713f.), see section 2.1.2.3. Compounds:
	adadí- a taking (away), receiving, par	adadí- a delivering, surrendering sth./sbdy., sam
˙
dadí-
a connecting, holding together.
N.Sg. dadís 12/ 8 2 666,15a,b;
/12 1 1 110,7;
F 2 228,1; 228,2;
8 4 641,6; 641,17; 644,3; 666,15;
11/ F 2 208,8; 320,1;
/11 F 1 464,4;
/8 1 2 15,10; 81,7;
10 1 959,3;
◦dadís /12 F 1 215,13;
8/ 8 1 666,8;
/8 1 2 81,2; 127,6;
9 1 811,7;
N.A.Du. ◦dad´¯ /11 F 1 230,7;
dádhi- a placing, dh	a place, put/set down < *dheh1 (EWA I, 783ﬀ.), see section 2.1.2.3.
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im /8 8 1 670,3;
◦dari- a splitting, breaking, d	r
˙
split, break < *der, EWA I, 701ﬀ. Compounds: godari - a
providing cattle (by splitting the mountain, said of Indra).
V.Sg. ◦dare /8 8 1 701,11;
dárvi- f spoon, maybe an Indic derivative of d´¯aru- wood (*do/eru
“
-i- ?), EWA I, 704.
N.Sg. dárvis 8-/ 10 1 931,10;
N.A.Du. dárv	 8/ F 1 360,9;
◦d	ati- f gift, d	a give, oﬀer < *deh3, Av. d	aiti-, EWA I, 713ﬀ.; NIL, 60ﬀ. Compounds:
havyád	ati- a/f (giving) the oﬀering of a sacriﬁcial libation. The regular zero-grade ti-stem
is attested in the compounds bhágatti-, maghátti - and vásutti - (cf. the separate entries), the
SMC going back to *dh3-ti- (Gr. δο´σις) with larygal loss in compounds, cf. Kuiper (1961),
but the full grade variety ◦d	ati- was reintroduced very early. Since this is a phonologically
rather than morphologically caused alternation and a stem ◦tti - is diﬃcult to argue for, I have
kept these entries apart.
A.Sg. ◦d	atim /12 F 1 236,8;
/11 F 3 409,10; 442,9; 488,28;
10 1 833,7;
8/ F 1 532,9;
D.Sg. ◦d	ataye /12 8 1 655,9;
/8 F 4 380,4 (= 405,1); 405,5; 457,10; 489,2;
8 1 710,1;
I.Pl. ◦d	atibhis /12 8 1 643,15;
/8 F 1 304,5;
8 2 639,13; 643,21;
d´¯adhr
˙
vi- a ﬁrm, able to support load, dhr
˙
























im 11\ F 1 313,8;
d´¯a±uri- a sacriﬁcing, d	a± give, oﬀer, sacriﬁce < *de“k, EWA I, 722f. Compounds: ád	a±uri-
a godless (not sacriﬁcing).
N.Sg. d´¯a±uris /12 8 1 624,12;
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◦d	a±uris /8 8 1 665,15;
díti- f binding, ties, name of a goddess, backformation of áditi- f having no ties (personiﬁed
as goddess Aditi), d	a bind < *deh1, EWA I, 63, 716f., 724; Liebert (1949, 36f.). Although
the simplex is clearly secondary to the compound form in this case, I am subsuming áditi-
under this entry (instead of the other way round) to avoid confusion.
N.Sg. dítis 8/ F 1 531,12;
◦ditis 12/ 10 1 892,4;
12\ F 4 192,11; 218,7; 398,11; 400,6;
10 3 862,3; 891,1; 892,3;
12- 10 1 889,3;
/12 F 1 231,6;
8 1 645,3;
10 4 837,2; 890,13; 918,11; 958,6;
11/ 1 4 89,10a,b,d; 94,16 (= 95,11; 96,9; 98,3; 100,19; 101,11;
102,11; 103,8; 105,19; 106,7; 107,3; 108,13; 109,8; 110,9;
111,5; 112,25; 113,20; 114,11; 115,6; 809,58);
F 1 551,9;
11\ 1 3 72,9; 89,10a,c;
F 10 288,18; 297,20; 321,5; 403,3; 413,8; 492,11; 508,4; 567,2;
576,8; 609,7;
/11 1 5 89,10d; 106,7 (= 341,7); 107,2 (= 350,6); 153,3; 162,22;
F 10 238,11 (= 518,11); 288,20; 335,3; 385,5; 396,2; 405,11;




8/ F 1 516,12 (= 516,17; 667,9);
8 4 638,6a-c; 638,7; 667,9;
10 1 898,5;
/8 1 1 43,2;
F 1 582,6;
8 2 632,14; 645,10;
10 2 898,4; 898,9;
V.Sg. ◦dite 12\ 10 1 890,5;
/12 8 1 647,5;
10 1 865,11;
11/ F 1 218,14;
11\ 1 1 94,15;
F 1 351,1 (= 578,4);
/11 F 3 220,3; 492,5; 576,1;
10 1 889,17 (= 890,17);
/8 F 1 405,14;
8 4 638,4; 676,10; 676,14; 676,18;
A.Sg. dítim 11/ F 1 298,11;
/11 F 1 416,8;
◦ditim 12\ 1 2 89,3; 136,3;
12- 10 1 889,10;
/12 1 1 106,1;
F 1 400,3;
8 1 639,14;
10 4 889,5; 891,9; 918,14; 926,1 (= 926,2-11);
11/ F 1 492,3;
11\ F 7 321,3; 351,3; 396,1; 423,3; 526,4; 534,8; 555,5;
/11 1 1 152,6;
F 4 298,11; 416,8; 491,1; 492,4;
8 1 710,15;
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D.Sg. ◦ditaye 11\ 1 3 24,1; 24,2; 24,15;
F 1 299,8;
10 2 913,18; 936,4;
/8 F 1 436,6;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦dites 12\ 10 1 889,2;
/12 1 1 166,12;
F 1 598,10 (= 599,10);
9 4 781,3; 783,5; 786,3; 786,5;
10 1 837,1;
11\ F 1 557,2;
/11 1 2 113,19; 185,3;
F 6 219,3; 308,4; 338,4; 576,5; 603,7; 604,7;
9 1 808,15;
10 2 831,7; 896,7;
8/ 10 1 898,4;
/8 8 1 638,5;
9 1 738,1;
10 2 898,8; 1011,3;





i- (a) having guidance, di± point at, indicate < *dei
“
“k, OAv. ◦di²ti -, EWA I, 744ﬀ.
























	n /11 F 1 504,9;
◦d	tí- f shine, d	 shine, glow < *dei
“
h2, EWA I, 701. Compounds: sud	tí- a/f (having a)
beautiful light, shine.
A.Sg. ◦d	tím 12/ F 1 236,13;
11/ F 1 251,4;
8/ F 1 261,10;
I.Sg. ◦d	t´¯ 11/ F 1 517,21;
D.Sg. ◦d	táye 8 8 1 680,14;
N.Pl. ◦d	táyas 12/ F 1 400,6;
/12 1 1 159,4;
8/ 8 1 706,12;
I.Pl. ◦d	tíbhis /12 F 1 362,4;
8/ F 2 379,2; 489,3;
/8 F 1 418,5;
8 1 640,2;
◦d´¯diti- f shine, d	 shine, glow < *dei
“
h2, EWA I, 701, see section 2.1.1.3. Compounds:
sud´¯diti- a/f (having a) beautiful light, shine.
A.Sg. ◦d´¯ditim /12 F 1 243,1;
8 1 639,4;
d´¯divi- a shining, d	 shine, glow, EWA I, 701, see section 2.1.2.3.
A.Sg. d´¯divim /8 1 1 1,8;
d´¯dhiti- f thought, meditation, dh	 see, contemplate < *dhei
“
H /dheH-i, but no certain
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non-Indo-Iranian cognates, EWA I, 777f., see section 2.1.1.3.
N.Sg. d´¯dhitis /12 1 1 186,11;
11/ F 1 238,3;
/8 F 1 372,4;
A.Sg. d´¯dhitim 11\ F 1 298,16;
/11 F 1 265,1;
/8 9 1 814,1 (= 814,8);
I.Sg. d´¯dhit	 /11 F 1 396,1;
I.Pl. d´¯dhitibhis 11\ F 1 517,1;
dúdhi- a stubborn, obstinate, dudhrá- id., no cognates outside Indic, EWA I, 731.
D.Sg. dúdhaye 11\ F 1 477,2;
G.Abl.Sg. dúdhes 12/ 10 1 928,6;
dundubhí- m (kettle)drum, EWA I, 731; Kuiper (1991, 19).
N.Sg. dundubhís 11\ F 1 488,31;
/8 1 1 28,5;
V.Sg. dundubhe 11/ F 1 488,29;
11+\ F 1 488,30;
◦duri- a attentive, d	r
˙
split, break < *der, ´¯a + dar make accessible, EWA I, 701ﬀ.
Compounds: 	adurí- a attentive, paying attention.
V.Sg. ◦dure /8 F 1 326,24;
d¯
˙
ti- m leather pouch, d	r
˙
split, break < *der, cf. Gr. δε´ρρις, EWA I, 701ﬀ., 741.
N.Sg. d¯
˙
tis 12/ F 1 341,1;
8/ F 1 605,2;
/8 8 1 625,19;
A.Sg. d¯
˙
tim 12/ F 1 341,3;
11/ F 2 437,7; 619,2;
8/ 1 1 191,10;
/8 9 1 713,8;
G.Abl.Sg. d¯
˙
tes 12/ F 1 489,18;
◦dr
˙
pti- f madness, insanity, dr
˙
p be crazy, confused, only attested in Indic, EWA I, 703.
Compounds: prádr
˙
pti- f madness, recklessness.
N.Sg. ◦dr
˙
ptis /11 F 1 444,2;
dr
˙
±atí- f sight, appearance, dr
˙




±atís /11 F 1 444,3;
(dr
˙
±í-) Inf. of dr
˙
± see, appear (mid.) < *der“k, EWA I, 704ﬀ., see section 2.1.5.
D.Sg. dr
˙
±áye 12\ F 1 215,8;
11\ F 3 434,5; 551,5; 604,2;
9 1 803,6;
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10 1 840,12;
/11 F 1 450,5;







i- f sight, appearance, dr
˙
















is 11/ F 1 195,4;
/8 F 1 457,25;







au 12/ 1 1 144,7 (= 890,11);
/11 F 1 442,4;
devát	atati- f group of gods, devá- god, see section 2.1.4.
A.Sg. devát	atim /12 1 1 141,10;
11/ F 1 302,9;
/11 F 4 253,2 (= 302,3); 253,4; 517,18; 555,1;
D.Sg. devát	ataye /12 1 1 127,9;
F 1 260,2;
8 1 669,10;
/8 1 1 127,9;
8 3 623,5; 671,8; 710,1;
9 3 727,2; 729,7; 777,27;
10 1 967,6;
L.Sg. devát	at	a 12/ 1 2 34,5; 58,1;
11/ F 1 554,7;
/11 F 6 253,1 (= 879,1); 302,1; 445,1; 509,2; 518,5; 559,3;




-t, EWA I, 753f., see section
2.1.2.2.
A.Sg. dyotaním 11/ F 1 292,1;
10 1 838,7;
draví- m cutter, dru cut down, Indo-Iranian, EWA I, 756.
N.Sg. dravís 11/ F 1 444,4;
dr	apí- m coat, maybe connected with *drep cut oﬀ, EWA I, 758.
A.Sg. dr	apím 12/ F 1 349,2;
9 1 798,14;
11\ 1 1 116,10;
8/ 1 1 25,13;
9 1 812,9;
dhamaní- f vein (< *blowpipe), dham blow < *dhemH, EWA I, 775, see section 2.1.2.2.
A.Sg. dhamaním 11\ F 1 202,8;
dharn
˙
así- a strong, dhr
˙
hold, support, be ﬁrm < *dher, EWA I, 778f.
N.Sg. dharn
˙
asís 11/ F 1 397,13;
/8 9 3 714,2; 735,5; 749,2 (= 750,6);
N.A.Sg.n. dharn
˙
así /8 1 1 105,6;
A.Sg. dharn
˙
asím 12\ F 1 362,4;
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/12 1 1 141,11;
8/ 9 1 738,3;
/8 8 1 626,14;
9 2 726,2; 811,5;
dharn
˙
í- m preserver, dhr
˙
hold, support, be ﬁrm < *dher, EWA I, 778f.
N.Sg. dharn
˙
ís /8 1 1 127,7;
dh	así- m/f site, spring, refreshment, etym. unclear, EWA I, 790f.
N.Sg. dh	asís /12 9 1 797,3;
A.Sg. dh	asím 12/ 1 1 140,1;
11/ F 1 366,4;
11\ F 1 522,2;
/11 1 1 62,3;
F 2 351,7; 395,17;
10 1 856,1;
8/ 8 2 663,7; 663,29;
I.Sg. dh	asín	a /11 F 2 299,9; 508,6;
G.Abl.Sg. dh	asés /11 1 1 122,13;
F 3 241,1; 241,3; 291,1;
10 1 915,11;
◦dhí- m placing, placement, dh	a place, make, create sth. < *dheh1, EWA I, 783ﬀ.; NIL,
99ﬀ., esp. fn. 18 & 19. Probably reﬂects *dhh1-í- rather than *dhh1-C (NIL, l.c.; Klingen-
schmitt (1980, 213f., fn. 14), see section 2.1.2.1 above).
Compounds: apidhí- m cover, 	adhí- m token, pawn, is
˙
udhí- m  `quiver ( < containing
arrows), utsadhí- m container of water; well, udadhí- m cloud, upadhí- m part of the wheel
(cf. Klingenschmitt 1980, 214, fn. 15), garbhadhí- m mating place (= nest etc.), nidhí- m
depository, treasury, paridhí- m surrounding, defense, pratidhí- m part of the wheel, pradhí-





connected (cf. EWA II, 575f.; AzI II, 395f.), ±evadhí- m treasure, sandhí- m connection,
putting together.
N.Sg. ◦dhís 11/ F 2 516,5; 583,7;
10 1 934,7;
11\ 1 1 125,7;
/11 10 1 956,3;
/8 10 2 935,3; 1012,3;
A.Sg. ◦dhím 12/ F 1 204,6;
8 1 621,12;
/12 1 1 130,3;
F 1 215,6;
10 1 964,6;
11/ F 2 397,8; 585,3;
10 1 928,7;
11\ 1 1 116,11;
/11 1 1 88,4;
F 4 267,6; 314,6; 549,9; 549,12;
10 1 844,4;
8/ F 1 610,12;
/8 1 1 30,4;
◦dhim 11/ F 1 318,2;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦dhés /11 10 1 893,5;
/8 10 1 921,3;
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N.A.Du. ◦dh´¯ 11\ F 1 230,4;
/11 F 1 230,4;
N.Pl. ◦dháyas 11\ 1 2 164,48; 183,4 (= 292,5);
/8 10 2 911,8; 916,15;
A.Pl. ◦dh´¯n 12/ 1 1 127,7;
10 1 964,4;
/12 1 1 52,5;
11/ 10 1 894,6;
/11 1 1 33,3;
9 1 808,11;
10 2 934,2; 965,4;
8/ 9 1 819,19;
/8 F 2 279,3; 326,15;
I.Pl. ◦dhíbhis 11\ 10 1 1005,2;
G.Pl. ◦dh	náam /8 8 1 649,6;
L.Pl. ◦dhís
˙
u 11\ 10 1 841,5;
◦(d)hiti- f placing, placement (< *dhh1-ti-, cf. Gr. θε´σις), dh	a put, place sth. < *dheh1,
EWA I, 783ﬀ.; NIL, 99ﬀ. Compounds: nemádhiti- f distinction (cf. EWA II, 56), puróhiti -
f the oﬃce/work of the house priest, mitrádhiti - f alliance, vanádhiti- f layer of wood, vá-
sudhiti - a/f placing, giving goods; the placement of goods22, asméhiti - f our duty, deváhiti-
f divine order, laws set down by the gods.
N.Sg. ◦dhitis /11 1 1 121,7;
◦hitis /12 F 1 599,4;
11/ 10 1 934,1;
/11 F 1 576,12 (= 577,7);
A.Sg. ◦dhitim /12 1 1 128,8;
/11 F 1 606,3;
/8 F 1 304,2;
◦hitim 11/ F 1 619,9;
D.Sg. ◦dhitaye 11\ 1 1 120,9;
L.Sg. ◦dhit	a /11 1 1 72,4;
F 2 474,4; 543,1;
8/ 10 1 919,13;
N.A.Du. ◦dhit	 /11 F 1 265,17;
/8 F 1 344,3;
V.Du. ◦dhit	 11/ 1 1 181,1;
dh	tí- f thought, contemplation, dh	 see, behold, contemplate < *dhei
“
H /dheH-i, YAv.
◦d	ti-, but no certain non-Indo-Iranian cognates, EWA I, 777f.; NIL, 120. Compounds: ád-
abdhadh	ti - a having untarnished thoughts, good intentions, r
˙
tádh	ti- a having the right
intentions.
N.Sg. dh	tís 12/ 1 2 110,1; 119,2;
11/ F 1 319,8;
10 1 857,3;
/11 F 1 301,7;
10 1 937,2;
/10 1 1 68,5;
8/ 8 1 632,10;
A.Sg. dh	tím 12/ F 1 456,9;
9 1 788,4;
/12 1 1 143,1;
22The accent suggests that the adjectival (i.e. Bahuvr	hi) usage is the older one.
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11/ F 2 479,1; 580,4;
9 1 809,34;
10 1 834,7;
/11 1 2 71,3; 77,4;
F 3 222,7; 456,11; 529,1;
◦dh	tim /11 10 1 873,6;
I.Sg. dh	t´¯ 11/ 1 1 164,8;
8/ F 1 379,3;
D.Sg. dh	táye /8 1 1 41,5;
N.Pl. dh	táyas 12/ 9 1 798,31;
12\ 1 1 144,5;
/12 1 2 132,5; 139,1;
10 1 890,2;
11\ F 1 475,3;
9 1 805,1;
/8 1 2 25,16; 132,5(= 139,1);
F 1 246,7;
8 5 626,7; 626,8; 664,22; 1018,6; 1019,4;
9 5 720,4; 727,8; 731,4(= 778,11); 811,4; 823,2;
10 1 851,4;
◦dh	tayas 11/ F 2 351,2; 492,10;
V.Pl. ◦dh	tayas 8/ F 1 405,2;
A.Pl. ◦dh	t	n /11 F 1 492,3;
I.Pl. dh	tíbhis 12/ 1 1 164,36;
/12 1 1 110,4; 161,7(= 332,4);
F 3 286,6; 502,2; 582,10;
9 1 780,7;
11\ 1 1 153,1;
/8 1 1 22,14;
F 4 247,5; 407,11; 455,1; 531,9;
8 6 628,5; 628,19; 632,31; 1023,1; 669,4 (= 966,3); 711,16;
9 5 721,4; 752,1; 774,17; 819,24; 823,2;
10 1 852,2;
◦dh	tibhis 11/ F 1 480,2;
dhúni- a thunderous, dhvan make sounds, noises, maybe onomatopoetic, EWA I, 801;
Kuiper (1991, 92).
N.Sg. dhúnis /12 F 2 388,5; 388,8;
11/ 1 2 79,1; 174,9 (= 461,12);
F 1 572,8;
10 1 915,5;
A.Sg. dhúnim 12/ 10 1 939,9;
11\ F 1 206,5;
10 1 975,1;
/11 F 3 206,9; 459,8; 535,4;
N.A.Du. dhún	 /11 10 1 848,4;
N.Pl. dhúnayas 12\ 1 2 64,5; 87,3;
F 1 414,7;
10 1 904,3;
/12 10 1 921,3;
11\ F 3 221,2; 507,10; 521,5;
G.Pl. dhún	naam /8 F 1 441,3;
8 1 640,14;
dh´¯uti- m causer of jolts, tremor, dh	u shake, move about < *dheu
“
H, EWA I, 782f.
N.Pl. dh´¯utayas /12 1 2 87,3; 168,2;
/11 1 1 64,5;
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/8 F 1 415,14;
V.Pl. dh	utayas /12 F 1 408,4;
11\ F 1 574,4;
/8 1 3 37,6; 39,1; 39,10;
F 1 489,20;
8 1 640,16;
dh	urtí- f damage, dhvr
˙
damage, injure, probably only Indic, EWA I, 802.
N.Sg. dh	urtís 12/ 8 1 647,15;
11/ 8 1 668,3;
8/ 1 1 18,3 (= 610,8);
G.Abl.Sg. dh	urtés /12- 1 1 128,7;
11/ F 1 517,13;
8/ 1 1 36,15;
/8- 1 1 128,7;
N.Pl. dh	urtáyas /8 8 1 665,9;
dhautí- f river, dh	av run, ﬂow < *dheu
“
, EWA I, 789f.
G.Pl. dhaut	n´¯am 12/ F 1 204,5;
◦dhrajati- (a) possessing a way, ﬂight, dhraj drift, glide, ﬂy, only in Indic, EWA I, 798,
see section 2.1.1.3. Only attested in the Bahuvr	hi compound citrádhrajati - a whose way is
bright, shining.
N.Sg. ◦dhrajatis 11/ F 1 444,5;
dhr´¯aji- f wind gust, dhraj drift, glide, ﬂy, only Indic, EWA I, 798.
N.Sg. dhr´¯ajis 11/ 1 1 164,44;
A.Sg. dhr´¯ajim /8 10 1 962,2;
I.Sg. dhr´¯ajiy	a /8 10 1 923,13;
dhrúti- f deceit, to be connected with drugh deceive < *dhreu
“
(g) rather than dhvar dam-
age, injure, cf. EWA I, 760f., 802
N.Sg. dhrútis /11 F 1 602,6;
dhruví- a ﬁxed, dhruvá- id., dhr
˙
hold, support, be ﬁrm < *dher, EWA I, 798f. Compounds:
nídhruvi- a steadfast, faithful.
N.Sg. ◦dhruvis /11 F 1 519,1;
/8 8 1 649,3;
N.A.Sg. ◦dhruvi /8 8 1 640,22;
N.Pl. dhruváyas 11\ F 1 551,8;
dhvasáni- a spraying, dhva ˙˘ms spray, scatter (< *dhu
“
ens ? Only attested in Indic), EWA
I, 799f., see section 2.1.2.2.
L.Sg. dhvasánau /12 1 1 164,29;
dhvasánti- m PN, probably belongs to dhva ˙˘ms, see the entry above, EWA I, 799f.
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A.Sg. dhvasántim 12/ 1 1 112,23;
námuci- m name of a demon, unclear, EWA II, 17; Kuiper (1991, 92).
A.Sg. námucim 12\ 1 1 53,7;
11\ F 1 205,5;
/11 F 1 535,7;
10 1 899,7;
G.Abl.Sg. námuces /11 F 2 384,7; 384,8 (= 461,6);
/8 8 1 634,13;
L.Sg. námucau 8/ 10 1 957,4;




-ti-, YAv. nauuaiti-, EWA II, 24f., see 2.1.1.2.
N.Sg. navatís /11 10 1 924,10;
/8 F 1 344,4;
A.Sg. navatím 12\ 1 2 54,6; 130,7;
/12 1 2 53,9; 155,6;
10 1 875,8;
11/ F 1 488,2;
10 1 930,8;
11\ 1 2 32,14; 121,13;
F 1 615,5;
/11 F 4 205,4; 210,6; 383,6; 535,5;
10 1 924,11;
8/ 1 1 80,8;
/8 F 1 246,6;
8 1 702,2;
I.Sg. navat´¯ 12\ 10 1 865,10;
navaty´¯a 11\ F 1 209,6;
A.Pl navat´¯s 11\ F 1 322,3;
/8 1 1 84,13;
9 1 773,1;










au /8 8 1 622,17;
n´¯abhi- f nave, navel < *h3nobh-i- or *h3n	ebh-i-, EWA II, 13f.; NIL, 385f., fn. 9. Compounds:




an	abhi- a having strong naves, sán	abhi- a related
(descending from the same navel).
N.Sg. n´¯abhis 12/ 9 1 786,4;
11/ 1 1 104,4;
F 1 306,8;
10 4 836,4; 872,3; 887,18; 887,19;
11\ F 1 340,5;
/11 1 6 59,1; 59,2; 163,12; 164,33; 164,34; 164,35;
F 2 354,1; 488,28;
8 1 710,15;
8/ 8 1 661,6;
/8 1 1 105,9;
◦n	abhis /11 1 1 164,13;
8/ 10 1 959,5;
N.A.Sg.n. ◦n´¯abhi 11/ 1 1 164,2;
A.Sg. n´¯abhim 11/ F 1 448,2;
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10 1 831,3;
/11 1 1 185,5;
F 5 194,9; 231,1 (= 251,4); 231,4; 397,8; 401,2;
10 1 950,2;
8/ 9 1 722,8;
I.Sg. n´¯abhin	a 11\ F 1 480,4;
◦n	abhin	a /8 8 1 640,10;
G.Abl.Sg. n´¯abhy	as 8/ 10 1 916,14;
L.Sg. n´¯abh	a 12/ 1 1 143,4;
F 1 194,7;
9 3 784,7 (= 798,8); 791,4; 794,3;
10 2 888,4; 890,13;
11/ F 2 238,4; 239,5;
11\ 10 1 827,6;
/11 F 1 239,9;
8/ 1 3 43,9; 139,1; 142,10;
F 1 263,4;
8 2 632,32; 633,29;
9 2 722,8; 724,4;
n´¯abhau 12/ 10 1 908,6;
11/ 10 1 839,3;
N.Pl. n´¯abhayas /12 9 1 785,1;
/8 1 1 139,9;
◦n	abhayas 11/ 9 1 801,4;
/11 10 1 904,4;
n´¯ari- f wife, derived from nár - < *h2ner - man, EWA II, 19f. The 	-stem n´¯ar	- (< *-ih2-)
is clearly primary in this case (cf. AiG III, 184), although Nussbaum (2009) argues that it
could in fact go back to a vr
˙
ddhi derivative in -i- built to athematic IIr. *Hnar -, which was
then adapted to the synchronically less marked 	-feminines.
D.Abl.Pl. n´¯aribhyas 8/ 8 1 686,8;
n´¯aribhiyas 8 1 1 43,6;
L.Pl. n´¯aris
˙
u /8 10 1 912,11;
nírr
˙
ti- f (goddess of) doom, destruction < *nis-Hr
˚
-ti-. Since Indo-Iranian inherited several
roots from PIE which developed to *Har (cf. Pinault (1999-2000, 464f.)), the assignment of
the SMC to one of them is not quite unanimous. Mayrhofer (EWA II, 45) and Pinault, l.c.,
opt for *h2er put together, Werba (1997, 165) groups this lexeme around Ved. r
˚
arrive
< *h1er. I have therefore kept nírr
˙
ti-, ávarti- and sámr
˙
ti - apart (see the respective entries),
although they may be connected etymologically.
N.Sg. nírr
˙
tis /12 10 1 862,2;
11\ F 1 395,17;
/11 F 1 553,7;
10 2 836,11; 885,1 (= 885,2-4);
8/ 1 1 38,6;
A.Sg. nírr
˙
tim 12\ 10 2 862,4; 902,4;
11\ 1 1 164,32;




tyai 8/ 1 1 990,1;
G.Abl.Sg. nírr
˙
tes /11 1 1 117,5;
F 2 574,1; 620,9;
10 3 844,10; 921,14; 987,2;
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nírr
˙
ty	as 11/ 10 1 991,1;
N.Pl. nírr
˙
t	s /12 10 1 940,2;
G.Pl. nírr
˙
t	naam /8 8 1 644,24;
◦n	ti- f lead, leading, n	 lead, guide < *nei
“
H, YAv. ◦n	ti-, EWA II, 17ﬀ. Compounds:
ágran
˙
	ti - f the ﬁrst lead (= sacriﬁce), ásun	ti- f leading, guidance of beings (into the nether-
world) (cf. NIL, 237 fn. 5), r
˙
jun	tí- f correct, right lead, prán
˙
	ti - f guidance, leadership,
lead, várpan	ti - a using a ruse, v	amán	ti- a giving good guidance, ±árdhan	ti - m leader
of the group, sahásran
˙
	ti - a having a thousands ways, leads, sún	ti- a/f (granting) good
leading, sun	tí- a/f id., suprán
˙
n	ti- a granting good leading, leadership.




/11 F 4 268,3a,b; 298,13; 488,7;
8/ F 1 489,20;
8 1 677,11;
V.Sg. ◦n	te 11/ 10 1 885,6;
/11 F 2 235,16; 249,4;
11+/ 10 1 885,5;
A.Sg. ◦n	tim /11 10 4 838,4; 841,14; 842,2; 889,10;
/10 F 1 202,14;
I.Sg. ◦n	t´¯ 8/ 1 1 90,1;
11/ 1 1 91,1;
F 4 285,7; 300,14; 544,3; 548,15;
/11 F 1 396,18 (= 397,17; 430,5; 431,5);
8/ F 1 486,1;
8 1 669,11;
L.Sg. ◦n	tau /11 F 3 218,5; 218,13; 249,1;
N.Pl. ◦n	táyas /12 10 1 904,2;
◦n	tayas /12 8 1 647,12;
10 1 841,11;
/8 F 1 486,3 (= 632,21);
10 1 952,4;
I.Pl. ◦n	tibhis 12/ F 1 214,4;
/12 10 1 889,13;
11/ 10 1 930,5;
L.Sg. ◦n	tis
˙
u /12 1 1 114,2;
/8 8 1 626,22;
n	d
˙
í- m nest mate, derivative of n	d
˙
á- < *ni-zd-ó- nest (cf. ní+sad sitting down), EWA
II, 49f., see section 2.1.6.
N.Pl. n	d
˙
áyas /12 10 1 918,6;
nr
˙
tí- f dance, nr
˙
t dance, only in Indic, EWA II, 21f.
D.Sg. nr
˙
táye 11\ 10 1 844,3;
L.Sg. nr
˙
taú 11/ 10 1 855,2;





whose wheel rim is undamaged, sánemi - a having a wheel (rim), híran
˙
yanemi- a having
a golden wheel (rim).
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N.Sg. nemís 12/ 1 1 141,9;
11/ 1 1 32,15;
8/ F 2 196,3; 367,6;
8 8 1 654,3;
◦nemis /11 1 1 89,6;
N.A.Sg.n. ◦nemi 12/ 1 1 164,14;
11/ 1 2 62,9; 169,3;
F 1 554,7;
10/ F 1 572,9;
8/ 9 2 816,6; 817,6;
5 F 1 306,7;
V.Sg. ◦neme 11/ F 1 287,17;
A.Sg. nemím 11/ 10 1 887,16;
8/ F 1 548,20;
8 3 666,23; 684,5; 706,12;
◦nemim 11/ 1 1 180,10;
10 1 1004,1;
N.Pl. nemáyas /8 1 1 38,12;
◦nemayas /8 1 1 105,1;
paktí- f cooking, cooked meal, pac cook < *peku“ , cf. OCS pe²tž oven, Gr. piε´ψις etc.,
EWA II, 64; NIL, 548ﬀ.
N.Sg. paktís 11/ F 2 320,5; 470,4;
A.Sg. paktím 11/ F 1 321,6;
D.Sg. paktáye 11\ F 1 321,7;
A.Pl. pakt´¯s 12/ F 1 548,8;
11/ F 2 320,7; 383,11;
pan˙ktí- f group of ﬁve < *penku“ -ti-, OCS pe˛tž, EWA II, 63, see section 2.1.1.2.
A.Pl. pan˙kt´¯s 11/ 10 1 943,8;
pan
˙
í- m name of a demon (pl.: and his followers), unclear origin (a tribal name?), EWA II,
70; Kuiper (1991, 19).
N.Sg. pan
˙
ís 11/ 1 1 33,3;
/11 1 1 180,7;
/8 F 1 415,8;
A.Sg. pan
˙
ím /12 F 2 492,14; 502,1;
11\ F 1 485,22;
10 1 893,6;
/11 1 1 93,4;
8/ 8 2 665,14; 684,7;








és 12/ 1 1 83,4;
F 1 388,7;
/12 1 1 182,3;
10 1 918,3;
11\ F 1 454,3;
/11 F 1 292,2;
8/ F 2 494,3; 494,6;
L.Sg. pan
˙
aú /8 8 1 706,2;
N.Pl. pan
˙
áyas 12\ 1 1 151,9;
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11\ 1 1 124,10;
F 2 347,3; 461,4;
10 2 934,7; 934,8;
A.Pl. pan
˙
´¯n /12 8 1 646,10;
11/ 1 1 184,2;
F 2 480,2; 522,3;
/11 F 2 474,2; 535,9;
8/ 8 1 673,2;
10 1 886,6;
/8 8 1 675,10;
V.Pl. pan
˙
áyas 11\ 10 5 934,2; 934,4; 934,6; 934,10; 934,11;
I.Pl. pan
˙
íbhis 11\ F 1 354,4;
D.Abl.Pl. pan
˙
íbhyas /8 9 1 734,7;
G.Pl. pan
˙
	n´¯a 12/ F 1 215,6;
/11 F 1 525,2;
8/ F 1 494,7;
pan
˙
	náam 12\ 9 1 823,2;
/8 F 2 486,31; 494,5;
páti- m lord; husband < *pó/éti-, Av. paiti -, Gr. piο´σις etc., EWA II, 73f.; Thieme (1995,
1059ﬀ.). In Indo-Iranian, the reﬂexes seem to point to two diﬀerent accent/ablaut-structures
which correlate with diﬀerent meanings: when páti - means lord, master it is inﬂected ac-
cording to the default i-stem inﬂection (G.sg. pátes, I.sg. pátya, D.sg. ◦pátaye in br
˙
haspátaye
(RV IX,85,6), N.pl. pátayas), in the meaning husband we ﬁnd the zero-grade suﬃx corre-
sponding to the inﬂection of ávi- and arí- (D.sg. pátye, L.sg. pátyau). However, this cannot be
interpreted as a reﬂex of ID, because this is obviously a secondary Indo-Iranian development
based on the diﬀerentiation of the two meanings master and husband. As already pointed
out by Wackernagel/Debrunner (AiG II,2, 142f.), páti - meaning the latter became associated
with kinship terms of the type pitár - father etc. and adopted some inﬂectional features of
this class. A possible formal interface for this process was the I.sg. páty	a (cf. pitr´¯a), to which
other zero-grade suﬃx formations could be built. That this was a rather late development is
shown by the fact that the characteristic G.sg. ending -us (< * -r
˚
s) of the pitár -class is found
only once in the Rigveda (in the notoriously late tenth book, RV X,18,8). Similarly, the L.sg.
pátyau occurs only twice (RV IX,82,4; X,159,3).
Tremblay (1998, 2003), however, in fact reconstructs an ID chain starting from a root




“k-(s)-pot- lord) ability, power (?), from which he
derives a concrete agent noun via the suﬃx *-i- which supposedly expresses a being having
the qualities of the base (maître), from which a proterokinetic adjective (maître de) is then
derived, giving the familiar Indo-Iranian G.sg. Ved. -es/Av. -	oi². This is diﬃcult to maintain
since, as argued above in section 2.4., the proterokinetic suﬃx structure of the weak singular
stem must have been dominant (at least) already in early Indic due to the productivity of
the ti -stems23, and the proterokinetic-looking inﬂection of páti -/paiti - should therefore not
be projected back to the proto-language on the basis of Indo-Iranian alone. Besides, at least
for Vedic one cannot really argue that the compound use is linked to the proterokinetic
inﬂection in a morphologically meaningful way and certainly not in the way expected, i.e. as
an exocentric/possessive derivative. In fact, as Tremblay states himself later (2003, 246), the
compounds with ◦páti -/ ◦paiti - are juxtapositions, not possessive compounds (or going back
to such). The traditional analysis is therefore to be preferred.
23Although Tremblay (1998, 29f., fn. 48) doubts this line of argument.
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aspati - Indra and Brahmanaspati, urvar	apati - m lord
of the farmland, r
˙
táspati - m lord, protector of the law, r
˙
tupati - m lord of the correct
sacriﬁce, gan
˙
ápati - m leader of the group, g	athápati - m master of the (sacriﬁcial) song,
gr
˙
hápati - m master, lord of the household, gópati - m owner, lord of the cattle, g(a)n´¯aspati -
m husband of a goddess, j´¯aspati - m lord, head of the household, j´¯aspáti - m the family and
its head of household, dáks
˙
apati - m master of what is correctly done, dámpati - m master,
head of the house(hold), nidh´¯apati - m master of nets, traps, nr
˙
páti - m lord, leader of
the men, páripati- m protecting the surroundings, p´¯urpati - m lord of the stronghold,
praj´¯apati - m lord of the progeny, br
˙
haspáti - m PN (cf. EWA II, 232f.), madapati - m lord
of the intoxicating drink, mitrapati- m protector of the friends, allies, medhápati- m lord
of the sacriﬁce, yajñápati - m lord, instigator of the sacriﬁce, ráthaspáti- m lord, protector
of the chariot, rayipáti- m lord of the wealth, r	adhaspati - m lord of the oﬀerings, gifts,
vánaspáti - m tree ( < lord of the woods), vásupati - m lord of the goods, v´¯ajapati - m
lord, owner of the spoils of victory, vi±páti - m master of the clan, head of household,
pater familias, vr	ajápati - m lord of the pen, enclosure (EWA II, 594), ±ác	páti - m lord
of strength, ±r	avayátpati - a rendering one's master (father) famous, sátpati - m the ﬁrst
compound member remains unclear, cf. EWA II, 690, sádaspáti - m protector of the dwelling,
sindhupati - m master of the (heavenly) streams, sómapati - m lord of the sóma-, svadh´¯apati -
m lord of the sacriﬁcial drink, svápati - m one's own master, suvarpati - m lord of the
(bright) sky, havís
˙
pati - m lord of the sacriﬁcial libation.
N.Sg. pátis 12/ 9 6 784,4; 787,2; 798,5; 798,11; 798,32; 798,33;
10 1 848,3;
/12 1 3 53,2; 101,5; 145,1;
F 11 214,17; 215,2; 215,4; 215,5; 215,8; 215,9; 215,11;
215,13; 216,1 (= 216,2-5); 217,4; 405,12;
8 4 633,8; 707,4-6;
10 5 849,3; 874,1; 879,9; 891,1; 954,7;
11/ 1 1 116,25;
F 9 241,3; 265,4; 265,18; 312,7; 351,4; 351,5; 353,3;
477,4; 499,4;
10 5 836,3; 893,7; 937,3; 975,4; 1006,1;
11\ F 3 542,3; 551,5; 551,10;
10 1 947,1;
/11 1 3 52,13; 149,1; 153,4;
F 1 395,12;
10 3 900,6; 925,6; 931,2;
/10 1 2 66,8; 68,7;
8/ 1 1 44,9;
F 1 486,16;
8 4 633,9; 664,16; 689,9; 704,3;
9 5 727,5; 811,6; 813,5-7;
10 3 850,3; 911,28; 911,30;
/8 1 3 18,4; 40,3; 40,5;
F 1 516,17;
8 2 639,37; 684,4;
9 5 717,1; 723,8; 740,1; 743,2; 826,2;
10 9 852,6; 852,7; 911,39; 911,40; 912,11; 978,2; 985,2;
988,5; 999,3;
/8- 10 1 898,2;
◦pátis 12/ 1 2 139,10; 161,6;
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F 2 214,13; 400,5;
9 1 793,4;
10 5 862,5; 890,4; 890,15; 918,10; 1008,1;
/12 1 2 128,7; 166,5;
8 2 640,5; 1023,4;
10 2 954,7; 987,4;
11/ 1 4 62,3 (= 894,11); 190,2; 190,7; 190,8;
F 11 194,10; 346,1; 346,4; 346,5; 514,1; 514,2; 514,3a,d;
613,2; 613,4; 613,7;
10 18 840,3; 868,11 (= 869,11; 870,11); 893,3-5; 893,8;
894,3-9; 894,12; 924,7; 934,6; 934,11; 936,10;
11\ 1 1 60,2;
F 2 316,1; 585,1;
/11 1 3 60,4 (= 72,1); 89,6; 95,6;
F 5 200,4; 229,10; 231,6; 523,4; 554,6;
9 1 809,24;
10 5 830,4; 890,10; 919,7; 929,8; 935,5;
8-/ F 1 404,5;
/8 1 8 26,7; 27,12; 37,8; 90,8; 90,9; 91,6; 105,17; 128,7;
F 3 287,20; 326,17; 571,5;
8 3 643,13; 645,16; 669,19;
9 2 724,7; 820,10;
10 4 843,13; 961,1; 967,2; 999,5;
8 9 1 717,11;
◦patis 12\ 1 1 54,7;
F 1 192,4;
/12 1 2 101,4; 130,1;
F 5 192,12 (= 917,10); 349,2; 398,13; 469,3; 489,8;
8 1 668,19;
9 1 795,4;
10 2 869,9; 911,43;
11/ 1 1 174,1;
F 2 320,1; 454,3;
10 1 995,4;
11\ 1 2 60,4; 100,6;
F 3 268,7; 381,1; 614,6;
10 4 834,9; 853,8; 934,3; 948,1;
/11 1 1 60,4;
F 5 265,21; 313,6; 456,13; 493,5; 561,3;
10 2 857,4; 870,1;
/8 1 5 12,6 (= 531,2; 711,1); 12,8; 36,5; 91,5; 130,1;
F 6 305,4; 311,3; 326,22; 457,19; 497,2; 532,5;
8 5 634,2; 639,36; 664,18; 664,24; 671,7;
9 1 717,9;
10 1 1010,1;
V.Sg. pate 12/ F 1 215,15;
9 1 820,9;
/12 F 5 192,3; 214,1; 214,5; 214,9; 214,11;
9 1 795,1;
11/ F 5 214,19 (= 215,16); 353,2; 570,1-3;
/11 F 1 613,9;
8 2 639,7; 669,9;
8/ 8 1 637,14;
10 1 992,3;
/8 1 9 11,2; 18,1; 18,3; 18,5; 26,1; 29,2; 30,5; 40,1; 131,4;
F 7 285,10; 360,5; 360,9; 389,5; 486,10; 494,1; 571,1;
8 7 626,21; 643,12; 665,20; 699,5; 701,30; 702,31;
706,6;
9 5 743,6; 748,6; 816,5; 817,5; 825,2;
10 5 967,1; 981,2; 990,1; 990,4; 1000,1;
◦páte 12/ 9 1 792,1;
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◦pate 12/ 1 1 106,5;
F 13 214,2-4; 214,6-8; 214,10; 214,12; 214,14-16;
214,18; 215,1;
8 2 641,3; 1023,6;
10 1 926,5;
12\ 1 1 102,8;
F 2 192,1; 192,7;
8 2 641,3; 1023,6;
/12 1 1 53,6;
F 4 192,11; 228,3; 346,10; 487,3;
8 3 641,3; 671,8; 712,7;
/12+ 10 1 876,2;
/12 8 1 670,14;
11/ 1 1 190,5;
F 15 221,4; 221,9; 238,10; 242,1; 242,6; 242,11;
346,2b,d; 346,3; 346,6; 346,11; 396,8; 488,20;
488,26; 613,10 (= 614,7);
10 7 894,2; 896,10; 897,1; 924,1; 924,3; 929,4; 947,10;
11\ 1 1 165,3;
10 1 887,22;
/11 1 2 170,5a,b;
F 6 223,1; 264,19; 264,21; 456,19; 472,1; 546,1;
8 1 670,17;
10 5 828,1; 870,2; 873,1; 938,9; 938,10;
8/ F 2 197,4; 296,4;
8 1 634,2;
10 1 850,2;
/8 1 4 13,11; 28,6; 142,11; 188,10;
F 15 242,3; 274,3; 274,4; 327,7; 360,5; 376,4; 359,10;
394,1 (= 641,3); 432,5; 443,10; 485,1 (= 485,2-3);
486,9; 486,21; 492,13; 531,7;
8 12 632,8; 632,18; 633,12; 643,14; 646,12; 656,1 (=
656,2-6); 657,1; 677,1; 670,5; 678,16; 693,7; 702,5;
4 8 5 657,2-6;24
A.Sg. pátim 12/ 1 1 56,2;
10 3 858,3; 870,4; 892,13;
12\ F 1 456,1;
/12 1 1 89,5;
F 5 217,3; 400,3; 557,1; 560,1; 582,15;
8 1 647,1;
10 2 869,1; 918,14;
11/ 1 4 62,11; 71,1; 116,10; 117,7;
F 6 200,5; 273,1; 366,3; 395,8; 396,14; 521,5;
9 1 809,22;
10 1 887,7;
11+/ 10 1 907,7;
11\ 1 1 60,5;
F 1 391,3;
10 1 928,7;




8/ F 1 485,5;
8 1 678,2;
9 1 738,4;
10 2 911,45; 971,2;
/8 1 4 9,4; 11,1; 38,13; 105,2;
F 2 275,5; 485,4;
24Cf. Oldenberg (1912, 106).
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8 3 644,14; 644,18; 677,4;
9 2 726,7; 777,1;
10 5 911,7; 911,12; 911,29; 971,1; 985,1;
8 1 1 18,6;
◦pátim 12/ F 4 237,8; 260,2; 405,12; 456,8;
8 1 630,2;
10 3 839,4; 861,11; 891,10;
12\ 1 1 164,1;
F 1 236,10;
/12 1 2 31,11; 106,6;
F 2 192,8; 489,17;
8 1 635,13;
10 1 918,1;
11/ 1 1 190,1;
F 8 254,5; 346,7; 396,7; 397,12; 526,4; 613,5; 613,6;
613,8;
10 5 873,6; 893,9; 893,10; 894,1; 927,11;
11\ 1 1 71,8;
F 2 358,3; 442,8;
10 1 870,3;
/11 F 1 334,2;
10 1 933,5;
8/ F 1 296,6;
8 1 664,26;
9 1 717,10;
/8 1 2 12,2; 14,3 (= 967,4);
F 2 247,5; 296,5;
10 2 967,3; 967,5;
◦patim 12\ 8 2 641,10; 1022,6;
/12 1 1 127,8;
F 3 214,1; 362,1; 362,2;
8 1 1021,6 (= 670,10);
11\ F 2 386,11; 534,4;
9 1 809,34;
10 1 873,1;
/11 1 3 76,3; 173,10; 185,8;
F 8 224,12; 270,9; 307,5; 358,1; 467,2; 487,1; 490,8;
517,1;
10 2 893,8; 1005,2;
8/ 1 1 43,4;
8 1 706,11;
/8 1 3 9,9; 11,1; 43,4;
F 6 379,5; 379,6; 436,7; 455,4; 457,42; 494,2;
8 4 622,38; 678,4a,c; 683,10;
9 1 747,5;
10 3 886,2; 944,6; 992,1;
I.Sg. páty	a 11/ 10 2 911,27; 911,36;
/11 10 1 911,24;
pátiy	a /8 10 1 911,22;
pátin	a /8 F 1 353,1;
◦pátin	a 11/ 8 1 705,15;
10 1 894,10;
D.Sg. pátye 11/ 1 2 61,2; 124,7 (= 299,2; 897,4; 917,13);
10 2 836,7; 911,20;
/8 10 1 911,9;
◦pátaye 12/ 9 1 797,6;
G.Abl.Sg. pátes 12/ F 2 215,14; 217,2;
/8 9 1 747,6;
pátyus 11/ 10 1 844,8;
◦pátes 12/ F 1 215,10;
10 1 993,3;
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11/ 1 1 190,4;
F 1 336,1;
10 1 956,4;
L.Sg. pátyau 12/ 9 1 794,4;
8/ 10 1 985,3;
◦pátau 12/ F 1 456,2;
/8 8 1 629,5;
◦patau /12 10 1 996,1;
/8 10 1 845,3;
N.A.Du. pát	 /12 1 1 119,5;
F 2 222,4; 417,3;
8 2 642,14; 646,6;
10 2 866,14; 919,6;
11/ F 1 339,6;
8/ F 2 422,5; 434,4;
/8 1 3 23,3; 23,5; 136,3 (= 232,6);
8 1 625,5;
◦pát	 /12 F 1 620,6;
11/ F 1 555,2;
/11 10 1 932,4;
/8 1 1 21,5;
F 1 345,5;
◦pat	 /12 10 1 891,2;
11/ F 3 230,2; 357,2; 580,2;
10 1 921,12;
/11 10 2 836,5; 894,2;
8/ F 1 419,2;
8 1 651,5;
/8 F 1 501,6;
9 1 731,2;
10 2 911,32; 988,4;
V.Du. pat	 /12 1 2 34,6; 47,5;
8 5 642,4; 642,6; 1028,3; 1028,5; 696,5;
10 3 866,4; 866,12; 866,13;
/8 1 2 3,1; 120,6;
F 2 343,3; 429,8;
8 2 625,11; 628,16;
10 2 911,25; 957,4;
◦pat	 11\ F 1 587,4;
/11 F 4 215,12; 510,3; 583,1; 583,5;
/8 1 1 28,8;
F 5 345,1-4; 345,6;
9 1 731,2;
N.Pl. pátayas 11\ F 7 337,10 (= 520,7); 346,6 (= 409,10; 660,12; 668,13;
947,10); 347,10 (= 488,12; 801,7; 807,5; 957,6);
353,2; 403,4; 524,3; 551,12;
A.Pl. ◦pát	n 12/ 10 2 890,8; 891,11;
/12 8 1 647,2;
11/ 1 1 157,5;
F 3 268,10; 395,8; 396,16;
/8 1 1 39,5;
F 2 361,4; 438,3;
10 1 886,9;
◦pat	n /11 F 1 492,4;
I.Pl. ◦pátibhis 11/ F 1 550,23;
D.Abl.Pl. pátibhyas 12/ 10 1 866,10;
11/ 10 1 936,5;
8-/ 10 1 911,38;
◦pátibhyas 12/ F 1 488,7;
G.Pl. ◦pát	naam /8 8 1 643,25;
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pádi- m unclear, EWA II, 79.
A.Sg. pádim 11\ 1 1 125,2;
papí- a drinking, p	a drink < *peh3, EWA II, 113f., see section 2.1.2.3.
N.Sg. papís 11\ F 1 464,4;
pápuri- a ﬁlling, p	r
˙
ﬁll < *pleh1, EWA II, 89f. The alternation pápuri-/ pápri- goes back





Kuiper (1961, 27f.) and section 2.1.2.3. above.
N.Sg. pápuris /8 1 1 46,4;
N.A.Sg. pápuri /8 F 1 487,5;
A.Sg. pápurim 12\ 1 1 125,4;
/11 F 1 319,3;
◦paptaní- f ﬂight, pat ﬂy, fall < *pet (EWA II, 71f.), see section 2.1.2.2. Compounds:
supaptaní- f quick ﬂight, cf. Oldenberg (1909, 181).
I.Sg. ◦paptan´¯ 12/ 1 1 182,5;
1. pápri- a helping (across), saving, p	r
˙
cross over, assist, preserve < *per, EWA II, 85f.,
see section 2.1.2.3.
N.Sg. pápris 8/ 8 1 636,11;
A.Sg. páprim /11 1 1 91,21;
2. pápri- a ﬁlling, p	r
˙
< *pleh1 ﬁll, EWA II, 89f., see 2.1.2.3. and the entry pápuri- above.
N.Sg. pápris /12 1 1 52,325;
/11 F 1 491,13;
I.Sg. páprin
˙





i- a crossing over, driving across (Grassmann 61996, 793), to be connected with p	r
˙





im /8 1 1 131,2;











ápavi - a having a
visible wheel band, v	d
˙
upaví- a having strong wheel bands.
N.Sg. pavís 11\ F 1 416,2;
/8 F 1 495,3;
◦pavis 11/ F 1 524,2;
A.Sg. pavím 11\ 10 1 1006,2;
25Kuiper (1961, 28, fn. 27) rejects the translation ﬁlling for this attestation, but without giving an
alternative translation. He also hints at the possibility that the attestations of 2. pápri- may belong to 1.
pápri- after all, but since this has no consequence on the morphological problem I am investigating, I have
kept the two entries apart.
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/8 9 1 762,1;
I.Sg. pavy´¯a 12/ F 1 449,5;
11/ 1 1 88,2;
8/ F 1 406,9;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦paves /11 10 1 829,6;
N.Pl. paváyas 12/ 1 1 34,2;
12\ 1 1 139,3;
11\ 1 1 180,1;
F 1 385,5;
10 1 853,6;
I.Pl. pavíbhis 12\ 1 1 64,11;
11\ F 1 585,1;
◦pavíbhis 12/ 8 1 640,2;
11/ F 1 412,6;
D.Abl.Pl. pavíbhyas /11 1 1 168,8;
L.Pl. pavís
˙
u 12\ 1 1 166,10;
p	an
˙
í- m hand; hoof, etym. unclear, EWA II, 117f., listed as a possible loan by Kuiper
(1991, 92). Compounds: dravátp	an
˙




i- a with open
arms, mádhup	an
˙















i- a having strong hooves, sup	an
˙





i - a having golden hands, hooves.
N.Sg. ◦p	an
˙
ís 11/ F 1 288,12
/11 F 1 267,6;
10/ F 1 550,20;
◦p	an
˙
is 11/ F 3 288,11; 491,8; 512,4;
/11 F 2 229,2; 517,14;
V.Sg. ◦p	an
˙
e 11/ F 1 554,2;
A.Sg. ◦p	an
˙
ím 11/ F 1 490,9;
/11 F 1 561,4;
◦p	an
˙
im /12 10 1 867,3;
8/ 1 1 22,5;
N.A.Du. p	an
˙
´¯ 12/ F 1 512,1;
/11 F 1 317,9;
◦p	an
˙
´¯ /11 1 1 71,9 (= 290,7);
◦p	an
˙
	 /11 F 1 589,4;
V.Du. ◦p	an
˙
	 /11 1 1 109,4;
8/ 1 1 3,1;
N.Pl. ◦p	an
˙
ayas 12/ 1 1 35,9;
/12 F 1 516,7;
I.Pl. p	an
˙
íbhis /12 F 1 222,2;
◦p	an
˙
íbhis /8 1 1 38,11;
◦p	an
˙
ibhis /8 8 1 627,27;





i- f heel, probably a vr
˙










ibhy	am 8/ 10 1 989,4;
pi±´¯aci- m name of a demon, unclear, EWA II, 135, maybe a loan, cf. Kuiper (1991, 92).
A.Sg. pi±´¯acim 8/ 1 1 133,5;
p	tí- f drink, p	a drink < *peh3, cf. OCS piti, Gr. piο´σις, EWA II, 113f. Compounds:
p	urváp	ti- f the ﬁrst drink, sáp	ti- a connected to the drinking (of Soma), sómap	ti- f the
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drinking of Soma.
N.Sg. p	tís 11/ F 1 430,3;
/11 F 1 331,2;
◦p	tis /11 10 1 938,1;
A.Sg. p	tím /12 1 1 134,6;
10 1 926,2;
11/ F 2 329,11; 330,1;
10 1 930,3;
11\ F 1 614,2;
/11 F 2 205,1; 205,2;
/10 F 1 202,17;
8/ 8 1 691,6;
8 1 1 134,6;
F 2 343,2; 405,6;
9 1 730,3;
I.Sg. p	tiy´¯a /8 1 1 46,13;
D.Sg. p	táye 12\ 1 1 55,2;
/12 1 2 137,2; 166,7;
F 3 332,2; 509,10; 548,4;
9 2 786,9; 790,4;
11\ F 1 481,2;
10 2 855,6; 930,6;
/8 1 6 5,6; 16,3 (= 276,4; 637,15; 701,5; 706,11; 724,2); 22,1 (=
23,2; 345,5; 425,3; 500,10; 685,6; 703,10-12); 47,9 (= 694,1-
9); 137,2 (= 729,8); 137,3;
F 7 276,8; 276,9; 344,1 (= 344,2-4); 345,2; 405,1; 429,6; 575,5;
8 9 621,25 (= 655,23); 632,12; 652,24; 653,13; 654,10; 665,22;
685,3; 688,7; 706,8;
9 7 737,1; 742,5 (= 757,1; 762,5; 776,12); 744,2 (= 750,2;
755,2; 777,8); 749,1; 750,6; 774,8; 777,14;
10 1 835,4;
◦p	taye /12 1 5 44,9; 48,12; 92,18; 111,4; 134,1;
F 2 426,1 (= 426,2); 426,3;
8 2 623,17; 670,1;
10 1 927,12;
/8 1 16 2,3; 8,10; 14,1 (= 641,4); 114,6 (= 457,44); 16,1; 16,8 (=
702,20); 21,3 (= 345,3); 22,9; 22,12; 23,4; 23,7; 23,10; (=
703,3; 703,9); 9,9 (= 623,7); 134,1; 135,1; 137,3;
F 11 232,1; 232,21; 275,1; 276,3; 342,3 (= 621,24); 342,7; 343,1;
343,3 (= 642,8); 405,3; 501,9 (= 658,7-9); 582,17;
8 5 628,5; 633,27; 662,4 (= 662,5-6); 685,4; 712,14;
10 1 912,2;
L.Sg. p	t´¯a 8/ 9 1 820,2;
p	taú /11 F 2 468,1; 468,2;
N.Pl. p	táyas 11/ F 1 330,5;
I.Pl. ◦p	tibhis /12 8 1 621,23;




D.Sg. ◦p	taye /8 F 1 531,14;
L.Sg. ◦p	tau /11 F 1 536,8;
púram
˙
dhi- f wealth, abbundance of blessings, OAv. par@n
˙
di-. Probably derived from *pl
˚
h1-
abbundance, but should be kept apart from ◦dhi- ( < dh	a put, place), cf. EWA II, 145f.
26*peh3(i
“
): EWA II, 112, *peh2(i
“
): LIV2, 460.
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Compounds: smátpuram
˙
dhi- a (provided) with wealth, abbundance.
N.Sg. púram
˙
dhis 12/ F 1 222,4;
11/ F 4 322,7; 323,2; 490,14; 551,2;
/11 1 3 116,13; 117,19; 181,9;





dhim 8/ 8 1 645,6;
A.Sg. púram
˙
dhim 11/ 10 1 938,5;
/11 1 2 116,7; 180,11;
F 6 229,10; 323,3; 462,9; 525,6; 552,8; 555,4;
9 1 809,36;
10 2 890,7; 906,1;
/8- 1 1 134,3;
I.Sg. púram
˙
dhiy	a /12 F 1 192,3;
9 1 822,3;
10 2 891,13; 891,14;
8/ 8 1 678,1;
/8 F 2 296,11; 389,8;
8 1 1 701,15;
8 F 1 548,20;
D.Sg. púram
˙
dhaye /12 10 1 865,7;
L.Sg. púram
˙
dhiy	am /8 1 1 5,3;
N.A.Du. púram
˙
dh	 /11 9 1 802,4;
N.Pl. púram
˙




dh	s 12/ 10 1 865,2;
/11 1 1 158,2;
F 3 318,10; 346,11 (= 580,5; 581,5; 613,9); 583,5;
purus
˙
ánti- m PN, the SMC might be connected to san win, gain with compositional




ántim /12 1 1 112,23;
G.L.Pl. purus
˙





í- f growth, blooming, pus
˙










ís /11 F 1 312,15;
/11- F 1 195,4;










ím 12/ F 1 204,4;
12-/ 8 1 1028,7;
11/ 1 2 77,5; 122,7;
F 2 329,2; 504,6;
/11 8 1 668,6;




















aú /11 F 1 395,3;
10 1 887,24;






















u /12 1 1 166,8;
p	urtí- f present, reward, pr
˙
give, oﬀer < *perh3, EWA II, 90f.
N.Sg. p	urtís 11/ 10 1 933,3;
A.Sg. p	urtím /11 F 1 454,6;
N.Pl. p	urtáyas /8 10 1 848,9;
pr
˙





according to AiG II,2, Nachtr., 67.
N.Sg. pr
˙
tsutís 11\ 1 1 169,2;
L.Sg. pr
˙
tsutaú /12 10 1 864,1;
A.PL. pr
˙
tsut´¯s /12 1 1 110,7;
11\ F 1 358,1;
p¯
˙









thim /12 1 1 112,15;
p¯
˙
±ni- a dotted, colorful < *pr
˚





at-, etc., EWA II, 164.
N.Sg. p¯
˙
±nis /12 9 1 795,3;
11/ 1 1 168,9;
F 6 414,5; 507,3; 551,13; 619,4; 619,6; 619,10;
10 1 931,10;
/11 F 3 299,10; 401,3; 507,1;
10/ F 1 572,4;
8 10 1 1015,1;
A.Sg. p¯
˙
±nim 12/ 1 1 160,3;
11/ 1 1 164,43;
8/ F 1 406,16;
G.Abl.Sg. p¯
˙
±nes 11/ F 1 412,5;
/11 F 3 301,7; 301,10; 447,4;
p¯
˙
±ny	as 12/ F 2 193,4; 225,10;
8/ F 1 489,22;
p¯
˙
±niy	as 12\ F 1 225,2;
N.Pl. p¯
˙
±nayas /8 1 1 84,11 (= 678,3);







í- f rib < *pR
˚







´¯s 11/ 10 1 913,10;
paúrukutsi- m PN descendant of Púrukutsa (EWA I, 365, EWA II, 149), Thieme (1995,
351, fn. 42), see section 2.1.6.
A.Sg. paúrukutsim 11/ F 1 535,3;
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◦prati- a resisting, making up for (adv. práti against, towards), EWA II, 176f. Compounds:
apratí- a irrestistible (< *kein `Gegen' habend, Mayrhofer l.c.), tuvipratí- a making up
for many.
N.Sg. ◦pratís 11\ F 1 386,3;
N.A.Sg.n. ◦pratí /12 F 1 599,4;
11/ F 1 615,5;
A.Sg. ◦pratím 8 (?) 1 1 30,9;
L.Sg. ◦prat´¯a /8 8 1 652,16;
N.A.Pl.n. ◦prat´¯ /11 F 2 485,14; 539,3;
◦pratí /12 1 1 53,6;
/8 F 1 735,7;
◦prat´¯ni 12\ 8 1 699,5;
11/ F 1 210,4;





i- m side-horse (horse harnessed to the side of a chariot), compagnion, EWA II, 185f.
Since there is wide variety of conﬂicting etymologies (< *pra-sth2-ti-, sth	a ? pár±u- rib ?,











ibhis 11\ 1 1 100,17;
prásiti- f advancement, trajectory, EWA II, 186. Although this goes clearly back to a
prepositional government compound, the verbal root underlying ◦siti - was no longer produc-
tive in Indic, which is why I chose to treat prásiti - as a simplex (even though the formation
is transparent in this case).
N.Sg. prásitis 12\ F 1 216,3;
10 1 918,4;
11\ F 1 447,5;
/11 F 1 519,4;
A.Sg. prásitim 12\ 10 1 866,10;
11\ F 1 318,7;
10 1 913,15;
/11 F 2 300,1a,c;
10 1 913,11;
L.Sg. prásitau 12\ F 1 441,6;
11\ F 1 562,4;
/11 F 1 620,13;
10 1 860,14;
N.Pl. prásitayas 12\ F 1 548,13;
pr´¯atardani- m PN descendant of Pratardana, see section 2.1.6.
N.Sg. pr´¯atardanis 11/ F 1 467,8;
pren
˙
í- a unclear, EWA II, 191.
A.Sg. pren
˙
ím /12 1 1 112,10;
platí- m PN, maybe a hypocoristic of a composed name with prati -/plati- in the FMC, EWA
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II, 194; Kuiper (1991, 92) lists it as a possible loan.
G.Abl.Sg. platés 11/ 10 1 889,17 (= 890,17);
pl´¯ayogi- m PN descendant of Playoga, see section 2.1.6
N.Sg. pl´¯ayogis 11/ 8 1 621,33;
pl	a±í- m part of the entrails (?), unclear, EWA II, 196; Kuiper (1991, 92).
D.Abl.Sg. pl	a±íbhyas 8/ 10 1 989,3;
plús
˙
i- m ﬂea. Although there are cognates in several other IE languages, the reconstruction
of a preform is made diﬃcult by the irregular changes these items have undergone due to
taboo, cf. EWA II, 197f.
N.A.Du. plús
˙
	 /8 1 1 191,1;
babhrí- a carrying, bearing, bhr
˙
carry, bear, bring < *bher, EWA II, 246ﬀ., see section
2.1.2.3.
N.Sg. babhris 11/ F 2 235,12; 464,4;
balí- m contribution, levy, tribute, may belong to bhr
˙
(cf. the common phrase balím bhr
˙
,
but this could also be due to popular etymology), EWA II, 216; NIL, 15ﬀ., fn. 35. Kuiper
(1991, 92) lists it as a possible loan.
A.Sg. balím 11/ F 2 355,10; 534,19;
/10 1 1 70,9;
/8 8 1 709,9;
bhaktí- f distribution, bhaj assign, allot < *bhag, EWA II, 241f.; NIL, 1f.
D.Sg. bhaktáye /8 8 1 647,11;
bhagátti- f gift < *bhaga-dH-ti-, d	a give < *deh3, with compositional laryngeal loss in
the SMC (cf. the entry ◦d	ati- above), EWA I, 713ﬀ.; NIL, 60ﬀ.; Kuiper (1961, 25).
A.Sg. bhagáttim 8/ 9 1 777,17;
◦bhári- (a) carrying, bearing, bhr
˙
carry, bear, bring < *bher, EWA II, 246ﬀ.; NIL, 15ﬀ.,
see section 2.1.2.1. Compounds: sahobhári- a bringing strength.
N.Sg. ◦bháris /12 F 1 398,3;
bhují- f granting of pleasure, bhuj grant pleasure, be useful < *bheu
“
g, EWA II, 275f.
A.Sg. bhujím /8 8 1 711,6;
D.Sg. bhujyaí /11 10 1 932,4;
V.Du. bhúj	 8/ 8 1 628,2;
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◦bhuji- a bending, curving, winding, bhuj bend, wind < *bheu
“
g(h?), probably only in Indo-
Iranian, EWA II, 274f. Compounds: dá±abhuji- a curving tenfold, ±atábhuji- a curving,
bending a hundredfold.
N.Sg. ◦bhujis 12/ 1 1 166,8;
/11 1 1 52,11;
/8 F 1 532,14;
bhurván
˙
i- a restless, wild, bhr
˙




is /12 1 1 56,1;
N.A.Sg.n.28 bhurván
˙
i /12 1 1 134,5;
/8 1 1 134,5;
bh	utí- f welfare, bh	u become, be < *bhuH 29, cf. Gr. φυ´σις, OCS byti, Lith. b	utìs etc., EWA
II, 255ﬀ.; NIL, 46ﬀ. Compounds: án	anubh	uti- f lack of respect towards the gods, áprabh	uti -
f non-violence, abhíbh	uti- a/f superior, superiority, ´¯abh	uti- f eagerness, páribh	uti - f su-
periority, power, prábh	uti - a/f superior (being), víbh	uti- a powerful, outstanding.
N.Sg. ◦bh	utis 11/ F 1 462,1;
8/ 1 1 30,5;
/8 8 1 636,8;
N.A.Sg.n. ◦bh	uti /12 10 1 902,2;
/11 F 2 317,1; 337,4;
V.Sg. ◦bh	ute /12 1 1 53,3;
10 1 910,6;
/11 F 1 460,6;
10 1 957,1;
A.Sg. bh	utím /12 1 1 161,1;
bh	utim 12-\ 8 1 1028,7;
◦bh	utim /11 1 1 118,9;
F 3 334,1; 334,9; 458,4;
8/ 8 2 669,6; 670,6;
I.Sg. ◦bh	ut	 12/ 10 1 950,7;
12\ F 1 350,3;
◦bh	utiy	a 12/ 10 1 910,6;
D.Sg. ◦bh	utaye /8 8 1 661,1;
L.Sg. ◦bh	utau /11 F 1 253,3;
N.A.Du. ◦bh	ut	 11/ F 1 337,7;
N.Pl. ◦bh	utayas /12 1 1 166,11;
/8 1 1 8,9;
A.Pl. ◦bh	ut	s 11/ F 1 488,17;
I.Pl. ◦bh	utibhis /8 F 1 582,10;
bh´¯umi-, 	d- f < *bhuH-mi- earth < *bhuH become, be (see the entry bh	utí- above), cf.
OAv. b	um	, the mi -derivative is attested only in Indo-Iranian, the dev´¯-inﬂection is secondary
and probably due to analogy with pr
˙
thiv´¯- earth, EWA II, 268; NIL, 46ﬀ. Compounds:
dy´¯av	abh	umi- f sky and earth.
27But see LIV2, 81 for other possible roots.
28Used as an adverb, cf. Oldenberg (1909, 138).
29*bheu
“
h2: EWA II, 256, *bhu
“
eh2: LIV2, 98ﬀ.
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N.Sg. bh´¯umis 12/ 1 1 87,3;
10 1 958,6;
12-/ 10 1 958,1;
/12 F 1 413,2;
11/ F 2 313,2; 520,5;
11\ F 2 202,7; 488,20;
8/ F 1 489,22;
8 1 640,5;
10 2 911,7; 916,14;
/8 10 1 911,1;
bh´¯um	 8 9 1 773,10;
A.Sg. bh´¯umim 12/ 1 2 52,12; 64,5;
F 1 413,4;
11/ F 3 322,2; 439,4; 508,6;
10 2 885,3; 907,2;
/11 F 2 264,9; 353,8;
10 3 844,10; 853,13; 968,5;
8/ 1 1 164,51;
F 1 438,1;
8 1 634,5;
10 3 884,3; 916,1; 916,5;
V.Sg. bh´¯ume 8 10 1 844,11;
I.Sg. bh´¯umiy	a /12 10 1 901,3;
/11 1 1 161,14;
G.Abl.Sg. bh´¯umiy	as /8 1 1 80,4;
bh´¯umy	as 12/ F 1 599,3;
10 1 901,2;
11/ 1 2 62,5; 164,4;
F 1 205,7;
10 2 894,4; 940,10;
8/ 10 1 845,8;
L.Sg. bh´¯umiy	am 8/ 1 1 39,4;
bh´¯umy	am 11/ 1 1 162,11;
N.A.Du. ◦bh´¯um	 12/ 10 1 891,4;
11/ 10 1 907,3;
V.Du. ◦bh	um	 11/ F 1 351,1 (= 578,4);
10 1 838,4;
N.Pl. bh´¯umayas /8 8 1 626,15;
N.Pl. bh´¯um	s 11/ F 1 603,5;
8/ 8 1 679,5;
A.Pl. bh´¯um	s 12/ 1 1 102,8;
11/ F 1 218,8;
8/ 8 1 661,9;
bh´¯uri- a < *bhuH-ri- much, many < *bhuH become, be (see the entry bh	utí- above),
OAv. b	uiri-, EWA II, 268f.; NIL, 46ﬀ. This is one of the problematic cases in which we have
an adjective in (C)i - instead of expected (C)a-. However, as Pinault (1998b) has argued
at length, in this case we can be relatively conﬁdent in assuming that bh´¯uri- goes back to
a substantive. A priori arguments in favour of this are 1. the suﬃxal alternation in the




ha-) typical of Caland-adjectives in Ca- which
suggests that bh´¯uri- supplanted an earlier *bh	rá-, 2. the substantival root accent, 3. the 22
Rigvedic compounds (most of them Bahuvr	his) with bh´¯uri- as ﬁrst compound member (cf.
Pinault, l.c. 89-91). Pinault then goes on to sketch out the development of the adjectival
usage via the predicative I.sg. (*-ih1# > -i#, then used as an adverb) on the one hand
and appositive constructions in the (n.) N.pl. (substantif épithète, l.c. 114) on the other
hand. It remains to be seen whether a similar analysis is possible for the other synchronic
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i-adjectives as well.
N.A.Sg. bh´¯uri 12/ 1 1 57,5;
8 1 643,21;
12\ 1 1 48,9;
/12 F 1 278,3;
8 1 666,25;
10 1 926,7;
11/ 1 2 165,7; 185,9;
F 4 273,8; 300,9; 442,12; 538,6b;
10 1 834,9;
11\ F 1 292,9;
10 2 872,3; 951,3;
/11 1 5 33,3; 73,4; 103,5; 124,12 (= 505,6); 154,6;
F 10 220,5; 252,4; 265,9; 288,15; 291,1; 307,2; 316,10;
383,14; 454,5; 512,4;
10 3 868,8; 874,7; 905,1;
8/ 1 3 10,2; 48,2; 81,2;
F 2 328,20c; 488,19;
8 2 665,2; 1024,1;
8 1 3 81,2; 81,6; 120,10;
F 2 328,20a,b;
8 3 652,8; 665,38; 671,10;
A.Sg. bh´¯urim 11/ 1 1 185,2;
/11 F 2 312,8; 316,8;
G.Abl.Sg. bh´¯ures 11/ F 2 224,12; 273,8;
11-\ 1 1 61,15;
/11 1 2 96,7; 184,3;
F 13 219,1; 221,5; 224,9; 270,10; 454,2; 501,1; 512,6;
520,6; 537,8; 576,5; 609,2; 611,2; 616,2;
8/ 8 2 652,14; 665,42;
N.Pl. bh´¯urayas /12 1 1 55,8;
N.A.Pl.n. bh´¯uri 12/ 10 1 939,9;
/12 8 1 639,20;
/12+ 8 1 706,15;
11/ F 3 357,10; 520,2; 538,6a;
/11 F 3 517,17; 524,5; 572,23;
8 1 709,2 (= 909,7);
9 1 803,6;
10 2 946,5; 946,6;
8/ 8 3 631,5; 671,12; 699,4;
bh´¯ur	n
˙
i 12/ 1 1 166,10;
11/ 1 1 165,7;
F 4 253,4; 254,3; 313,19; 535,4;
I.Pl. bh´¯uribhis /12 10 2 837,5; 864,4;
8/ 8 1 679,14;
L.Pl. bh´¯uris
˙
u /8 8 1 665,34;
bh´¯urn
˙






is 11/ F 1 603,2;
10/ 1 1 66,2;
A.Sg. bh´¯urn
˙
im 12/ F 1 237,5;
8 2 621,20; 637,15;
D.Sg. bh´¯urn
˙
aye 11\ F 1 602,7;
/8 9 1 763,4;
N.Pl. bh´¯urn
˙
ayas /12 1 1 55,7;
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8 1 645,15;
9 1 785,4;
/8 8 1 708,1;
9 3 727,3; 729,1; 753,1;
bhr
˙
tí- f < *bhr
˚
-ti- keep, support, bringing, bhr
˙
carry, bear, bring < *bher, YAv. ◦b@r@iti-,
OHG burt, Lith. bìrti etc., EWA II, 246ﬀ.; NIL, 15ﬀ. Compounds: idhmábhr
˙
ti - a bringing
ﬁrewood, up´¯abhr
˙
ti - f the bringing forth, durbhr
˙
tí- f meagre keep, prábhr
˙
ti - f oﬀering,
sábhr
˙
ti - a proﬀering food.
N.Sg. ◦bhr
˙
tis 11\ F 1 461,13;
A.Sg. bhr
˙
tím 12/ 9 1 815,1;
8/ 8 1 675,11;
◦bhr
˙
tim /12 F 1 215,1;
11\ F 1 270,1;
I.Sg. ◦bhr
˙
t	 /8 1 1 128,2;
D.Sg. bhr
˙
tyaí /11 10 1 855,4;
◦bhr
˙
táye 11\ F 1 517,22;
L.Sg. bhr
˙
ty	am 11/ 1 1 84,16;
◦bhr
˙
t	a /11 F 1 386,5;
◦bhr
˙
tau /11 F 2 386,7; 554,2;
N.Pl. ◦bhr
˙
tayas 11\ F 1 508,7;
bhr
˙
mí- m or f oﬃciousness, EWA II, 272, see section 2.1.7.
N.Pl. bhr
˙
máyas 11\ F 1 296,1;
bh¯
˙
mi- a impatient, oﬃcious, EWA II, 272, see section 2.1.7.
N.Sg. bh¯
˙
mis 11/ 1 1 31,16;
8/ F 1 328,2;
A.Sg. bh¯
˙
mim 12/ F 1 225,1;







í- f point, spike, probably to be connected with *br
˙
± sharpen, but no undisputed cog-









































is 12/ 9 2 795,5; 798,40;
/11 F 1 301,3;







im 12/ 1 1 85,9;
F 1 388,2;
11/ F 1 458,10;
8/ 1 1 133,5;
/8 10 1 884,3;
(◦bhogí-) enjoyment, bhuj grant pleasure, be useful < *bheu
“
g, EWA II, 275f. Compounds:
	abhogí- f (for) the enjoyment (of food) (only as D.sg. in inﬁnitival use).
D.Sg. ◦bhogáye 11/ 1 1 113,5;















im 12+\ 1 1 127,1;
maghátti- f receiving of goods < *maghá-dH-ti-, d	a give < *deh3, with compositional
laryngeal loss in the SMC (cf. ◦d	ati- above), EWA I, 713ﬀ.; EWA II, 289f.; NIL, 60ﬀ.; Kuiper
(1961, 25).
D.Sg. magháttaye /12 8 2 644,10; 679,9;





í- m necklace, jewelry worn around the neck < *monh2-i-, related to OHG mana
mane, Lat. mon	le necklace etc. according to EWA II, 293f.
I.Sg. man
˙
ín	a 11\ 1 1 33,8;
matí- f < *mn
˚
-ti- thought, contemplation, man think < *men, cf. Av. ◦maiti-, Lat. m	ens,
Lith. mintìs etc., EWA II, 296f., 305f. Compounds: átimati- f high spirits, ádabdhavrat-
apramati - a taking care of the inviolable laws, ánumati - f consent, arámati - f righteous
attitude (EWA I, 110), codayánmati- a inspiring contemplation, dá±apramati - a granting
tenfold care, protection, durmatí- f ill will, devasumatí- f benevolence of the gods, prá-
mati - f care, protection, br
˙
hanmati- a possessing great insight, mahemati- a generous,
noble-minded (see AiG II,1, 45), sumatí- f benevolence. Furthermore, abhím	ati- f attack,
ambush is now generally connected with man rather than m	a measure, but with metrical
lenghtening in analogy to ◦m	ati- f measure (AiG II,2, 630; Liebert (1949, 43f.); EWA II,
296f.), which is why the attestations are cited in this entry.
N.Sg. matís 12/ F 2 398,9; 620,6;
9 1 781,2;
12\ F 1 449,1;
/12 1 1 141,1;
F 1 411,1;
9 1 781,1;
11/ F 2 273,1; 289,8;
11\ 10 1 873,6;
/8 1 1 142,4;
F 3 421,5c,d; 582,8;
8 3 626,34; 638,7; 683,7;
10 1 859,2;
◦matís 12\ 8 1 642,4;
10 1 866,12;
/12 1 3 89,2; 114,9; 131,7;
F 1 575,4;
8 2 695,4; 712,9;
11\ F 4 224,14; 235,23 (= 239-241,11; 249,7; 256,5; 257,5);
339,7 (= 340,7); 346,11;
10 1 857,6;
/11 1 3 24,9; 107,1; 121,15;
F 6 225,15; 249,6; 264,7; 573,4; 586,2; 586,5;
9 1 800,7;
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10 F 1 572,9;
8/ F 1 419,4;
10 1 969,4;
/8 1 1 131,7;
8 1 676,15;
10 1 960,5;
◦matis 12\ 1 3 31,10; 31,14; 94,1;
10 1 926,5;
/12 1 1 31,9;
10 3 890,15; 918,4; 926,11;
11/ F 1 229,4;
11\ 1 2 31,16; 109,1;
F 1 220,2;
/11 F 4 200,1; 517,6; 545,4; 550,21;
8/ 8 1 651,12;
/8 F 1 486,4;
◦m	atis /11 10 1 895,5;
N.A.Sg.n. ◦mati /12 F 1 362,6;
◦m	ati 8/ F 1 377,4;
A.Sg. matím 12/ 1 2 136,1; 143,1;
10 1 917,14;




11/ 1 1 33,13;
F 3 260,8; 520,1; 604,1;
8 1 1028,6;
/11 F 1 616,2;
8/ 10 1 851,10;
/8 1 2 6,6; 105,15;
8 3 626,31; 626,32; 629,16;
9 2 733,7; 744,3;
10 1 945,5;
◦matím 12\ 1 3 114,3; 114,9; 151,7;
F 1 456,9;




11\ 1 3 73,6; 73,7; 117,23;
F 15 238,1; 267,11; 291,6; 300,8; 307,6; 387,1; 395,18;
443,11; 492,12; 522,6; 534,4; 540,6 (= 541,6); 555,1;
576,11; 616,2;
9 2 808,2; 809,26;
10 1 837,7;
/11 1 1 171,1;
F 7 235,15; 267,12; 300,6; 355,10; 381,3; 503,7; 547,10;
10 3 924,5; 974,3; 1008,1 (= 1008,2-3);
/8 1 1 129,6;
F 2 424,1; 498,5;
8 3 622,21; 638,10 (= 1001,2); 651,7;
◦matim 12/ 1 1 141,2;
12\ 10 1 849,7;
/12 1 1 129,5;
8 1 639,29;
10 1 918,5;
11\ 1 1 33,1;
F 4 291,6; 312,18; 609,3; 609,4;
/11 1 1 71,1;
F 4 397,6; 408,6; 552,8; 558,3;
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◦m	atim /11 10 2 910,3; 928,4;
8/ 8 1 645,15;
V.Sg. mate /8 8 1 677,2;
◦mate /12 8 3 666,19; 669,7; 670,7;
11/ 10 1 885,6;
/8 8 3 633,11; 654,7; 666,19;
9 1 751,1;
I.Sg. mat´¯ /12 F 2 215,9; 215,13;
8 1 1020,3;
9 2 783,3; 784,1;
10 1 837,6;
11/ 1 1 165,1;
8/ 9 2 756,2; 775,21;
/8 1 1 82,2 (= 645,24);
8 1 626,39;
9 3 719,6; 732,3; 776,10;
◦mat´¯ 12\ 1 1 53,5;
F 1 297,2;
9 1 786,1;
11\ 1 1 31,18;
F 1 396,4;
10 1 855,8;
/8 F 1 379,3;
maty´¯a 11/ F 1 412,5;
D.Sg. ◦matáye 11\ 1 1 158,2;
F 1 470,1;
◦m	ataye /8 8 1 623,2;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦maty	as /11 10 1 993,3;
L.Sg. ◦mataú 12\ 8 1 623,2;
11\ F 3 235,21 (= 293,4; 488,13; 957,7); 293,3; 534,3;
10 1 840,6;
/11 1 1 98,1;
F 4 442,10; 536,8; 557,4; 623,2;
8 1 668,12;
10 1 986,5;
/8 8 1 664,24;
N.Pl. matáyas 12\ F 1 441,1;
9 5 784,6; 797,7; 797,11 (= 798,31); 798,46; 818,11;
10 2 869,1; 917,12;
11\ 1 3 62,11; 165,4; 186,7;
F 3 277,2; 451,2; 526,3;
9 1 807,4;
10 1 833,2; 937,1;
8/ F 1 275,5;
◦matáyas 12\ F 1 223,5;
11\ F 2 517,22; 534,20;
◦m	atayas /8 1 1 25,14;
A.Pl. mat´¯s /12 1 1 114,1;
9 1 784,5;
11/ F 1 545,3;
9 1 807,1;
◦mat´¯s /12 9 1 782,5;
/11 10 2 846,10; 873,7;
/8 8 1 688,9;
◦m	at	s /12 8 1 644,26;
/11 10 2 844,9; 942,6;
8/ F 2 258,1; 296,15;
I.Pl. matíbhis 12\ F 2 214,6; 214,10;
8 2 629,6; 643,23;
9 7 780,7; 787,4; 796,5; 798,24; 815,1; 817,2; 819,24;
10 1 890,15;
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11\ 1 1 60,5;
F 15 209,1; 264,20 (= 284,4); 277,3; 299,16; 434,1; 446,1;
463,2; 464,6; 475,5; 528,3; 553,2; 555,6; 585,6; 593,6;
594,2;
9 3 808,15; 809,32; 809,35;
10 6 832,5; 833,2; 890,16; 893,9; 914,5; 949,1;
◦matíbhis 12/ 8 1 646,9;
12\ F 1 207,8;
8 1 642,6;
/12 8 1 642,2;
11\ F 2 319,2; 573,5;
G.Pl. mat	n´¯am 12/ 9 2 788,4; 798,19;
/11 1 2 61,3; 184,2;
F 9 239,3; 280,4; 283,3; 397,9; 458,2; 510,2; 510,3; 510,4;
529,1;
9 2 808,5; 809,37;
◦mat	n´¯am 11\ 10 1 915,17;
mat	náam 8/ 10 1 852,4;
/8 1 3 46,5; 46,7; 86,2;
F 2 328,15; 485,2;
9 2 722,6; 815,4;
◦mat	náam /12 1 2 129,8; 129,11;




u /8 F 1 271,7;
◦mathí- a robbing, math rob, snatch away < *me(n)th2, EWA II, 298f. Compounds:
ur	amáthi- a robbing lambs, vastramáthi - a robbing clothes, havirmáthi- a robbing the
sacriﬁcial meal.
N.Sg. ◦máthis /12 8 1 675,8;
A.Sg. ◦máthim /11 F 1 334,5;
◦máth	n	am 12/ F 1 620,21;
mandí- a enjoyable, intoxicating, mad enjoy, be intoxicated with < *mad, probably sec-
ondary to the in-stem mandín-, EWA II, 299f.
A.Sg. mandím 8/ 1 1 9,2;
már	ci- f particle/beam of light (< *h2mor-ih2-X ?), to be connected with Gr.Μα˜ιρα (name
of a star), µαρµα´ıρω glitter, shine, but the formation is unclear, EWA II, 321; Peters (1980,
221f.)
A.Pl. már	c	s 8/ 10 1 884,6;
G.Pl. már	c	n	am 12/ 10 1 1003,1;
◦m	ati- f measure, m	a measure, assign < *meh1, EWA II, 341ﬀ. Compounds: In some
cases, a clear distinction from matí- f thought is diﬃcult, cf. úpam	ati - f which Grassmann
connects with man- (Grassmann 61996, 256), while Liebert (1949, 49) gives a translation
assignment, measure from the root m	a, which is why the attestations are cited under this
entry, as well as ásam	ati- a incomparable, having no match, which is relatively unambigous.
N.Sg. ◦m	atis /11 F 1 339,4;
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V.Sg. ◦m	ate /11 8 1 669,11;
A.Sg. ◦m	atim /11 10 1 887,21;
10 1 886,2;
N.Pl. ◦m	atayas /11 F 1 319,3;
/8+ 8 1 660,9;
L.Pl. ◦m	atis
˙
u /8 10 1 886,5;
mití- f building, construction, mi build, erect, ﬁx < *(H)mei
“
(H), EWA II, 314. Com-
pounds: súmiti - f good construction, build.
I.Sg. ◦mit	 8-/ F 1 242,3;
N.Pl. mitáyas 11\ F 1 551,7;
mithatí- f hostility, mith be hostile, quarrel < *mei
“
th2, EWA II, 375f.; Liebert (1949, 53);
see also section 2.1.1.3.
I.Sg. mithaty´¯a 11/ F 1 564,3;
N.A.Du. mithat´¯ 11\ F 1 609,5;
A.Pl. mithat´¯s 11\ F 1 466,2;
/11 F 1 466,9;
múni- m seer, wise one, possible IE cognates, but the etymology remains disputed, EWA
II, 362.
N.Sg. múnis 11/ F 1 572,8;
8/ 10 1 962,4;
/8 10 1 962,5;
N.Pl. múnayas 8/ 10 1 962,2;
G.Pl. mún	naam 8 8 1 637,14;
◦múri- (m) obstacle, obstruction, mr
˙
obstruct (< *merH ?), EWA II, 321. Compounds:
	amúri- obstacle.





í- m/f < *mus-ti - ﬁst (< *the closing), *meu
“
s close (intr.), cf. YAv. ◦mu²ti -, Gr.
µυστ´ı < *n
˚
-mus-ti(h1)# withouth closing (one's mouth), adverbialized in the meaning in





ís 11/ F 1 488,30;
med
˙




ím 11/ F 2 260,9; 303,11;
mení- f anger, revenge, OAv.ma	eini-, probably to be connected with m	 exchange <
*h2mei
“
, EWA II, 379.
A.Sg. mením 11/ 10 1 853,11;
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◦yají- a oﬀering, sacriﬁcing, yaj sacriﬁce, worship < *Hi
“
a“g (EWA II, 392f.), AiG II,1, 224.
Compounds: 	ayají- a bringing, procuring.
A.Sg. ◦yajím 12/ 8 1 643,17;
N.A.Du. ◦yaj´¯ 8/ 1 1 28,7;
yáti- m clan name, maybe from yam hold, steer, direct (only in Indo-Iranian), EWA II, 396,
399f.; Liebert (1949, 43, 131), but yat place oneself has also been suggested (Liebert (1949,
131)). Since the interpretaion is not clear, I have separated this item from compositional
◦yati -, although they may turn out to belong to the same root.
N.Sg. yátis 12-\ 9 1 783,7;
D.Sg. yátaye 11\ F 1 529,1;
N.Pl. yátayas /8 8 1 626,18; 898,7;
D.Abl.Pl. yátibhyas 12/ 8 1 623,9;
◦yáti- f direction, guidance, yam hold, steer, direct (EWA II, 399f.), but see yáti- above.
Compounds: ´¯ayati - f connection, údyati - f oﬀering, par	ayáti - unklar (AiG II,2, 637),
fortstrebend (Grassmann 61996, 783, s.v. yat), práyati - f oﬀering (AiG II,2, 300).
N.Sg. ◦yátis /11 9 1 783,7;
◦yatis /11 10 1 955,5;
/8 1 1 139,9;
A.Sg. ◦yatim 12\ 8 1 678,18;
11\ 1 1 126,5;
/11 1 1 190,3;
I.Sg. ◦yat	 /11 1 1 109,2;
yay´¯ati- m PN, unclear, maybe to be connected with yat place oneself, EWA II, 402; AiG
II,2, 292; Kuiper (1991, 92).
G.Abl.Sg. yay´¯ates 12/ 10 1 889,1;
yayí- a hurrying, y	a drive, move < *(H)i
“
eh2, EWA II, 407f.; see section 2.1.2.3.
N.Sg. yayís 12/ F 1 441,5;
/8 F 1 427,7;
A.Sg. yayím 12/ 1 1 51,11;
/12 1 1 87,2;
I.Sg. yayín	a 12\ 10 1 918,5;




g, EWA II, 417f.; NIL, 397ﬀ. Compounds:
r
˙
táyukti - f right, correct connection, conjunction (NIL, 398), práyukti - f span, team of
horses, sváyukti - a self-harnessing.
N.Sg. ◦yuktis /11 1 1 153,2;
A.Sg. ◦yuktim /11 10 1 887,10;
I.Sg. ◦yukti /11 F 1 452,1;
10 1 856,1;
I.Pl. ◦yuktibhis 12/ 1 1 119,4;
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/8 1 1 50,9;
L.Pl. ◦yuktis
˙
u /12 1 1 151,8;
◦yuti- f negligence, yu repel, fend oﬀ, only in Indo-Iranian, EWA II, 403f. Compounds:
práyuti - f carelessness, negligence, and probably also víyuti - separation (?) (L.sg. ◦t	a in
RV IV,7,7 and X,61,12), cf. Oldenberg (1909, 273), but since this analysis is uncertain I have
left this lexeme aside.
I.Sg. ◦yut	 12\ 10 1 863,12;
yudhy	amadhí- m PN, the FMC belongs to yudh ﬁght, but the segmentation is unclear,
EWA II, 418f.; Oldenberg (1912, 23); AiG II,2, Nachtr., 27 (yudhy	ama-dhí-).
A.Sg. yudhy	amadhím 11/ F 1 534,24;




dh, EWA II, 418f.; see section 2.1.2.3.
N.Pl. yúyudhayas 12\ 1 1 85,8;
10 1 941,4;




-ti- young (one), f of yúvan- young, probably originally an abstract
(possession of) youth (cf. Ved. ´¯ayu- n life < *h2oi
“
u- etc.), although Liebert (1949, 189)
doubts this, EWA II, 413f.; NIL, 277ﬀ.; cf. section 2.1.1.3.
N.Sg. yuvatís 12\ 10 2 844,10; 901,8;
/12 F 1 415,9;
11\ 1 2 113,7; 118,5;
F 2 434,6; 596,2;
/11 1 3 123,2; 123,10; 124,11;
F 6 295,1; 314,8; 356,1; 401,1; 517,6; 593,1;
10 2 940,3; 1009,2;
A.Sg. yuvatím /11 1 1 167,6;
10 2 830,4; 1004,3;
V.Sg. yuvate /11 F 1 356,2;
G.Abl.Sg. yuvaty´¯as 12\ 10 1 866,11;
L.Sg. yuvaty´¯am /11 10 1 887,6;
N.A.Du. yuvat´¯ /11 1 2 62,8; 185,5;
F 1 288,7;
G.L.Du. yuvatyós /11 F 1 490,2;
10 1 829,7;
N.Pl yuvatáyas 11\ 1 1 95,2;
F 7 226,4; 226,11; 235,6; 288,14; 289,16; 356,4; 508,7;
10 1 856,6;
A.Pl. yuvat´¯s /11 F 1 315,7;
I.Pl. yuvatíbhis 12\ 9 1 798,16;
11\ 10 1 856,5;




dh, EWA II, 418f.; see section 2.1.2.3.
N.Sg. y´¯uyudhis /11 10 1 975,4;
y´¯uyuvi- a keeping away, restraining sth./sbdy., yu keep away, hold oﬀ, restrain sth./sbdy.,
only in Indo-Iranian, EWA II, 403f.; see section 2.1.2.3.
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N.Sg. y´¯uyuvis /8 F 1 404,3;
yóni- m seat, site, lap, only in Indo-Iranian, EWA II, 419f.; AiG II,2, 740. Compounds:
kárn
˙
ayoni- a having the ear as a lap/starting point (said of arrows which are drawn back up






áyoni- a having a black lap, ghr
˙
táyoni- a whose site is rich in (sacriﬁcal)
butter (said of gods), divíyoni- a sky-born ( < having one's (mother's) lap in the sky,




adyoni- a whose site is dripping (fat), satyáyoni - a having truth for one's
seat, sáyoni- a related, sharing the same (mother's) lap, s	adádyoni- a sitting down on one's
seat.
N.Sg. yónis 11/ 1 1 104,1;
F 2 299,2; 540,1;
10 1 951,7;
/11 1 1 164,33;
F 2 194,11; 287,4;
8/ F 1 432,5;
8 F 1 263,10;
◦yonis 11/ F 1 396,1;
/11 1 1 164,30 (= 164,38);
10 1 914,7;
F 1 315,2;
A.Sg. yónim 12/ 8 1 649,2;
9 3 782,7; 783,6; 794,1;
10 3 891,7; 922,2; 949,2;
12\ 9 2 792,2; 819,4;
/12 1 1 140,1;
10 2 894,4; 917,4;
11/ F 6 239,7; 267,3; 267,4; 401,3; 520,5; 613,4;
9 1 809,45;
10 4 843,11b,c; 925,2; 974,5;
/11 1 2 113,1; 124,8;
F 4 229,8; 346,2; 456,16; 586,1;
10 3 844,7; 860,11; 933,9;
8/ F 1 421,2 (= 776,20);
9 5 713,2; 714,2; 737,2 (= 749,2); 750,6; 752,2;
10 2 988,4; 1010,1;
/8 F 1 457,35 (= 744,4; 776,11);
9 2 773,21 (= 777,19); 776,17 (= 778,12);
8 F 3 296,13 (= 720,3; 776,22); 375,4d,e;
9 5 731,3; 737,6 (= 762,4); 774,4; 813,14; 813,15;
10 1 988,1 (= 988,2);
◦yonim /12 F 1 362,6;
11/ F 1 397,12;
/11 F 1 238,2;
G.Abl.Sg. yónes 11/ F 1 200,3;
/11 F 1 226,10;
L.Sg yón	a 12/ 1 1 144,4;
9 4 784,6; 785,1; 798,6; 798,25;
10 1 891,8;
11/ 1 1 164,32;
F 2 288,6; 297,12;
10 1 927,11;
10/ 1 1 65,4;
8/ 8 1 629,21;
9 2 774,8; 774,15;
yónau 12/ 1 1 144,2;
11/ 1 1 63,4;
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F 3 235,7; 235,11; 312,10;
10 5 834,3; 836,7; 911,24; 927,3; 949,6;
11\ 10 1 872,630;
/11 1 4 79,3; 104,7; 174,4; 178,2;
F 4 263,8; 297,11; 313,14; 519,5;
9 1 804,2;
10 3 857,6; 887,6; 896,6 (= 936,6);
10/ 1 1 66,5;
/10 1 1 149,2;
8/ F 2 296,18; 457,41;
9 3 725,9 (= 751,6); 737,3; 740,3;
N.A.Du. ◦yon	 12/ 1 1 159,4;
/8 F 1 422,2;
N.Pl. ◦yonayas /12 F 1 215,8;
◦yon	s /11 F 1 235,6;




u /12 F 1 227,4;
10 2 866,11; 889,15;
11\ 10 1 949,5;
/8 1 1 15,4;
rá ˙˘mhi- f hurry, ra ˙˘mh run, hurry < *h1lengu“
h, EWA II, 421f.; NIL, 243ﬀ.
N.Sg. rám
˙
his /11 10 2 921,3; 1004,3;
I.Sg. rám
˙
hiy	a /12 F 1 297,3;
10 1 922,4;
/8 F 1 297,3;
9 3 714,1; 718,8; 818,3;
N.Pl. rám
˙
hayas /12 9 1 798,47;
◦raks
˙
i- a protecting, raks
˙
protect < *h2leks, EWA II, 422f. Compounds: pathiráks
˙
i - a
protecting the path(ways), pa±uráks
˙
i- a protecting the livestock.
N.Sg. ◦ráks
˙
is /11 F 1 490,12;
N.A.Du. ◦ráks
˙
	 /12 10 1 840,11;
rají- m name of a demon, unclear, may belong to ráji- below, EWA II, 427; Kuiper (1991,
93).
A.Sg. rajím 11/ F 1 467,6;
ráji- f direction, raj stretch, extend in a straight line < *h3re“g, cf. r´¯aji - f line, row
(MS+), together pointing to acrostatic *h3ró/é“g-i-, cf. Schaﬀner (2001, 425); EWA II, 425.
I.Sg. rájiy	a 11\ 10 1 926,12;
N.A.Du. raj´¯ 11/ 10 1 931,2;
ránti- f delight, ran enjoy, be pleased, only in Indo-Iranian, EWA II, 427f.
N.Pl. rántayas /11 F 1 534,10;
/8 9 1 814,5;
30Vir	at
˙
sth	an	a with a rest at the ﬁfth place (cf. Arnold (1905, 320)), which Van Nooten/Holland do not
restitute in this case.
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rándhi- f submission, randh be defeated, succumb, maybe to be connected with *lendh
lower (oneself) according to LIV2, 412f.; EWA II, 431f.
A.Sg. rándhim /11 F 1 534, 18;
rábhi- f part of a chariot, rabh grip, seize, maybe related to Gr. (µφι)λαφη´ς extensive,
EWA II, 434f.; LIV2, 411f. Compounds: surabhí- a fragrant. Despite the unclear semantic
connection (gripping → gripping smell ?) I have followed Mayrhofer in grouping these
lexemes together, even though the simplex and the SMC may be independent derivations
from the same root31 (i.e. a verbal abstract rábhi - the seizing, gripping vs. a (synchronic)
SMC-verbal adjective ◦rabhi - smelling < *gripping ?).
N.Sg. rábhis /8 8 1 625,29;
◦rabhís 11\ 1 1 162,12;
/11 9 1 809,19;
10 1 879,3;
N.A.Sg.n. ◦rabhí 11\ 10 1 896,4;
A.Sg. ◦rabhím 11\ 10 1 933,9;
/11 F 1 470,3 (= 949,7);
/8 10 1 972,6;
L.Sg. ◦rabhaú /11 F 1 355,6;
N.A.Pl.n. ◦rabh´¯n
˙
i 11\ F 1 517,18;
/11 10 1 841,12;
◦rabhí 8/ F 1 335,6;
rayí- m/f < *ró/éh1i- wealth, EWA II, 438f. Compounds: r
˙
dhádr(ay)i- a happily reaching
wealth (cf. below), br
˙
hádr(ay)i- a possessing great wealth (cf. below), ma ˙˘mhayádrayi - a
giving wealth, sanádrayi - a bestowing wealth.
This paradigm deserves special attention. The N.sg. rayís < *ró/éh1is and A.sg. rayím
< *ró/éh1im should have given monosyllabic forms through contraction following the loss
of the intervocalic laryngeal32. Apparently, a new strong stem ray- was created when the
glide y of the weak stem was reanalyzed as part of the root rather than as a suﬃx, giving
a synchronic root r	ay-/ ray-. It is puzzling, however, that the lengthened grade of the root
was not introduced into the strong stem as well; but if the strong stem rayí- and the weak
stem r	ay- were analyzed as suppletive early enough there was probably no need for paradigm
levelling.
The lengthened grade of the I.sg. r	ay´¯a < *reh1i
“







és reﬂects the expected compensatory lengthening in the context *VHC. Fur-
thermore, the genitive and dative show the same open inﬂection as ávi- and arí- do, but this
is understandable if the paradigm was synchronically analyzed as a root noun33 rather than as
an i-stem (in which case we would, of course, expect the default ◦es, ◦aye to be introduced).
31The accent is not decisive in this case, since although a Bahuvr	hi *having a good grip should be
accented *surábhi- (if we want to assume an original identity with rábhi-), surabhí- may as well be analyzed
as determinative compound (smelling good), in which case oxytone accentuation (which in any case was
spreading to possessive compounds already in the RV, cf. AiG II,1, 294) would be expected.
32Schindler (1973, 155) touches upon this problem, but without giving a reason for ray- rather than r	ay-.
The A.sg. r´¯am has been shown by Schindler (1972b, 41) to belong to a root noun of r	a give rather than to
a suppletive stem to rayí-.
33That is, it was at least partly associated with the diphthong stems naú- ship, gaú- cow; cattle (on
the prehistory of these cf. Schindler (1973)).
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The analysis of rayí- as basically an o/e-acrostatic stem with preserved open inﬂection
due to the inﬂuence of the long-diphthong-stems goes back to Szemerényi (1956). Recently,
however, diverging paradigms have been set up, most notably by Tremblay (1998, 33f.) who
groups rayí- with his acrokinetic (rhizokinetique) type34 of the structure strong stem R(e)-
S(ø)-D(ø), weak stem R(ø)-S(ø)-D(e). But this type is only based on the evidence of a few
(Indo-Iranian) words whose peculiarities may well be explained as remodellings of the more
traditional accent/ablaut-types within the individual IE languages (Widmer (2004, 56ﬀ.),
speciﬁcally for rayí- Neri (2003, 35f.)), as in the case of rayí- (which, incidentally, is not
mentioned by Tremblay in his later discussion of the anakinetic type, cf. Tremblay (2003,
233f.)).
Of particular interest is the fact that we seem to ﬁnd deviations from this paradigm in
some oblique forms of rayí- in the second member of possessive compounds (i.e. exactly where
we would expect ID forms to turn up). These are
• D.sg. br
˙














, which would be the expected D.sg. of a proterokinetic derivation
of acrostatic *ró/éh1i-. But this is not the only possible explanation. First of all,
br
˙
hádraye forms the cadence of a Jagat	 verse, were a iambic sequence is obligatory. Ex-
pected *br
˙
hádr	aye (that is, with the D.sg. of the simplex) would give a highly anomalous
cadence^   , which the poet may have sought to avoid. On the other hand, the
creation of an Augenblicksbildung ending in ◦raye to ﬁt the metre would be suspicious
too, especially since we would then have to assume that 1) the oblique cases were still
analyzed as belonging to an i-stem synchronically, 2) speakers were then able to pro-
ductively form an internally-derived-looking weak stem of this form. But as a matter of
fact step 1) alone cannot be assumed at all, since even native grammarians group the
oblique cases of rayí- around a ﬁctional stem r	ai- of the diphthong stem-type gau-,
nau- rather than associating them with the old i-stem. Wackernagel/Debrunner (AiG




hádraye, which presupposes an original
segmentation ray+aye with a default D.sg. desinence. Theoretically, one could imag-
ine an analogical weak stem introduced into the paradigm of rayí- that would indeed
have this structure:
N.sg. agn+ís N.sg. ray+ís
D.sg. agn+áye D.sg. ray+X, X = áye
However, there is no positive evidence that such an analogy was ever carried out, which
means that *br
˙
hádrayaye is the classical argumentum ex silencio.










> Ved. ◦raye. This would suggest that the compound was formed well before
laryngeals disappeared in Indo-Iranian, an assumption that can be neither conﬁrmed
34This corresponds to what Schaﬀner (2001, 84ﬀ.) rather more hesistantly sets up as Amphikinetischer
Typ II(?).
35Geldner (1951, I, 73): Dem freigebigsten hohen (Indra) von hohem Reichtum; D	oyama (Witzel and Got	o
(2007, 107)): Dem freigiebigsten hohen (Indra), der hohen Reichtum hat.
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nor refuted. Thus, br
˙
hádraye remains a very unclear possible instance of ID, although
it has to be stressed that it turns up exactly where we would expect a proterokinetic
i-stem internally derived from an acrostatic stem to appear: in the second member of a
possessive compound (cf. the example mitá-jñu- above).
• N.pl.36 r
˙
dhádrayas happily reaching wealth37 in RV VIII,46,23a: dá±a ±y	av´¯a r
˙
dhádrayo
ten dark brown [horses], who happily reach wealth ...38. This poses basically the
same problem as above: The expected N.pl. r´¯ayas (< *ró/éh1i
“
es) would violate the
structure of this G	ayatr	 cadence. Apart from ID (◦rayas < ◦rh1-éi
“
-es), compositional
laryngeal loss remains a possible explanation, especially since r
˙
dhádrayas appears to be
a Bharadv	aja-type compound (a verbal governing compound with an -at-stem as FMC)
and therefore not the type where we would expect ID to occur primarily. As evidence
for ID goes, r
˙
dhádrayas is even more problematic than br
˙
hádraye is.
• s	urí- lord of the sacriﬁce: separate entry, see below.
N.Sg. rayís 12/ F 2 192,12;332,5;
8 1 1020,10;
10 1 943,1;
11/ 1 1 73,1;
F 9 296,3; 298,5; 298,7; 307,4; 454,1; 456,12 (=520,9);
461,1; 462,1; 600,3;
/11 F 1 509,7;
10/ 1 1 66,1;
8/ 1 2 127,9; 128,1;
F 2 455,5;531,5;
9 1 717,3;
/8 F 2 379,7;548,21;
8 2 651,11; 1020,9;
9 1 813,7;
10 1 845,3;
/8- F 1 404,5;
◦rayis /8 9 2 764,1; 764,5 (= 779,1);
A.Sg. rayím 12/ 1 6 34,5; 47,6; 48,13; 129,7; 141,11; 159,5;
F 6 216,2; 221,11; 332,8; 346,10; 449,5; 532,9;
8 1 666,19;
9 2 784,8; 819,21;
10 4 841,11; 866,13; 902,4; 993,1;
12\ F 4 193,6; 349,7; 469,2; 511,6;
9 1 798,41;
10 1 64,2;
/12 1 1 162,22;
8 1 706,3;
11/ 1 6 34,12; 58,6; 85,12; 116,3; 116,19; 117,23;
F 36 210,5; 231,6; 235,19; 248,6; 285,5; 288,13; 289,22;
308,2; 330,10; 331,6; 340,6; 347,10; 358,7; 358,11;
395,5; 396,18 (= 397,17; 430,5; 431,5); 408,14; 442,3;
446,7; 447,7; 451,5; 490,15; 505,4; 506,6; 509,5; 509,6;
509,8; 517,24; 521,9; 555,6; 558,6; 591,2; 600,4; 608,3;
608,4; 613,10 (= 614,7);
36Grassmann (Grassmann 61996, 290) assumes a G.sg. of a personal name, but this would yield exactly the
same problem, since we would have to explain a G. ◦rayas instead of ◦r	ayas.
37Cf. Thieme (1971, 1, 168).
38Geldner (1951, II, 365): Zehn dunkelbraune Mathrarosse, den Lauf gewinnende Renner mit geradem
Schweife, wendeten im Kreise um.
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9 5 799,6; 805,4; 805,5; 809,21; 809,44;
10 1 841,7;
11\ 1 3 60,1; 64,15; 92,8;
F 6 206,5; 330,2; 434,3; 488,6; 592,7; 593,6;
9 1 780,10 (= 871,12);
10 1 917,15;
/11 1 1 169,4;
F 9 195,8; 329,8; 332,9; 378,2; 387,6; 517,5; 536,7; 552,7;
553,6;
10 2 873,1 (= 873,2-8); 1009,1;
10/ F 1 202,13;
/10 1 1 68,6;
8/ 1 4 12,11 (= 773,6); 30,22 (= 850,1); 79,9 (= 500,9);
133,7;
F 5 232,9; 345,1; 363,7 (= 377,2); 440,6; 457,20;
8 12 623,11; 626,9 (= 774,12; 775,12; 779,6); 627,13; 633,5;
633,12; 643,12; 644,3; 663,15; 669,11; 680,3; 680,6;
704,8;
9 13 716,8; 716,10; 723,9; 724,9; 743,1; 752,3; 752,5; 775,1;
775,23; 777,30; 778,21; 810,1; 813,9;
10 2 911,41; 960,4;
/8 1 3 8,1; 79,8; 97,1;
F 9 198,1; 258,5; 279,4; 333,5; 333,8; 364,7; 374,1; 377,1;
457,28;
8 10 625,10; 625,15; 625,36; 644,28; 660,1; 684,11; 684,12;
702,21; 702,34; 704,9;
9 11 716,7 (= 752,6; 812,2); 719,9; 725,5; 731,6 (= 755,4;
775,11); 732,4; 741,6; 747,1; 760,3; 810,4; 814,3;
818,9;
10 4 845,1; 847,4; 966,5; 982,3;
8 1 1 1,3;
F 1 457,29;
8 1 699,4;
◦rayim 11/ F 1 490,4;
I.Sg. r	ay´¯a 12/ 1 2 48,16; 53,5;
F 1 250,6;
8 1 644,15;
11/ 1 1 71,6;
F 11 298,9; 301,15; 338,10; 357,6; 384,1; 446,5; 460,13;
461,6; 490,13; 559,5; 611,4;
10 1 868,9;
/11 F 7 257,2; 454,3; 456,11; 459,7; 459,11; 476,1; 588,5 (=
589,5);
8/ 1 1 48,1;
F 5 304,6; 327,12 (= 706,6); 364,1; 404,2; 582,8;
8 3 625,32; 646,7; 666,5;
10 1 919,10;
raay´¯a 12\ 1 2 129,9; 129,10;
/8 10 1 919,13;
r	ayín	a 12\ 10 1 948,3;
r	ayiy´¯a 11/ F 1 583,9;
rayy´¯a 8/ 10 1 845,7;
D.Sg. r	ayé 13/ 8 1 706,13;
12/ 8 3 643,16; 644,12; 680,14;
10 2 889,15; 902,2;
/12 9 1 798,45;
11/ 1 2 54,11; 120,9;
F 17 194,4; 249,3; 253,1; 287,11; 298,11; 369,5; 396,15;
397,1; 423,3; 442,2; 458,14; 534,6; 536,6; 543,5; 602,7;
606,3a,b;
9 1 809,6;
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10 3 885,2; 887,22; 942,1;
11-/ 1 1 73,8;
11\ F 2 400,4; 525,6;
/11 1 4 84,17; 113,5; 116,9; 189,1;
F 3 396,16; 490,14; 534,2;
8 1 668,2;
10 1 938,10;
10/ F 1 550,18;
8/ 1 5 5,3; 9,6; 10,6; 100,16; 142,10;
F 8 327,11; 360,3; 374,4; 404,1; 404,5; 418,6; 433,1;
486,30;
8 3 624,15; 627,18; 712,4;
9 2 757,3 (= 776,3); 775,16;
8 F 1 548,9;
9 1 722,1;
raayé 11/ F 1 395,11;
◦raye /12 1 1 57,1;
G.Abl.Sg. r	ayás 12/ 1 2 91,23; 166,3;
F 6 193,12; 215,15 (= 408,13); 250,1; 332,6; 456,3; 489,9;
8 1 643,9;
10 5 861,7; 862,7; 869,3; 948,8; 973,4;
12-/ 8 1 1028,7;
/12 F 1 192,10;
11/ 1 4 51,14; 72,8; 96,6 (= 965,3); 125,1;
F 31 202,12; 218,17 (= 219,11; 220,7); 231,4; 253,3; 264,18;
270,10; 288,21; 298,20; 313,11; 316,8; 317,4; 329,10;
337,10 (= 520,7); 369,1; 387,10; 395,5; 403,4; 445,8;
464,10; 477,4; 491,11; 520,6; 524,3; 536,9; 544,5
(=545,5; 546,5); 550,24; 556,3; 572,15; 609,2; 611,2;
613,4;
10 3 843,9; 848,15; 856,12;
11\ F 2 553,5 (= 706,15); 591,5;
/11 1 2 33,1; 73,9;
F 14 200,5; 300,6; 308,3; 317,10; 325,5; 366,3; 369,5; 395,8;




8/ 1 1 4,10 (= 652,13);
F 4 422,3; 485,2; 496,2; 496,3;
8 5 623,22; 1020,6; 1021,6; 1025,2; 704,4;
9 2 745,6; 747,2;
10 1 967,6;
/8 1 1 17,3;
8 1 2 24,5; 138,3;
F 1 495,8 (= 646,22; 666,6; 1022,1);
8 1 667,4;
ráayas 11/ F 1 337,10;
/11 F 1 460,5;
10/ 1 1 68,10;
raayás 12/ 1 1 36,12;
/8 8 1 680,4;
N.Pl. r´¯ayas 12/ 1 1 31,10;
F 1 408,7;
11/ 1 3 98,3; 123,13; 169,5;
F 4 442,5; 477,1; 550,23; 553,8;
/11 1 1 62,12;
F 4 396,8; 477,5; 534,20; 551,2;
10 1 943,5;
8/ F 2 250,1; 304,7;
8- F 1 344,1;
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8 F 1 455,3;
ráayas 11\ 1 1 167,1;
◦rayas /8 8 1 666,23;
A.Pl. r	ayás /12 F 1 236,15;
11/ 1 2 73,10; 149,1;
F 4 290,6; 452,6; 453,6; 573,6;
9 1 806,3;
/11 1 1 113,4;
F 2 316,7; 390,4;
8/ 1 1 127,11;
F 2 379,3; 548,19;
8 2 624,16; 643,27;
10 1 967,2;
/8 8 1 701,9;




r´¯ayas 12/ 8 1 1021,10;
/11 F 2 488,9; 550,2;
8/ 10 1 966,4;
I.Pl. rayíbhis 12\ 1 1 64,10;
G.Pl. ray	n
˙
´¯am 11/ F 1 212,6;
/11 1 5 60,4 (=72,1); 60,5; 73,4; 96,7; 181,1;
F 14 200,4; 229,10; 231,1; 241,3; 288,16; 346,6 (= 409,10;
660,12; 668,13; 947,10); 357,8; 390,1; 442,8; 448,2;
472,1; 501,13; 521,5; 526,5;
9 1 809,24;
10 4 831,1; 871,5; 873,2; 932,7;
/10 1 2 68,7; 70,5;
/8 8 1 666,2;
ray	n
˙
áam 12\ 9 1 814,4;
/8 1 1 46,2 (=628,12);
8 2 639,8; 684,4;
9 2 759,5; 813,6;
8 6 1 488,19;
r	ay´¯am 12/ 9 1 820,13;





with reins as wished for, páñcara±mi- a having ﬁve reins, pr	ac´¯nara±mi - a whose reins are





having strong reins, saptára±mi - a having seven reins, sára±mi - a having the same reins,
sura±mí- a having good reins, s´¯uryara±mi - a having the sun's beams, sy´¯umara±mi - PN
(having straps for reins).
N.Sg. ra±mís 11\ 1 1 35,7;
/11 10 1 955,5;
◦ra±mis 11/ F 2 203,12; 346,4;
10 1 965,1;
/11 1 1 122,13;
F 1 209,1;
8/ 1 1 35,3;
A.Sg. ra±mím /12 10 1 919,9;
11/ 1 1 123,13;
F 2 318,8; 387,3;
/11 9 1 809,33;
8/ 8 1 652,23;
8 F 1 361,3;
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8 1 627,8;
◦ra±mim 12/ 10 1 862,8;
11/ 10 1 862,6;
/11 1 1 146,1;
F 2 231,3; 485,24;
10 1 834,8;
V.Sg. ra±me 8 F 1 373,5;
I.Sg. ra±mín	a /8 8 1 645,18;
12\ 1 1 135,9;
9 1 781,6;
/12 F 2 409,3; 516,6;
9 1 798,6;
10 1 917,4;
11/ F 1 470,2;
11\ 1 2 59,3; 109,7;
F 2 241,9; 309,4;
8/ 1 1 105,9;
F 2 196,2; 348,5;
9 1 776,7;
D.Sg. ◦ra±maye /12 1 1 112,16;
L.Sg. ◦ra±mau 8/ 8 1 1021,2;
N.Pl. ◦ra±mayas 11/ F 1 416,4;
/11 F 1 485,19;
A.Pl. ra±m´¯n 12/ 1 2 141,11; 144,3;
8 1 655,21;
11/ 1 1 109,3;
/11 10 1 956,7;
8/ 1 1 28,4;
I.Pl. ra±míbhis 12/ 1 1 87,6;
9 1 823,3;
12\ F 1 435,4;
9 1 798,32;
/12 1 1 136,2;
10 1 861,5;
11/ F 2 518,1; 552,1;
9 1 809,23;
11\ 1 3 92,12; 123,12; 124,8;
F 5 310,2; 310,3; 358,4; 563,4; 593,3;
/11 10 1 903,5;
8/ 9 1 778,27;
/8 1 6 19,8; 47,7 (= 137,2; 433,8; 710,2); 49,4; 84,1; 132,3; 136,2;
F 2 348,7; 433,8;
8 3 632,9; 663,32; 681,16;




u / 12 1 1 134,4;
/8 1 1 134,4;
r	atí- f gift, oﬀering; goddess of generosity, r	a give, oﬀer < *reh1, Av. r	aiti-, EWA II,
442f., 446f. Compounds: ánar±ar	ati- a whose oﬀerings are not oﬀending, ár	ati- f (goddess
of) malevolence (*non-gift), citrár	ati - a having extraordinary gifts, pi±a 
ngar	ati - a bring-
ing golden gifts, p	us
˙
ar	ati- a receiving P	us
˙




har	atí- a having generous






ar	atí- a whose gifts are spilling forth,
±rótur	ati - a listening to sbdy., sár	ati- a giving the same oﬀerings, sur	atí- a giving good
gifts, sv	adur	atí- a giving sweet gifts, rewards.
N.Sg. r	atís 12/ 1 3 89,2; 139,5; 168,7;
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8 2 639,19; 644,9;
10 1 892,10;
/12 1 1 34,1;
11/ F 1 504,4;
10 1 921,17;
11\ 1 1 117,1;
/11 1 2 122,7; 184,4;
F 3 264,7; 499,1; 541,3;
10 1 1006,1;
8/ 1 1 139,5;
F 2 392,1; 486,32;
8 2 633,4; 701,29;
10 2 959,3; 969,4;
◦r	atis 11/ 1 1 122,10;
/11 1 1 122,6;
8 1 668,3;
10 1 860,14;
8/ F 1 198,2;
V.Sg. ◦r	ate 11/ F 1 385,2;
A.Sg. r	atím 12/ F 2 192,16 (= 193,13); 236,4;
8 1 710,8;
10 1 966,5;
12\ 8 1 643,28;
11/ 1 2 60,1; 162,2;
F 4 313,5; 479,1; 554,5; 572,18;
11\ 10 1 1004,2;
/11 1 1 169,4;
F 3 301,2; 330,10; 504,8;
8/ 8 2 629,16; 680,8;
/8 8 1 688,5;
8 F 1 296,11;
◦r	atim 12/ 1 1 52,3;
8 2 639,2; 708,4;
10 1 889,12;
11/ F 1 300,4;
D.Sg. r	atáye /8 F 1 364,6;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦r	ates /8 8 1 680,1;
◦r	atiy	as 12\ 9 2 791,3a,b;
L.Sg. r	ataú 11/ F 1 517,20 (= 517,25);
/11 F 3 387,9; 541,4; 553,8;
/11- F 1 491,9;
N.A.Du. ◦r	at	 /11 F 1 503,5;
V.Du. ◦r	at	 /11 F 1 503,11;
N.Pl. r	atáyas /12 1 1 132,2;
/8 1 4 11,3; 11,8; 29,4; 132,2;
8 2 1018,5; 671,1 (= 671,2-12; 708,4);
◦r	atáyas /8 8 1 677,14;
◦r	atayas 12/ F 1 214,5;




11/ F 3 226,6; 229,9; 356,6;
/11 9 1 791,1;
10 1 904,3;
8/ 1 1 43,8;
/8 1 2 23,8 (= 232,15); 29,4;
F 2 433,4; 489,16 (= 500,8);
8 3 629,1; 647,14; 680,4;
10 4 883,1; 911,32; 959,3; 1000,2;
A.Pl. ◦r	at	s /11 1 1 116,21;
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F 6 252,1; 322,7; 323,2; 346,11; 445,5; 517,7;
9 2 808,15; 809,10;
/10 F 1 485,9;
8/ 8 1 659,2;
/8 F 4 258,1; 407,14; 457,27c,d;
8 1 631,3;
◦r	atiis /8 8 1 659,2;
I.Pl. r	atíbhis /12 8 1 639,29;
11/ F 1 253,2;
/8 1 1 11,6;
L.Pl. r	atís
˙
u /12 8 1 624,19;
/8 8 2 639,12; 654,18;
r	a±í- f group, heap, herd, only in Indo-Iranian, EWA II, 449.
N.Sg. r	a±ís 8/ F 1 496,3;
A.Sg. r	a±ím 11/ F 1 316,8;
9 1 799,9;





i- f damage, ris
˙










im /11 F 1 212,6;
r	tí- f stream, ri stream, ﬂow, run < *H(3)rei
“
H, EWA II, 437f.
N.Sg. r	tís 12/ F 1 215,14;
/11 F 2 230,5; 454,1;
A.Sg. r	tím 12/ F 1 402,4;





i- a willing to break sth., from the desiderative stem of ruj break < *leu
“
g/“g,










i- a beneﬁcial, supportive or leading, vaks
˙
grow or vah go, drive/draw a waggon,





is /8 8 1 672,4;
ván˙kri- f rib, vañc stagger, waver < *u
“
enk, cf. vakrá- bent, Weiss (1996, 204f.); EWA
II, 492f.
A.Pl. ván˙kr	s 11/ 1 1 162,18;
vádhri- a castrated, gelding, only in Indic, etym. unclear, EWA II, 498f. The adjectival use
of vádhri- is pour le moins incertain (Pinault (1998b, 90)), the Bahuvr	hi-PN saptávadhri-
owning seven geldings calls for a substantive in the second compound member, and of
the six simplex attestations only three are rendered by Geldner as adjectives. Combined
with the accent, this may hint to an analysis similar to that of bh´¯uri- above, i.e. as an
original substantive whose secondary adjectival usage developed from the type of appositional
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constructions described by Pinault (1998b, 114f.).
N.Sg. vádhris 11/ 1 1 32,7;
◦vadhris 8/ 8 1 682,9;
A.Sg. ◦vadhrim 8/ F 1 432,5;
I.Sg. vádhrin
˙
	a /8 10 1 928,12;
D.Sg. ◦vadhraye /12 10 1 865,9;
/8 F 1 432,6;
N.Pl. vádhrayas /12 8 1 666,30;
11\ 1 1 33,6;
/8 8 1 666,30;
A.Pl. vádhr	n 12/ F 1 216,3;
◦váni- a gaining, winning, van win < *u
“
en, EWA II, 499. Compounds: upam	ativáni - a
accepting the call, r
˙








N.Sg. ◦vánis /12 F 1 395,15;
/11 F 1 395,16;
A.Sg. ◦vánim /11 F 1 517,23;
10 1 924,7;
vartaní- f track, way, vr
˙
t turn (intr.) < *u
“







having a black rail, track, g	ayatrávartani - a turning (moving) in/like a hymn, ghr
˙
távartani-
a whose track, way is rich in fat, dvivartaní- a having two tracks, ways, raghúvartani -
a rolling fast, rudrávartani - a treading magniﬁcent paths, vr
˙
jinávartani- a fallacious
(treading twisted tracks), híran
˙
yavartani- a having golden paths, tracks.
N.Sg. vartanís /8+ 10 1 970,4;
◦vartanis /12 9 1 793,2;
11/ F 1 585,1;
/11 10 1 887,20;
/8 F 1 502,7;
8 1 646,18;
A.Sg. vartaním 12/ F 1 341,3;
10 1 891,6;
11\ F 1 534,16;
/11 F 1 241,2;
/8 1 1 25,9;
F 1 415,9;
8 1 672,8;
10 2 998,1; 998,4;
◦vartanim 12\ 8 1 643,19;
/12 1 1 31,6;
/8 8 2 629,8; 658,6;
I.Sg. vartan´¯ /11 1 1 53,8;
N.A.Du. ◦vartan	 12\ 8 1 696,5;
/8 1 1 92,18;
F 2 429,2 (= 625,11; 628,1); 429,3;
8 1 642,14;
V.Du. ◦vartan	 /12 8 1 642,1 (= 865,11);
/8 1 1 3,3;
I.D.Abl.Du. vartaníbhy	am /11 F 1 585,3;
N.Pl. vartanáyas 11\ 10 1 831,4;
A.Pl. vartan´¯s /12 1 1 140,9;
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11/ F 1 315,2;
vavrí- m hiding place, vr
˙
surround, restrain, lock in, only in Indo-Iranian, the PIE ety-
mology remains disputed, EWA II, 512f., see section 2.1.2.3. Compounds: vívavri- m hiding
place, cover.
N.Sg. vavrís 11/ 10 1 830,4;
8 F 1 373,1;
A.Sg. vavrím 12/ 9 1 783,2;
/12 1 1 164,29;
11/ 1 1 164,7;
9 1 781,9;
10 1 831,5;
/11 1 1 116,10;




	a /12 1 1 54,10;
G.Abl.Sg. vavrés /11 F 1 338,1 (= 338,2);
8/ F 1 373,1;





i- a benevolent, va± wish for, want, desire < *u
“
e“k, the unexpected full grade of the
root is explained by Liebert (1949, 47) as inﬂuence (or even substantivization) of the 3.sg.
present. On the other hand, there are some lengthened-grade verbal forms in Hittite and





ayas /8 F 1 433,5;
vasatí- f stay; nest, vas stay at, inhabit < *h2u
“
es, EWA II, 531f.; see section 2.1.1.3.
N.Sg. vasatís /11 F 1 444,3;
/8 10 1 923,5;
A.Sg. vasatím /11 1 1 33,2;
F 1 356,6;
/8 10 1 953,4;
I.Sg. vasaty´¯a /10 1 1 66,9;
G.Abl.Sg. vasatés /11 1 1 124,12 (= 505,6);
L.Sg. vasataú /11 1 1 31,5;
/8 9 1 774,15;
A.Pl. vasat´¯s /8 1 1 25,4;
vasút	ati- f (sum of) goods, wealth, derived from vásu- n good thing, blessing, see section
2.1.4.
N.Sg. vasút	atis /11 1 1 122,12;
A.Sg. vasút	atim /11 1 1 122,5;
vásutti- f reception of goods < *Hu
“
asu-dH-ti-, d	a give < *deh3, with compositional
laryngeal loss in the SMC (cf. ◦d	ati- above39), EWA I, 713ﬀ.; NIL, 60ﬀ.; Kuiper (1961, 25).
39But in this case the SMC might also reﬂect dh	a, cf. Geldner apud Kuiper (1961, 25).
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D.Sg. vásuttaye /8 8 1 670,7;
9 1 756,6;
váhni- a/m pulling, drawing sth.; draft animal, vah go, drive/draw a waggon, lead <
*u
“
e“gh, EWA II, 535ﬀ.
N.Sg. váhnis 12/ 1 1 160,3;
10 1 837,6;
12\ 8 1 643,340;
/12 F 1 208,4;
/12- 1 1 129,541;
11/ F 1 265,1;
9 1 801,1;
10 1 887,9;
11\ F 1 523,5;
10 1 927,11;
/11 1 3 76,4; 113,17; 184,1;
F 5 265,1; 239,1; 254,1; 317,6; 452,2;
9 1 809,34;
8/ 1 1 128,4;
F 2 404,4; 457,9 (= 532,9);
8 1 703,1;
9 4 721,6; 732,6; 748,2; 820,10;
8-/ 1 1 129,5;
8 9 1 776,19;
A.Sg. váhnim 12/ 10 1 941,3;
11/ 1 1 60,1;
F 1 235,1;
9 2 803,1; 808,17;
/11 F 1 265,2;
10 1 927,10;
8/ F 1 245,4 (= 532,12);
8 1 663,20;
9 1 777,28;
V.Sg. vahne 8 9 1 732,5;
D.Sg. váhnaye 12\ F 1 212,2;
G.Abl.Sg. váhnes /11 F 1 480,1;
N.A.Du. váhn	 11/ F 1 589,4;
8/ 8 1 628,12;
N.Pl. váhnayas 12\ F 1 228,3;
/12 F 2 215,13; 598,4;
10 2 940,2; 964,1;
11\ F 1 240,2;
8/ 8 1 632,15;
/8 1 4 3,9; 14,6; 20,8; 48,11;
F 2 433,4; 498,3;
8 2 623,23; 626,2;
I.Pl. váhnibhis 12\ 10 1 919,9;
11/ F 1 473,3;
11\ F 1 591,5;
/8 1 2 6,5; 44,13;
v´¯avahi- a moving quickly, vah go, drive/draw a waggon, lead < *u
“
e“gh, EWA II, 535ﬀ.;
40Van Nooten/Holland (1994, 359; 638) restitute a catalectic 12-syllable line with a rest after the fourth
syllable, a trisyllabic scansion of váhnis as suggested by Grassmann 61996, 1245f. is thus unnecessary and
would in any case be diﬃcult to motivate.
415f & g are catalectic verses according to Arnold (1905, 161 and 294). Again, there is no need for trisyllabic
váhnis (pace Grassmann, l.c.).
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see section 2.1.2.3.
N.Sg. v´¯avahis /8 9 1 721,6;
vim
˙




ti -, YAv. v	saiti-, Lat. u	gint	, Gr. (Ion.-Att.) εÒκοσι
etc., EWA II, 550f.; see section 2.1.1.2.
N.Sg. vim
˙
±atís /11 1 1 164,11;
/8 1 1 80,9;
A.Sg. vim
˙
±atím 11\ F 1 534,11;
/11 F 2 381,2; 468,8;
/10 8 1 666,31;
/8 8 1 666,22;
10 2 912,14; 912,23;
I.Sg. vim
˙
±aty´¯a 11/ F 1 209,5;
vívici- a distinguishing, vic separate, sieve, shake, only in Indo-Iranian, EWA II, 576f.;
see section 2.1.2.3.
A.Sg. vívicim 12\ F 1 362,3;





í- f service, vis
˙









í- (f) three times (only attested in adverbial










´¯ 11/ F 1 302,4;










íbhis /12 1 1 92,3;




H, EWA II, 509f.
Compounds: gáuriv	iti- m PN (having cows for one's feast), deváv	ti- f feast for the gods,
ráthav	ti - m PN.
N.Sg. ◦v	tis /8 F 1 415,19;
A.Sg. v	tím /11 9 1 809,25;
8 9 1 713,4;
◦v	tim /11 1 1 113,12;
F 1 583,6 (= 600,6; 601,5);
9 1 801,7; 809,21;
10 1 879,3;
8/ 8 1 677,13;
I.Sg. v	t´¯ 12/ 8 1 1023,6;
11/ F 1 447,1;
9 1 803,2 (?);
11-/ F 1 457,46;
11\ 9 1 809,49 (?);
8/ 9 2 721,2; 773,1;
D.Sg. v	táye /12 1 3 135,1; 135,3; 142,13;
F 1 193,6;
11/ F 1 573,2;
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/11 F 2 413,8; 584,2;
/8 1 6 5,5; 13,2; 74,4; 74,6; 135,3 (= 135,4); 135,4;
F 6 247,4; 380,2 (= 532,4); 405,5; 457,10; 457,44; 494,10;
8 5 640,10; 640,16; 669,4; 702,22; 710,7 (= 710,10);
9 4 718,9; 774,23; 816,3; 817,3;
◦v	taye /12 F 2 214,7; 509,10;
9 1 782,9;
11\ 10 1 861,14;
/11 10 1 892,12;
/8 1 1 12,9;
F 3 255,2; 456,18; 457,7;
9 11 718,6; 725,2; 725,3; 732,1; 757,1; 758,1 (= 779,17);
766,4; 776,15; 777,18; 818,7; 819,12;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦v	tes /11 F 1 383,11;
/11- 10 1 832,3;
L.Sg. ◦v	tau /11 F 3 251,5; 396,10; 535,4;
9 3 808,14; 809,2; 809,33;
/8 F 1 415,18;
I.Pl. ◦v	tibhis /12 8 1 1023,6;
vr
˙
káti- m wolf-like robber, wolf, v¯
˙




kátis /11 F 1 337,4;
◦vr
˙
kti- f turning, oﬀering, vr
˙
j turn, lay down, scatter sth. < *h2u
“
erg, EWA II, 516f.
Compounds: námovr
˙
kti - f respectful scattering, svávr
˙
kti - f one's own oﬀering.
A.Sg. ◦vr
˙
ktim /11 10 1 957,2;
I.Pl. ◦vr
˙
ktibhis /8 10 1 847,1;
◦vr
˙
ti- f exclusion, containment, vr
˙
surround, restrain, lock in, exclude, only in Indo-Iranian,
the PIE etymology remains disputed, EWA II, 512f. Compounds: áp	avr
˙




tim /12 8 1 675,3;
v¯
˙
ddhi- f invigoration, vr
˙
dh multiply, cause to grow (act.); grow (mid.), only in Indo-
Iranian, EWA II, 520f.
N.Pl. v¯
˙



























ís 12/ F 1 417,1;
10 2 849,4; 869,7;
11/ 1 1 152,7;
F 2 439,3; 454,1;
9 1 801,1;
8/ F 1 610,1;







ím 12/ F 2 409,5; 417,2;
9 1 820,10;
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11/ F 6 218,15; 322,2; 412,3; 416,3; 437,6; 556,6;
9 2 808,14; 809,17;
10 2 924,3; 924,10;
/11 1 1 116,12;
F 1 580,2;
9 1 781,9;
8/ 1 1 39,9;
F 1 197,5;
9 4 720,8 (= 751,2); 777,3; 777,24; 812,3;
8 8 1 632,6;





















iy´¯a 12\ F 1 417,4;







és 12/ 9 1 786,3;







áyas /12 F 1 225,2;
8 1 645,6;
10 1 901,3;
11\ F 1 617,5;
8/ 9 1 729,2;
/8 F 4 407,2; 407,6; 407,10; 438,3;







íbhis /12 F 1 413,5;
11\ 1 1 164,52;
F 1 572,13;














































i 8 F 1 389,4;
8 2 623,10; 627,23;
védi- f gras scattered around of the place of sacriﬁce, etym. unclear, maybe *u
“
o-sd-i- (*sed
sit, be seated), EWA II, 581; NIL, 590ﬀ., fn. 11.
N.Sg. védis 11/ 1 1 164,35;
/11 F 1 551,7;
A.Sg. védim 12/ 8 1 639,18;
11/ F 1 576,9;
/11 F 1 385,12;
10 1 887,2;
/8- 1 1 170,4;
L.Sg. (?) véd	 11/ F 1 442,10;
/11 F 1 194,4;
vaídada±vi- m PN descendant of Vidada±va, see section 2.1.6.
N.Sg. vaídada±vis 8/ F 1 415,10;
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vyáti- m steed ?, unclear, EWA II, 590; AiG II,2, 294.
A.Pl. viyát	n /12 1 1 155,6;
8/ 8 1 678,13;
G.Pl. viyát	naam /8 F 1 328,17;
◦vyathi- a ambling, staggering, vyath saunter, stagger, amble, no IE cognates, EWA II,
591. Instead of a simplex vyáthi- (Grassmann 61996, 1358), Hoﬀmann (AzI I, 154ﬀ.) and




eth2-s- ? Cf. LIV2, 696), occurring seven
times in the N.Sg. in the RV. For a discussion of the attestations see Oldenberg (1909, 111ﬀ.),
who does not completely exclude the possibility of a simplex in i-. Compounds: avyathí- a






ávyathi - a having a black way/stagger (said of Agni).
N.Sg. ◦vyathís /12 F 1 469,3;
11/ F 1 195,7;
/11 1 1 117,15;
/8 9 1 760,3;
I.Sg. ◦vyath´¯ 11/ 10 1 853,21;
A.Pl. ◦vyath´¯s 11/ 10 1 857,10;
I.Pl. ◦vyathíbhis 12\ 1 1 112,6;
/11 F 1 585,7;
L.Pl. ◦vyathís
˙
u /8 8 1 622,24;
vratáti- f creeper, climbing plant, probably to be connected with vr
˙
t turn, EWA II, 595.
G.Abl.Sg. vratátes 8/ 8 1 660,6;
±akúni- m bird, etym. unclear, EWA II, 603; Kuiper (1991, 44, 93).
V.Sg. ±akune 12\ F 4 234,2a,c,e; 234,3;
/11 F 1 233,1;
±akúnti- m bird, see above.
V.Sg. ±akunte /11 F 1 233,3;
N.Pl. ±akúntayas /12 F 1 234,1;
±aktí-/±ákti- f strength, power, ±ak be able to, have the power to (< *“kek(u“
) ? Verbal
forms are attested in Indo-Iranian only), EWA II, 600f., 603. This is one of the cases where
a ti -stem apparently preserves both barytone and oxytone accentuation, see the entry cítti-
above. Compounds: su±ákti - f easy feat.
N.Sg. ±aktís 12/ 1 1 83,3;
/11 F 2 318,8; 536,10;
◦±áktis 12/ F 1 548,21;
A.Sg. ±aktím 11/ F 2 230,7; 339,3;
/11 F 1 291,3;
±áktim 8/ 10 1 960,6;
I.Sg. ±akt´¯ 11\ F 1 584,8;
±ákt	 11/ 1 1 31,18;
A.Pl. ±akt´¯s 11/ 1 1 109,3;
F 1 265,14;
I.Pl. ±áktibhis 11\ 10 1 914,10;
/8 10 1 851,5;
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±átri- m PN, unclear, maybe belongs to ±átru- m enemy, but this has no clear etymology
either, EWA II, 607; Kuiper (1991, 93).
A.Sg. ±átrim 11/ F 1 388,9;
±ám
˙
t	ati- f blessings, wellbeing, t	ati-derivative of the particle ±ám blessing (etym. unclear),
EWA II, 609f., see section 2.1.4.
N.A.Sg. ±ám
˙
t	ati 8/ 8 1 638,7;
N.A.Du. ±ám
˙
t	at	 12/ 1 1 112,20;
I.Pl. ±ám
˙
t	atibhis /8 10 1 963,4;
±árán
˙
i- f disobedience, ±	r
˙




im 11\ 1 1 31,16;
±álmalí- m type of tree, etym. unclear, EWA II, 622f., a possible loan according to Kuiper
(1991, 65).
A.Sg. ±almalím /11 10 1 911,20;
L.Sg. ±almalaú 11/ F 1 566,3;
±astí- f song of praise, ±a ˙˘ms praise, proclaim < *“kems, Av. sasti -, EWA II, 599f. Com-
pounds: abhí±asti- f curse, bad luck, á±asti - f hatred, curse, ill will, prá±asti - f eulogy,
praise, su±astí- a/f (deserving) good praise.
N.Sg. ±astís 11/ F 1 299,15;
◦±astís /11 10 1 930,10;
◦±astis 8/ 8 1 626,22;
A.Sg. ±astím 11/ F 1 299,3;
◦±astim 11/ F 1 411,7;
10 1 1008,1 (= 1008,2-3);
/11 1 1 181,1;
F 4 264,1; 357,7; 522,1; 538,3;
/11- F 1 202,12;
10/ 1 1 70,9;
8/ F 1 232,16;
I.Sg. ◦±astí /11 1 1 186,1;
F 1 508,3;
D.Sg. ◦±astaye 12/ 9 1 782,6;
/12 8 1 639,26;
11/ 1 2 122,11; 174,4;
/11 F 1 357,12;
/8 1 3 21,3; 23,19; 74,6;
F 3 352,5; 393,4; 610,3;
8 1 632,15;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦±astes /12 10 1 865,6;
/11 1 2 71,10; 93,5;
F 1 529,2;
10 2 856,7; 930,9;
8/ F 1 483,4;
8 1 675,14;
/8 1 1 91,15;
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N.Pl. ◦±astáyas /12 F 1 400,6;
◦±astayas /8 1 1 26,9;
F 1 486,3 (= 632,21; 660,9);
8 2 639,19; 665,33;
8 9 1 714,8;
A.Pl. ◦±ast	s /12 8 1 698,2;
/11 1 1 100,10;
F 2 509,6; 534,5;
8/ F 1 489,17;
/8- F 1 344,2;
I.Pl. ±astíbhis 11/ 1 1 186,3;
◦±astíbhis /12 F 1 260,6 (= 407,11);
10 1 966,3;
/8 1 1 20,7;
8 2 625,24; 643,6;
◦±astibhis 12/ F 1 456,2;
11/ 1 1 148,3;
/8 F 2 363,6; 370,1;
8 3 639,29; 661,2; 683,2;
9 1 722,3;
◦±iti- f sharpening, ±	a sharpen < *“keh3(i
“
) (verbal forms are attested in Indo-Iranian only),
EWA II, 627; NIL, 411ﬀ. Compounds: ní±iti- f sharpening.
A.Sg. ◦±itim 11\ F 2 454,4; 456,11;
8/ F 1 443,5;
I.Sg. ◦±it	 12\ 8 1 639,14;
◦±i±vi- a growing, ±	u swell, grow (strong) < *“keu
“
h1, EWA II, 623f., 641; AiG II,2, 293; see
section 2.1.3. Compounds: sú±i±vi - a growing well.















au /11 1 1 173,10;
±ucantí- m PN, the segmentation is not quite clear (±uc-antí- ? AiG II,2, 211f.), Wacker-
nagel/Debrunner suggest a backformation from a fem. present participle in -ant	, AiG III,
183.
A.Sg. ±ucantím 12/ 1 1 112,7;
±úci- a bright, gleaming, ±uc shine, glow, burn < *“keu
“
k, EWA II, 655f. This was a highly
productive Caland root in Indo-Iranian42, cf. Ved. ±ukrá- bright (Av. suxra- red), the
root noun ±úc- f ﬂame, ±óka- m light and the s-stems ±ocís
˙
- n ﬂame and ◦±okas- (in
sahásra±okas- having a thousand ﬂames). ±úci - occurs in 12 compounds as the ﬁrst member
of compound, never as the second and thus looks like the classical Caland-FMC. As for its
adjectival simplex use, one fairly common explanation is the reanalysis of the ﬁrst compound
member of these possessive compounds as a (neuter) adjective rather than as a substantive
42Which, however, may have been restricted to this branch of IE, since the only non-Indo-Iranian evidence
(Gr. κυ´κνος swan) is doubtful, see Nussbaum (1976, 13).
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(AiG II,1, 61, this strategy was also applied by Karl Hoﬀmann and Jochem Schindler (in
class) to explain some of the i-adjectives found in other IE daughter languages.).
N.Sg. ±úcis 12/ 8 1 633,19;
9 2 782,8; 784,4 (= 798,13);
/12 1 2 141,4; 141,5;
F 5 192,1; 192,14; 365,1; 449,1; 456,1;
9 2 787,4; 797,4;
10 1 869,9;
11/ 1 1 180,3;
F 5 218,13; 297,7; 355,3; 611,2; 613,7;
10 1 855,1;
11-/ 1 1 91,3 (= 800,8);
11\ F 3 239,7; 526,1; 620,16;
10 1 843,10;
/11 1 1 160,1;
F 1 519,9;
10/ 8 1 649,5;
/10 1 1 66,2;
8/ 1 3 127,7; 142,3 (= 736,6); 142,9;
F 3 198,4; 361,8; 531,10;
8 3 622,9; 664,21b,c;
9 1 736,7;
/8 F 2 196,4; 365,3;
8 1 664,21;
9 1 721,3;
N.A.Sg.n. ±úci /12 1 1 140,11;
11/ 1 2 71,8; 121,5 (= 887,11);
F 4 297,6; 298,16; 451,2; 492,1;
11-/ F 1 297,19;
/8 9 1 779,12;
5 F 1 306,6;
A.Sg. ±úcim 12/ F 2 236,14; 456,7;
9 1 817,4;
12\ F 1 236,15;
/12 1 1 140,1;
11/ 1 1 72,3;
F 6 226,3; 358,3; 572,12; 606,2; 607,4; 609,1;
11\ F 1 563,1;
8/ F 1 296,5;
8 1 710,10;
/8- 8 1 711,4;
V.Sg. ±uce /12 1 1 31,17;
F 1 489,3;
11/ F 1 447,3;
/8 F 1 605,3;
8 1 663,13;
I.Sg. ±úcin	a 11\ F 1 226,8;
/8 F 1 196,4;
D.Sg. ±úcaye 11\ F 2 235,10; 557,6;
N.A.Du. ±úc	 8/ F 1 352,5;
10 1 911,12;
N.V.Pl. ±úcayas 12\ 1 3 64,2; 134,4; 134,5;
F 1 192,13;
8 2 623,3; 1021,10;
10 1 950,7;
11\ 1 2 72,3; 181,1;
F 15 218,2; 218,9; 226,3; 347,2; 347,9; 447,3; 447,4;
507,4; 507,11; 518,2; 565,2; 565,3; 572,12; 573,5;
606,1;
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8/ 1 1 5,5;
/8 8 1 664,17;
N.A.Pl.n. ±úc	 11/ F 1 572,12;
±úc	ni /11 F 1 224,13;
I.Pl. ±úcibhis 11\ F 2 355,3; 503,2;
D.Abl.Pl. ±úcibhyas /11 F 1 572,12;
G.Pl. ±úc	n	am /11 F 1 572,12;
±úc	naam /8 1 1 30,2;
9 1 764,5;
±úpti- f < *(s)“kup-ti- shoulder, YAv. supti -, EWA II, 647.
L.Sg. ±úptau /12 1 1 51,5;
±u±ukváni- a gleaming, ±uc shine, glow, burn < *“keu
“
k, EWA II, 655f.; a variety of ±úkvan-
according to AiG II,1, 224, cf. also AiG II,2, 906.









i - a wishing/willing to shine forth, from the
desiderative stem of ±uc shine, glow, burn < *“keu
“





is /12 F 1 192,1;
±rúti- f hearing, YAv. ◦sr	uiti-, OCS sluti, EWA II, 666f.; NIL, 425ﬀ. The simplex occurs
only as the inﬁnitive of ±ru hear < *“kleu
“
. Compounds: úpa±ruti - f attention, grant.
A.Sg. ◦±rutim /8 1 1 10,3;
I.Sg. ◦±ruti /8 8 2 628,5; 654,11;
D.Sg. ±rútiyai 12\ F 1 193,7;




















ís 11/ F 1 556,1;
10 1 927,3;










ím /12 1 1 166,13;
F 1 223,3;
11/ F 2 534,6; 534,10;
/11 F 2 205,9; 284,2;
10/ 1 1 67,1;





´¯ 12/ F 1 332,4;
8 1 643,18;
11/ F 6 194,9; 200,4; 205,8; 454,1; 509,1; 555,4;
8/ F 1 243,8;
8 1 643,14;
9 1 818,1;










áye 11\ F 1 229,2;





aú 12/ F 1 204,9;
±rén
˙
i- f < *±ray-ani - row, line, group, ±ri lean (on) < *“klei
“
, EWA II, 665, 670. Van
Nooten/Holland restitute ±ráyin
˙
i - in RV I,126,4, X,95,6 and X,142,5 without commenting on
it, but ±ri is clearly an anit
˙
-root and we should therefore assume an ani-stem (and not a




is 11\ 10 1 921,6;
/11 10 1 887,20;
A.Sg. ±ráyan
˙
im /11 1 1 126,4;
N.Pl. ±ráyan
˙
ayas 11\ 10 1 968,5;
A.Pl. ±ráyan
˙
	s 12\ F 1 413,7;
I.Pl. ±ráyan
˙
ibhis 11\ F 1 334,6;
±rón
˙
i- f < *“klou
“
ni- hip, buttocks, YAv. sraoni -, Lat. cl	unis, Lith. ²launìs etc., EWA II, 671f.
I.D.Abl.Du. ±rón
˙
ibhy	am 8/ 10 1 989,4;




t, a Caland-root, cf. ±vitrá- white, ±iti◦ <
*±viti◦ (YAv. spiti -) in ±iti-pád - a having white feet, EWA II, 679; NIL, 434ﬀ. ±vit	cí- is
derived from ±vity-áñc-/±vit	c- bright (*white-wards).
N.Pl. ±vit	cáyas 11/ 10 1 872,7;
◦saktí- f persecution, sañj cling to < *seg, cf. Lith. sègti, EWA II, 688f.; NIL, 604f.







í- f < *su
“

















ím 12/ 1 1 53,9;
8 1 624,20;
11/ F 1 467,6;
9 1 809,53;












i- a victorious, sah defeat, overcome < *se“gh (or sac follow < *seku“ ?), EWA II,





is /12 F 1 222,4;
8 1 644,26;





im /12 1 1 679,8;
9 2 783,4; 790,3;





	 /12 8 1 642,15;
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◦satti- f sitting, sad sit < *sed, EWA II, 692f. Compounds: nís
˙
atti - f inactivity (sitting
down).
N.Sg. ◦sattis 11/ F 1 317,9;
satyat	ati- f truth, from satyá- a existing, true, AiG II,2, 621; see section 2.1.4.
V.Sg. satyat	ate /11 F 1 300,14;
sádhri- m PN, probably connected to sadhryàñc- directed towards sth., EWA II, 695.
G.Abl.Sg. sádhres /11- F 1 398,10;
saní- m winning, procurement, gain, san win, gain < *senh2, EWA II, 696f. Compounds:









giving food, v	ajasáni- a gaining booty, hr
˙
da ˙˘msáni- a winning someone's heart.
N.Sg. sanís 8/ 8 1 632,12;
◦sánis 11/ 9 1 822,11;
/11 10 1 897,10;
/8 9 1 773,14;
V.Sg. ◦sane /11 F 1 445,4;
A.Sg. saním 12/ F 2 225,7; 511,6;
/11 F 1 235,23 (= 239,11; 240,11; 241,11; 249,7; 256,5; 257,5);
8/ 1 2 18,6; 27,4;
9 1 744,6;
/8 F 2 381,4; 502,6;
◦sánim 12/ F 1 285,2;
11/ 10 1 917,15;
/8 F 1 494,10;
D.Sg. sanáye 12\ F 1 222,3;
11\ 1 5 30,16; 31,8; 116,12; 116,21; 124,7;
F 3 316,3; 467,8; 595,5;
9 2 804,1; 808,20;
10 1 856,11;
N.Pl. sanáyas 11\ 1 1 100,13;
F 1 264,21;
D.Abl.Pl. saníbhyas 12/ 10 2 861,4; 866,8;
8/ 8 1 644,28;
/8 8 2 636,3; 671,11;
G.Pl. san	n´¯am /8 8 1 625,37;
saptatí- f seventy < *septm
˚
-ti-, YAv. hapt	aiti-, EWA II, 700; see section 2.1.1.2.
A.Sg. saptatím /12 10 1 919,15;
I.Sg. saptaty´¯a 11\ F 1 209,5;
G.Pl. saptat	náam /8 8 2 639,37; 666,26;
sápti- m team of horses, EWA II, 700f. Mayrhofer suggests an analysis as a ti -derivative of
sap honor, care for, but a non-vr
˙
ddhi-denominal i -derivative of saptá- seven seems equally
possible (see section 2.1.6), the original meaning would then have been team of seven horses,
cf. AiG II,2, 304. Compounds: yuyuj	anasapti- a whose horses have been harnessed.
N.Sg. sáptis 11/ F 1 22,7;
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9 2 782,10; 808,9;
11\ 9 1 808,16;
/11 F 1 559,2;
10 1 832,2;
8/ 9 2 815,6; 818,12 (= 819,11);
A.Sg. sáptim 11/ 10 1 906,1;
11\ 1 1 61,5;
/11 F 1 256,1;
8/ 8 1 663,25;
9 1 741,2;
10 1 982,1;
G.Abl.Sg. sáptes /11 1 1 162,1;
N.A.Du. sápt	 /11 F 1 269,2;
8/ F 1 500,3;
8 1 653,18;
10 1 886,6;
◦sapt	 /11 F 1 503,4;
N.Pl. sáptayas 12/ 10 1 968,2;
12\ 1 2 47,8; 85,6;
8 2 624,14; 666,7;
/12 1 1 85,1;
/8 9 2 733,4; 777,26;
V.Pl. saptayas /8 8 1 640,23;
I.Pl. sáptibhis 12\ 8 1 633,13;
sámr
˙
ti- f encounter with the enemy, ﬁght < *sam-Hr
˚
-ti-, Grassmann 61996, 1484; AiG II,2,





tis /11 F 2 312,17; 576,10;
A.Sg. sámr
˙
tim /11 1 1 32,6;
G.Abl.Sg. sámr
˙
tes /12 8 1 710,4;
L.Sg. sámr
˙




tau 12\ F 1 388,6;
/8 1 1 127,3;
F 1 361,2;
sarvát	ati- f entirety, wholeness, from sarvá- a everything, all, EWA II, 711; AiG II,2, 621;
see section 2.1.4.
A.Sg. sarvát	atim 12/ 10 1 926,1 (= 926,2-11);
/11 F 1 288,11;
10 1 862,14;
D.Sg. sarvát	ataye /12 1 1 106,2 (= 861,11);
11\ 9 1 808,4;
/8 F 2 497,6c,d;
L.Sg. sarvát	at	a 11/ 10 1 900,3;
/11 1 1 94,15;
F 6 288,19; 322,3; 423,3; 453,2; 534,19; 573,7;
8/ F 1 456,18;
sásni- a winning repeatedly, san win, gain < *senh2, EWA II, 696f.; see section 2.1.2.3.
N.Sg. sásnis 11/ F 1 249,5;
/11 F 1 209,1;
8/ 9 2 736,4; 773,20;
N.A.Sg.n. sásni /11 10 1 946,2;
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A.Sg. sásnim 12\ 10 1 864,4;
11/ 10 1 965,6;
8/ F 1 389,1;
I.Sg. sásnin	a /12 F 1 214,10;
N.A.Dual sásn	 8/ 8 1 658,1;
sásri- a running, sr
˙
run < *sel, EWA II, 705f.; see section 2.1.2.3.
N.Sg. sásris /11 10 1 925,4;
sáhuri- a victorious, sah defeat, overcome < *se“gh, EWA II, 717f., 720; NIL, 600ﬀ. Nuss-
baum in his detailed account of the relation between Gr. æχυρο´ς/âχυρο´ς and Ved. sáhuri-
argues that both may be analyzed either as *ro-adjectives derived from a u-stem (*so/e“ghu-





> *so/e“gh-ur-o/i-), although the latter may be preferable, Nussbaum (1998b, 536). To ex-
plain the Vedic i-stem, Nussbaum evokes the Caland process *h2e“k-ró- → *h2ó/é“k-ri-, but
does not comment on the fact that sáhuri- turns out as an adjective. However, the pair Gr.
æχυρο´ς/âχυρο´ς: Ved. sáhuri- looks too much like the other examples of i-stem nominaliza-
tions cited by Weiss (1996, 205) to be a coincidence (note also the accent), which means that
the adjectival usage of sáhuri- must be a purely Indic development.
N.Sg. sáhuris 12\ F 1 212,3;
10 1 918,8;
/11 F 2 334,7; 574,4;
10 1 909,4;
A.Sg. sáhurim /11 8 1 666,20;
V.Sg. sahure /12 10 1 910,5;
11\ 10 2 909,6; 910,2;
/11 F 1 318,9;














au /8 8 1 1020,1;
s	atí- f < *sn
˚
h2-ti- gain, acquisition, attainment, san win, gain < *senh2, EWA II, 696f.
Compounds: arkás	ati- f reaching, conquering of the light, árn
˙
as	ati- f battle (*gaining of
the turmoil), ks
˙
étras	ati - f acquisition, conquering of land, gós
˙
	ati- f ﬁght for cattle, gaining of
cattle, tokás	ati- f attainment of oﬀspring, dyumnás	ati- f attainment of strength, dhánas	ati-




	ati- f capturing of men, medhás	atí- f attainment of the
sacriﬁcial meal, v´¯ajas	ati- attainment of goods or booty (in battle), ±´¯uras	ati - f battle
(attainment of heroes), suvars
˙
	ati- f ﬁght for/attainment of the sun.
N.Sg. s	atís 12/ 1 1 168,7;
A.Sg. s	atím 12/ 1 2 111,3b,c;
12\ 1 2 111,3a,b;
8 1 643,29;
/11 1 1 111,5;
9 2 781,9; 809,25;
8 1 1 6,10;
D.Sg. s	atáye 12\ 1 1 111,4;
/12 1 5 102,3; 138,4; 102,5; 130,6; 143,6;
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F 1 599,6;
9 1 780,7;
10 3 861,10; 864,1; 889,9;
11/ F 1 611,3;
11\ F 3 288,17; 501,13; 583,5;
9 1 800,2;
/11 F 4 265,19; 270,1; 290,6; 460,2;
8/ F 1 497,5;
/8 1 2 4,9; 130,6;
F 4 359,4; 363,7; 393,3; 531,9;
8 3 623,5; 625,9; 665,9;
9 2 719,9; 768,3;
10 2 919,10; 969,5;
◦s	ataye 12\ F 1 236,7;
/12 1 2 129,1; 130,1;
F 2 222,3; 400,7;
8 1 647,13;
9 1 822,1;
10 2 892,7; 927,12;
/8 1 1 130,1;
F 7 271,5; 389,6 (= 626,37; 654,4); 418,6; 494,1; 494,4; 498,1;
610,5 (= 683,12);
8 11 623,18; 624,18 (= 697,6); 628,21; 629,13; 633,3; 660,2e,f;
678,1; 689,2; 696,6; 711,3;
9 4 725,3 (= 754,3); 725,4; 725,6; 755,6 (= 819,23);
10 2 847,4; 976,4;
/8+ F 1 582,1;
L.Sg. s	at´¯a 12/ 1 1 112,22;
11/ 1 1 131,3;
F 1 451,3;
8/ F 1 487,1;
8 9 1 778,18;
◦s	at	a 12/ 1 1 31,6;
10 3 864,1; 889,14; 973,3;
/12 1 1 157,2;
11/ F 6 312,9; 458,8; 459,6; 474,4; 535,3; 543,1;
9 1 800,2;
10 1 925,3;
/11 F 1 609,5;
8/ 1 2 131,1; 131,6;
F 2 333,6; 610,6;
8 1 693,7;
s	ataú 11/ F 3 221,5; 552,8; 576,11;
11\ F 1 467,1;
/11 1 2 169,2; 180,8;
F 8 210,4; 320,2; 451,6; 460,7; 461,5; 467,2; 537,7; 546,2;
10 2 887,24; 900,1;
10/ F 1 485,9;
8/ 1 1 36,17;
◦s	atau /12 8 1 712,3;
10 2 890,6; 976,4;
/11 1 5 34,12 (= 112,24); 63,6; 100,7; 110,9; 174,7;
F 18 211,8; 264,22 (= 265,22; 266,17; 268-270,11; 272,10; 273,9;
277,8; 282-284,5; 915,18; 930,11); 288,4; 312,18; 316,2;
320,4; 337,11; 387,1; 387,7; 456,15; 460,12; 461,4; 464,2;
467,1; 467,3; 474,2; 507,8; 551,1; 564,2;
9 1 809,19;
10 2 861,14 (= 889,14); 893,9;
/8 8 2 636,4; 680,5;
10 1 851,9;
A.Pl. s	at´¯s 8/ 8 1 625,9;
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I.Pl. ◦s	atibhis /12 8 1 640,16;
L.Pl. s	atís
˙
u /12 F 1 598,9;
s	anasí- a proﬁtable, rewarding, san win, gain < *senh2, maybe from *s	asaní-, cf. the
long-vowel reduplicating stems discussed in section 2.1.2.3., EWA II, 723.
N.Sg. s	anasís /12 9 1 797,5;
/8 1 1 175,2;
9 2 812,4; 818,2;
N.A.Sg.n. s	anasí /8 1 1 75,2;
F 1 293,6;
A.Sg. s	anasím /12 10 1 889,14;
/8 1 1 8,1;
F 1 311,6 (= 711,12);
8 1 641,2;
9 1 818,3;
10 2 966,4; 966,5;
N.A.Du. s	anas´¯ 11/ F 1 609,2;
◦s	ami- a < *s	emi- half, Gr. µι◦, Lat. s	emi◦, OHG s	ami◦ etc., maybe a vr
˙
ddhi-derivative
of *sem- one, cf. section 2.1.6., EWA II, 725. Compounds: ás	ami- a not half, complete.
N.A.Sg. ◦s	ami 12/ 1 1 39,10;
10 1 922,5;
/11 F 2 460,2; 479,5;
10 2 848,3; 900,3;
8/ 1 2 39,9; 39,10;
/8 1 1 25,15 (= 848,2;
I.Pl. ◦s	amibhis 12/ 1 1 39,9;
s´¯arathi- m compagnion sharing the same chariot, charioteer (< belonging to the same
chariot, a vr
˙
ddhi-derivative of sarátha- a driving the same chariot), cf. section 2.1.6.; AiG
II,2, 303. Compounds: sus
˙
	arathí- m good charioteer, índras	arathi - a sharing a chariot with
Indra.
N.Sg. s´¯arathis /12 1 1 144,3;
11\ 10 1 928,6;
/8 1 1 158,6;
F 1 498,6;
◦s	arathís /12 F 1 516,6;
◦s	arathis 78 F 1 342,2 (= 344,2);
D.Sg. s´¯arathaye /11 F 2 210,6; 461,5;
N.Pl. s´¯arathayas 12\ 1 1 55,7;
s´¯avarn
˙
i- m PN descendant of Savarn
˙
a, see section 2.1.6.
G.Abl.Sg. s´¯avarn
˙
es 11/ 10 1 888,11;
s	asahí- a victorious, sah defeat, overcome < *se“gh, EWA II, 717f.; see section 2.1.2.3.
Compounds: vis
˙
	asahí- a victorious, overcoming (competitors).
N.Sg. s	asahís /12 1 1 102,9;
F 3 213,3; 214,11; 250,4;
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11\ 1 1 100,3;
/11 1 1 171,6;
/8 F 1 271,6;
8 1 632,9;
9 1 716,8;
10 2 959,4; 971,5;
◦s	asahís /8 10 2 985,1; 1000,5;
A.Sg. s	asahím /12 1 1 102,1;
8 3 670,3; 670,12; 679,4;
/8 8 1 635,4;
◦s	asahím /8 10 1 992,1;
siktí- f outpour, sic pour (out) < *sei
“
ku“ , EWA II, 744f.
D.Sg. siktáye /12 10 1 926,11;
sis
˙
	asáni- a striving to procure, ani-derivative of the desiderative stem of san win, gain <
*senh2, AiG II,2, 207; cf. section 2.1.2.2.
N.Sg. sis
˙
	asánis 12/ 10 1 879,11;
1. ◦suti- f brew, mixture, su press, YAv. ◦h	uiti-, etymological connections with other
IE branches are disputed, EWA II, 713f. Compounds: 	asutí- f drink, brew, refreshment,
ghr
˚
t´¯asuti - a having molten fat/butter for a drink, bh´¯ury	asuti- a granting many refresh-
ments, sarpír	asuti- a whose drink is molten butter, sómasuti - f the pressing of Soma.
N.Sg. ◦sutís /12 1 1 156,1;
/12+ 8 1 621,26;
◦sutis /12 10 1 895,2;
/8 F 1 198,6;
8 1 702,18;
V.Sg. ◦sute /8 F 2 361,9; 375,2;
A.Sg. ◦sutím /12 F 1 192,14;
/11 1 1 104,7;
F 1 613,7;
◦sutim /11 F 1 609,6;
/8 8 1 683,2;
N.A.Du. ◦sut	 /8 1 1 136,1 (= 232,6);
8 1 649,9;
V.Du. ◦sut	 11/ F 1 510,6;
2. ◦suti- (a) giving birth, s	u give birth to < *suH, EWA II, 714f. (*seu
“
H); NIL, 617f.
Only attested in the Bahuvr	hi-compound sús
˙
uti - a having a good/easy birth. The short
root vowel (instead of expected *◦s	uti -, cf. AV s´¯uti -) stems from compositional laryngeal loss,
Kuiper (1961, 24).
A.Sg. ◦sutim 12/ 10 1 865,7;
sús
˙
vi- m (a) (the one who is) pressing Soma, su press, EWA II, 713f., cf. 1. ◦suti- above.
Compounds: ásus
˙
vi- a not pressing Soma.
A.Sg. sús
˙
vim 11/ F 1 464,9;
11\ 1 1 61,15;
/11 F 1 464,2;
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D.Sg. sús
˙
vaye 11/ F 1 321,7;
11\ F 2 320,2; 464,3;
8/ 9 1 733,2;
G.Abl.Sg. sús
˙
ves 11/ F 1 321,6;
◦sus
˙
ves 11/ F 1 321,6;
A.Pl. ◦sus
˙
v	n 11/ F 1 485,11;
/11 F 1 320,5;
◦s	uti- f rush, s	u urge on, drive, set in motion < *seu
“
H (EWA II, 715f.), only in the
compound páris
˙
	uti - f surrounding, clasp, predicament.
N.Sg. ◦s	utis /12 9 1 797,8;
G.Abl.Sg. ◦s	utes /12 1 1 119,6;
s	urí- m lord, patron (of the sacriﬁce), EWA II, 741. Mayrhofer, following Szemerényi (1956,
175, fn.5) suggests a Bahuvr	hi *h1su-h1ri-43 with a form of rayí- as second compound member
(the meaning would then be something like having good wealth). But the fact that s	urí-
inﬂects according to the default i-stem scheme described above (D.sg. ◦ráye, G.sg. ◦rés instead
of ◦r´¯aye, ◦r´¯ayas) cannot be taken as unambiguous evidence for ID. Of course, s	urí- is exactly
the tye of compound where ID would be expected:
1. acrostatic *róh1i- wealth → 2. internally derived proterokinetic *reh1i-/
*rh1-éi
“










G. *réh1is → *reh1-i
“




So the inﬂection of s	urí- shows exactly the type of suﬃx ablaut we would expect if we as-
sume that this was a possessive compound whose second member of compound was internally
derived from an o/e-acrostatic stem. On the other hand, this inﬂectional pattern corresponds
to the default i-stem inﬂection that was generalized under the inﬂuence of the proterokinetic
ti -stems. This makes it diﬃcult to decide whether we are dealing with an archaism (that
is, the preservation of an ID-induced proterokinetic inﬂection) or with an assimilation of the
inherited inﬂection (whichever that may have been) to the productive i-stem pattern (par-
ticularly since there is reason to doubt that s	urí- was still analyzed as a compound rather
than a simplex noun in Vedic). The alternative etymology suggested by Thieme (1938, 159),
who connects the second compound member with arí- stranger, essentially poses the same
diﬃculties, since the G.sg. of arí-, aryás, has open inﬂection just like the G.sg. of ávi- and
rayí- and might therefore be suspected to have once been acrostatic as well. In this case,
the same derivational pattern as sketched out above would apply, and since both proteroki-
netic weak stems *rh1-éi
“
- (rayí-) and *Hr-éi
“
- (arí-, cf. EWA I, 741) would have developed to
*rayV /*reC in Vedic, an analysis of the semantics of the attestations in their context is the
only way to ﬁgure out which of the two lexical items underlies s	urí-. Morphologically, the
two explanations are equal.
A rather more thorough attempt at etymologizing s	urí- has been made by Pinault, who,
43Apparently from < *◦rh1i- with laryngeal metathesis, an assumption which Pinault (1999-2000, 430f.)
criticizes for its lack of parallels. However, as Heiner Eichner reminds me (p.c.), this diﬃculty could be
overcome by assuming a laryngeal-onset root (e.g. *Hréh1i-, not necessarily the same as Szemerényi's *H2r-
eh1-i-, cf. Pinault l.c., 431).
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based on a philological investigation of the relevant passages, posits a Bahuvr	hi compound
*su-Hr-í-, the SMC being an action-noun i -stem from the root *H2er - attribuer44 (Pinault
1999-2000, 467). The meaning would then be having/giving good retribution, reward and
denote the patron of the ritual in his function of rewarding the poet for the composition of
his hymns. This is phonologically more satisfying than *su-rh1-i- because we do not have
to postulate an ad-hoc laryngeal metathesis (or otherwise unmotivated laryngeal onset) and
semantically more convincing than Thieme's having a good host. However, the formation
of such a Bahuvr	hi is not unproblematic: The normal formation having good X-ness is
clearly of the structure su-X-ti-: cf. suk	rti-, sud	ti-, sús
˙
uti - etc. (although synchronically





hí- etc. to which Pinault compares *su-Hrí- is synchronically always
associated with a (preverb+)verbal paradigm (which s	urí- is not), cf. 2.1.2.1 above. Still,
Pinault's account is the most detailed so far and makes it clear that a connection of s	urí-
with rayí- is far from being the only (or indeed a) plausible solution. I have therefore refrained
from citing the Rigvedic attestations as instances of the compound inﬂection of rayí-.
N.Sg. s	urís /12 8 1 679,13;
10 1 993,4;
11/ 1 1 153,2;
F 2 470,5 (= 478,5); 517,23;
/11 1 4 122,8; 180,6; 181,4; 186,3;
F 1 464,10;
10 1 907,6;
8/ 1 1 176,4;
8 1 679,15;
8 F 1 197,4;
8 2 625,39; 666,24;
9 1 779,2;
A.Sg. s	urím /12 1 1 119,3;
11/ 1 1 173,7;
11\ 1 1 61,3;
8/ F 1 486,33;
D.Sg. s	uráye /12 1 1 31,7;
/8 F 1 381,4;
G.Abl.Sg. s	urés /11 1 2 122,11; 122,12;
F 2 265,14; 387,8;
10 1 839,1;
N.Pl. s	uráyas 12\ F 1 193,12;
10 1 904,6;
/12 1 2 141,3; 141,8;
F 2 192,16 (= 193,13); 193,11;
8 1 669,6;
10 3 891,4; 892,2; 892,11;
11/ 1 2 73,5; 73,9;
F 1 466,7;
11\ 1 1 125,7;
F 2 325,5; 606,6;
/8 1 4 22,20; 48,4; 97,3; 97,4;
F 11 360,2; 364,3; 364,6; 370,5; 371,5; 406,16; 420,6; 433,7;
532,7; 582,13; 590,5;
8 2 630,4; 703,7;
9 2 810,12; 811,3;
V.Pl. s	urayas 11\ F 1 330,6;
44Cf. LIV2, 270f.
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/8 F 1 333,7;
A.Pl. s	ur´¯n /12- 10 2 941,5; 941,9 (?);
11/ 1 1 173,8;
F 3 485,18; 519,8; 573,7;
/11 1 1 54,11 (= 887,22);
F 6 226,6; 449,7; 458,14; 478,4; 554,3; 583,10 (= 585,8);
I.Pl. s	uríbhis /12 F 1 548,15;
10 2 849,3; 941,7;
11/ 1 2 51,15; 186,6;
F 2 395,15; 396,4;
11\ F 2 467,7; 608,4;
/11 F 1 504,11;
8/ 8 1 638,4;
/8 F 2 396,15; 582,9;
8 1 646,12;
D.Abl.Pl. s	uríbhyas 12/ F 1 597,6 (= 633,12 (?));
11/ 1 1 180,9;
F 6 195,9; 445,8; 509,7; 517,24; 534,21; 546,4;
L.Pl. s	urís
˙
u /12 10 1 973,3;
11\ F 2 535,7; 600,3;
8/ F 1 440,6;
9 1 810,8;








i- f creation, emanation, sr
˙














is 11/ 10 1 955,7;
/11+ 10 1 955,6;
sóbhari- m PN, unclear, EWA II, 747f.
V.Sg. sobhare /12 8 2 640,19; 642,2;
/11 8 1 639,2;
A.Sg. sóbharim /8 8 1 625,26;
N.Pl. sóbharayas /8 8 1 639,32;
G.Pl. sóbhar	n
˙
aam /12 8 1 640,8;
stí- m < *h1s-tí- relative, dependent, as be < *h1es, Av. sti -, EWA II, 759; NIL, 235ﬀ.,
esp. fn. 2.
A.Pl. st´¯n /11 F 1 535,11;
10 1 974,4;
◦sti- f standing, sth	a stand, remain < *steh2 (EWA II, 764ﬀ.), NIL, 637ﬀ., reﬂecting a ti-
abstract *sth2-ti- with compositional laryngeal loss. Compounds: úpasti - m servant (EWA I,













í- m patron, helper according to NIL, 637ﬀ., but see the separate entries
above.
N.Sg. ◦stis 12/ 8 1 697,6;
10/ 1 1 65,3;
8/ 10 1 923,23;
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L.Sg. ◦stau /11 F 1 535,7;
N.Pl. ◦stayas /8 10 1 923,23;
L.Pl. ◦stis
˙
u /12 10 1 973,3;
stutí- f praise, prayer, stu praise, speak solemnly < *steu
“






















uti - f praise,




utí- f good hymn, praise.
N.Sg. ◦stutís 12/ 1 1 53,1;
/12 F 1 435,1;
11/ F 2 320,1; 396,14;
11\ F 1 607,2;
11-\ F 1 574,6;
/11 F 1 504,8;
8/ F 1 296,7;
/8 1 1 17,9;
◦stutis 12/ 8 1 621,16;
/12 F 1 599,7;
10 1 890,11;
11/ 1 2 153,2; 158,4;
/8 F 1 610,1;
8 1 672,8;
A.Sg. stutím 11/ 10 1 857,5;
◦stutím /12 F 2 207,1; 228,6;
8 2 1021,8; 696,4;
9 1 797,7;
10 1 917,13;
11/ F 1 538,5;
8 1 705,12;
11\ 1 2 117,12; 118,7;
F 2 224,8; 354,10;
/11 F 4 339,1; 397,10; 493,16; 574,3;
/8 1 1 7,7;
F 3 420,3; 457,6; 502,7;
8 9 621,16; 625,30 (= 628,6); 626,32; 632,31; 654,1; 658,6;
663,2; 684,6; 712,14;
9 3 774,3; 777,3; 778,22;
10 1 1014,2;
◦stutim 12/ 8 1 679,13;
/12 8 1 655,19;
11/ 1 2 148,2; 190,3;
F 1 340,6;
8/ F 1 352,5;
/8 1 1 17,9;
8 8 621,16; 624,6; 633,33; 644,17; 647,11; 671,1; 677,7;
693,4;
I.Sg. ◦stut´¯ 12/ F 1 548,21;
9 1 783,8;
/12 F 1 223,4;
11/ F 2 272,8; 397,2;
/11 F 1 530,2;
◦stut	 11/ F 1 224,4;
◦stuti /8 F 1 372,5;
◦stutiy´¯a 11/ 8 1 705,20;
8/ 8 1 636,3;
L.Sg. ◦stutau /12 10 1 993,3;
V.Du. ◦stut	 /8 8 1 658,4;
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N.Pl. stutáyas 11\ F 1 475,1;
◦stutáyas 12\ 10 1 917,12;
11\ F 2 253,3; 615,7;
A.Pl. stut´¯s /8 1 1 84,2;
◦stut´¯s /12 8 1 655,20;
/8 8 1 637,4;
I.Pl. ◦stutíbhis 11\ F 2 456,6; 606,7 (= 607,7);
G.Pl. ◦stut	náam /8 10 2 852,2; 852,3;
◦stut	naam /8 8 1 647,15;
◦sthí- f standing, sth	a stand < *steh2, probably reﬂects *sth2-í- rather than *sth2-C, EWA





N.Sg. ◦sthís 11/ F 1 459,12;
sthiví- unclear, EWA II, 767; a possible loan according to Kuiper (1991, 93).
D.Abl.Pl. sthivíbhyas /11 10 1 894,3;
sth´¯uri- (a) one-horse (chariot etc.), EWA II, 769. Compounds: ásth	uri- a not one-horse.
The adverbial usage and the compound type (privative, lit. having no X) implies that this
is actually a substantive (cf. the ναλκις-type in 2.1.6.), and the connection with sth	urá- a
strong, big is tempting, although semantically unsatisfactory (Mayrhofer l.c.).
N.A.Sg. sth´¯uri 11/ 10 1 957,3;
◦sth	urí 11/ F 1 456,19;
sn´¯hiti- f striking down, snih stay down < *snei
“
gu“
h, EWA II, 772. Both sn´¯hiti- and
snéhiti- are secondary ti -stems (see section 2.1.1.2.) built to the causative stem sneháya-
make sbdy. stay down, with sn´¯hiti- actually being a compromise between the normal
zero-grade of the root and the causative root grade of snéhiti - (thus Hoﬀmann, AzI II, 448ﬀ.
in his detailed account of these forms).
L.Pl. sn´¯hit	s
˙
u 8/ 1 1 74,2;
snéhiti- f striking down, see the entry above.
A.Pl. snéhit	s 11/ 8 1 705,13;
sph	atí- f growth, thriving, sph	a growing fat < *sp(h)eh1, cf. OCS sp¥ti etc., EWA II, 776f.
A.Sg. sph	atím 8 1 1 188,9;
sraktí- f point, jag, YAv. sraxti -/θraxti -, further connections are unclear, EWA II, 783.
Compounds: návasrakti - a consisting of nine parts (said of a verse).
A.Sg. ◦sraktim 8/ 8 1 685,12;
A.Pl. srakt´¯s 11/ F 1 534,17;
srutí- f way, path, sru ﬂow, run < *sreu
“
, cf. Gr. ûυ´σις etc., EWA II, 784f.; NIL, 630ﬀ.
N.Sg. srutís /8 1 1 46,11;
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A.Sg. srutím /12 F 1 204,12;
11/ 10 1 858,7;
G.Abl.Sg. srutés /8 1 1 42,3;
L.Sg. srut´¯a /8 8 1 700,1;
N.A.Du. srut´¯ 11/ 10 1 914,15;
N.Pl. srutáyas 12\ 9 1 790,2;
11\ F 1 465,4;
svádhiti- f axe, unclear, EWA II, 790.
N.Sg. svádhitis /12 10 1 918,15;
11/ 1 1 162,20;
11\ F 2 242,6; 242,11;
/11 1 1 162,18;
F 2 386,10; 519,9;
9 1 808,6;
10 1 915,7;
8/ F 1 361,8;
8 1 711,19;
A.Sg. svádhitim /12 F 1 236,10;
/11 F 1 230,7;
L.Sg. svádhitau 11\ 1 1 162,9;
◦svani- a sounding, ringing, svan sound, ring < *su
“









i - a id.
N.Sg. ◦svánis /12 1 2 58,4; 127,6;
F 2 208,6; 410,7;
G.Pl. sván	naam /8 8 2 666,18c,d;
svarí- a sounding, roaring, svar roar, sound, sing < *su
“
er (EWA II, 792f.), AiG II,2, 297.
N.Sg. svarís 11/ 1 1 61,9;
G.Pl. svar´¯n
˙
	am 11/ 10 1 894,7;




s-tí- (having a) good/blessed return/ homecom-
ing, cf. nas return (home) unscathed < *nes, EWA II, 796f.
N.Sg. suvastís 11/ F 1 272,9;
10 1 889,16;
/11 10 1 885,7;
N.A.Sg. svastí 11/ 10 1 840,11;
8/ F 2 405,14c,d;
8 1 636,11;
8+/ F 1 405,15;
suvastí 12/ F 4 405,11a-d;
10 5 861,3 (=861,4-12); 889,15a-d;
11/ 1 4 89,6a-d;
F 2 265,20; 488,11;
10 1 833,1;
/11 1 3 116,6; 116,8; 117,15;
F 7 200,6; 206,5; 224,3; 229,9; 445,8; 461,6; 488,8;
9 1 809,36;
8/ F 4 287,20; 370,5; 405,14a,b;
A.Sg. svastím /11 10 1 925,12;
suvastím 11/ F 3 220,3; 351,3; 443,11;
/11 F 1 463,10;
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8/ F 1 497,6;
I.Sg. suvastí 12/ F 2 405,12 (?); 405,13; (?)
11/ 1 1 174,9 (= 461,12); (?)
F 5 307,6 (?); 358,11 (?); 396,4; 396,15; 461,6;
8 1 668,8;
10 1 885,6;
8/ 8 1 651,11 (?);
D.Sg. svastáye 11/ 9 1 808,4;
suvastáye 12/ F 2 405,12a,d;
/12 1 2 35,1; 89,5;
F 6 193,6; 244,8; 382,2; 405,12c; 405,13b,c;
8 1 638,20;
9 1 787,5;
10 16 862,12; 889,3-14; 891,10; 892,1; 892,14;
/12- F 1 405,13a;
11/ F 2 264,18; 335,4;
10 2 1004,1; 1004,2;
11\ F 1 555,2;
/8 1 3 1,9; 22,12 (= 223,8); 97,8;




L.Sg. suvastaú /11 F 1 229,1;
I.Pl. suvastíbhis /12 F 1 407,14;
11/ 1 1 189,2;
11\ F 1 517,20 (= 517,25; 519,10; 520,10; 523,7; 524,7; 525,6;
527,5; 528-530,3; 535,11; 536,10; 537,10; 538,9; 539-
541,6; 542-546,5; 550,25; 551,15; 552,9; 553,8; 555-
557,7; 558,6; 559,5; 561-564,4; 567,3; 569,3; 570,3;
572,25; 573,7; 574,6; 576,12; 577,7; 578,6; 579,6; 580,5;
581,5; 583,10; 584,9; 585,8; 586,7; 587,6; 588,5; 589,5;
591,8; 592,7; 593,6; 594,5; 595,5; 596,3; 600,5; 601,5;
602,8; 603,7; 604,7; 606,7; 607,7; 608,5; 609,8; 611,6;
613,10; 614-616,7; 617,6; 802,6; 809,3; 809,6; 891,15;
892,15; 948,8);
(◦hati-) f < *gu“hn
˚
-ti- slaying, killing, han slay, kill < *gu“
hen, YAv. ◦aiti -, Lith. giñti/gìnti
etc., EWA II, 800f. Compounds: áhati- f intactness.
D.Sg. ◦hataye 11\ 9 1 808,4;
hári- a < *“ghelh3-i- yellow, greenish, EWA II, 805f. Also a very proliﬁc Caland root, found
in YAv. zairi-/z	airi- yellow, Gr. χλωρο´ς, OHG gelo etc. Vedic also preserves the zero-grade
i-abstract derived from the base of Gr. χλωρο´ς in hiri◦ < *“ghl
˚
h3-ri- (cf. híri±ma±ru- having
a golden beard). hári◦ occurs in 18 compounds as the FMC in the Rigveda, more than half
of which are synchronically possessive compounds.
N.Sg. háris 12/ 9 7 781,3; 782,8; 783,1; 788,1; 792,3; 798,11; 798,45;
10 1 922,3;
12\ 9 1 798,42;
/12 9 10 780,2; 781,5; 784,5; 798,6; 798,31; 798,33;
798,44; 815,2; 815,4; 819,10;
10 1 922,3;
11/ 1 1 95,1;
F 1 526,1;
9 4 805,1; 807,2; 808,24; 809,9;
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11\ 9 4 804,1; 807,1; 809,6; 809,18;
/11 10 1 905,6;
8/ 9 10 715,3; 715,9; 719,6; 731,3; 745,4; 749,2 (=
750,6); 769,2; 777,12; 779,4; 813,15;
/8 F 1 278,3;
9 10 714,6; 717,4; 717,9; 720,6; 739,6; 746,4; 754,1;
777,25 (= 818,13); 813,16; 823,1;
A.Sg. hárim 12/ 9 3 784,1; 798,25; 798,27;
10 1 922,2;
11/ 1 1 121,8;
9 2 801,3; 808,2;
11\ 10 1 927,10;
/10 9 2 821,12; 821,21;
8/ 9 6 738,5 (= 742,5; 744,2; 750,2; 751,6; 762,3); 765,4
(= 775,17); 774,18; 777,8; 811,2; 812,7;
/8 F 1 278,4;
9 1 810,7;
V.Sg. háre 8/ 9 1 776,14;
hare /8 9 2 737,1; 825,5;
D.Sg. háraye 11\ 10 1 922,11;
G.Abl.Sg. háres 8/ 9 1 778,25;
N.A.Du. hár	 12/ 1 3 55,7; 111,1; 161,6;
F 3 207,6; 294,2; 410,6;
8 2 633,27; 707,9;
10 5 849,2; 849,3; 875,2; 919,8; 922,2;
12\ 10 1 920,9;
/12 1 2 82,6; 121,8;
8 5 624,11; 624,14; 632,15; 632,25 (= 632,26;
632,27); 653,11;
9 1 794,1;
10 5 922,1; 922,6-9;
11/ 1 6 63,2; 162,21; 165,4; 174,4; 177,1; 181,5;
F 15 209,3; 209,7; 266,1; 269,1; 269,2; 269,4; 269,5;
277,4; 329,10; 331,5; 381,2; 397,5; 461,9; 481,1;
535,6;
10 2 931,2; 940,9;
11\ 10 1 986,1;
/11 1 1 177,4;
F 1 552,4;
10 1 870,2;
10/ F 2 202,6; 202,7;
8/ 1 5 5,4; 6,2; 16,2; 28,7; 84,6;
F 1 498,3;
8 8 621,25; 622,27; 623,17; 633,10; 652,29
(=702,24); 665,39; 677,15; 679,7;
/8 1 5 10,3; 20,2; 81,3; 82,1 (= 82,2-5); 84,3;
F 2 311,8; 328,15;
8 7 626,45 (= 652,30); 632,28; 633,23; 633,31;
634,12; 637,2; 654,9;
8 1 1 84,2;
I.D.Abl.Du. háribhy	am 12/ 1 1 54,3;
11/ 1 1 177,3;
F 1 394,4;
10 2 930,1; 942,4;
11-/ F 1 202,17;
11\ F 1 209,4;
/11 1 3 35,3; 63,9; 76,3;
F 9 264,2; 264,6; 269,7; 277,2; 384,1; 390,5; 464,1;
464,4; 539,3;
10 1 930,6;
8/ F 3 275,1; 276,1; 548,4;
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8 1 626,36;
háribhiy	am /8 F 1 311,7;
G.L.Du. háriyos 12\ F 1 279,2;
8 1 653,4;
11\ F 1 312,11;
/8 1 1 7,2;
N.Pl. hárayas 12\ F 1 488,18;
8 3 621,24; 1018,8; 1019,8;
9 1 790,2;
10 3 922,6; 922,7a,b;
/12 9 1 791,1;
11/ F 1 485,19;
11\ 1 2 101,10; 164,47;




8/ 8 4 653,14; 663,4; 674,4; 678,5;
/8 1 1 16,1;
F 1 342,3;
8 2 626,42; 666,7;
9 1 818,1;
I.Pl. háribhis 12\ 1 1 52,8;
F 2 278,1; 278,5;
8 1 1019,7;
10 4 922,1; 922,2; 922,7; 922,8;
11\ 1 1 101,10;
F 6 209,5; 209,6; 277,3; 316,2; 325,1; 545,2;
10 1 938,4;
8/ 1 1 16,4;
F 1 278,5;
/8 F 2 278,1; 279,1;
8 2 654,1; 702,31a (= 702,31c; 702,32, 702,33);
G.Pl. hár	n
˙
aam 12/ 10 1 849,1;
11/ F 1 387,2;
8/ 8 1 645,23;
/8 F 1 344,5;
8 3 644,17; 653,12; 666,1;








be joyful, excited, continues both PIE *“ghers freeze
(with fear etc.) and *g(u“
)hers enjoy EWA II, 807f. Only attested in adverbial use in the
I.sg. (excited, with excitement).
I.Sg. hárs
˙
iy	a /12 1 1 56,5;
/8 8 1 677,14;
◦huti- f pouring out, libation, hu sacriﬁce, pour out the sacriﬁcial libation < *“gheu
“
, Av.
◦zuiti -, EWA II, 808f. Compounds: án	ahuti- f neglect of the (sacriﬁcial) libations, ´¯ahuti- f
sacriﬁcal libation, 	urj´¯ahuti- a receiving generous, powerful libations, práhuti - f sacriﬁce.
N.Sg. ◦hutis /11 10 1 878,2;
8/ 8 1 659,4;
/8 1 1 105,5;
10 1 847,2;
A.Sg. ◦hutim 12/ 1 1 31,5;
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/12 1 1 135,8;
F 1 228,6;
8 1 639,18;
10 1 863,4; 889,12;
11/ F 1 442,9;
11\ F 1 606,2;
8/ 8 1 643,21;
/8 1 1 93,3;
F 3 262,6; 443,5; 582,19;
I.Sg. ◦hut	 /8 8 1 639,5;




H ?), EWA II, 809ﬀ. Compounds:
índrah	uti - f invocation of Indra, deváh	uti- f invocation of the gods, dyumnáh	uti- f plea
for strength, p	urváh	uti- f ﬁrst invocation, prayer of the day, bhárah	uti - a/f (uttering a)
war-cry; song of praise, y´¯amah	uti- f invocation through prayers, sáh	uti- a/f (receiving)
equal invocations.
N.Sg. ◦h	utis /11 F 2 479,2; 506,5;
10 2 844,3; 954,3;
A.Sg. ◦h	utim /11 1 1 122,2;
F 2 479,1; 530,3;
10 2 879,3; 915,16;
I.Sg. ◦h	ut	 /11 F 2 224,4; 543,4;
◦h	uty	a /11 10 1 889,11;
D.Sg. ◦h	utaye /12 1 1 129,2;
F 1 402,4;
◦h	utiyai /8 8 1 659,4;
L.Sg. ◦h	utau /12 10 1 939,7;
11/ F 1 505,5;
/11 1 1 123,2;
F 6 312,9; 467,8; 493,4; 514,2; 551,5; 555,2;
8 1 672,12;
10 1 943,3;
V.Du. ◦h	ut	 8/ 1 1 93,9;
N.Pl. ◦h	utayas /12 10 1 870,6;
I.Pl. ◦h	utibhis /12 1 1 129,7;
8 1 1022,7;
9 1 780,7;





u /12 F 1 599,7;
/8 F 1 415,15;
8 1 628,18;
hetí- f weapon, hi throw, spur, help, only in Indo-Iranian, EWA II, 802f. Compounds:
tigmáheti- a possessing sharp weapons.
N.Sg. hetís 11/ F 2 224,14; 469,7;
10 2 991,2; 991,3;
/11 10 1 915,12;
8/ 8 1 676,20;
V.Sg. ◦hete /11 F 1 300,4;
A.Sg. hetím 11/ F 1 516,14;
10 1 968,3;
/11 1 2 103,3; 121,10;
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F 2 264,17 (= 493,3); 503,9;
I.Sg. het´¯ /11 F 1 459,10;
G.Abl.Sg. hety´¯as 11/ 10 1 913,19;
N.A.Du. ◦het	 /11 F 1 515,4;
N.Pl. hetáyas 12\ 8 1 1019,2;
11\ 1 1 190,4;
A.Pl. het´¯s 8/ 8 1 670,16;
hr	adúni- f hail, storm, only in Indo-Iranian, etym. unclear, EWA II, 823f.
A.Sg. hr	adúnim /11 1 1 32,13;
◦hri- a ashamed, hr	 be ashamed, only in Indic, EWA II, 823. Compounds: áhri- a
unashamed, reckless.
N.Pl ◦hrayas /8 9 1 766,1;




er, EWA II, 824f. Both ◦hruti- and ◦hvr
˙
ti - (see




-ti-, with the variety hru-C reﬂecting the Indo-European metathesis
rule *u
“
RC/# > *RuC/# (cf. Mayrhofer 1986, 161f.), as shown by Hoﬀmann (AzI III, 749-
760). The variant hvr
˙
-C was secondarily restituted, probably for euphonic reasons (Hoﬀmann
l.c., 756). Compounds: abhíhruti- f persecution.
G.Abl.Sg. ◦hrutes /12 1 1 166,8;
◦hvr
˙
ti- f staggering, cf. the entry above. Compounds: párihvr
˙
ti - f persecution.
N.Sg. ◦hvr
˙
tis /12 F 1 598,7;
A.Sg. ◦hvr
˙
tim /12 9 1 791,2;
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Conclusion
With respect to the question of possible traces of internal derivation in Vedic i -stem paradigms,
we must conclude that rayí-/br
˙
hádraye is still the only case which arguably goes back to a
derivation acrostatic substantive → proterokinetic adjective. The attested suﬃx variants of
páti -, on the other hand, reﬂect an Indo-Iranian paradigm split rather than an inherited suf-
ﬁxal variation, and the other inherited o/e-acrostatic stems show no variation at all, even
though it was precisely this class that was a priori most suspicious with respect to the phe-
nomenon treated here (judging from the evidence of the inherited u-stems, e.g. krátu-, vásu-
etc.).
However, as the u-stems also show, we should expect substantival abstracts as the starting
point of this type of derivation. As I have argued, the only abstract i -substantives found in
Vedic are - apart from being a very small group - clearly associated with the Caland system and
its suﬃxal adjective formations. Thus, even if we found more Caland abstracts occurring in
Vedic as simplex nouns than we actually do, we would not expect proterokinetic adjectives to
be derived from these, since that process would be likely to be blocked by the existence of the
Caland adjectives these i-abstracts had been built to in the ﬁrst place. The productive way
of forming an (i-inﬂection) abstract in Vedic was clearly using the suﬃx -ti- (see 2.1.1) which
in PIE was inﬂected according to the proterokinetic scheme. This also holds for compounds:
i-abstracts in the SMC of possessive compounds are synchronically stems in -ti-, which are
irrelevant to the present question.
Of course, ti -stems participated in ID, and for now I have also left out possible instances
of derivations of the type 1. proterokinetic→ hysterokinetic and 2. proterokinetic→ amphiki-
netic, although the evidence from other IE languages suggests that a systematic investigation
of these derivational types might be worthwhile. Type 1., for example, is evidenced by Lat.




)+s derived from proteroki-
netic *u
“
eh2-ti- continued by MHG wuot in the analysis of Schaﬀner (1999, 191ﬀ.). A very
similar process may underly the semantically closely related Gr. µα´ντις seer with its conspic-
uous concrete semantics and derivatives apparently reﬂecting a suﬃx *-eu
“
-, e.g. µαντευ´εσθαι









-m) would indeed look just like the archaic A.sg. of stems in
-ευ´ς (cf. Ζη˜ν, etc.) and on this basis may have undergone remodelling in its secondary deriva-





- seer (a concretization? Or possessive having sight ?) would exactly parallel
1Martin Peters, in class.
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Schaﬀner's Latin example.





Lat. uestis < *u
“
és-ti -, Malzahn (2002).
Returning to the process under discussion, it seems like the two focal points for ID,
1. simplex nouns: substantival vs. adjectival use
2. use as a simplex noun vs. use as a SMC
do not apply to the Vedic i-stems, since of the groups discussed above, the relevant items for
1. are associated with the Caland system and hence have other means of adjectival derivation.




í- etc., but these
may actually reﬂect PIE protero- or hysterokinetic abstracts and do not occur as second
compound members in any case. In the case of 2. we ﬁnd that an abstract i-stem in the
SMC of a possessive compound is usually a ti -stem (synchronically, the complex is interpreted
as a determinative/ verbal governing compound, see 2.1.1) and thus of no relevance for the
phenomenon we are looking for, either.
If we therefore conclude that PIE did not have i-adjectives, we still have to explain the
i-adjectives found in Vedic. Leaving aside the reduplicated verbal adjectives of the type cákri -
(2.1.2.3), whose PIE status is as yet unclear, we are left with the following Indic (C)i-stems,

























• -ri-: úsri -, jásuri-, d´¯a±uri-, bh´¯uri-, vádhri-, sáhuri -, sth´¯uri-
• -i-: dúdhi-, dhruví-, ±úci -, hári-
Of these, bh´¯uri-, vádhri- and sth´¯uri- have preserved clear traces of substantival usage even











2.1.7) and a number of others (úsri -, dúdhi-, dhruví-) are restricted to a few attestations in
the Rigveda.
jásuri-, d´¯a±uri - and sáhuri- are, following Nussbaum (1998b), best analyzed as derivatives
of abstract u-stems (cf. jásu- exhaustion, ◦d	a±u- oﬀerings), although we would actually
expect the suﬃx *-ro-, from which at a later stage a substantivization in *-ri- could have
been derived.
In explaining the unexpected adjectival value of these (C)i -formations there seem to be
two strategies. The traditional approach, which has already been mentioned above (cf.
the entry ±úci-) argues in favor of analyzing these adjectives as ﬁrst compound members of
Caland compounds, that is, as abstract substantives which came to be used as adjectives in
Indo-Iranian, either due to a reanalysis or through hypocoristic shortening (with personal
names a possible starting point, cf. the entry p¯
˙
thi-). Such a reanalysis could be motivated
by the fact that abstracts in -i- where synchronically clearly associated with verbal roots
and almost exclusively restricted to simplex usage (the few exceptions are cases like j	ri- and
girí-), neither of which is true for the Caland FMCs.
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An alternative strategy has been proposed by Vine (2006), following a paper by Nuss-
baum (2004). Nussbaum suggests that within the category of Ci-derivatives of Co-adjectives
we should in fact distinguish between masculine endocentric and feminine abstract substan-
tivizations, with the former showing a tendency to develop further as weak adjectives 
(Vine 2006, 155). Combined with Pinault's analysis of Ved. bh´¯uri-, this would imply that
the adjectival value of these substantivizations goes back to inner-Indo-Iranian appositional
usage.
To decide whether one of these explanations can be given preference, a thorough (philo-
logical) analysis of all the attestations of these i-stems and their syntactic roles as well as the
syntax of the Vedic Caland compounds would be necessary, which due to the restricted space
(and time) available I have not been able to provide.
All in all, with regard to the acrostatic→ proterokinetic type of ID, the Vedic i-stems are
interesting only in as much as they do not have it. This can be explained in part with the
function of i-abstracts in the Caland system, although the many open questions surrounding
this complex still merit further research.
Appendix: Comments on metrical
distribution
In the following, I will discuss some of the more interesting distributional facts of the i-
paradigm. I am concentrating on the I., D. and G./Abl.sg., since it is the weak stem of the
singular paradigm where synchronically most of the interesting variation is found. In the
tables below, the distribution of the suﬃxal allomorphs is given with respect to their position
in the verse and their occurrence as a simplex and/or second compound member (cf. 3.1). I
have simpliﬁed these tables by leaving out the (few) hyper- and catalectic verses, but will give
them in footnotes.
I.sg.f. I.sg.m.
-	2 -i -(i)y	a -in	a -y	a
simpl. comp. simpl. comp. simpl. comp. simpl. comp. simpl. comp.
12/ 8 5 2 / / 1 3 / 5 /
12\ 1 6 / / 1 / 4 / 2 /
/12 6 1 / / 9 / 8 / / /
11/ 17 13 / 1 6 2 1 3 17 /
11\ 3 3 / / 6 / 12 / 1 /
/11 38 5 8 10 3 1 2 / 8 /
/10 / / / / 1 / / / / /
8/ 21 5 1 / 1 1 2 / 12 /
/8 5 2 / 5 15 3 10 2 2 /
8 2 / / / 1 / / / / /
101 40 11 16 43 8 42 5 47 ø
The I.sg.f. in -	/-i is almost exclusively restricted to feminine ti -stems (only two are made
from other i-stems). As for -y	a, it has already been pointed out that here the distinction be-
tween heavy and light root syllables becomes important for distinguishing between genuine
-y	a and the newly introduced dev´¯-inﬂection I.sg. (see 2.4). The two cases where a disyllabic
suﬃx follows a light syllable (tvís
˙
iy	a, X,89,2 and rájiy	a, X,100,12) are both found after the




ubh verse, thus giving a regular break ^^  . On the other hand, those
cases where -iy	a occurs after a heavy syllable tend to form cadences of eight- and twelve-
syllable verses where the structure ^  ^ x is most suitable. This is particularly evident in
cases where several I.sg. allomorphs of the same stem are attested as in the case of 	utí-: The
2Simpl. 11-/: 1.
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I.sg. 	utiy´¯a occurs four times, always in the cadence of an eight-syllable verse, whereas out of




ubh-cadences (of the rest, 19 attestations occur
in the metrically less consistent openings of eight-, eleven- and ewlev-syllable verses). Such
quasi-complimentary distributions are even more conspicuous in other categories (see below).
The distribution of the I.sg.m. allomorphs is inﬂuenced by the fact that out of the 47
attestations of -y	a, 39 belong to rayí- and therefore most likely reﬂect an inherited *-i
“
eh1.
Since this open class suﬃx was less liable to be inﬂuenced by the disyllabic variety of the
feminine 	-stems, the attested m. I.sg. forms in -y	a are almost exclusively of the structure
  and therefore tend to be found in the openings where no iambic structure is required.
The two forms in -iy	a (	urmiy´¯a, I,184,2 and pátiy	a, X,85,22) are attested in the later books
and reﬂect what has been said about the distribution of disyllabic -iy	a above (although two
attestations are, of course, not much to go by): 	urmiy´¯a is found in 11\(this could be a regular




simpl. comp. simpl. comp. simpl. comp. simpl. comp.
12/ 2 2 / / 4 2 5 /
12\ 9 1 1 / 4 / / /
/12 81 36 / / 12 4 1 /
11/ 10 4 1 / 10 2 28 /
11\ 26 14 2 / 31 / 2 /
/11 13 2 5 / 5 / 9 /
10/ / / / / / 1 / /
/10 1 / / / / / / /
8/ 2 / / 1 7 / 18 /
/8 153 108 1 1 28 1 1 /
8 / 3 / / / / / /
297 170 10 2 101 10 64 ø
Due to the iambic structure of the D.sg.m.f. suﬃx -aye, most attestations are 12\, 11\and
/8. The complete lack of Sievers varieties is due to the fact that all D.sg. attestations of
-ye belong to páti - and rayí-, none of which show the appropriate context. Note again the
opposite distribution of the two varities: -aye: 11\, /12, /8 vs. -ye: 8/, 11/.
As for the analogical D.sg.f. -iyai, nine of the ten Rigvedic attestations are found in the
books I, VIII and X, suggesting that the inﬂuence of the feminine 	-stems was a relatively
late tendency.
3Simpl. /11+: 1, /12-: 1, comp. /8+: 1.
4Simpl. /11+: 1, 11+\: 1.
5Simpl. 11-/: 1, 12+: 1.




simpl. comp. simpl. comp. simpl. comp. simpl. comp.
12/ 1 / 2 / 23 2 28 /
12\ / 1 1 2 1 / / /
/12 4 11 / / 4 / 1 /
11/ 3 / 5 1 29 3 67 /
11\ / 1 / / 1 / 5 /
/11 3 25 / 1 43 2 41 /
10/ / / / / / / 1 /
8/ 3 3 1 / 26 1 36 /
/8 3 7 1 / 3 2 6 /
8 / / / / / 2 / /
17 49 10 4 127 12 187 ø
Again, the f. G.Abl.sg. -y	as starts to occur only in the later books (12 out of 14 attestations
occur in books I, IX and X). The m. open class inﬂection is only represented by r	ayás, aryás
and ávyas, all metrically  x (depending on the onset of the following word) and therefore





cadences, 33 of 41 occupy the last two positions of the cadence where  x is strictly required,
cf. Gippert (1999, 106ﬀ.).
6Simpl. /12-: 1, /8-: 1, comp. /11-: 1.
7Simpl. /11-: 1.
8Simpl. 12-/: 1, /8-: 1.
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English abstract
The scope of this thesis is the investigation of one particular aspect of PIE nominal internal
derivation in Vedic, the derivation of proterokinetic adjectives from acrostatic abstract nouns.
Since a number of inherited Vedic u-stems shows a consistent variation between open and
closed inﬂectional endings that may be explained as going back to just such substantive:
adjective pairings, one could assume that the i-stems would also have preserved such a pattern
if it had existed in PIE. However, a ﬁrst analysis of the attested Vedic i-stems and the
metrical distribution of their inﬂectional endings shows that there is no systematical variation
to be found. This goes both for the simplex attestations and the stems attested as second
compound members (which have to be taken into consideration because SMCs where inﬂected
like an internal derivative of the underlying athematic simplex stem in PIE). The only possible
exception is rayí- wealth, which may preserve traces of a proterokinetic stem *rh1-ei
“
- (derived
from acrostatic *ró/éh1-i-) in the compounds br
˙
hádraye (D.sg.) and r
˙
dhádrayas (N.pl.).
These ﬁndings conﬁrm the general assumption that PIE did not have primary-looking
i -adjectives. This may be connected to the fact that PIE i-abstracts (from which we would
expect internally derived adjectives) where integrated in the Caland system and associated
with its suﬃxal adjectives in *-ro-, *-mo-, *-no- etc., which may have blocked the process of
internal derivation from these formations.
On the other hand, we do ﬁnd a number of i-adjectives in Vedic, which accordingly have to
be explained as Indo-Iranian innovations. Within these, two groups have to be distinguished,
a) (C)i-adjectives clearly associated with the Caland system and b) reduplicated adjectives
synchronically associated with the perfect stem (e.g. cákri -). While the former most likely
continue reanalyzed Caland abstracts, the PIE status of the second group is uncertain and
needs further study beyond the Vedic material.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, ein Teilgebiet der uridg. nominalen internen Derivation anhand
eines begrenzten Corpus genauer zu untersuchen. Ausgehend von gewissen Suﬃxalternatio-
nen in den Paradigmen einiger vedischer u-Stämme, die auf ein altes Nebeneinander eines
akrostatischen (neutralen) Substantivs und eines davon intern abgeleiteten proterokinetisch
ﬂektierten Adjektivs hindeuten, soll geklärt werden, ob ein ähnliches Ableitungsschema bei
den ansonsten ähnlich ﬂektierten i-Stämmen vorgelegen haben könnte. Dabei muss einerseits
untersucht werden, ob es in der Simplexﬂexion der i-Stämme eine ähnliche Distribution zwis-
chen oﬀener und geschlossener Flexion gibt wie bei den u-Stämmen, andererseits müssen
alle komponierten i-Stämme einbezogen werden, da die Hinterglieder von Possessivkomposita
im Indogermanischen ebenfalls wie ein internes Derivat des zugrundeliegenden Simplex ﬂek-
tierten.
Da die Strukturanforderungen der vedischen Metrik Archaismen bewahren können, besteht
der größte Teil der Arbeit aus einer genauen Analyse der belegten i-Stämme nach metrischen
Gesichtspunkten. Eine erste Auswertung zeigt allerdings, dass es bei den i-Stämmen keine
systematische Suﬃxvariation gibt und dass auch komponierte i-Stämme nicht grundsätzlich
von der Simplexﬂexion abweichen. Besonders die Klasse der ererbten i-Stämme, die synchron
nicht mit Verbalwurzeln assoziiert sind (z.B. páti - Herr; Gatte, ávi- Schaf, agní- Feuer)
weist im Gegensatz zu ererbten u-Stämmen (vásu- Gut, krátu- Kraft etc.) keine Spuren
interner Derivation auf.









, abgeleitet von akro-
statischem *ró/éh1-i-, im Hinterglied fortsetzen könnte.
Diachron könnte das Fehlen intern derivierter i-Adjektive darauf zurückzuführen sein, dass
indogermanische i -Abstrakta in erster Linie mit den Adjektiven des Caland-Suﬃxverbands
assoziiert waren und daher keine intern derivierten Adjektive bildeten, was auch das Fehlen
von i-Adjektiven in der Grundsprache erklären könnte. In diesem Fall müssen allerdings
einzelsprachlich auftretende i-Adjektive erklärt werden. Im Vedischen sind hier zwei Gruppen
zu unterscheiden: Einerseits klar mit dem Caland-System assoziierte Bildungen, die sekundär
aus den Vordergliedern von Caland-Bahuvr	his reanalysiert worden sein könnten (bzw. in
einigen Fällen wohl auf appositiv verwendete abstrakte Substantive zurückgehen), andererseits
die reduplizierten Verbaladjektive des Typs cákri -, deren uridg. Status aber noch zu klären
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